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the choice is yours...
...and let's face it—there is plenty to choose from. A difficult task you may
think. Not at Imhofsl Here in two specially equipped hi-fi listening rooms
you can, just by the click of a dial, hear any combination from a vast range of
speakers, amplifiers, motors, pick-ups, tape recorders and microphones
(including all the newest and latest equipment). This is only made possible by
the unique Imhof Comparators. The staff are experts and their valuable
knowledge is at your disposal to help you to decide and advise on the
capabilities of each piece of equipment. At Imhofs you will find all that is
best in hi-fi equipment—a range unrivalled in London—with prices varying to
suit every pocket.
Imhofs also have the most comprehensive collection of classical and pop
records, pre-recorded tapes, tape cassettes, T.V., radio etc... make your
first choice Imhofs and you won't regret it.

This Year of Hi -Fi
Contains details of all the worthwhile
equipment that is currently available
together with helpful notes on
choosing hi-fi. A must for both
beginner and expert.

Isiee.00

IM.1101'S
Dept. 4/7 112-116, New Oxford Street,
London W.C.1
telephone 01-636 7878
Please tick appropriate squares
Ienclose cheque postal order stamps for 2'6d—
please send mea copy of THIS YEAR OF HI-FI J
Living overseas Iwould like a free copy of
THIS YEAR OF HI- Fl ,
Please send me free of charge, details of:
monthly record accounts
guaranteed export service :J.

Have you had your copy yet?
If not. send 2/6d today ( each copy contains a
voucher worth £ 1)
New at lmhofs
The fabulous new Minitronic' fully transistorised
electronic keyboard is now at Imhofs—
call in to see and hear it today

Eddystone cemmunication receivers
name
address
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Britain's largest selling
hi-fi journal, with an
audited average net sale of
38,473 copies per issue at the
last half- yearly count ( July- Dec 1968).

there's more to Epping than forest
A

S anyone here knows.
If you haven't been to Epping lately ( or
ever) come and see what a pleasant but busily
developing country town it is.
Half- way along the High Street, at number 148,
a new, enlarged demonstration showroom, full of
hi-fi and tape-recording equipment, awaits your
inspection.
The wide range of tuners, speakers, amplifiers,
turntables etc., plus an extensive selection of
mono/stereo records and tapes means no
waiting.

new to hi-fi along the right lines as they do discuss.ng response curves and output impedance
with the more experienced devotee.
Demonstrations in your own home are readily
available, and the chance is welcomed, as they
know that the place where the music will be
heard is the best location for testing acoustical
balances and equipment—and it gives you a
chance to see if teak, rosewood or walnut blends
best with your living room.

All the leading names can be found here, from
Akai to Wharfedale, and some you certainly
won't find elsewhere.

If you can't call in, write or phone and let them
know your requirements. The same expert,
immediate and personal service is given to these
enquiries as to the on-the- spot customer, and
the full 12- months guarantee ( NO repair bills)
applies.

The helpful and courteous staff are fullytrained, enthusiastic experts— but don't necessarily expect you to be. They take as much pride
and pleasure in guiding someone completely

But if you can, visit Epping. This hi-fi treasure
trove is called Chew & Osborne Ltd, and if, when
you leave it, you have some loose change left,
there are some nice pubs in Epping too.

CHEW AND OSBORNE LTD
763
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Thorens TD150AB
turntable

Sanyo DC60 AM- FM
tuner amplifier

148 High Street, Epping, Essex.
Telephone: 4242

Open Monday to Saturday 9a.m. till 6p.m. except VVednescay ( dosed all day) and Friday ( late shopping) 9a.m. ull 8p.m.
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BEAUMONT—by Largs
cabinet makers in traditional
style. Accommodates
extensive HiFi equipment.
3' 4" long, 2' 7" high,
1' se deep. Price (cabinet
only) £ 13o.

Floor shows at Largs!
Certainly. Not the sort the words may suggest,
but, quite literally, three separate floor shows—
non-stop, with frequent changes of programme!

Another section of the ground floor shows
conventional radiograms, with their own built-in
speakers. 'Package deals', of course: no variations of the
link-ups is practicable. But every one of them has been
stringently tested and passed by our technicians.

On our lower ground floor the show is custom-built
HiFi: probably the finest assembly ever under one
roof of turntables, tape decks, pickups, amplifiers and
speakers. Through our magnificent COMPARATOR
CONSOLE you listen to countless combinations
of different makes of them, varying the combination
endlessly at the touch of aswitch, till you infallibly
settle on the link-up that fully satisfies you.
This is the show de
luxe for the real Hi-Fi
enthusiast. It includes the
superlative Tannoy
'Autograph' speakers—
the only stereo pair in
any showroom in the
country. (£335 the pair,
incidentally).

And, as well as these 'sectionalised' shows, on
both floors you'll find many examples of the beautiful
furniture we make to house your custom-built Hi-Fi.
Come along to Largs and look and listen!
Delivery and normal installation are free within
20 miles of London: so is Largs technical know-how
for any servicing required within 12 months.
Send for our booklet " Traditional Furniture"
(or, if you have modern tastes, ask for our
"Contemporary" brochure).
"Beaumont"
storage cabinet
to match—£45.

On the ground floor,
one show features
radiograms and a
variety of speakers to
partner them. Our new
'Mini-Comparator' allows
you to compare, at asplit second's
interval, the performances of up to 25 different pairs
of speakers with any particular 'gram.

for High Fidelity
Now probably the best showrooms in the worbd
for choosing agood radiogram.
76-77 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I.
o5-242 2626 ( PBX)
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Ferrograph F307
stereo amplifier
the heart of
reat HiFi

F307 is an integrated Stereo AmpUier, built in atradition of excellence and extremely versatile
in its capabilities.
It presents a clean uncluttered appearance, conforming very closely with the Series Seven
Recorder in this regard. Only its main controls appear on the panel all subsidiary control § being housed
beneath a hinged extruded aluminium flap.
F307 delivers power output of 20 watts RMS per channel into a load of 8 ohms and has a
total harmcnic distortion of less than 0.25",, at lkHz at all levels up to its rated output.
Your Ferrograph dealer will be pleased to demonstrate F307 to you. When planning your
Hi- Fi system, this is an Amplifier to which the most
rmummummimmialumsmmimn
serious consideration must be given and its Manual . To The Ferrograph Co Ltd.
makes informative and compelling reading.
a Mercury House, 195 Knightsbridge, London, S.W.7.
11 Please send me FREE details of true Ferrovaph Stereo Amplifier F307 Ill •

FERROGRAPH .

•

OR send me the F307 Manual for which Ienclose 5s 6d post paid

II
CI :

Name
Address

I
I
II
IMMMMMMMIMIIIM lummummmaill

The Ferrograph Co. Ltd.
Mercury House, 195 Knightsbridge, London, S.W.7.
Telephone: 01-589 4485

H.F.N.
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you can't
hear the
difference
in ' Scotch' Dynarange'

tapes, maybe you should
have your ears checked

'Scotch' low noise ' Dynarange'
magnetic tape is the one
professionals prefer. It has been
manufactured to the highest
standards of the expert who wants
to get the best from his equipment.

Stech
MAGNETIC TAPIE
1-CING in-Fee

POLYESTER

CrYNASIANGE

Scotch
MAGNETIC

TAPE

3

COMPANY

Professional Recording Studios use it every day
3M, 'Scotch' and 'Dynarange' are trademarks

766
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Nikko is a range of equipment you can buy purely for its
looks because you know that what lies behind the facia is
the very latest in solid state techniques— sophisticated circuitry which gives superb reproduction— and its reliable—
backed by research, testing and nost important by service—
in the U.K! So, if your wife chooses a Nikko Amplifier to
match the curtains— don't worry, she's quite right. Of course,
she's chosen the best 1
-fee

' AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD
1,
HI- FIDELITY DEALERS
Distributed by

HOWLAND-WEST LTD.
2 Park End, South Hill Park,
London, N.W.3.

Telephone: 01-794 6666/6033

HOWLAND

au

WEST

Model TRM-40B
Solid State Stereo Amplifier £ 46.10. 0.
Model TRM-120
Professional Solid State
Stereo Amplifier £ 95. 0. 0.
Model FAM-12F
Solid State AM/FM Stereo
Multiplex Tuner
£ 68. 8. 3.
Model ST- 501
Solid State AM/FM Stereo
Multiplex Tuner Amplifier £121.17.11.
Model ST- 701
Solid State AM/FM Stereo
Multiplex Tuner Amplifier £ 136. 3.11.
Stereo Headphones from £ 4.15. 0.

Please send free illustrated catdogue
NAME
Address

111 CO

PRODUCTS

HFN
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K. J. ENTERPRISES
BRITAIN'S PREMIER MAIL-ORDER AUDIO SPECIALISTS
Immediate despatch on Advertised Lines.

Send Cash with Order.
DISCOUNT BARGAINS * VAST STOCKS OF TAPE & EQUIPMENT* REFUND GUARANTEE.

ILFORD

BRANDED TAPES
2.0% OFF!

-ZONAL TAPE

401 OFF!

BASF—EMI—GRUNDIG—PHILIPS
SCOTCH—AGFA
Brand new, Fully Guaranteed and in normal manufacturer's
STANDARD PLAY
5
600'
sr 900' Except Agfa
7 I
200' .)

PRICE PRICE
22/2
lei.
29/5
24/36/7
29/6

LONG PLAY
210' Not Scotch
9/3
✓
300' Scotch only
9/7
4450'
14/9
4r 600' BASF, Agfa only 22/.5"
900'
29/2
1200'
36/5
-r 1800'
51/7
8r 2400' BASF, Scotch only 74/10" 3280' Agfa only
85/9
10" 3600' BASF only
96/6
104" 4200' Agfa, BASF only 113/6

✓

°sr

SCOTCH DYNARANGE
5'
900'
1200'
r 1900'
131" 2400' ( Metal Reel)

sr

7/6
7/9
12/18/23/6
29/6
41/6
58/9
68/9
77/6
89/3

( L/P)
32/8 26/3
4I/33/58/1
46/6
84/3
67/6

GRUNDIG TAPE AVAILABLE ONLY
WHERE MARKED WITH ASTERISK
Postage and packing 2(6

pack

NEW KJ SPECTACULAR

DOUBLE PLAY
PRICE PRICE
r
300' Not Scotch
14/3
11/6
3"
400' Scotch only
16/7
13/3
4"
600'
26/21/44" 900' Agfa, BASF only 31/25/5" 1200'
43/2
34/9
"Sr 1800'
56/11
46/.7" 2400'
79/63/6
10" 4600' Agfa only
140/9 112/9

TRIPLE PLAY
3"
450' Not Scotch
22/3
3"
600' Scotch only
24/10
4"
900'
40/'44 - 1200' Agfa. BASF only 50/5" 1800' Not Scotch
67/2
54" 2400' Agfa, BASF
91/4
7" 3600' ,fonly
116/6

18/19/9
32/3
40/3
54/73/6
93/6

COMPACT CASSETTES
C.60
17/6
C.90
25/.
C.1 20
33/6

14/3
20/3
27/.

From the Motion Picture and Magnetic Products Division of ILFORD LTD. we are
proud to present a New Stupendous BARGAIN OFFER! Never before have
you been offered such a breathtaking ooportunity. ILFORD-ZONAL premium
grade magnetic tape (extensively used by the 8.8 C.) at a terrific reduction of
40%! Brand New, Boxed, Fully Guaranteed and complete with leaders, trailers
and stop foil. UNIQUE TO KJ.
LIST
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
ONE
THREE
SIX
900' on 5' reel Long Play P.V C. ..
29/1
17/6
50/6
96/6
1200' on 54" reel Long Play P.V.C. ..
3611
22/6
65/.
125/.
1800' on 7" reel Long Play P.V.C. ..
51/4
29/6
86/165/.
1200' on 5' reel Double Play ( Polyester)
43'1
27/9
8I/157/6
1800' on 54" reel Double Play ( Polyester)
56/1
36/.
I05/204/.
2400' on 7" reel Double Play ( Polyester)
78/10
496
145/6
285/.
Post and Packing 26
Orders over £ 3 post free

BARGAIN OF THE MONTH
PHILIPS STELLA 4-TRACK TAPE RECORDER

Orders ov er £ 3 post free

SENSATIONAL NEW HALF PRICE OFFER !
A bulk purchase of top quality Recording Tape manufactured by one of the Country's
leading makers. A polyester based tape with superlife black coating. Polythene
wrapped anc fully guaranteed. Available while stocks last in one size only.

1800' on 7" reel Long Play

NORMAL
VALUE
50/-

ONE
26/6

THREE
78/-

SIX
I50/-

POST 8 PACKING 2/6. ORDERS OVER £ 3 POST FREE

/Cire '77

ce
tee

MP TO HALF PR/CE

Standard pattern to fit
Philips, Stella, Elizabethan,
Donsette, Sanyo, Ferguson,
Bush, HMV, Sony, etc.

,dmpact Cassettes with 60,90 and 120 minutes playing
tune. Brand New and packed in normal plastic library
box. Available at this exceptional price.
MAXELL
MC.60
MC.90
MC.120
1for 10/6
1for 14/1for 18/6
3for 30/3for 40/6
3for 54/6for 55/6
6for 78(6for 105/12 for 105/12 for 150/12 for 204/Post and Packing 2/6. Orders over £ 3 post free.
Must not be confused with cheaper American
Overture cassettes advertised elsewhere.

K. J. ENTERPRISES (Deptp) 17 THE BRIDGE,

WEALDSTONE, MIDDLESEX ( pposite Harrow and
Wealdstone Station). 01-427 7758. Showroom hours:
9.30a.m. - 5.30p.m. Closed Lunch 12.30 - 1.30p.m. Close
1p.m. Saturday.

CARRIAGE I0/-.
An attractively priced, high quality, reel-to-reel recorder. You will find that this
machine, despite its many potentialities, is very simple to operate, thanks to the
clear arrangement of its controls and connection sockets alike.

LOOK AT SOME OF THESE OUTSTANDING FEATURES
e All transistor amplrfier
• Mono recording arid playback
• Stereo playback, Duoplay and multi- e Suitable for use as amplifier
play with stereo amplifier and accese Facilities for mixing, and for monitorsories
ing via its built-in loudspeaker
• 4 track, 2 speeds-34 and 14 i.p.s. • Supplied with omnidirectional moving
Reels up to 7".

EL

• Output 4 W
• Tone control

• Tape position indicator

e

coil microphone. 7" reel of tape. 7"
empty spool, connecting lead and
library rack
Magnificent wooden sided cabinet

Our New 100 page illustrated catalogue sent entirely
FREE on request. Britain's most specialised comprehensive range of recording tape, Accessories
and Audio equipment. 20,000 reels of tape always in
stock with reductions ranging up to 50".,

Read all about it!
Goodmans High Fidelity Manual is of interest to beginners and enthusiasts alike— with articles on Stereo;
an Introduction to High Fidelity, Stage- built systems,
as well as full details of Goodmans High Fidelity audio
products. Thinking of High Fidelity — first read Goodmans 28 page Manual.

Send for your free copy
Please send me a free copy of Goodmans Manual
Name
Address

Goodmans Loudspeakers Limited
Axiom Works, Wembley, Middlesex. Tel: 01-902 1200
769
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A new look at the
middle power range.

411110,

e

)

'ere. agone
•

'AW ,Pue

MI6

Sonvati

Sansui 800

The middle power range, roughly
that between 40 and 70 watts, has
long been neglected by stereo manufacturers in the race to build receivers
for the higher power— and price —
ranges.
It hasn't been neglected by Sansui,
however.
Working on the assumption that the
middle power range is the most practi-

cal for the average home, Sansui engineers have developed two of the
highest performing solid state receivers
ever to enter this field.
Rated at 70 and 46 watts respectively, the new Sansui 800 and 350 bring
large receiver performance and refinements within the reach of everyone.
Both incorporate the latest FET circuitry for new standards in FM sensitivity and selectivity. Both offer wider
dynamic ranges, lower distortion and
higher channel separation figures.

Each incorporates a newly developed noise canceler and is capable of
handling up to two speaker systems
simultaneously. And each features the
functional black window design.
For anew look at the middle — or
any — power range, see your nearest
Sansui dealer soon.

Scinsui

Sansui 350
England: TECHNICAL CERAMICS LTD. Thornhill, Southampton Hampshire Tel: Southampton 45166 / Ireland: RADIO CENTRE 122A, St. Stephen's Green, Dublin
2/ West Germany: COMPO HI-FI G.M.B.H. 6 Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 65 / Switzerland & Liechtenstein: EGLI, FISCHER & CO. LTD. ZURICH 8022 Zurich,
Gotthardstr. 6, Claridenhof / France: HENRI COTTE & CIE. 77, Rue J.-R. Thorelle, 77, 92 Bourg-la-Reine / Luxembourg: MICHAEL SHEN, EUROTEX 15, Rue Glesener /
Italy: ELECTRONICA LOMBARDA S.P.A. Via Montebello 27, 20121 Milano / Austria: THE VIENNA HIGH FIDELITY & STEREO CO. 1070 Wien, Burggasse 114 / Belgium:
MATELECTRIC 199, Boulevard Leopold II Laan, 199, Bruxelles 8 / Netherlands: TEMPOFOON BRITISH IMPORT COMPANY N.V. Tilburg, Kapitein Hatterasstraat 8,
Postbus 540 / South Africa: GLENS ( PTY) LTD. P.O. Box 6406 Johannesburg / Southern Yemen: BHICAJEE COWASJEE LTD. Steamer Point, Aden / SANSUI ELECTRIC
CO., LTD. FRANKFURT OFFICE Schillerstrasse 31, Frankfurt am Main, West Germany / SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 14-1, 2-chome, lzumi, Suginami-ku, Tokyo, japan
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SENSATIONAL STEREO OFFERS!
NUSOUND BREAK THE PRICE BARRIER!
Never before has such value for money Hi -Fi been
available. After months of testing and comparing
amplifiers, speakers, cartridges etc., the NuSound
test team arrived at five combinationsu that not
only produce the finest sound but represent the finest
value for money available today.
NuSound by virtue of its tremendous purchasing power is
able to buy truly vast quantities of each selected component and by doing so obtain the lowest possible prices,
the benefit of which we pass on to you the customer.
Never at any time has our motivation been towards the
cheapest available. On the contrary when we exhaustively
tested many magnetic cartridges several were found to
be quite good ( in fact one in particular is used in another
well known budget system) but they did not come up to
the high standard set by the NuSound team. We therefore
chose the most expensive cartridge purely on the grounds
that it gave the highest standard of performance on a par
with the other components in the system, instead of being
the weak link in the chain.
A NuSound Stereo System saves you «Cs, in one
case as much as 334% off our normal price, if the
items were purchased individually, but whatever
the saving all systems are 100% value, not only in
quality but in both performance and reliability!
Call into any
our showrooms. hear any
our five stereo
systems and judge for yourself! !
TELETON 203E STEREO AMPLIFIER. Representing
the finest value coupled with the most outstanding performance available today. A supreme example of Japanese
equipment. 18 Silicon transistors, 12 Watts output, Freq.
range 30-20,000 Hz, -I- IdB. ± 10 dB Bass, Treble boost
or cut. Scratch filter, Output for stereo headphones.
Magnetic inputs. Equal in performance to amplifiers twice
the price. Attractive wooden cabinet easy to operate
controls, including tape, gram, tuner selector controls
and illuminated on/off indicator. Worth double. Our
Normal Price f28/7/6.
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK STEREO AMPLIFIER.
The latest model from Rogers! Using 18 silicon transistors.
20 watts output ( 10 watts r.m.s. per channel). Total
harmonic distortion less than 0.1%. Frequency range
25-20,000 Hz. Inputs for gram, tuner and tape. Tape
output sockets. Controls: Volume, Treble ( ± 16 dB at
10 kHz), Bass ( ± I6 dB at 10 kHz), Balance. Lowpass filter
with variable slope control and switched high pass filter.
On/off switch and indcator light. Attractive teak veneer
case. Our Normal Price E47/10/-.
GARRARD SP.25 Mk II. Single- record playing unit.
4 speeds. With weight counter- balanced tubular pick-up
arm, bias compensator, integral stylus force calibrated adjustment, and cueing device. Our Normal Price f15/9/7.
GARRARD AP.75. A high- quality, three-speed single
record- playing unit. Features include non-magnetic turntable, diecast aluminium pick-up arm with calibrated bias
compensation, stylus force adjustment and slide- in
cartridge carrier. Facilities for cue and pause and automatic play of single records. Our Normal Price L23/13/-.
GARRARD A.70 Mk II. High-fidelity four- speed automatic record changer with a large diameter heavy turntable of sandwich construction. Weight-counterbalnced
pick-up arm with bias compensator and integral calibrated
stylus force adjustment. Our Normal Price E23/13/-.
DELUXE TEAK PLINTHS BY MEDLEY. Beautifully
finished with high quality perspex cover. For SP25/AP75.
Our Normal Price £8 19/6. With hinged perspex cover
for A70. Our Normal Price f9/19/6.
NM33 STEREO MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE. A top
quality high compliance cartridge of truly superlative performance. On test the NM33 produced results equal to
cartridges costing over LIS.
20-20,000 Hz. Tracking
weight 2-3 grammes. Diamond stylus 0.7 mil.
Our Normal Price 0/19/6.
GOLDRING 800 STEREO MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE
The new Goldring Cartridge employing the " Free Field"
principle. Frequency response 20-20,000 Hz. Compliance
10x 10
cm/dyne. Tracking weight 1-3 grammes. Diamond stylus 0.5 mil. Our Normal Price E13/-/-.
DE- LUXE D.N.H. HI-FI SPEAKER ENCLOSURES.
By Norway's Largest Speaker Manufacturer. Matched in
appearance and performance. Each fitted high quality
twin cone 84 in. speaker giving excellent reproduction.
10 watts handling capacity.
Not mini-speakers. Size
II" x 7" x 154" high. Teak finished on all sides, cloth fronts,
vertical or horizontal use. Our Normal Price E33/12/-.
DECCA DERAM LUXURY CONSOLE LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURES. The Decca Derams reproduce the world's finest sounds with clarity and crispness
which no other speaker at anywhere near the price can
match. Each fitted 13 -x8" high flux density elliptical
bass speaker, crossover network and 3" treble speaker.
Frequency range 50-15,000 Hz.
Power handling 8-10
watts. Unique styling, attractively finished in teak with
padded cloth fronts and elegant silver trim. Size 25" high
X 13r wide Y e deep. Our Normal Price E35/14/-.
8 It is possible to combine any of the equipment listed to
create a system to suit your individual requirements. List
available.

of

TELETON 203E

ROGERS RAVENSBROOK

of

GARRARD SP25 II

DNH

NUSOUND HI-FI STEREO SYSTEMS
STEREO SYSTEM "64"
Teletcn 203E Amplifier
Garra d SP25 Mk II
Plinth and cover
NM33 Stereo Cartridge
Pair of D.N.H. Speakers
All leads and plugs
Total cost if
purchased individually
-SAVE

£30/19/1

SYSTEM
PRICE

eA GNS.
u-rCarr. &

STEREO SYSTEM "92"

£28
£15
£8
£9
£33
£1

7
9
19
19
12
15

6
7
6
6
0
0

£98

3

1

•.
••
••
••
••

£28
£23
£9
£9
£33
£2

7
13
19
19
12

co

0
10 0

Total cost if
purchased individually

£101

SAVE
£25,15/7

SYSTEM
PRICE

72

7
9
19
19
14
17

6
7
6
6

o
6

7 7

GNS.
Carr. & Ins. 50/-

10

1

Total cost if
purchased individually
SYSTEM
PRICE

£47
£23
£8
£13
£35
a
£m

10
13
19
0
14
17

0
0
6
0
0
6

14

0

I LIU Carr. & Ins. 50/-

PART EXCHANGES WELCOME.

STEREO SYSTEM "72"
£28
£15
£8
£9
£35
£2

0
7
6
6
0
6

SYSTEM an GINS.
PRICE
gilt& Carr. & Ins. 50/-

Rogers Ravensbrook
Garrard AP75
Plinth and Cover ..
Goldring 800 Stereo Cartridge
Pair of Decca Deram Speakers
All leads and plugs ..

SAVE
£21/9/-

G NS.
.& ins 35 -

UV Carr

Teleton 203E Amplifier
Garrard SP25 Mk II
Plinth and Cover
NM 33 Stereo Cartridge ..
Pair of Decca Deram Speakers
All leads and plugs ..

10
9
19
19
14
17

STEREO SYSTEM "105"
6
0
6
6

Total cost if tin ,
1 6
purchased individually '"'"'
SAVE
SYSTEM
£36/13/6 PRICE

Total cost . f
purchased individually —
SAVE
L23/18/1

Ins. 35

STEREO SYSTEM "68"
Teleton 203E Amplifier
Garrard A70 Mk II ..
Plinth and cover
NM33 Stereo Cartridge
Pair of D.N.H. Speakers
All leads and plugs ..

Rogers Ravensbrook £47
Garrard SP25 Mk II
£ 15
Plinth and cover
£8
NM33 Stereo Cartridge £ 9
Pair of Decca Deram Speakers £ 35
All leads and plugs .. £ 2

EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE.
If you are unable to visit our showrooms order with confidence by
post. All NuSound Stereo Systems
are supplied ready to plug in and
play, complete with all connecting
leads.
MAIL ORDERS TO: Dept. HN/JUL.,
Magnatape House, 191'193 Plashet Rd.,
Upton Park, London E.13.

NEW SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN AT: 24 OXFORD STREET, LONDON, WI Tel. 01-580 4638/4639/5755

RdEST SPECIALISTS

e82 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I. Tel.: 01-242 7401
e 360 KILBURN HIGH RD., N.W.6. Tel.:01-624 1656
•228 BISHOPSGATE, E.C.1.
Tel.: 01-247 2609
• 87 100 ILFORD LANE, ILFORD. Tel.: 01-478 2291
(Opp. Liverpool St. Si n.—Clo..ed Sat. Open Sun. ( 10-2) ( Pioneer Market— Iminute from Ilford Broadway)
•242 4 PENTONV1LLE RD. N I. Tel.: 01-837 8200 e 36 LEWISHAM HIGH ST., S.E.I3. Tel.:01-852 2399

NOW OPEN
AT 24, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1.
Telephone: 01-580 4638 4639 5755
Open every day Monday to Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

THE LATEST
NUSOUND

SA NYC)
send congratulations to

NUSOUND
on their new
showrooms at

TAPE RECORDER
AND HI-FI
CENTRE

24 Oxford St.,W.1.
A full range of Sanyo
products is available
for demonstration

Model illLstrated DC 434 Mk 11
Marubeni-lida Co. L'd., (Electronic Equipment Division), 164 Clapham Pb Rd, London S.W.4.

Philips new RH590 Stereo
Amplifier is a winner!

Armstrong

2x15 Watts music power (2x10 Watts sinewave power into

the high fidelity sound

8ohms). Harmonic distortion less than 1 . Inputs f
”nm magneto
dynamic, crystal or ceramic nick-up, tape or
tuner. Rumble, scratch filters. Physiological bass compensation on volume
control. 20-20,000 HZ ± 1.5 dB. Signalto-Noise Ratio better than 80dB below
10 Watts. Our price: £47.0.0.

PHILIPS

The full range of Armstrong high fidelity
can be seen and heard at the new Oxford
Street showrooms of Nusound

At the new showrooms of Nu- sound,
24 Oxford Street, London W .I.

Dulci Audio Suites

LL

You can own acomplete Dulci stereo system
for only £66.
This outstanding system includes apowerful
amplifier, two quality speakers and a playing
deck with Garrard Auto change unit.
Hear the magnificent Dulci sound at the
new modern

Congratulations to Nusound on opening
their Oxford Street Showrooms

Nu Sound

Showrooms,
Oxford Street, London, W.1.

FULL RANGE OF ' LL' EQUIPMENT
WILL BE ON DISPLAY

LEE PRODUCTS ( G.B.) LTD.,
10-18 Clifton Street, London, E.C.2.

Fine Products from

BRITAIN'S LARGEST
772

"THE CONSOLAIR" (
Model RS 790S)

•

(LI

GOLDRING

,

Congratulate Nu- Sound
on the opening of their

al • iri...i.-....„
Dual capstan luxury recorder ( Model RS 790S)
A supurb example of top flight engineering and quality performance—by NATIONAL
Price £ 87.2.5 ( Speakers £ 52.7.11 pair)

N IMIIIIIIALM IIIMAIIITHINAL
Telefunken congratulate
NuSound on their new Showroom.
See and hear all the latest

Oxford Street showroom.
GOLDRING MANUFACTURING COMPANY
(GREAT BRITAIN) LIMITED

®

486-488 High

1
BASF --.
\
\ \ \

Telefunken
Audio equipment and
Tape Recorders at the

0

A\

KEN

NuSound Showrooms.

TE LE
FUN
1

Road, Leytonstone, Ell. 01-539 8343 4 5

Congratulations to
"Nu Sound" on the
opening of their
new showrooms

)

in Oxford Street.

L.

BASF United Kingdom Limited
Sa Gillespie Road, London, N.5.

1=I

>I

Z

TAPE
BRITISH
AT

•

11:11 INIF,

RECORDERS
ENGINEERING
ITS

BEST

See and hear this remarkable machine
MAGNETIC TAPES LTD.
Chilton Works, Garden Road, Richmond, Surrey.

‘

KAI

tape recorders

hear superb Akai sound
at the latest
NUSOUND
hi-fi and tape recorder centre

Telephone: 01-226 2011

00000000000000000000000000

0
8LOOK IN ON SONY AT S
o
o
° NU- SOUND -they'll be stocking
0

0
0
0

agreat range of

0

Sony products at

0

o SONTY:

their new Oxford

0
0 ffi,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Street premises.

0

0
0
0

00000000000000000000000000

ARENA
, .....
-

DANISH
HIGHSTEREO HI-FIFIDELITY
, EQUIPMENT

at its very
best!

HI-FI AND TAPE RECORDER SPECIALISTS

ELAC STS 244-17, one of anew range of magnetic stereo cartridges by the pioneers of magnetic cartridge
design, ELAC GMBH, West Germany.

TYPE

FREQUENCY RANGE

STYLUS FORCE

STATIC COMPLIANCE

PRICE, incl. P/TAX

STS 244-17

20-20,000 Hz

14-3 gms

18-10 -6 cm/dyn

£7 17 6

STS 344-17

20-22,000 Hz

1 -2gms

25-10 -6 cm/dyn

Ell 19 0

STS 344-E

20-22,000 Hz

I -2gms

25-10 -6 cm/dyn

£16

56

STS 444-E

10-24,000 Hz

3310 -6 cm/dyn

£22

00

¿-If gms

Also from the ELAC Hi Fi series, the superb MIRAPHON 22H transcription turntable and the Internationally
acclaimed MIRACORD 50H deluxe autochanger.
Either model with STS 344-17 cartridge £55 17s. Od. incl. P/TAX.
Base and cover optional extra £9 10s. Od.
Comparator demonstrations of ELAC magnetic cartridges and turntables along with an extensive range of
Fi equipment daily at our studio.
Hi REMEMBER—YOU DO PAY LESS AT UPL.
UNILET PRODUCTS LIMITED . COMPTON HOUSE . NEW MALDEN . SURREY
Telephone: 01-942 9567

STUDIO ENTRANCE BY NO. 37 MALDEN ROAD

Hours: MONDAY-FRIDAY 9AM-6PM

LIM
High

SATURDAY 9AM-NOON

To: UPL, COMPTON HOUSE, NEW MALDEN, SURREY
Please send me full ELAC details

Cartridges

D

Free Hi Fi Price Catalogue
NAME

Fidelity
ADDRESS

774

Turntables
D

D

The Better Way
To Buy HI- F1

112

A sound sensation
Power
P40 — 20 watts per channel without change in
performance — enough for the normal living
room and typical quality speakers.
P80 — 40 watts per channel and the same
excellent performance — for the larger room or
low- efficiency speakers.

Wide bandwidth power amplifier ensures fast
rise time for excellent transient response, low
phase distortion, high stability and minimal
differential phase distortion. The power amp
bonus — high efficiency — is close to theoretical
limit — runs cool. But to withstand high ambient
temperatures silicon transistors are used
throughout both pre- amp and power- amp.

A fresh beauty
A new peak in performance
A new simplicity of installation and use
The optimum investment value in amplifiers
The first appearance of a new concept in hi-fi
equipment — the Cambridge Audio Laboratories
Series P Stereo Amplifiers.

In Series P distortion is low, typically 0.08%
throughout the power range, close to limits of
best measurement instruments available.
Crossover distortion, bugbear of transistor
amplifiers has been eliminated by use of patented
current driven complementary output stage,
Class A/B operation giving best characteristics
of both Class A and Class B thus ensuring low
distortion at usual half watt listening levels.

Developed by Cambridge Consultants Ltd.',
Britain's fastest growing technical consultants
whose electronics team has developed and
introduced seven world firsts in professional
instrumentation in the last 12 months alone.
Series P are the outcome of two years refining
electronic techniques to bring entirely new
solutions to the complex problems facing the
audio amplifier designer.

Frequency response is maintained up to full
power, ( 25 Hz — 25 kHz ± 0-5 dB).

Result — the P40 and P80, Integrated Stereo
Amplifiers — representing new standards in
appearance, design and performance.
The patented pre- amplifier defeats input
overload, a universal problem in modern
domestic amplifiers. A problem because of the
remarkably wide range of recording levels
occurring on today's records and tapes and the
variation between pickups. By use of an
operational amplifier input stage the Cambridge
Audio Series P can accept 3 volts through the
3 millivolt input — an unprecedented overload of
60dB — 1000 times — more than 10 times the
claimed overload capability of any other
manufacturer. Series P outdates pickup matching
by preset control or plug-in board and eliminates
the once inevitable input overload. And pre- amp
bonuses — the new circuit optimises signal to
noise ratio to low levels for any gain setting and
any source impedance.

Toroidal transformer minimises effect of
mains transients; low leakage inductance
lessens stray-field- induced hum; transformer
is lightly loaded even at full output, to
run cool.
Straightforward construction within a beautiful
and functional case makes assembly and testing
simple and the unlikely fault easy for us or your
supplier to remedy.
High damping factor cuts unwanted bass
resonance from speakers.
Amplifier is unconditionally stable into any load
from 2 to 20 ohms.
Full protection from short circuit and open circuit
by electronic protection circuit.
Price
P40 £ 64 10s
P80 £ 92 15s

Compare the specifications with other top
amplifiers.
Then compare the performance -- ask your
retailer to play his most difficult samples through
good speakers from aquality pickup or tape
recorder. Its the most critical music which will
help you to hear the difference between the
good and the outstanding amplifier.
Specification
Power
P40 not less than 20W RMS per channel into
8 ohms
P80 not less than 40W RMS per channel into
8 ohms
Damping factor
Better than 80 into 8 ohms & 150 into 15 ohms
Frequency response
25 Hz — 25 kHz ± 0.5 dB
Signal to noise ratio
Better than 60 dB, pick-up. 70 dB, tuner
Total harmoitic distortion
Less than 0.1% at 1 kHz at full rated output
Less than 0.1% at 1 kHz at 0.5 watts output
Input overload capability
Better than 60 dB
Sensitivity
PU 1 Magnetic 3 mV impedance 47 kohms
nominal
PU 2 Ceramic 100 mV impedance 100 kohms
Tuner 100 mV impedance 100 kohms
Tape 50 mV impedance 100 kohms
Short circuit protection by electronic switch.
Persistent short-circuit protection by fuse.
Stable into open- circuit or complex impedances.
Dimensions: 161" 98 2"
Weight: 12 lbs
Mains power requirements
200/240 volts AC
110/120 volts AC
Two mains outlets ( one switched)

Po pr-1,1 ,
gnen

Lyre'

^

Utel

.1
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Cambridge Audio
Cambridge Audio Laboratories Limited
5 Queen Street, Mayfair
London W1

Bar Hill
Cambridge

Please send me details of the Cambridge Audio
P40 and P80 amplifiers
Name

Address

HFN3

R•E•W presents
a new solid state
audio amplifier
with all these features...
High and Low Cut response
compensators
Tone Control defeat circuitry
switch
Separate tone controls for
high and low boost and cut
for each channel
20 W. per channel r.m.s.
Sensitive output level meter
for each channel
Two system speaker selector.
Six
position
programme
selector
Stereo Headphone jack
DEC Damping Factor Control
Dimensions 164" w x 101" d
x 6" h.

for only 49 gns!
The new CE 6000 60- watt solid state audio amplifier from R.E.W. offers an astonishing range
of facilities and features at an amazingly low price. A superb performer and a good- looker
in anyone's book, this exciting new amplifier can be seen, heard and acquired on painless
interest free terms at either of our two showrooms now. If you really cannot call, ask for
full details by post or telephone.
Come and see the widest range anywhere of the newest Hi -Fi and Tape— make your choice
in comfort at R.E.W's two Audio Centres.
Lowest permitted deposits. interest free terms, free insurance, carriage and packing, unrivalled stocks
and unprejudiced advice.
Mail Order? This is an R.E.W. speciality. Fast, free van service anywhere in Greater London.
Showrooms in London's West End. You will find us just opposite the Astoria Cinema in Charing
Cross Road, at 146. Bigger and better demonstration facilities and skilled, experienced staff.
A selection of current special offers, all brand new and boxed and fully guaranteed.
free terms available, one third cash price deposit, balance over 12 months.
List
Price

Our
Price

GOLDRING GL75
complete with Shure M75
Cartridge ..
43g nu.
PHILIPS GLSS9
Speaker .
LI 1.4.2.
filgns.
AKAI M9 Stereo
quarter- track Tape
Recorder
..
£ 195
£195•
4 (Free with each machine, two Wharfedale
Denton Speakers, listed at £ 31.10s. per pair;
also available without speakers, our price
£169.)
AKAI 1710W Stereo Tape
Recorder ..
C109
£99.10.0.
SANSUI SOCA
AM/FM Stereo Tuner Amp
1I
5gns.
99gns.
AKAI 30000 Stereo
3hd. Tape Deck 4 track £99.15.0
£89.10.0.
SANSUI TR707A
AM/FM
Stereo
Tuner/
Amplifier, fully transistorised . . .
I
3Ogns.
IlOgns.
TELEFUNKEN M302 battery portable Tape
Recorder, list price £76.0.10. Our price only
59 gns.

1131311

TELEFUNKEN 204E Stereo
Recorder ..
AKAI SW130 Hi -Fi Loudspeakers ..
FISHER XP9I3 4- way
Speakers . .
SANYO MR929
quarter- track Stereo Tape
Recorder with Speakers ..
SANSUI 1000 AM/FM
Stereo Tuner/Amplifier ..

List
Price
L136

Interest
Our
Price
99gns.

L36.0.0.

£29.15.0.

9Igns.

66gns.

£96.0.0.

79gns.

I
3Ogns.

1lOgns.

G OLDRI NG Transcription Unit GL75 and Goldring G800 Stereo Cartridge, list price £49.8.3.
Our price only 41 gns.
SHURE M3D Stereo
Cartridge,
list price
£8.12.6. Our price only 6 gns.
G OLDRI NG Transcription Unit GL68 and Shure
M3D Stereo Cartridge, reduced to 27 gns.
SANYO OTTO DC904 Complete Stereo Hi -Fi
System, list price £82.10.0.
Our price only
66gns.
HITACHI Belsona Mains Tape Recorder, 2.
speed, 2- track, pre- budget price 42 gns. Our
price only 26 gns.

ReE•W ( Earlsfield)

e WEST

Ltd.

END SHOWROOMS: 146 CHARING CROSS ROAD,
LONDON, WC2 Telephone: 01-836 3365 (
Opposite Astoria Cinema)

776

Model CE6000, 49 gns. cash
or on interest free terms,
£17.3.0
deposit
and
12
monthly
payments
of
£2.17.2.

Comprehensive selections
always in stock including
Amplifiers and
Tuners by:
AKAI
ARENA
ARMSTRONG
B & 0
CHAPMAN
DECCA
FISHER
GOODMANS
GRUNDIG
LEAK
PHILIPS
PYE
QUAD
RADFORD
ROGERS
SANSUI
TRUVOX etc.
Loudspeakers by:
ARENA
B & 0
BOWERS &
WILKINS
FISHER
GOODMANS

KEF
LEAK
QUAD
ROGERS
WHARFEDALE
etc.
Tape Recorders by:
AIWA
AKAI
AMPEX
B & 0
ELIZABETHAN
EMI
FEGUSON
FERROGRAPH
FICORD
OPTACORD
PHILIPS
REPS
RE VOX
SANYO
SONY
TANDBERG
TELEFUNKEN
UHER
VORTEXION
WYNDSOR etc.

e HEADQUARTER SHOWROOMS AND MAIL ORDER:
DEPT. HFN, 266-8 UPPER TOOTING ROAD,
LONDON, SWI7
Tel. 01-672 4471/2 & 9175

'WATTS' THE NAME
FOR RECORD
MAINTENANCE
,„okto OF

RECORe,

1

HI-FI

STYLUS PARASTAT
CLEANER Gramophone Record
Rego'. ( Pa). App. 58216 .67)

ALL
OBTAINABLE
FROM
YOUR
LOCAL SPECIALIST
OR
DIRECT.

Maintenance and Stylus
Cleaning Kit

Available
separately
complete with
instructions.
Price 5/plus 1/3 P.T.

'PARASTAT',.0 Manual Model Mk.IIA

Designed for use on NEW records or records in new
condition which are to be played with pick-ups
requiring very low tracking pressures. The 30,000
finely pointed tips of the Hi -Fi Parastat Brush
positively explore every detail in the record groove to
provide the high degree of record cleanliness
necessary when using ultra lightweight pick-ups
tracking at 2 grammes or less. The cover pad in the
lid of the case is provided for the purpose of cleaning
and activating the brush which when enclosed within
the case is kept at the correct level of humidity
required to control all static at the working surface.
Perfectly clean records must be played with a
perfectly clean stylus and an integral part of the kit
is the Watts Stylus Cleaner which provides a safe
and efficient method of cleaning the stylus.
Supplied complete with instructions, 1 oz New
Formula dispenser, Distilled Water dispenser, spare
pad cover and ribbons. Price 42/6, plus 1/3 P.T.
Replacements: 1 oz. New Formula dispenser 4/6.
Distilled Water dispenser 4/-. Pad Cover and
Ribbons, 1/9..

A dual purpose record maintenance
device. Keeps new records in perfect condition. Restores fidelity to
older discs. Complete with 1 oz.
New Formula dispenser and instruc lions. Price 45/-.
Replacements Pad Covers 2/- each. Brush 12/6.
Sponge Cover Pad 1/-.
1 oz New Formula dispenser 4/6.
Humid Mop. Recommended for use in conjunction with the Manual Parastat and Preener. Cleans
and conditions the bristles and velvet pads.
Ensures correct degree of humidity at the time of
use Complete with spare sponges and instructions.
Price 4/6. Replacements: Set of Sponges 2/6.

The

PARASTATIK'R„ DISC PREENER(P,,„),..,

original

T. CECIL

rStereo
Records

(
Patent No 817598)

Complete.with
oz New Formula
dispenser and instructions.
Price 18/9, plus 4/5 P.T.
Replacements .
Nylon Bristle and Plush Pad 1/9.
07 New Formula dispenser 2/6.

Complete with instructions.
Price 6/9.
Replacements:
Packet of 4 wicks 2/-.

bettercare
O j) and

DUST

Automatic Record Cleaner. Easily
fitted to any transcription type
turntable. Provides a simple and
effective method of removing static
and dust while the record is being
played. Surface noise and record and
stylus wear is reduced, resulting in
cleaner reproduction.

eeps new records like new
xpressly designed for use with
cords which have not had
revious antistatic treatment.

A9 cie
to tie

'

A GUIDE TO THE
BETTER
CARE
OF
L.P. AND STEREO
RECORDS
Completely revised.
48 pages, fully
illustrated,
providing
all necessary
information on
Record Care.
2/6 Post Free.

E. WATTS LTD. DARBY HOUSE, SUNBURY ON THAMES, MIDDLESEX.
Please send ( Post Free U.K. and Commonwealth)
Disc Preeners

6/9

Dust Bugs @ 18/9 plus 4/5 P.T.
48 page Booklets @ 2/6
Replacement

Address

Manual Parastats
Cleaners ® 5/— plus 1/3 P.T.

Parts:

Ienclose cheque/P.O. value £
Name

_Hi -Fi Parastats ® 42/6 plus 1/3 P.T.

(Do not send postage stamps)

SONOTONE

TELETON SH30IP HEADPHONES

p.

BUDGET
PRICE

69/6

9TA or 9TAHC
(Fitted Diamond
Styli) ( Ceramic)
TYPE 9TAHC

A7/6

List price (82/-)

Plus 4/6 p. & p.

Plus 2/6 post and packing.

Professional Stereo/Mono model.
Headphone frequency response, 2015,000 cps Soft padded ear cushions.
Suitable for use with 4 to 16 ohm
outputs. Complete with Stereo Jack
plug.

Sensitivity: 9TA 80mV 9TAHC 55 mV/
cm/sec rms minimum at 45 0 at 1,000 Hz,
measured on Decca SXL2057
All goods listed on this page are fully
guaranteed and carry our money back
guarantee if not completely satisfactory.

CA RT R IDG ES
8T4A ( CERAMIC)
(Fitted Diamond Styli)

35/

List Price 60/9.

Exclusive Rumble Filter
The rumble filter takes the form of a compliance
between the pick-up mass and the arm mass. These
three elements together with the compliance of the
pick-up itself form a four- element filter. This filter
acts against vertical movement of the stylus causing a drop in the output voltage below 120 Hz.
The attenuation provided averages 10 dB.

YOU SAVE ALL ALONG THE

LINE...

MAGNETIC

TELETON 203E
AMPLIFIER

(DIAMOND)
STYLI

TODAY'S VALUE CIS

OUR PRICE

A solid state Mono/Stereo amplifier with the following features:
6 watts per channel. Scratch
filter, Phones input. Magnetic
and ceramic inputs.

£28.7.6.

Plus 2/6
post and
packing

•

iók5

/-

CARTRIDGE!
each

Plus 2/6 post and packing

FREE

HI-FI THAT'S

Stereo Head Phones valued at
£4/6/3 with every amplifier.

EASY ON THE

CASSETTE HEAD CLEANER

A magnetic stereo cartridge fitted
with diamond styli, compatible for
mono. Stylus replacement is simple
and can be carried out without
removing the cartridge. Send S.A.E.
for performance and technical data.
Fully guaranteed.

EAR AND THE

PLINTH

NAGRA

UNBEATABLE
VALUE

POCKET

AND

COVER
\Ç.41

95/- each
feint

Plus 10/- post
and packing.

e

At last, direct from America
the unique cassette head only
cleaner. Removes depositspost
plus 2/6
from the recording headpacking
and
with a non-abrasive polishing action.
Fits all compact cassette recorders and
playback units.

11/3

We are the specialists for this—
"The finest portable tape recorder in the world"

t • ipà,

Suitable for AT60;
SP25; 3000; 2500; 3500.
A superbly finished
Plinth of British design ready cut for AT60 and SP25 units.
Spindle can be left in position with cover on. Complete with
perspex cover of neutral smoke tint. The whole unit has very
clean lines and will blend in with awide range of furniture.

MAIL_ ORDER -- BY RETURN POST — GUARANTEED!
STOP

PRESS

REPLACEMENT STEREO
DIAMOND STYLI

SECTION !

COUNTDOWN
STEREO BUDGET SYSTEM
The ' Countdown' has proved an outstanding success— more and more
people are recommending the system for quality of sound and sheer
value for money. Just look what you get: * 2 Countdown Speakers;
* IGarrard SP 25 Mk. II Turntable; * IPlinth and Cover; * IArena
F210 Amplifier ;* IMagnetic Cartridge ;* Connecting Cables and Plugs.

YOU GET ALL THIS FOR ONLY
Ready wired, tested and
fully guaranteed

68 GN

Delivery charges by
arrangement

TRULY GREAT VALUE
780

8TA
9TA
9TAHC
GP91
ST9
8T4

ALL AT

15/.

each

P. & P. 1/6
others on request

ZONAL TAPE
7"
7"
5"
5"

L.P. 1800 ft...
25/S.T.D. 1200 ft. ..
14/L.P. 900 ft. ..
9/S.T.D. 600 ft. ..
6/6
10" Nab spool 2400 ft. 35/Post & packing, 2/- each.
Orders £ 5or more post free

J. J. FRANCIS
(WOOD GREEN) LTD

123 ALEXANDRA ROAD, HORNSEY,
LONDON, N.8.
BOWes Park 1662

'WATTS' THE NAME
FOR RECORD
MAINTENANCE
,oats£0FREcoe,,,,
STYLUS
CLEANER

Available
separately
complete with
instructions.
Price 5/plus 1/3 P.T.

1

HI-FI
PARASTAT

Regd. ( Pdt. App. 58216 67)

Gramophone Record
Maintenance and Stylus
Cleaning Kit

ALL
OBTAINABLE
FROM
YOUR
LOCAL SPECIALIST
OR
DIRECT.

'PARASTAT',,,,, Manual Model Mk.IIA

Designed for use on NEW records or records in new
condition which are to be played with pick-ups
requiring very low tracking pressures. The 30,000
finely pointed tips of the Hi -Fi Parastat Brush
positively explore every detail in the record groove to
provide the high degree of record cleanliness
necessary when using ultra lightweight pick-ups
tracking at 2 grammes or less. The cover pad in the
lid of the case is provided for the purpose of cleaning
and activating the brush which when enclosed within
the case is kept at the correct level of humidity
required to control all static at the working surface.
Perfectly clean records must be played with a
perfectly clean stylus and an integral part of the kit
is the Watts Stylus Cleaner which provides a safe
and efficient method of cleaning the stylus.
Supplied complete with instructions, 1 oz New
Formula dispenser, Distilled Water dispenser, spare
pad cover and ribbons. Price 42/6, plus 1/3 P.T.
Replacements: 1 oz. New Formula dispenser 4/6.
Distilled Water dispenser 4/-. Pad Cover and
Ribbons, 1/9..

PARASTATIK'Re„, DISC PREENER

A dual purpose record maintenance
device. Keeps new records in perfect condition. Restores fidelity to
older discs. Complete with 1 oz.
New Formula dispenser and instruc tions. Price 45/-.

PA RASTAT
Gm...Mane Reeved
Clesw ,e, ète,Frn.

The original ' DUST BUG'Reqd

(Patent No 982599)

Complete.with
oz New Formula
dispenser and instructions.
Price 18/9. plus 4/5 P.T.
Replacements'
Nylon Bristle and Plush Pad 1/9
oz. New Formula dispenser 2/6.

Complete with instructions.
Price 6/9.
Replacements.
Packet of 4 wicks 2/-.

I
—

Stereo
P.e,corâ:'>

zr-r-

(Palen1 No 817598)

Automatic Record Cleaner. Easily
fitted to any transcription type
turntable. Provides a simple and
effective method of removing static
and dust while the record is being
played. Surface noise and record and
stylus wear is reduced, resulting in
cleaner reproduction.

eeps new records like new
xpressly designed for use with
cords which have not had
revious antistatic treatment.

P.g‘igie
to tile
better cal`"
,

Replacements: Pad Covers 2/- each. Brush 12/6.
Sponge Cover Pad 1/-.
1 oz New Formula dispenser 4/6.
Humid Mop. Recommended for use in conjunction with the Manual Parastat and Preener. Cleans
and conditions the bristles and velvet pads.
Ensures correct degree of humidity at the time of
use. Complete with spare sponges and instructions.
Price 4/6. Replacements: Set of Sponges 2/6.

A GUIDE TO THE
BETTER
CARE
OF
L.P. AND STEREO
RECORDS
Completely revised.
48 pages, fully
illustrated,
providing
all necessary
information on
Record Care.
2/6 Post Free.

To CECIL E. WATTS LTD. DARBY HOUSE, SUNBURY ON THAMES, MIDDLESEX.
Please send ( Post Free U.K. and Commonwealth)
Disc Preeners @ 6/9
Dust Bugs

18/9 plus 4/5 P.T.

48 page Booklets @ 2/6
Replacement

Stylus Cleaners @ 5/— plus 1/3 P.T.

Parts:

Ienclose cheque/P.O. value £

Address

Hi -Fi Parastats @ 42/6 plus 1/3 P.1.
..Manual Parastats @ 45/—

(Do not send postage stamps)
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•
stock an incomparable range of equipment enabling you to see, hear and compare every
• 1 We
known make and model in one place at one time. We pride ourselves on always being " first"
e
ll
with each new model on the market.
•
I
:2 Our
long established reputation of over 36 years service and experience in every aspect of
audio and electronics is your guarantee of satisfaction.
•
e
Five West End and City branches - two, including the great new " U.K. Home of High
•
•
Fidelity" at 42-45 Tottenham Court Road, W.1, devoted exclusively to high fidelity equipment
•
•
plus comprehensive HiFi departments in all branches and the finest Mail Order service in
•
•
Europe - serving the world!
e
:4 aUnique
demonstration facilities that enable you to listen in conditions designed to give you
true and uncoloured judgement of the equipment as it will sound in your home.
•
•
•
Experienced specialist staff whose sole aim is to ensure your complete satisfaction and who
e
will " custom-plan" a complete system to your individual requirements and budget. Our
III
•

UND
6
REASONS
WHY YOUR QUEST
FOR 111•Ft ENDS AT
LASKY'S

III

comprehensive after'sales service and continued interest ensure your lasting pleasure.

•

0

At Lasky's we initiated the Package Deal, offering the best possible value with the greatest
economy when you buy acomplete system - we are continually seeking new ways to save you
money and offer even better service.

11>
e

•
e

•
e
•

Branches

207 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

Open all day, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday to Saturday

33 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON, W.1

•
•

Ile

Tel.: 01-723 3271

•

42-45 TOTTENHAM CT.RO .,LONDON, W.1 Tel
.: 01-580 2573

e

Open all day, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday to Saturday

Tel.: 01-636 2605

118 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

Open all day, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday to Saturday

152/3
FLEET STREET, LONDON,
E.C.4
Tel.: 01-353 2833
O
Open
Open

111,

High Fidelity Audio Centres

day Thursday, early closing 1 p.m. Saturday

Tel.: 01-723 9789

all day Saturday, early closing 1 p.m. Thursday

ALL MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE TO: 3-15 CAVELL ST., TOWER HAMLETS, LONDON, E.1 Tel.: 01-790 4821

e

•

•
.0••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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TRIO% MultiChannel Is
The Complete Stereo Answer

165- WATT SOLID STATE MULTI- CHANNEL STEREO AMPLIFIER

Unequalled clear and un distorted sound is the guarantee of TRIO's Supreme
1 stereo amplifier.

The reason is in speaker adjustment.

Muni- channel means the adjustment is made at the front stage
of the main amplifier.
The Supreme 1 cuts down on iM ( Inter Modulation) distortion
because it is designed to narrow the signal band to the main amplifier.
Better transient response is achieved with each speaker
connected directly to its own amplifier.
Excellent tone is produced because multi- channel eliminates disturbing magnetic
distortion and possible overloading of condenser and choke coil.
SPECIFICATIONS
MAIM AMPLIFIER SECTION
• OUTPUT POWER tat 8ohmsl•Lzw range amplifier: 3a•/ri3 watts RMS (.5%7HO i
80 watts ) Music). Mid ronge amplifier: 23/23w in, RhAS1-5%THDI
50warts1Muscl High range amplitier; 15/15wattsRMS1-5\1 1113135watts1M.usid. Total, 142watls EMS 1.5%TH01165watts iMuciii3 • FREQUENCY
RESFASE Lore range amplifier. IŒ.100,000lie
148. Mid range amplifier; 100-100.000Hz -• 1dB. High range amplifier. 3340-100.000 Hz
1dE U DAMPING EAU: OR each channel) 80 116 chms 1.40 18 ohms) MI SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO 90dB BIM DISTORTION • 160Hz and
7000 Ho. 41111 3% at Reed Output
CONTROL AMPLIFIER SECTION
meAs:; CONTROL: 12 al3 at 1COH• • TREBLE CCNTRCL, • 12dB at lf1.00C 1111201z. 5KHz Turnover roll- off changeablel aEQUALIZATION RUA 20-213.0011 Hr • 05de. NAB 20-20.000 olz
J5dB • SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO: Phono b0 dB. Phono Low) 50 dB. Tape HD 60 d8. Tuner
90 dB. Aim 90 df3 • FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 205000071e • 1dB
FILTER SECTION
• LOW FILTER: 12 dEi/oc: 40Hz. 80 Hz changeable 1111HIGH FILTER. 12 dBfcct 6.000Hz, 9.030 Hz changeable MIELECTRONIC CROSSOVER
NETWORK:13W CROSSOVER. 12d8,act 400Hz. 800114 changeable. HIGH CROSSOVER: 12d13/oct 2.500Hz 5.309Hz changeable • POWER CONSUMPTION: 117V 50/60Hz, 45 wars No Signal). 200 wee; ( at Full Power). DIMENSIONS, W 18 -. H6-5/32 D 12 -.WEIGHT; 313 3Lbs

'he' sound approach to auality

'FRI CI
'TI

IQ

the

RN

Send nme information on TRIO TUNER,
AMPLIFIERS & name of nearas: TRIO retailer.
NAME:

AGE'

ADDRESS
Jo

Sole Agent for

TO: B.H. Morris & Co., ( Radio) Ltd.

LI K. B.H. MORRIS & CO.. ( RADIO) LTD.

779

JAPAN

84/88, Nelson Street, Tower Hamlets, London E.1, Phone: 01-790 4824.

FRANCIS
OF WOOD GREEN

SONOTONE

TELETON SH30IP HEADPHONES

9TA or 9TAHC
(Fitted Diamond
Styli) ( Ceramic)

BUDGET
PRICE

69/6

TYPE 9TAHC
Plus 2/6 post and packing.

Professional Stereo/Mono model.
Headphone frequency response, 2015,000 cps Soft padded ear cushions.
Suitable for use with 4 to 16 ohm
outputs. Complete with Stereo Jack
plug.

Sensitivity: 9TA 80mV 9TAHC 55 mV/
cm/sec rms minimum at 45 at 1,000 Hz,
measured on Decca SXL2057
All goods listed on this page are fully
guaranteed and carry our money back
guarantee if not completely satisfactory.

8T4A (
CERAMIC)
(Fitted Diamond Styli)

35/-

Plus 2/6
post and
packing

Exclusive Rumble Filter
The rumble filter takes the form of a compliance
between the pick-up mass and the arm mass. These
three elements together with the compliance of the
pick-up itself form a four- element filter. This filter
acts against vertical movement of the stylus causing a drop in the output voltage below 120 Hz.
The attenuation provided averages 10 dB.

MAGNETIC

TELETON 203E
AMPLIFIER

(DIAMOND)
STYLI

TODAY'S VALUE £ 6

OUR PRICE

A solid state Mono/Stereo amplifier with the following features:
6 watts per channel. Scratch
filter, Phones input. Magnetic
and ceramic inputs.

£28.7.6.

CARTRIDGES

List Price 60/9.

List price (82/-)

Plus 4/6 p. & p.

where the cost
of Hi-fi
comes down!

95/.,

CARTRIDGE!
each

Plus 2/6 post and packing

FREE

HI-FI THAT'S

Stereo Head Phones valued at
£4/6/3 with every amplifier.

EASY ON THE

CASSETTE HEAD CLEANER

A magnetic stereo cartridge fitted
with diamond styli, compatible for
mono. Stylus replacement is simple
and can be carried out without
removing the cartridge. Send S.A.E.
for performance and technical data.
Fully guaranteed.

EAR AND THE

PLINTH

NAGRA

UNBEATABLE
VALUE

POCKET

AND

COVER

95/- each
• le
to tram America / 3
the unique cassette head 11
only
cleaner. Removes depositspost
plus 2/6
d
from the recording headan packing
with a non-abrasive polishing action.
Fits all compact cassette recorders and
playback units.

Plus 10/- post
and packing.

We are the specialists for this—
"The finest portable tape recorder in the world"

Suitable for AT60;
SP25; 3000; 2500; 3500.
A superbly finished
Plinth of British design ready cut for AT60 and SP25 units.
Spindle can be left in position with cover on. Complete with
perspex cover of neutral smoke tint. The whole unit has very
clean lines and will blend in with awide range of furniture.

MAIL, ORDER — BY RETURN POST — GUARANTEED!
STOP

PRESS

SECTION .

COUNTDOWN

15/.

STEREO BUDGET SYSTEM
The ' Countdown' has proved an outstanding success— more and more
people are recommending the system for quality of sound and sheer
value for money. Just look what you get: * 2 Countdown Speakers;
* IGarrard SP 25 Mk. II Turntable; * IPlinth and Cover; * IArena
F210 Amplifier; * IMagnetic Cartridge ;* Connecting Cables and Plugs.

YOU GET ALL THIS FOR ONLY
Ready wired, tested and
fully guaranteed

68

GNS

REPLACEMENT STEREO
DIAMOND STYLI
ALL AT
8TA
9TA
9TAHC
each
GP91
P. & P. 1/6.
ST9
8T4
others on request

Delivery charges by
arrangement

TRULY GREAT VALUE
780

ZONAL TAPE
7" L.P. 1800 ft...
25/7" S.T.D. 1200 ft. ..
14/5" L.P. 900 ft. ..
9/5" S.T.D. 600 ft. ..
6/6
10" Nab spool 2400 ft. 35/Post & packing, 2/- each.
Orders £5or more post free

J. J. FRANCIS
(WOOD GREEN) LTD

123 ALEXANDRA ROAD, HORNSEY,
LONDON, N.8.
BOWes Park 1662

THE NAME THAT CARES FOR YOUR LISTENING PLEASURE

TURNTABLES

1966

Nearly 50 years experience in the design and manufacture of record playing equipment is reflected in the high
quality and reliability of these Garrard Turntables.
SL95. Weight counterbalanced pickup arm has gimbal type
pivots and arigid design of pickup arm is achieved by use of
a slide- in cartridge carrier. Calibrated pickup arm bias
compensation and calibrated fine stylus force adjustment.
Cue and pause facility, and automatic play of single records.
AP75. Three-speed, single record playing unit offering
advanced features for the Hi Fi enthusiast. Features include
cue and pause facility, calibrated pickup arm bias compensation, calibrated fine stylus force adjustment and a slide- in
cartridge carrier.

SL 95

£37/ I
96

PLINTH AND COVER £6.17.6.
We now have a superb British designed Plinth and Cover
suitable and ready- cut to accept Garrard SL95, and AP75
turntables.

Plus I
0/— carriage.

AP 75

£19/19/6
Plus 10/— carriage

GARRARD ALWAYS GUARANTEES FINEST REPRODUCTION

3000 Features low- mass tt.bular pick-up arm
for use with high compliance cartridges.
Fitted with 9TAHA cartridge with diamond
stylus.

£10/17/6 Plus

101— carriage

AT60 Mk. II. Automatic turntable. Weiet
counterbalanced pick-up arm with bias
compensation and calibrated stylus force
adjustment. Cue and pause control.
£13/9/6 Plus I0/— carriage

NOTED FOR
COMPLETE

£14/19/6 Plus

I0/— carriage

*lb-

NOW ON

OUR SHOWROOMS

Try the Countdown under our money back g'tee

HOW TO FIND US

123 ALEXANDRA ROAD, HORNSEY,
LONDON, N.8.
BOWes Park 1662

COUNTDOWN

£12

Open Monday to Saturday 9a.m.6p.m. Thursday Ip.m.

(WOOD GREEN) LTD

Plus I0/— carriage

SOLID TEAK CABINET

You may order by post with
complete
confidence.
All
orders are despatched the
same day as they are received.

J. J. FRANCIS

£11/19/6

The speaker
you the public
designed

PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION
IN

SPIS Mk. II. High quality single record
playing unit with special features including cue and pause control. Auto..
matit pick-up return and switch off

THEIR RELIABILITY

COUNTDOWN

AUDIO SYSTEM

SL65 Four- speed automatic with cue and
pause
control.
Weight- counterbalanced
pick- up arm with calibrated bias compensation and fine stylus force adjustment.

SPECIFICATIONS
Cabinet size: 14" X 10" X 6".
Speakers: 64" low resonance linear surround
woofer.
Tweeter IC' bored to minimise High
frequency distortion).
Available in 4 or 8ohms.
Suitable for use with Hi -Fi domestic equipment with rated output power up to 10 watts
(R.M S.).
Efficient acoustic
damping
with
Doctor
Bailey's long fibre wool.

781

Carriage an:I
insurance 7 6

Yes, we solicited the help of the
1,200 ' COUNTDOWN' Stereo System owners to produce aspeaker to
supercede the ' Solent'. We questioned them, spoke to them—even
argued with them—and with the
information that we gained, using
the ' Solent' speaker chassis we
developed a speaker of outstanding
specifications and technical merit at
an exceptionally low price. ( Would
be sold through normal channels at
E18).

•

Microphones

ORTOFON
Stands alone in its faithfulness of
reproduction to the original performance.

for every purpose

Listen to the living, true concert hall
reproduction of the SL15E Stereo
Cartridge. Engineered for the music
lover giving the important advantages
of 15° tracking angle; 25 x 10 - s
cm/dyne static compliance,
10-40,000 Hz. frequency response,
unequalled tracking at 1-2 grammes
stylus pressure, unique " ProtectoSkate" glide to protect the famous
Ortofon elliptical diamond stylus
against damage. The S115 Series
introduces an outstanding lightweight stereo cartridge, total mass 7g.

The DP4

Designed

for general

use

—P.A., tape recording etc.

The DP6
Small

in

size,

large

in

performance. As a lavalier
type and for panel mounting
The 2 x 15K Transformer is now presented in module form for
linking into the normal pickup wiring and is fitted with male and
female plugs. The 2 x 15K Transformer module will then enable
the SL15E stereo cartridge to match the impedance of most high
quality amplifiers. Prices: Ortofon SL15E (17 micron/8 micron
elliptical diamond) £29.13.11 Tax paid. Ortofon SL15 (
15 micron
spherical diamond)£22.10.11 Tax paid. Ortofon 2 x 15K Transformer Module £7.0.0.

on

control

units

etc.

The GC/1 Cardioid
For stage and church work,
P.A. use, lecture halls etc.,
where acoustic feedback
is a serious problem.

ORTOFON RS212 PROFESSIONAL PICK-UP
ARM WITH AUTOMATIC ANTISKATING—by
setting the calibrated scale to the stylus force
required the correct skating force is automatically obtained. The ratio between
stylus and antiskating force can
be adjusted to suit any
cartridge or stylus shape.
Ortofon Hi Jack cueing
device is included. Adjustable stylus presThe RS212 is only one of the*
sure 0-4.5 gramwide range of Ortofon Pick-up
mes. Price £ 30.17.7
arms.
Tax Paid.

The GR/1 and GR/2 Ribbon
Ideal for studio and similar
uses,

when

a high

stan-

dard of fidelity is essential.
Easily

replaceable

ribbon

assembly.

ORTOFON SPU SERIES STEREO CARTRIDGES
Prices from £ 18.7.4 Tax Paid

Other models and afull range of stands,
reflectors, windshields and accessories available

STOCKED 8G DEMONSTRATED

All microphones are manufactured in a special section of
our works, under strictly controlled conditions
stringent test and inspection at every stage.

!WALL LEADING HI-FI DEALERS

with

Each and every microphone is individually tested both
aurally and on Bruel Er Kjoer visual and graphic recording

metrosound

test equipment for conformity to a prescribed performance.

Full details of lborens, Ortofon, Sinus and Metrosound products
available from:
metrosound (sales) ltd., audio works, 35/37, queensland road, london, n.7.
tel: 01-601 0351/2/3.

•
igrampumjsou ND
eafle

EQUIPMENT
Integrity that you hear

„

GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LTD.,
Hanworth Trading Estate, Feltham, Middlesex. 01-894-9141
782

Westminster
Hi-Fi Centres

TOSHIBA FS 2500

"qv

for choice...

all leading makes—
ARENA, ARMSTRONG
B & 0, GARRARD,
GOODMANS, LEAK,
QUAD, ROGERS,
SANYO, TRUVOX,
WHARFEDALE etc.

A new Hi-Fi stereo system which is
recommended to all enthusiasts as outstanding value for money. Consisting of
an AM/FM multiplex stereo tuner amplifier with 2-speed record player housed in a
wooden cabinet with clear ' Perspex' type
dust cover and matched loudspeaker
systems. Output 15 watts per channel.
Frequency range FM 88-108mHz, with
stereo decoder, A M/MW 530-1605 kHz.
Controls: tuning, power/tone, balance,
volume, function selector and speed
selector.
Stereo
Headphones
output
socket. 11 inch dia. turntable, aluminium
with rubber mat. Ceramic cartridge with
Toshiba high ' C' stylus. Two loudspeaker
enclosures, each with 6} inch dia. P.M.D.
cone.

for terms...
confidential, self-financed,
Personal Credit Sale and
Hire Purchase Facilities
available with payments
over any period from
9 to 24 months.

for part
exchange..

Price 79 gns.

highest allowances for
photographic as well
as HiFi equipment.

CARRIAGE 25/-

WESTMINSTER
SERIES 50

The latest Hi-Fi stereo system to be
introduced by Westminster High Fidelity
Ltd. is the ' Series 50', with slimline foldaway record changer elegantly styled in
teak, which is ideal for shelf or wall
mounting.
Features include Garrard
4-speed Model 3000 autochanger with
lightweight arm and Sonotone ceramic
high compliance pick-up with diamond
stylus. All silicon solid state amplifiers,
5watts per channel. Bass, Treble, Balance,
Volume and Mono/Stereo controls. Input
selector switch, sockets for radio and tape
inputs and tape record outlets. Separate
on/off switch with indicator light. Matched
twin-cone speakers in sealed enclosures.
The player unit measures 20" x 15' x8}"
deep and each speaker is 13" x7" x8 deep.

Price 69 gns.
CARRIAGE 25/-

SUPERB ROGERS EQUIPMENT AT WESTMINSTER NOW!

Ravensbrook Stereo Amplifier
Ravensbourne Stereo Amplifier

Ravensbourne '2' FET FM Tuner

A 25+25 watt Integrated Stereo Amplifier,
employing Silicon Transistors throughout.
Remarkable technical performance figures
have been achieved. With superb new
styling, meticulous construction and wiring,
high quality materials and a comprehensive overall specification. An amplifier to
satisfy the most discriminating enthusiast.

A high performance, fully transistorised,
FM Tuner, featuring an FET Front End
and an Integrated Circuit IF strip. Particularly suitable for use in fringe areas. The
specification includes switched A.F.C. and
Inter- station Noise Suppression. A builtin high performance Stereo Decoder
features automatic electronic ,witching.

PRICE £ 64.0.0.

PRICE £ 66.17.9.

The new RAVENSBROOK is based in
many respects on the extremely successful
Ravensbourne Amplifier, but with output
10 watts r.m.s. per channel. Comprehensive controls include Bass and Treble
controls using a modified Baxendall
circuit; a low pass filter with variable
'slope' control and a switched high pass
filter. Radio and Tape inputs are provided, the latter including a DIN panel
socket for portable tape recorders.

PRICE £ 47.10.0.

WESTMINSTER

HIGH FIDELITY LTD.

119 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1 01-834 0669/4330
83 CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2

01-638 0451

81 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

01-836 9773

76 EDEN STREET, KINGSTON, SURREY

01-546 0723

12/14 HIGH STREET, BROMLEY, KENT

01-460 2113

10 CLAREMONT RD., SURBITON, SURREY

01-399 2603

24a GREENS END, WOOLWICH, S.E.18

01-854 9711

Iam irtereste2 in
Iwish to order the
Ienclose £

full cash/deposit ( minimum 2/6 in £)

with balance over

months

NAME
ADDRESS
AN ASSOCIATE COMPANY OF
WESTMINSTER PHOTOGRAPHIC

Block
POST TO: WESTMINSTER HIGH FIDELITY LTD., 83 CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2
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letters

please

Sounds that sound better than that of any
comparably priced equipment—that's what Bryan
Amplifiers, Tuners and Tuner Amplifiers offer the
discerning listener. Made to the highest technical
specifications with every worthwhile refinement
necessary for flexibility of control, these units are
the finest value available on the Hi-fi market today.
Model 9000 Amplifier £48.0.0
10 . 10 watts R.M.S. into 15 or 8 ohms.

Model 8000 Amplifier £55.0.0
25 25 watts R.M.S. into 4, 8 or 15 ohms.

All units fully transistorised and covered by our
comprehensive Two-Year Guarantee..
Export enquiries to Wilmex Ltd.,
Compton House, Malden Rd.,
New Malden, Surrey.
Tel: Malden 9566/7

Model 6000 MPX Tuner Amplifier £ 103.14.1
25 • 25 watts R.M.S into 4. 8 or 15 ohms.

Model 1500 MPX Tuner £ 53.3.8
2-3 uVs sensitivity.

784

Bryan Amplifiers Ltd.,
120 Ashley Road, Hale,
Altrincham, Cheshire.
Tel: 061-928 6026.

bryan

amplifiers
Ltd

Surrey
Sound
Equipment Ltd.
Purley

Believing that only the best will satisfy you, we have
assembled at Purley, near Croydon, one of the finest selections of true high fidelity equipment you could wish to hear
anywhere.
Of course, you will have your own unhurried personal
demonstration. You will receive expert, unbiased advice.
And an after- sales service second to none, without regard
to the value of what you buy.
Surrey Sound is more than apurchase—it is an investment.
Remember you are choosing years of listening pleasure.
We won't hurry you.
There are no parking problems at Purley.
Excellent parking facilities immediately
adjacent to our showrooms.

PHILIPS
Every aspect of microphone manufacture is covered by

the sound service to
South East England!

the makers of ten million of them Philips. Presentation
and directivity are made to suit requirements. In fact,
whatever your needs, there's one in ten million for
you. Please ask for full information.

PVE TVT LIMITED
pi II LIPS SOUND

SURREY SOUND EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Open 9-6 p.m. Closed all day Monday.
38-4 ROYAL OAK CENTRE • PURLEY CR2 2BG • SURREY
TEL : 01 - 668 4800

Addlestone Road, Weybridge
Tel: Weybridge 45511. Telex: London 262319

TVT '23

GO5.4

755

DAVINAys

D
D
D
D
D
D
U
N

£52.10.0
£67.10.0
£99.10.0
£32.10.0
£39. 0.0
£69.19.6
£19.10.0
£45.10.0

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Fisher 700T ...
Trio KW 33 ...

D

£149. 0.0
£59. 0.0

TUNERS
Radford FMT 2
Quad AM UK
Quad AM Overseas ...
Dual CT 12 ...

D
U
U
D

£45. 0.0
£16. 0.0
£18.10.0
£72. 9.0

TAPE RECORDERS
Ampex 1164 ..
753 ...
Ferrograph 132
Tandberg 1241
Tandberg 9 ...
Dual CTG 27 ...

D £ 157.10.0
N £101.17.0
D £ 120. 0.0
N £126. 0.0
D £49.10.0
D £75. 0.0

SPEAKERS
D
Radford Bookshelf pair
B & 0 type K pair...
U
Mordaunt Arundel
pair
D
U
Expert Column one only
Lowther TP 1 ( as new reconditioned by Lowther)
Ionly

N

£55. 0.0
£22.10.0
£75. 0.0
£22.10.0
£75. 0.0

New
U Secondhand
D Ex Demonstration

---DAVI kA ys lis

Also the new Tandberg 1641XA top quality 4- track stereo tape unit
with three speeds and bias head for wider frequency response and
lower background noise.
Tandberg Quality but the price only 89 gns

SPECIAL OFFER of
ENGLISH AUDIO STEREO SYSTEMS
Model EA 2000, Garrard SP 25 Mk II turntable with built-in cueing dev ice,
automatic stop and lift off at end of record, bias compensation and heavy cast
turntable. Pickering VI5 AC2 magnetic cartridge. Transistor amplifier
giving 10 watts per channel with inputs for tape and tuner, plus tape recording
output.
Controls for Mono—Stereo, treble; bass, balance, volume. Amplifier and
turntable fitted in teak veneered plinth with clear plastic cover. The unit
complete with two English Audio mini speakers.
Davis & Kays special price, £69.19.6.
(
Recommended Retail Price, £89.9.6).
Plus Chrome- plated swivel stand value, £4.17.6. Free with this outfit.
English Audio EA 1505 Stereo Amplifier, 5 watts per channel. Garrard
SP 25 Mk II turntable fitted with Audio Technica AT 66 magnetic cartridge,
in teak veneer plinth and tinted plastic cover. Two E.A. Mini speakers.
Davis & Kays special price, £49. 19.6.

Davis & Kays price, £17.10.0.

(
Recommended Retail Price, £21.0.0).

Photographic and HiFi
Part Exchanges
CASH or HP Terms —

Please supply

Branches
throughout
LONDON

Phone

Address

Iwill collect/Please send the equipment.

(
Recommended Retail Price, £22.0.5).

English Audio Record Cabinets to hold approx 280 12" records finished in
Sapele veneer.

KINGSWAY, WC.2.

1enclose Cash/Cheque E

(
Recommended Retail Price £67.6.3).

Garrard SP 25 Mk.II in Teak veneered plinth & cover.

Davis & Kays price, £17.10.0.

Name

PRESS!

Just arrived and on demonstration at D&K Hi -Fi branches the new
Yamaha Consul.
Specification: Belt- driven two- speed transcription turntable,
fitted with magnetic cartridge, 15 watts per channel transistorised
amplifier, A.M. and F.M. stereo tuner, plus 8- track cartridge for
tape playback.
Model YM50A
Model YM50 without 8 track Tape

NEW, USED and
Ex Demonstration
Bargains
AMPLIFIERS
Electro Voice 1144
Sansui AU 70
Radford SCA 30
Rogers Cadet III
Nikko TM 40
Fisher X100C
Eagle TA 218
Nivico AST 103

*STOP

115 Kingsway WC2
5 Turnpike Parade, N15
857 High Road, Finchley, N12
4 High Street, Walthamstow, E17
61 Seven Sisters Road, N7
3Wembley Hill Road, Wembley, Middlesex
169 Fore Street, Edmonton, N18
786

01-405
01-888
01-445
01-520
01-272
01-702
01-336

*
0446
9291
3319
4121
7901
1792
2807

BIG

MONEY SAVER

YOURS

FREE

you pay less with

UNILET PRODUCTS LTD.
Compton House,
Surrey.

Malden Road,

New Malden,

UP

Tc. UPL Compton House, New Malden,
Surrey.
HI-FI PRICE CATALOGUE PLEASE
Name

Telephone: 01-942 9567

Address

Entrance by No. 37 Malden Road.
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A
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1948

THE FERROGRAPH SPECIALISTS

AERIAL HANDBOOK ( Second Edition)

OFFICIALLY APPOINTED

176 pages, 144 illustrations. PRICE (semi-stiff
cover) I5/— ( 16/6 post free); Cloth bound 22/6
(24/— post free).

Fairrogrmph

CABINET HANDBOOK
112 pages, 90 illustrations. PRICE 7/6 (8/6 post
free), semi- stiff cover. Cloth bound I5/— ( 16/6
post free).

STOCKISTS
We at Nusound have been associated with Ferrograph
Tape Recorders for well over ten years and our proud
boast is that no one knows Ferrograph better than we do!
If you value honest advice, many years experience plus
personal attention, join our many hundreds of regular
customers and buy your Ferrograph from Nusound.

AUDIO BIOGRAPHIES
344 pages, 64 contributions, from pioneers and
leaders in audio. PRICE 25/— (27/— post free).
Cloth bound.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND AUDIO
240 pages. 212 illustrations.
PRICE 32/6 ( 34/6 post free).

Cloth

WE ARE AUTHORISED SUPPLIERS TO
EDUCATIONAL AUTHORITIES, INDUSTRIAL
CONCERNS, RECORDING COMPANIES,
PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS, ETC.

bound.

LOUDSPEAKERS

This fabulous new Ferrograph range heralds a new
era in tape recording—an
entirely new design—all silicon solid state electronics
with FET input stages-3
motors- 3 tape speeds-8r
reel
capacity—vertical
or
horizontal
operation—two
internal speakers- 10 watts
output— plus
many
other
unique features and facilities
for which Ferrograph users
have asked.

A TO Z IN AUDIO
224 pages.
160 illustrations.
PRICE 15/6 (I
7/— post free).

Cloth

bound.

MORE ABOUT LOUDSPEAKERS
136 pages, 112 illustrations. PRICE 8/6 (9/6 post
free). Semi-stiff cover.

MONO & STEREO
versions
available
priced from £ 174 to
£205.

PIANOS, PIANISTS AND SONICS
190 pages, 102 illustrations.
PRICE 18/6 (
20/— post free).

Cloth

bound.

AUDIO AND ACOUSTICS
168 pages, 140 illustrations.
post free). Semi- stiff cover.

ALL NEW MODELS STOCKED

PRICE 12/6 ( 13/6

plus agood selection of high quality, mint condition Secondhand Ferrographs.
Part Exchanges welcome.

FERROGRAPH ACCESSORIES

ABOUT YOUR HEARING

We stock all Ferrograph accessories including Microphones, Defluxers,
Tape spools, Splicers etc., together with spares for old and current models.

132 pages, 112 illustrations. PRICE ( Semi- stiff
cover) 15/6 ( 16/6 post free). Cloth bound 22 ,6
(24/— post free).

FERROGRAPH TAPE
Always in stock. Low noise- extended response. Supplied on Hublok grey
anodised spools. BN7 1,200 ft on 7" reel, E2/10/-. BL7 1,800 ft on 7" reel,
E3/101-. BN8 1.800 ft on Eir reel, L3/11/-. BL8 2,400 ft on 81 reel, E4/10/-.
P & P. 2/6 extra.

LETTERS FROM ABROAD
Feb 1969

NEW F307 STEREO AMPLIFIER

Extract of letter from Mr. Wendell G. Ward, of Texas,
U.S.A., Sept. 1968
I have recently read through Mr. Briggs' book " A to Z in
Audio" and found it most interesting.

-

NEW SERIES 7

Fifth edition-336 pages, 230 illustrations.
Cloth bound. PRICE 30/— ( 32/6 post free).

An amplifier of superlative
performance built to the
Ferrograph high standard
of excellence and quality.
40 watts R.M.S. total output. Less than - 25% distortion at all levels. Inputs for
magnetic and ceramic cartridges of all types. Tape
record/replay
facilities.
Separate Bass, Treble and
Volume controls for each
channel.

It's refreshing to find

a man who can write about what could be a dry subject witn
enthusiasm and humor".

Extract of letter from Mr. R. G. Bernaldez of Madrid, Spain.
Many thanks for the copy of " About Your Hearing" that you were
so kind to send to me. Ihave found your book to be really interesting. As always, it is puzzling the way you manage to make any
subject easy to read, in that delightful style of your own.

Please send orders and enquiries to:

RANK WHARFEDALE BOOK DEPT BWS
13 WELLS ROAD, ILKLEY, YORKS.

The F307 amplifier utilises the latest techniques and components and is exceptional value complete in beautifully finished teak case. PRICE £ S6

Telephone ILKLEY 4246
THE FERROGRAPH SPECIALISTS
Published by:
RANK WHARFEDALE LTD.
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The majority of Recording and T.V.
studios use TANNOY monitors
ii

-a

0111111111"

Tannoy Monitor Gold Dual Concentric Loudspeakers, accepted
as the " Quality Standard" most specified for professional use by
Recording, Broadcasting and T.V. companies as well as the
World's largest manufacturers of professional Audio Equipment.

THE

r

G

OLD *

THE NEW MONITOR GOLD now incorporates aTreble Roll Off Control and Treble
Energy Control enabling precise adjustments to be made for room acoustics and
programme material.
Frequency Response
Power Handling
Capacity
Impedance

\k\ TANNOY/

30-20,000 cps
15" 60 watts
12" 30 watts
Ill LZ 15 watts
8 S2 Nominal
5 ÇI Minimum

TANNOY PRODUCTS LIMITED
NORWOOD ROAD

WEST NORWOM • LONDON, S.E.27

TEL: 01-670 1131

Another Major Breakthrough!
THE RICHARD ALLAN STORY Part 4

TN 1964 the tits( really serious attempt to break
into the high fidelity market was made when
Richard Allan entered its first Audio Fair. Slimline enclosures were very much in vogue at that
time and the SC12 was no exception. Housing
three drive units, this loudspeaker was recognised
as being a significant advance, and the fact that it
has only recently gone out of production speaks
well for a reproducer whose slimline style came
and went with remarkable rapidity.
Additional factory premises had meanwhile
been acquired in pleasant country surroundings at
Gomersal, primarily to accommodate the transformer section, and now much of the work, including the increasing high fidelity production,
was transferred from Batley to Gomersal.
Just as 1964 saw the slimline craze, so 1965/66
brought the midget speakers and Richard Allan
entered the 1966 Audio Fair with their tiny
Minette. But the Minette had a secret weapon.
the full significance of which even its designer,
Alan Thompson, did not appreciate at the time.
Contained within the enclosure ( in common with
its rivals) were two units-5" diameter bass and a
tweeter. Here however the resemblance ended for
these two units were built up in modular form
mounted on an aluminium plate, and the 5'
speaker was actually an integral part of this plate.

The High Fidelity Module was born and available
in this form complete with crossover for the home
constructor to fit in his own cabinet. It was inexpensive, there was nothing quite like it on the
market, and the public's imagination was caught.
It would be fair to say that the Module did for
Richard Allan in 1966 what the Bafflette had done
in the formative years, and it was felt with some
justification that the hi-fi ice had at last been broken.
Determined not to throw away this hard earned
opportunity, the commercial side of the business
was slowly allowed to run down and all efforts
were concentrated on promoting the high fidelity
image. The extent to which this has succeeded
may be judged from the ever increasing demand
for Richard Allan products over the last three
years.
Coinciding with the Company's 21st birthday
during the Audio Fair of 1968 was probably one
of the most exciting events in recent high fidelity
history—the marketing by Richard Allan of the
first transistorised amplifiers utilising Class ' A'
output stages. One cannot help but feel that the
decision to enter the amplifier market was influenced to no small extent by the failure to do so
many years ago in the old record player days.
Be that as it may, a new look Richard Allan has
emerged.
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the superb
Pavane loudspeaker

RICHARD ALLAN TODAY . . .
Richard Al.an nave, over the years, acquired an
enviable reputation for offering new innovations
in High Fidelity Equipment which combine
modest outlay with genuine high quality—a rare
marriage indeed!
The PAVANE is yet another fine example of
this desirable combination.
A free-standing
3- speaker system of excellent value, and providing the listener with the sort of high quality
reproduction one normally expects from loudspeakers costing far more. A good example of
Richard Allan today!
Richard Allan Ltd.,
Bradford Road, Gomersal, Cleckheaton,
Yorkshire. Tel.: Cleckheaton 2442.

NEW

111:FI Stereophonic sound
with '
SYSTEM FOUR'

Perfectly matched 'System Four' equipment has been specially designed for people who appreciate fine sound. ' System Four' units
have the added advantage of being housed in veneered teak
cabinets and are suitable for shelf or contemporary wall mounting
KLINGER STEREO AMPLIFIER KC26
Built to the highest technical standards ensuring outstanding reliability, long
term stability and virtual freedom from heat, hum, microphony and noise. This
fully integrated high fidelity amplifier represents the ultimate in domestic sound
reproduction, including comprehensive facilities for record reproduction.
All input and output facilities are provided by foolproof plugs into clearly identified
sockets at the rear of the instrument.
Up to three different pickups could be connected simultaneously and selected by
push button.
The front control panel is finished in Grey/Silver with Black and Silver trim.

£44.2.0.

GARRARD SP25 Mk II RECORD PLAYER

A high- quality single record playing unit at moderate cost; incorporates a number
of special features including a cue and pause control, calibrated fine stylus force
adjustment, pickup arm bias compensation and alarge turntable. On completion of
playing arecord the automatic pickup arm returns to its rest and the motor cuts off.
Finished in Polychromatic Dark Green and Silver, and mounted on a Teak Plinth
with Perspex Cover.

SHURE STEREO CARTRIDGE MODEL M3D-M
Shure Magnetic M3D-M is a magnetic cartridge with wide frequency response and
excellent channel separation. It tracks at under 3 gramms and has a response
from 20 Hz to 15000 Hz. A compatible stylus with 0.7 mil radius is fitted and will
play both Mono and Stereo records.
Price of SP25 with Shure Cartridge
all mounted on Teak Plinth with Cover. £30.12.6.

FOUR UNIT LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

To compliment the superb results attainable from the Amplifier, we offer aspeaker
combination capable of smooth reproduction from below 25 cps to above 17 Kcs.
Full stereo width is achieved with a carefully matched four speaker system consisting of two 10 in. round bass units and two 4in. high frequency tweeter units.
Mounted in Teak Veneered enclosures measuring 20" x15" x7. The bass unit
has a circular exponential ridged cone giving a smooth frequency response over
the lower and middle register. A high flux magnetic assembly ensures high
sensitivity and efficient reproduction with specially matched 15 ohms Voice coil.
The 4in. Cone Tweeter is fitted with a powerful ceramic magnet and lightweight
coil. These units coupled with aspecial crossover filter, ensure asmooth response
with complete freedom from irregularities. Price for two matched speaker systems

£30.15.0.

1111 MINIMUM MIMI.
SYSTEM FOUR' units are available separately E105 .. 9 6
Please send me FREEIII
III specification leaflets of but units purchased complete only
Gns
I your range.
H.P. Terms Available CALLERS WELCOME
NAME

Bs

ADDRESS
_.1N669
111
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100 Chase Side, London N1
Tel: 01-886 3733/9666

M111111•1111111111111 MUM
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FULLY TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AVAILABLEPOST MIS COUPON TODAY FOR LEAFLETS

Audio
Development
breakthrough..
with the first
stereo magnetic
cartrid_gecostong
E
under 5.0.0!

Manufactured in Japan to our own exacting specification, the introduction of the Audio Development AD- 76K and AD-86K brings
within your reach the superior high fidelity reproduction inherent
with magnetic cartridges — quality that you could no: previously
afford. The AD- 76K — recommended retail price only 90/- — has
been extremely well reviewed in the Hi -Fi press and has received high
praise for its remarkable quality and value. The more recently introduced AD-86K offers greater channel separation and slightly heavier
tracking weight suitable for autochangers.
Stringent quality control inspection during manufacture and in our
own test department ensures constant perfection.
Replacement push- in stylus assemblies are available for both models

AD 76

90/-

Replacement diamond stylus type JS.P1 £ 1.18.6.

YOU'RE WRONG!

THE AUDIOMASTER SOLENT II
SPEAKER SYSTEM
IDENTICAL IN SIZE AND SPECIFICATION TO ITS
PREDECESSOR, FRESHENED UP IN APPEARANCE— AND NOW IT'S HERE!

AS EVER- A BRILLIANT PERFORMER
OF

(inc. P. T.)

AD 861(
Type: Stereo magnetic
Frequency response: 20-20,000
Hz
Output voltage: 5mV ( 1Kc,
5cm/sec)
Stylus: Diamond LP 0.7 mil
Channel sepa-ation: 25 dB
Compliance: 10 x10 -6 cm/dyne
Tracking force: 3gms ± 0.5 gm
Mounting: Standard in. centres

[in

THE SPEAKERS ARE THE SAME, THE SLATTED
SPEAKER IS THE SUCCESSFUL SOLENT WHICH
IS NOW SUPERSEDED BY WHAT PROMISES TO
BE AN EVEN GREATER SUCCESS!

TECHNICAL

Type: Stereo magnetic
Frequency response: 20-20,000
Hz
Output voltage: 5mV ( 1Kc,
5cm/sec)
Stylus: Diamond LP 0.7 mil
Channel separation: 20 dB
Compliance r10 x10 -6 cm/dyne
Tracking force: 2gms ± 0.5 gm
Mounting: Standard 4m, centres
Recommended
Retail Price

gne

THE

FEATURES

SOLENT

MK.

ll

CABINET SIZE: 14"x 9"x 81'
WOOFER: 6f", 10,000 gauss,
1" pole.
FREE AIR RESONANCE : 50cs
TWEETER: 3g" accoustically
loaded.
FREQUENCY
40 c/s-20 Kcs.

RESPONSE:

SENSITIVITY: 94db at 12w.
(microphone 6ft).
POWER HANDLING:
programme level.

12w,

IMPEDANCE: 8- ohm system
suitable for 4-15 ohm valve or
transistor amplifiers.
FINISH:
Veneer.

Teak

or

PRICE:

02-12-0
carriage 7/6
TWIN PACK—
(2 UNITS ORDERED
TOGETHER)

£25-10-0
carriage paid
COMPARABLE WITH
SPEAKERS NORMALLY
COSTING £20.0.0
AND
ONLY AVAILABLE FROM KJ
SEND
TODAY
FOR
IMMEDIATE
DESPATC H

K. J. ENTERPRISES
(Dept. HFS 2)
17 THE

BRIDGE

WEALDSTONE
MIDDLESEX

Walnut
Tel

01-427 7'58

SUPPLIED ON 7 DAYS PAID APPROVAL

£6.2.6

Recommended
Retail Price

( nc. P. T.)

AUDIOMASTER PRODUCT

Replacement diamond stylus type EN 30S £2.10.0.
Audio Development cartridges are stocked by leading Hi Fi dealers throughout
the country— if you have any difficulty in obtaining them please write to the sole
United Kingdom distributors for the name of your nearest stockist.

EXCLUSIVE U. K. DISTRIBUTORS

b.h.morris Si. co. ( radio) ltd.
94 Ele NELSON STREET, LONDON. E . 1.

Tel

01

790 4482 ,1

FRIE

* Our 140 page illustrated catalogue sent entirely
FREE on request. Britain's most specialised comprehensive range of recording tape, Accessories
and Audio equipment. 20,000 reels of tape always in
stock with reductions ranging up to 50%

You've never had
it so good.

A-6010
The top of the TEAC line.

Unique electric phase- sensing auto- reverse system. Symmetrical control operation.

791

A-1500
Tape deck, 4- head. 4- track, 3- motor. All pushbutton system. Echo & add recording. Autoreverse.
Metal portable case or walnut case.

A-2020
Bi-directional operation. Recording and playback. Symmetrical cortrol lever.
Metal portable case or walnut case. Stereo tape recorder, complete with power
amplifier and speaker systems.

A-4010
4- head, 4- track, 2- channel tape deck. Dual speed hysteresis synchronous motor for capstan drive. Two eddy current outer- rotor
motors for reel drive. Symmetrical control operation. Four solidstate amplifiers. Tape tension control switch. Independent LINE
and MIC input controls. Great walnut styling. Autoreverse.

It's no exaggeration. TEAC tape decks are the last
word in listening and masterpieces of skilled craftsmanship. They blend advanced technology with modern design and are made for professionals.
people who are
serious about music and who are willing to invest in the
finest equipment their money can buy. For them, recording and sound equipment must measure up to the

A-1200
3- head, 4- track, 3- motor tape deck. All push-button system.
Automatic shutoff. Echo & add recording system. ( without autoreverse) 2 track available as special order.

highest international standards of excellence ... and
TEAC tape decks do just that. The distinctive stereo
performances of TEAC tape decks and their wide price
range ... probably the widest offered by any manufacturer ... makes a superbly engineered TEAC tape deck
available for any pocketbook.
For complete information
and specifications of the entire TEAC line, write us.

TE

94 7, 2chome, Tsunohazu, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo
TEAC DISTRIBUTORS IN EUROPE AND SOUTH EAST ASIA:
U.K. B.H. Morris & Co., ( Radio) Ltd, 84:88, Nelson Street, London. E. 1 Phone:
01-790-4824
Australia Australian Musical Industries Pty. Ltd. 103 Dizabeth Street, Melborne Denmark QUALI-FI Christianholms Parkvej 26,
Klampenborg Phone: OR- 10-600
Greece Elina Ltd., 59 & 59A Triti.; Septemvriou Street, Athens 103 Phone: 820-037
Italy Audel s.a. 20124
Milano, Viale Tunisia 45 Phone: 661168
Portugal Jorge Goncalves, Avenida 5 de Outubro, 53, 1., Lisboa- 1° Phone: 44029
Sweden Audio Nike
AB, Sunnanvag 14, Lund 7 Phone: 0412-15800
Spain ingra S.A. Francisco Tarrega, 14 Barcelona- 16 Phone: 236-3300
Hong Kong Excel Hi Fi Company, Central Building Queen's Road
Phone: 232528
Philippines Empire Electronics, 708 Aurora Blvd., Quezon City Phone: 7-16-66
Singapore & Malaysia Hwee Seng & Co., 259 Beach Road, Singapore 7 Phone: 35348
Taiwan Tai Sheng Trading Co., 214 Sing Shing Street,
Kaohsiung Phone: 54800 Thailand Union Sound Co., Ltd., 722 Neat Grand Theatre, Wang-Burapa Road, Bangkok Phone: 21411
EXCLUSIVE US & RCAF SUPPLIERS IN EUROPE

NAAFEXCO Corp., Navy, Army, Air Force Exchange Contractors Pilatusstrasse 8, 6052

NW, Switzerland Phone: 751717
Canada American General Supply of Canada. Ltd. 8320 Grenache Ville D'Anjou, Montreal 5, Que.
352,
0 U.S.A. TEAC Corporation of America, 2000 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica, Calif. 90404 Phone: 213-394-0240
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Hergiswil

Phone: 351-

Quad ability for technical

design and styling has won a
Council of Industrial Design
award for 1969

o

QUAD for the closest approach to the original sound
ACOUSTICAL MANUFACTURING CO. LTD. HUNTINGDON ( 0480) 2561/2

r
Output/.Ir

QUAD 303
power omplif er

CJI
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Po 4101220W
-60fli

Mod. alitartfingidon En9lond
by h. Actrusr.(al Mfg Co LW
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design award
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COVER PICTURE
No room for hi-fl in your home? Well,
at a push one can house equipment in
or on existing furniture without upsetting too many members of the family.
Our picture shows one solution in a
modest dining/sitting room, with Truvox
amplifier and tuner installed in the sideboard (turntable/pickup assembly
out of sight in a drawer to the right),
and medium sized speakers placed at a
sensible height for untrammelled stereo.
Incidentally, the loudspeakers
are the new Truvox LS300s
and the score is of a work in Bflat
minor, which is all we could pick out with
the aid of a magnifying glass!

TECHNICAL TERMS
Specialised words and abbreviations
used In HiFi News are all defined In our
Audio Talk booklet. Over 1000 terms are
explained in this handy publication, and
we urge all hi-fi beginners to obtain a
copy straight away. Audio Talk costs
2s. 6d. ( Inclusive) from Link House.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

'THE GREATER TliE POWER, the more dangerous
the abuse'. Thus spoke Edmund Burke on a
political question, though the quotation is not
out of place if applied to the antics of some
audio amplifier manufacturers. Apart from
terminological errors of the sort raised by
Mr. Myall on page 831, the abuse comes in
four guises, each of which has been examined
and attacked in these pages from time to time.
We set the ball rolling in September 1965 with
an article by Ralph West asking When is a
Watt not a Watt?, supported in the same issue
by an editorial assurance that this magazine
will stick to ' honest' continuous sine-wave
figures when preparing equipment reviews.
In February of this year ' Crossover' explained
the vicissitudes of peak-power, music-power
and stereo-power, and last month (p. 685) our
News Editor offered a few comments on the
latest wonder: IHF (± 1dB) power. This sent
us delving into some recent American audio
magazines, which reminded us of that crucial
fourth abuse: power for its own sake and in
quantities beyond all reason.
One hundred watts, two hundred watts,
there is apparently no end to the quantity that
advertisers can persuade the poor consumer to
purchase. True, the power ratings are sometimes misleadingly inflated by music-power,
stereo- power and peak-power (this last seemingly now in decline, thank goodness), but
one does come across hundreds of genuine
watts for home use. Not having an oscilloscope or the technical know-how neressary
for proper understanding, those who use such
amplifiers in an ordinary domestic setting
never realise just how little power they actually
need for loud orchestral music via even quite
inefficient loudspeakers, so they buy 200 W
where 20 W would do. We recently overheard
a conversation between people living near an
American service base, referring to the cars
owned by the inmates. ' Great big ludicrous
chromium plated ornaments' was the phrase
we picked up, and the spirit of this certainly
applies to some of the deci-kilowatt monsters
presently competing in the amplifier power
game. It can be argued that a market which
pioneered speaker systems employing lowefficiency long-throw drive units would naturally
promote high amplifier powers. This is fair
enough,

hut \‘ e

in

humble

British

modesty—that there has been a degree of
over-compensation.
Coming back to music-power, it should be
realised that whilst this type of rating was
created because of deficiencies in Class-B
amplifiers with unstabilised power supplies,
it is not thereby at fault per se. Music is,
after all, full of brief fortissimos, and if an
amplifier's short-term power capacity is greater
than its continuous rating, it could be meaningful to quote this in a specification. The
emphasis here is on the ' could be', as the concept of music-power must be much more
heavily qualified than in the IHF Standard if
it is not to be abused. As at present specified,
music-power could last for as little as ten
milliseconds (which is useless) or for asecond
or more (which would accommodate many
musical peaks); also, an amplifier might
recover rapidly from the effects of a high
power drain (good), or the HT supply might
take a second or so to get over the shock
(bad). Despite these limitations, some amplifier manufacturers quote music-power only
in their advertisements, so that the consumer
doesn't know (a) how much less he can expect
on sustained signals, and (b) for how short a
time the higher rating applies—it may not even
accommodate ashort cymbal crash.
We suggest that if manufacturers do use a
music-power rating, it should be qualified by
aperiod of time: ' the largest output obtainable
with a sine-wave signal for a period of two
seconds', or something on these lines. This
would no doubt bring many of the ratings
down a peg or two, and in some cases musicpower would not be significantly higher than
continuous sine-wave power. Perhaps in a
competitive power-conscious market we are
crying for the moon, though there could be
some advantage to the advertiser who quotes
a two-second-music-power figure and then
asks: ' Does your music-power last for this
long?' It might even be possible to start a
popular trend back to honest watts, when some
of the less scrupulous power mongers would
go under, perhaps reciting Wordsworth as
they go:
Ihave submitted to anew control:
A power is gone, which nothing can restore;
A deep distress hath humanised my soul.
Contents List on page 763

CORRESPONDENCE AND ARTICLES

HiFi News is published on the 28th
of the preceding month unless that
date falls on a Sunday, when it
appears on the Saturday.

Letters on all topics should be sent to the address given on this page, those for publication in our
correspondence section being addressed to the Editor, those carrying technical queries or
asking for advice on installation matters marked for the attention of ' Crossover', and enclosing, please,
a stamped addressed envelope. ' Crossover' will reply by post, though some delay is often unavoidable.
Queries and answers of general interest may be published in our Readers' Problems feature at a
later date.
This advisory service cannot deal with requests for information about manufacturers' products
when these details are available from the makers, nor can we accept responsibility for the consequences
of any advice given, although every effort is made to ensure accuracy. Letters should be as clear and
concise as possible, with queries on separate subjects written on separate sheets of paper, and should, on
no account, contain matter for the attention of other departments. Very particularly, please do not
send any money unless in response to a specific letter from the magazine or for purchase of advertised
Link House items such as the Audio Annual, Audio Talk and Audio Diary. We regret that technical

Technical articles of full page length or
over appearing in HiFi News are
Indexed in the British Technology Index.

Articles or suggestions for features on all aspects of high quality sound recording and reproduction
will be received sympathetically. Manuscripts should be typed or clearly handwritten and submitted
with rough drawings where appropriate. We are happy to advise would-be authors on matters of style,
length, etc.

Annual subscription rates to
HiFi News and its associated
Journal Tape Recorder are 47s. and
36s. respectively, at home or
overseas ( U.S.A. $5.60 and
$4.30), from Link House Publications Ltd.,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA
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queries cannot be answered by telephone.
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Advertiser's Announcement.

some revision of the situation because for technical reasons it is more

The twenty-first in aseries of discussions by KEF engineers on aspects of
loudspeaker design

convenient to design them to operate at eight ohms.
By contrast with loudspeakers, amplifiers are designed for optimum
performance into a fixed value of resistance. The rated impedance is that
value into which the amplifier will deliver the maximum amount of power

You and your

for a given percentage of distortion. It is a condition of compromise
between power output and non- linearity. It is customary to arrange for
the impedance of the speaker to equal the nominal value required by the
amplifier over the lower mid-frequency band from 200-800 Hz. This
assumes that much of the power in music is concentrated there. Matching

loudspeaker

in this fashion only covers about two octaves out of a possible range of
nine and elsewhere the impedance is likely to depart by as much as ten
times from the mid-band value. If the load impedance rises appreciably
above the nominal value, the power delivered by the amplifier will be
reduced.

If the load impedance falls, the amplifier will try to put out more

power, but with higher distortion. Both above and below the rated impedance, power available for a given level of distortion is usually reduced.
If the onset of audible distortion is taken as a basis of comparison, using
either a fifteen ohm or a three ohm speaker with an eight ohm amplifier

THE IMPEDANCE MATCHING of loudspeakers and amplifiers seems to remain
forever a mystery and a bogey to many enthusiasts. It should be neither.

will result in loss of power.

This loss can be minimised by using a trans-

former to rematch the value of the load upwards or downwards as necessary,
but as small transformers are themselves only about 70 per cent efficient
the situation cannot be fully retrieved. Suffering the transformer loss or

The driving motor of a moving loudspeaker consists effectively of a wire
coil wound over an iron core, it possesses considerable inductance as well
as resistance. Its impedance therefore varies with frequency. Motion of
the voice coil in its magnetic field produces a back emf which has the same

accepting the mismatch usually amounts to much the same thing in terms

effect as a rise in impedance and is particularly noticeable in the region of
resonance. The impedance of a loudspeaker cannot therefore be defined
by a single number. The nominal impedance is generally quoted for a
frequency of 300 Hz, but it is also important to know what happens above
and below that point. The only satisfactory method of assessment is by
inspection of a complete impedance curve. The specification of impedance

of lost power capability.

can usually be taken to mean that the speaker is suitable for use with

make use of metal voice coil formers, copper pole caps and aluminium
winding wire in an effort to limit the effects of back emf and inductance,

Mismatching does not expose either loudspeaker or amplifier to any
danger but the connection of a very low impedance i.e. several loudspeakers
in parallel, may result in blowing the fuses or other protective devices when
the amplifier attempts to deliver too great a current. It is obviously an
advantage to minimise impedance variations in loudspeakers and designers

amplifiers having rated impedances within that range. Early loudspeakers
used voice coils of about one inch in diameter wound with thick copper
wire resulting in a nominal impedance of two or three ohms over the midband. There was no trouble in feeding such low impedances from valve
amplifiers equipped with output transformers and two to three ohms

Summary: Amplifiers are designed for a fixed value of load impedance.
whereas loudspeakers display wide variations in impedance and reactance.
Matching is customarily sought around 300 Hz. If speaker impedance
falls appreciably in another part of the band, power capability may be
impaired. Mismatching will reduce power transfer for a given distortion

became standard in the radio and television trade over much of Europe
and the U.S.A. However public address speakers required larger coils,
two inches or more in diameter, to handle higher power and these were
usually around fifteen ohms. This higher impedance was subsequently
adopted for high fidelity purposes and the majority of valve amplifiers
were designed to this value. The advent of solid state amplifiers has brought

level, but neither speaker nor amplifier will suffer harm.

Raymond E. Cooke

THIS LEADER
WAS BORN
TO FOLLOW
The ADC 550E cartridge is something special. The E' stands for elliptical —
the ideal stylus shape to follow the exact contact path of the original cutter
stylus that made the record. This vital feature means much less distortion,
especially from the inner grooves of arecord, when music tends to be at its
loudest and most thrilling.
The 550E has another big advantage. It uses the ADC- developed Induced
Magnet arrangement, which greatly reduces the mass of the moving system.
This enables the stylus to follow the intricate path of the grooves and minimises
record wear. For the money ( only £ 20.6.6, incl. £ 3.16.6 p.t.) the ADC 550E
offers you superb performance compared with any other cartridge in this price
range.

SPECIFICATIONS
Type:
Sensitivity:
Tracking force range:
Frequency response:
Channel separation:
Compliance:
Elliptical stylus tip:
Vertical tracking angle:
Recommended
load impedance:
CUTTER
HEAD
STYLUS

Induced magnet
5 my at 5.5 cms/sec recorded velocity
î gram to 21. grams
10 Hz to 20,000 Hz ± 3 db

20 db from 50 Hz to 8 kHz
28 x 10- 6 cms dyne
Contact radius: . 0003"
Lateral radius: . 0007"
15 degrees
47,000 ohms
ADC
ELLIPTICAL
STYLUS

SPHERICAL
(CONVENTIONAL)
STYLUS

ADC 550E
magnetic stereo cartridge

ADC

Send for details to:
KEF Electronics Limited
Tovil, Maidstone, Kent. Tel: M aidstone 57258

CONTACT PATH
OF CUTTER
STYLUS
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FOLLOWS
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CONTACT PATH

DEVIATION
FROM CONTACT PATH
CAUSES DISTORTION

LONDON COMPONENTS SHOW
DESPITE I
IS size, the Components Show, as it is
generally known, lacks the character of the
smaller exhibitions with aparticular theme. It
does not take on the appearance of, say, the
Ideal Home Exhibition, where everything but
the kitchen sink (which would be appropriate)
is shown, but it does make one realise the size
and scope of the ' components' industry consisting, to a great extent, of small specialist
firms many of which seem to get by with a
quite modest contribution to the sum of
electronic componentry.
Despite the admission of all nations this year,
it seemed to be an exhibition of consolidation
rather than of innovation, lower prices,
improved specifications and realistic delivery
proving as attractive to the stand ' copywriters'
as the products themselves. Neither was there
an awful American domination—indeed the
quite large foreign participation was diluted
considerably and made little impression—
though many ` British' firms are, of course,
engaged solely or mainly in the (until recently)
lucrative business of importing other people's
products from abroad.
Needless to say there was little of special
interest to the audio enthusiast as such, simply
because high-fidelity in particular, and consumer audio in general, represent asmall part
of the total consumption of components. One
or two newsworthy items were seen, however,
including a prototype tuner-amplifier in the
Goodmans room, together with a compact
cabinet housing aGarrard SP 25 record player
and a new bookshelf speaker. Mullard were
demonstrating a 30W Class D (digital coding
technique) amplifier operating at frequencies in
excess of IMHz—suggesting perhaps that some
of the problems associated with these designs
may have been solved.
As well as the exhibition itself, the organisers
had collaborated with VASCO to present a
series of seminars on various aspects of components and design. Highly commendable—
apractice which could well be adopted by other
exhibitions.
This year's prize for the best gimmick goes to
Texas Instruments for their subterranean
exhibit in an old train at Olympia station and
the tame Town Crier who persuaded us to
attend.

HODDESDON '89

ONCE AGAIN, those attending the Annual
Musical Weekend of the National Federation
of Gramophone Societies at Hoddesdon were
able to enjoy avery full and varied programme,
despite the unfortunate indisposition of both
Sir Adrian BouIt and Raymond Cooke, who
were unable to attend. Over the weekend of
25th to 28th April some 150 gramophiles and
audio enthusiasts were present and due to careful programme planning it was possible to
attend the majority of recitals and demonstrations in full.
Recent record releases were played by Joan
Coulson of E.M.I., Katherine Wilkinson of
C.B.S., Vic I3ellemey of Decca and Tony
Griffith of W.R.C. To replace the scheduled
interview with Sir Adrian Boult, E.M.I. played
some impressive excerpts from the tape of their
new Verdi Othello recording—its first public
hearing. The discs are due for release in the
autumn.

Technical-muscial demonstrations were presented by Donald Chave of Lowther (also ever
helpful in providing equipment for some of the
other demonstrations) and Tony Griffith, whose
talk on recording contained some pointed
views on microphone placement. Gordon Edge
of Cambridge Audio Laboratories gave an
excellent illustrated explanation of the principles
involved in their audio amplifiers, whilst Tony
Edwards spoke about the repercussions of the
laws regarding equipment description. B. J.
(Bert) Webb had the audience filling up
questionnaires on sound quality in another
session, the results of which will be announced
in due course.
A discussion between Neville Marriner,
director of the Academy of St. Martin-in-theFields, and Michael Bremner of Argo Records,
with Vic Bellemey as chairman was very well
attended. It was illustrated by several records
in the group's history, together with some
amusing anecdotes of playing and recording
difficulties. This was followed by Robert Angles
of RCA Records, who discussed the art and
influence of Toscanini in conjunction with
some excellent ' reprocessed' recordings from
the pre-LP era.
In the miscellaneous category came Peter
Turner, with some amusing on-the-spot recordings of local Cotswold characters and, of course,
Donald Aldous's annual late night mixture of
humourous and risque discs, the risque-ness of
which seems to be [inversely ?—Ed.] proportional to contemporary social permissiveness!
Interspersed in the programme was a live
violin recital played by Frances Mason with
piano accompaniment by Harold Lester, a
sharp reminder of the sound of real instruments, although the quality of sound reproduction throughout the week-end was generally
very good indeed and did justice to the latest
improvements in recording technique.
The first NFGS Conference was in 1938 and
it has now become so well established that the
organisers announced the dates for the forthcoming 1970 and 1971 week-ends!

JASON SERVICE

SERVIcE OF obsolete equipment is often
uneconomic, and many otherwise excellent
pieces of equipment lie idle simply because
the parts and skill necessary to repair them are
not (economically) available.
Readers possessing Jason equipment may
like to know that Mr. B. H. Lines of Pamona,
Laxton Close, Sholing, Southampton SO2 9JA,
specialises in servicing the products of this
company and can obtain or renovate parts that
are now unavailable from normal sources.
Mr. Lines is unable to offer ' return-of-post'
repairs, but is able to tackle jobs that most
dealers would be disinclined to accept, drawing
on his experience of the Jason range.

BAXANDALL ON TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS

PETER BAXANDALL, the well known audio
designer, gave avery comprehensive lecture to
the BKSTS on amplifier design on April 23rd,
the chairman being James Moir. Mr. Baxandall
started by giving adetailed dissertation of the
obvious and not so obvious circuit performance
requirements, under both normal and overdrive
conditions, with varying temperature, partially
and completely reactive loads etc. He then
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made particular reference to the Quad 50E and
303 power amplifier design features and performance characteristics. Because of the very low
level of harmonic distortion which these amplifiers generate, it was necessary to invoke special
techniques to measure the distortion products
and obtain meaningful results. That adopted
consisted in filtering the output of an oscillator
of about 0.05% distortion via a bulky 7r network incorporating air cored inductors, to yield
atest source having only 0.0001 % second harmonic content. Using acomparison technique
with a potential divider, it was then relatively
easy to confidently measure distortion products
well under 0.001 %, as was shown by some
curves for the Quad 303 amplifier which,
incidentally, rose smoothly with the output.
Among other topics covered by the lecturer
were the advantages and disadvantages of
various popular transistor output stages, protection circuits and methods of listening to the
difference between input and output signals.
Several well known audio designers were in the
audience and during the discussion period
considerations of power bandwidth, effect of
loudspeaker loads and amplifier ' sound' were
raised. Regarding power bandwidth, Mr.
Baxandall thought that for most recorded
signals the maintenance of power up to 20 kHz
was quite unnecessary, although it could be
required with direct microphone working.
Generally, he believed that the power handling
capacity of loudspeakers was often inconsistent
with the output of the associated amplifier.
(continued on page 809)

NEXT MONTH
HARRY LEEMING conthues his examination
of multiplex reception of stereo FM broadcasts
with a look at decoders—In particular a Philips
circuit fitted to their hi-fi tuners and a Fisher
design for laboratory use. Full circuit diagrams
and details are included. Ivan March takes alook
at more Light Music on Disc while Percy Wilson
tells the tale of The Zanzibar Fallacy and wonders
whether or not we bear It in minci carefully enough
when tackling the physics of high-fidelity.
First Impressions of the Ferrograph 7 are described by John Shuttleworth in the July Issue of
Tape Recorder now on sale. A comprehensive
survey of battery portables is also included in
the Issue, with afull circuit diagram and servicing
details for Revox Series 38 machines in Tape
Recorder Service. The Sony TC355 is reviewed
by Alec Tutchings.
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A explanation of
the principles of
stereo radio
By Harry Leeming*
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problem, when deciding on asystem of
THE
stereo broadcasting, was rather similar to

that incurred in the choice of a colour TV
system. No one was to have a service taken
from them, but those who required it had to
be offered a service which was capable of the
highest possible quality.
For reasons of
economy in both money and space in the
radio spectrum, it was also desirable that no
new transmitters would have to be put into
service, and hence a method had to be found
of carrying the new service pick-a-back' on top
of the old one.
The idea of carrying more than one transmission on one radio carrier is by no means

• Holdings of Blackburn
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new, and was already used by telephone
engineers, and for background music for many
years. One method by which two (or more)
independent transmissions can be carried on
the same radio frequency is shown in fig. 1.
This method is widely used for sending out
background music simultaneously with the
normal programmes from FM transmitters in
the large cities of the United States. The background music is, of course, completely inaudible
unless one has the correct adaptor fitted to the
output of the receiver. This adaptor is, to all
intents, aradio receiver tuned to the low radio
frequency which has been superimposed on to
the audio input of the transmitter and hence
the audio output of the receiver. This low
frequency radio signal, which is known as a
sub-carrier has, of course, been modulated
with the background music before it was
applied to the transmitter, and therefore the
adaptor, or decoder, recovers this without interference from the main programme which the
station is carrying.
One obvious possibility for the transmission
of stereo broadcasts would be to use asystem
similar to the above with, say, the main carrier
(i.e. the one a normal receiver would obtain),
modulated with the left-hand channel; the
right-hand channel being carried by the subcarrier. This system would work but it would
have a distinct disadvantage in that the mono
listener would not hear a properly balanced
programme, being able only to obtain the
information carried by the left-hand channel.
The stereo listener would probably get fairly
good results but, especially in poor reception
areas, the quality of the right-hand channel
would be inferior to that obtained on the lefthand one, and this could be rather disconcerting.
The present system gets over these difficulties
and during stereo broadcasts provides the
mono listener with a signal which is the sum
of the two channels. Theoretically the mono
listener suffers asmall reduction in the signalto-noise ratio, but it is safe to say that the
majority of mono listeners are completely unaware that they are listening to astereo broadcast. By using the correct decoder the stereo

listener splits the two channels and so hears the
broadcast in true stereo.
To explain how this is done without taking up
too much space, we will now call the electrical
signal in the left-hand channel L and that in
the right-hand channel R. We will also make
use of the addition and subtraction signs.
Don't let this put you off; we are not going to
get lost in some complicated algebra, but these
abbreviations are necessary, otherwise the
Editor might have hysterics, and the type
setters would probably go on strike. (
No, our
printer also produces many books on mathematics!—Ed.)
In a stereo programme we have the two
signals L and R. If this stereo programme were
to be broadcast monophonically all the information in the two channels would be required
and hence the equivalent mono signal would
be L+R.
In a stereo broadcast this L+R signal is
used to provide the main modulation of the
carrier, and as stated before it is this signal
which the mono listener will hear. Having
added the two signals it might seem that all
is lost and that there is no way of separating
the two signals again. However, there is
another signal transmitted and this is the
difference signal. It is produced by electrically
subtracting the two channels and is shown as
L— R. At any given time the strength of this
signal will depend on just how different is the
signal being carried by the two channels; and
if the two channels are identical (say a solo
instrument centre stage) the difference signal
will be non-existent. The difference signal will
be at its maximum when the two signals L and
R are exactly the same but are in opposite
phase; fig. 2will clarify this.
Now, it will be clear that we can refer to
the mono signal as L+R and the difference
signal as L— R. In astereo broadcast the L+ R
signal is used to modulate the transmitter in
the normal way and so provide the main signal
required by the mono listener, and the L— R
signal is used to modulate asub-carrier in the
manner that was described previously. Provided
the correct decoder is used with astereo signal
it is then quite easy to once again regain
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the separate L+R and L— R signals at the
receiver. Having done this, let us see what
happens if we either add or subtract the L+R
signal and the L— R signals. By adding the
two signals we find that ( L+R)+(L— R) =
2L (the two + Ls have added and the — R has
cancelled out the + R). It will be seen therefore
that by doing this we have recovered the lefthand channel separately on its own, and have
cancelled out the right-hand channel component. Similarly we can provide another circuit
in the decoder to subtract the two signals and
we find that we get (L+R)— (L— R) = 2R (the
two Ls have cancelled and the two Rs have
added). By doing this we obtain in the output
of our decoder two entirely separate left-hand
and right-hand signals with (theoretically) no
interference between them. Of course, something must he lost when one puts aquart into
apint pot, and in this case it is areduction in
signal-to-noise ratio, often resulting in increased background noise, hiss, and interference.
Having had avery quick run over the system
let us now examine it in more detail. Fig. 3
shows amuch simplified diagram of amultiplex
coder (
encoder) as used at a broadcasting
station. As explained previously, the two
separate left- and right-hand signals are applied
to the electronic adder and subtractor and the
output from this circuit (which is known as a
matrix) is two separate signals, L + R and L— R.
The L+ R signal is applied straight to the
modulator stage of the transmitter and modulates the transmitter to a maximum depth of
90%. The L— R signal is applied to abalanced
modulator where it is used to modulate the
38 kHz signal which is supplied by doubling
the frequency of the very high stability crystal
oscillator. The 38 kHz sub-carrier is amplitude
modulated in the same way as normal broadcasting stations are, but with one very important difference. The difference is that after the
38 kHz has performed its useful purpose in
providing something for the L— R signal to
modulate, it is itself suppressed.
The effect of suppressing the carrier, whilst
allowing a much better signal-to-noise ratio
to be obtained, does give rise to one very

ALL SILICON STEREO AMPLIFIER

COMPACT SPEAKER SYSTEM

A 25 + 25 watt Integrated Stereo Amplifier, employing Silicon
Transistors throughout. Remarkable technical performance
figures have been achieved, figures so good that the amplifier is
audibly better than any comparable amplifier currently available.
Ally this exceptional technical performance with superb new
styling, meticulous construction and wiring, high quality materials
and acomprehensive overall specification and you have an amplifier to satisfy the most discriminating enthusiast.

Developed primarily for use with the RAVENSBOURNE
Amplifier although suitable for virtually any high quality amplifier. Infinite baffle loading is employed with an 8" 15,000 gauss
main drive unit, high performance tweeter unit (Rola Celestion
HF1300) and precision 2,500 Hz crossover. Styling is simple and
unobtrusive with a family likeness to the RAVENSBOURNE
Amplifier. Finish, selected teak veneers and black Vynair fret
material. Overall dimensions: 22" high, 111" wide, 91" deep.

FET FM TUNER ( SERIES 11)

A high performance, fully transistorised, FM Tuner, featuring
an FET Front End and an Integrated Circuit IF strip. Particularly suitable for use in fringe areas. The specification includes
switched A.F.C. and Inter-station Noise Suppression. A built-in
high performance Stereo Decoder features automatic electronic
switching. Tuner styled to match the RAVENSBOURNE
Amplifier.

Recommended U.K. Retail Prices:
Stereo Amplifier:

Case: £64.0.0d.

FET FM Tuner:

Case: £53.10.0d. Chassis: £49.10.0d.
P.T.: £ 13.7.9.

'Compact' Speaker System: £25.0.0d.
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Rogers Developments (Electronics) Limited,
4-14, Barmeston Road, Catford, London, S.E.6.
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*OFTEN OMITTED WHEN SUB- CARRIER MUSIC PROGRAMMES ARE NOT TRANSMITTED

definite problem. From the decoder's point of
view the carrier is areference point and if this
is missing the signal simply becomes a confused jumble. Any readers who make apoint
of tuning around the short-wave bands will
come across very distorted signals, particularly
on the amateur bands where it is apparent that
someone is speaking but the sound is completely unintelligible. These are suppressed
carrier transmissions, and to receive them it is
necessary to provide a local oscillator in the
receiver which is tuned to replace the original
carrier. For reasonable speech quality on the
highest frequency bands an accuracy of something like one part in amillion is needed and
this requires a stable receiver and some considerable skill on the part of the operator. A
very much higher degree of accuracy is required for high fidelity musical reproduction,
and almost perfect accuracy is necessary for
good stereo. Whilst the frequency of the
sub-carrier used in the multiplex system is
much lower than that of the short-wave bands,
the system could not be made to work if the
local oscillator were left free-running. To get
over this problem the transmission is modulated by a steady tone of 19 kHz derived from
the 19 kHz crystal oscillator. As will be seen
from fig. 3 this is the same oscillator which is
used to produce the 38 kHz suppressed carrier
and hence its frequency is exactly half of that
which is required. By special circuitry in the
receiver this 19 kHz signal can be used so as
to regenerate a38 kHz carrier which is exactly
of the same phase and frequency as that
originally suppressed.
All modulation in an FM transmitter is
achieved by deviating the carrier frequency.
The maximum amount that an FM broadcasting station's frequency is allowed to deviate is
+75 kHz, and this is known as 100% modulation. Under no circumstances must this deviation be exceeded and therefore the multiplex
wave must be so controlled that its electrical
components do not at any time add up to
more than this. The steady 19 kHz pilot is set
at about the 10% modulation level so it is
obvious that the combined multiplexed signals
must now be set to exceed not more than 90%

modulation (90%+ 10% = 100%). Now here
comes the conjuring trick! The modulation
level is actually set so that on the loudest
passages either the L+R or the L— R signal
modulates the transmitter to a total of 90%.
This might appear to allow gross over-modulation of the transmitter with a total depth of
modulation almost twice that already agreed,
but this is not the case and the transmitter, if
correctly adjusted, will never exceed 100%
modulation.
Why this is so can be understood if we
remember what the two signals (L+R) and
(L— R) consist of. If at aparticular instant the
two input signals L and R are identical L+R
will be at a maximum, and on the loudest
passages will produce a90% modulation level
at the transmitter. However, at the same
instant, with the two inputs identical, L— R
will be zero because L and R will cancel each
other out and there will be no L— R signal to
modulate the transmitter. The reverse argument also applies, for when L and R are
exactly opposite, the L— R signal will be at a
maximum and the L+R signal will be nonexistent.
Perhaps one of the reasons for the sub-carrier
being suppressed is now clearer, for by eliminating it the possible depth of modulation has
been increased so that 90% of the transmitter's
output contains the audio signal. If the carrier
had been left in, this alone would have taken
up 50% of the permissible deviation on the
L— R channel leaving only the remaining half
for audio. The effect would have been areduction in volume on both mono and stereo
receivers necessitating an increased setting of
the volume control with aresultant increase of
interference and background noise.
The total multiplex signal, which is used to
frequency modulate the output of the transmitter therefore consists of L+ R (this consists
of normal audio frequencies), L— R superimposed on a (suppressed) 38 kHz sub-carrier,
and the 19 kHz pilot tone. To pass all these
frequencies without any distortion the audio
stages of the transmitter, and any land-lines
used, must have avery flat frequency response.
The importance of a good frequency response
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is emphasized when it is remembered that the
useful AF sidebands of the 38 kHz sub-carrier
extend to well over 50 kHz. As the separation
in the receiver is performed by addition and
substraction it will also be apparent that the
phase relationship between the various components of the complete multiplex wave must
remain constant. If this is not so, separation
is impossible as the + L and — L components
will not exactly cancel each other out in the
right-hand channel, nor will the R components
cancel out in the left channel.
Having got thus far let us follow the signals
through the transmitter so that the make-up
of the complete multiplex wave is more clearly
understood. To make the diagram clearer the
pilot tone is not shown. The results of applying a single tone to the left-hand channel are
shown in fig. 4, and if the wave is examined
it will be seen that the two separate channels
can be clearly distinguished. The straight base
line is the right-hand channel which is carrying
no signal and the left-hand signal can be seen
to be following the peaks of the wave. The
effect of aweaker identical signal in the other
channel (or cross talk) is also shown, in fig. 4e.
Upon examining the output waveform it
might now become obvious that the same
results could have been obtained in an entirely
different way. 1f, for example, the picture of
the higher frequency tone is examined (fig. 4b),
it will be realised that the two separate channels are following the tips of the 38 kHz subcarrier. On one channel there is nothing and
on the other channel the left-hand signal
(which channel is which cannot be identified
from fig. 4b, as this depends on the phase relationship with the 19 kHz pilot tone). It will
now be realised that the output is, in effect,
switched between the two channels, each being
sampled 38,000 times every second. That is
for 1/76,000th of a second the output consists
of the left-hand channel, and for the next
1/76,000th of asecond it carries the right-hand
channel.
It is important to note that the channels are
not suddenly being switched on and off but
that the switching waveform is a sine wave.
This is important, for if a square-wave were
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well chosen
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When you want to describe
superb sound, words are no
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But, until you have the
chance to hear this
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used for switching the channels quickly, the
harmonics of the signal would encompass an
audio bandwidth both in the tuner and at the
transmitter of several hundred kilohertz
Probably the best way to understand the switching action is to consider that channels are not
switched but are alternatively faded in and out
at afrequency of 38 kHz.
From the above discussion it will now be
seen that an entirely different type of multiplex
encoder from that shown in fig. 3can be used.
This is shown in fig. 5 which instead of using
the previous balanced modulator arrangement
depicts the use of an electronic switching circuit. The output from the electronic switch is
fed to alow-pass filter to remove any harmonics
caused by distortion in the switching process,
so that the two channels do alternate exactly
in sympathy with a sine-wave. The resulting
waveform is exactly the same as that produced
by the balanced modulator arrangement, and
the two methods of generation are compatible.
This is, perhaps, somewhat hard to appreciate, since it might seem that there are two
different stereo radio systems; one which uses
an electronic switch synchronised with a pilot
tone, and one with a difference signal on a
sub-carrier which can be recreated by reference to a pilot tone. In a way this is true as
the system can be correctly considered, and its
operation described, in either way. However,
they are, in all respects, equivalent.
Most receivers now incorporate a decoder
which does work on the switching principle,
but to give us a better understanding of the
system we will first of all consider the operation of the earlier type decoder using electronic
addition and subtraction. Although we have
not seen much sign of this type of decoder in
the U.K., these were used when FM stereo
broadcasting first started in the U.S.A.
In fig. 6 we see the sum and difference type
decoder and it will be seen that this is almost
the same as the transmitter in reverse (fig. 3).
The signal is first split up into its components
by three filters. Filter 'A' selects only the
19 kHz carrier, this being passed on to the
frequency doubler stage. The second filter 13'
selects the mono L+R signal and applies it to
the matrix. The third filter
passes the sidebands of the L— R signal and applies them to
the balanced demodulator. The doubler stage
can consist of a 38 kHz oscillator which is
locked in phase and frequency to the 19 kHz
tone, or it may use rectification or other frequency doubling techniques; the result being
a 38 kHz output which is an exact replica of
the subcarrier which was originally suppressed
at the transmitter encoder. By feeding this regenerated carrier to the balanced demodulator
the L— R signal is obtained so that electrical
addition and subtraction in the matrix can then
extract the original left-hand and right-hand
signals.
There are snags, of course (aren't there
always?), and so in practice it is difficult to
get full separation of the two channels over
the full frequency range. It is important to
remember that full separation cannot be
achieved if the L+ R signal is not amplified to

FIG. 8
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exactly the same extent as the L— R signal:
nor will separation be complete if either signal
is advanced or retarded slightly in phase. The
reason for this is simple to see if we go back
to our earlier discussion. Considering the lefthand channel we saw that we dispensed with
the right-hand information by adding ( L+ R)
to ( L— R), and the two Rs cancelled out. lf,
however, one of the two Rs was slightly out
of step (or phase) or was a little too small,
exact cancellation could not take place and
the left-hand channel would carry some unwanted right-hand information.
It would, no doubt, be possible to make a
'perfect' stereo decoder and receiver, giving
almost perfect cancellation—and hence good
separation—over the entire frequency range.
It is, however, much easier and cheaper to
design the basic receiver and decoder to give
reasonable separation and then to improve on
this by a rather simple method that almost
seems like cheating. Suppose our decoder has
an output of 1V from each of its channels,
with an unwanted crosstalk voltage of 01 V
so that the output from the left-hand channel
equals L + 01 R and the right-hand channel
output equals R+ 0.1 L. The unwanted factors
are the 01 L and the 01 R and it will be
appreciated that if asignal comprising — 0.1 L
and — 01 R is added to the output via the
potentiometer P the two unwanted signals will
be cancelled out. Of course, afraction of the
wanted signal will also be cancelled out, but
as this was previously much stronger than the
unwanted signal the loss will hardly be noticed.
Given the above figures, the output would
then work out at 0.9 V per channel with no
crosstalk. Exact cancellation does not normally
result due to small differences in phase, but
usually one can expect acarefully set separation
circuit to improve results by anything up to
10 or 20 dB or more.
As the matrix or sum and difference type of
decoder is a kind of ' mirror image' of the
transmitter encoder, so the switching type of
decoder is similarly related to its generator as
will be seen by comparing figs. 5 and 7. The
circuit is basically simple and consists of an
electronic switch to which the entire multiplex
signal is applied. As was explained previously,
this multiplex signal contains alternatively lefthand and then right-hand information and so
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a ' switch' is arranged to connect the input to
the right-hand and left-hand outputs at the
appropriate times.
For separation to be
achieved the syncronization must be exact and
so the switch is driven by a38 kHz signal which
is itself derived from the transmitted pilot tone.
Once again, separation is not perfect and so
the crosstalk is often cancelled out to some
extent by the separation control circuit.
Due to its basic simplicity the switching type
of decoder is now by far the most popular type,
even in the U.S.A., where the matrixing system
did at first gain wide acceptance. As far as the
writer is aware no decoder using the matrixing
system has been produced commercially in
any numbers in the U.K., and so whilst their
operation is of academic interest there is no
point in going into circuit details. A further
glance at the clock diagram (fig. 6) gives some
idea as to why the system has fallen from
favour. The main difficulty presented is the
three filters which have to be made to very
exact tolerances. Quite apart from having the
desired frequency response characteristics,
their phase response must also be optimised,
otherwise the correct cancellation of the unwanted channel will not take place. To give
full separation, signals L— R, L+R and the
pilot tone must remain exactly ' in step' and
this presents grave difficulties in the filter
circuits at the extremes of the frequency range,
usually resulting in a reduction of separation
at the high and low audio frequencies. From
a service angle this type of decoder also presents difficulties since its repair and alignment
necessitates a greater amount of skill and test
equipment.
Until the advent of stereo radio there was
little encouragement for the British manufacturer to produce ahigh-grade tuner. Listeners
have only required the local Radio 2, 3, and 4
stations and naturally have not seen much
point in purchasing a tuner sensitive and
selective enough to bring in other regional
stations which in all probability are only sending out the same programme. The result has
been some pretty chronic FM tuners, which
were very much built down to a price. Even
now in the south of England where the land is
flat and signals are strong some of these tuners
are giving quite good results in stereo, but

The perfect
audio match
Cantata Major
in technical quality and up-to-date design a most impressive
newcomer to the Dynatron Audio Separates range.
Incorporating tuner/amplifier SRX25, Cantata Major HFC12 provides a choice of three wavebands— LW and MW, with automatic
frequency control on the VHF waveband. The serious audiophile will
appreciate the pre-set tftreshold which ensures that stereo radio is
only received by the multiplex stereo decoder when the signal is good
enough to provide adequate channel separation. Allied to the tuner
on ajoint chassis, SRX25 has a32 watts ( IH FM) power output amplifier producing a distortion figure as low as 1% at rated outputs. For
optimum performance Dynatron added silicon low- noise devices
through the pre- amplifier stages and also to preserve linearity of response, retained the large Germanium power transistors with high
cut-off frequency. Possessing fully independent bass and treble controls, loudness and scratch filters, SRX25 provides the core of afine
quality unit. One of the most highly developed in its class.
The transcription record playing deck chosen by Dynatron is the
Goldring Lenco GL75 which is fitted with aGoldring 800 series magnetic cartridge. Control panel is in highly finished, brushed aluminium.
Its strikingly sleek simplicity the end result of months of meticulous
work by the Dynatron design unit. Housed in a contemporary style
teak cabinet, Cantata Major closes with a tinted plastics, hinged
cover. Loudspeakers may be chosen from LS100, LS150, LS200, or
LS300; designed to allow you a choice to suit your individual
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And afinal note to those who prefer autochangers:
may we suggest our Cantata HFC11. though this
means a marginally less power output.
Prices
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amongst the hills and mill chimneys of Lancashire, where Ihappen to reside, it is adifferent
story. Previously in this area many tuners were
only just about good enough in mono. In
stereo they are hopeless.
It is not possible to give an exact answer as
to whether or not a given tuner will work in
stereo in acertain area, but normally the 20 dB
or so reduction in signal-to-noise ratio will be
the main problem. The results to be expected
in stereo can to some extent be simulated here
by inserting an attenuator in series with the
aerial to weaken the signal by this amount—
the Belling-Lee 24 dB attenuator being suitable
for this purpose—if the signal is still of good
entertainment value with this inserted, there
is a good chance of obtaining satisfactory
stereo reception. But it is important to remember that whilst such an attenuator will give a
good idea of the level of unwanted background
hiss, the effect of local interference will be
somewhat greater when adecoder is fitted and
stereo broadcasts are received. If good results
cannot be obtained in mono when operating
with the above attenuator there is little point
in fitting astereo decoder unless measures are
taken first to improve the signal.
The best way of doing this is to improve the
aerial system by fitting a higher and more
directional aerial which will also reduce local
interference. In really difficult locations the
J. Beam FM 6S six-element aerial is to be
particularly recommended. This is rather heavy,
so it is advisable to fit a2in. pole and adouble
lashing when using this array. The smaller
J. Beam FM 4S can also be recommended, but
it is important to note that this aerial is pretuned so that it must be ordered especially for
the one stereo station required. It is also
essential to avoid upsetting the tuning by
damaging the elements when fitting this aerial
and there is, of course, no point in using a
good aerial with cheap feeder cable, so it might
be worthwhile speculating 2s. or so ayard for
the UHF/TV type semi-air spaced coaxial cable.
A simpler way to improve the performance
of all but the most sensitive imported tuners
is to fit a low-noise aerial pre-amplifier. For
the best possible results this should be fitted
on the roof within afew feet of the aerial, but
provided low-loss co-axial cable is used almost
the same results are obtained with aunit fitted
behind the receiver, and this is far more
practical.
Having decided that one's tuner seems to
have a good chance of working satisfactorily
on stereo, there is the problem of fitting the
necessary decoder. In most cases there will be
aunit available from the manufacturers of the
tuner and obviously if one wants to be reasonably assured of good results this is the easiest
way out. If such an item is not available one
can either use another make of unit or perhaps
follow one of the do-it-yourself designs which
have appeared from time to time. In this case,
though, it may be necessary to carry out afew
modifications to the receiver and so a few
notes may be helpful.
It is normal practice on both mono and
stereo FM broadcasts to boost the high frequencies by afixed amount at the transmitter.
This pre-emphasis is introduced so that
deliberate de-emphasis can be introduced at
the receiver, and this automatically improves
the signal-to-noise ratio. How this happens is
easily understood if one cares to note how

much unwanted hiss and noise is reduced by
the simple expedient of backing off the treble
control. Having de-emphasis fitted to the
receiver means that the tuner is permanently
operated with its high frequencies cut, resulting
in an improved signal-to-noise ratio, but due
to the boost at the transmitter the resultant
overall frequency response is still flat. In a
mono FM radio the de-emphasis is carried out
as soon as the AF signal has been detected, but
this is not possible when the signal is to be fed
to astereo decoder as the stereo component of
the signal would be severely attenuated. So
the de-emphasis is, in fact, carried out after
the signals have been separated.
One cannot just connect astereo decoder to
any old tuner' and expect good results, as the
requirements for stereo reception are much
more ciritical than for mono. Due to the
action of the decoder in converting supersonic
frequencies into audio frequencies, unwanted
noise which would be normally outside the
audio range is also brought in. The multiplex
system attempts to put an electronic quart into
into a pint pot and therefore something must
suffer; in this case it is the signal-to-noise ratio.
The practical result is that hiss and noise are
increased by around 20 dB, and what would
be hardly noticeable hiss in mono reception
becomes an annoying background in stereo.
Because of this there is no point in trying to
convert to stereo unless one can achieve an
almost dead quiet background on good mono
broadcasts first.
Contrary to what has been stated elsewhere,
no extra bandwidth in the IF stages is required
for stereo reception, as opposed to mono, but
what is essential is that distortion and phase
shift within the IF passband are kept to an
absolute minimum. The actual bandwidth is
still only + 75 kHz, but to keep the distortion
low within this range it is normal to increase
this to at least 200 kHz in mono, and to be on
the safe side many makers allow considerably
more in stereo tuners. It is not necessary to
allow more than this, but if one wants to make
an economically priced tuner, allowing an
excess bandwidth can be an easy way
of ensuring that the response within the centre
of the range is reasonably symmetrical. Unfortunately stereo transmissions are very

prone to adjacent channel interference, and
excessive bandwidth may cause difficulties in
some areas, so to agreat extent the choice of
bandwidth is acompromise.
As noted previously, it is necessary to provide a de-emphasis network in the receiver to
cancel out the high-frequency boost that has
been given at the transmitter. The signal to
the multiplex decoder must be taken out before
the de-emphasis takes place, and if amultiplex
output socket, as shown on the circuit in fig. 8,
is not fitted one should be wired in. The multiplex signal is very susceptible to high frequency
attenuation and so it is essential that the connecting wires to the adaptor are kept very
short. In some cases it may be necessary to
go as far as reducing the value of the RF bypass capacitor Cl, provided this does not
cause instability, or to reduce the value of RI
and R2 to improve the high frequency response still further. Poor stereo separation
can also be caused by phase shift in the IF
stages due to bad alignment, but unless one
is equipped with at least a good signal generator, or preferably a wobulator, and has
experience in the use of it, these should most
definitely be left alone.
If it is possible to obtain an oscilloscope, a
very good idea of the distortion caused by a
tuner can be obtained by monitoring the BBC's
late night test transmissions at a time when
only one channel is being transmitted. If the
oscilloscope is connected to the multiplex output socket a perfect pattern would look like
fig. 4a. The straight line is the unwanted
channel and any wave on it is cross-talk. Perfection is unlikely, but provided the display is
never much worse than that shown in fig. 4e
the decoder should be able to work reasonably well. For the best results the separation
control fitted to the decoder should be adjusted
to cancel out the distortion of the particular
tuner with which it is used, but in practice
quite good results can be obtained—if one is
lucky—by simply ' plugging in'.
Whist very good results are often obtained
using indifferent equipment, there is no doubt
that the best possible results are only obtained,
especially in difficult areas, when the whole
receiver is designed right from the word go for
stereo reception.

A separate decoder by Fisher
intended for mono tuners with
stereo outlets. Decoder
circuitry by Philips and Fisher
will be discussed in next
month's article.
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DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Rec. Retail
Price
AMPLIFIERS
DULCI 207 Stereo
Amplifier .. £23 2 0
DULCI 207M Stereo
Amplifier takes
magnetic P/U
£27 6 0
DULCI 220 Princess £44 2 0
GOODMANS
Maxamp
£54 0 0
New LEAK Stereo
30 Plus . £52 0 0
New LEAK Stereo
30 Plus in teak
case .. £58 10 O
New LEAK Stereo 70
.
£63 0 0
LINEAR LT.66
Stereo Amplifier £ 15 15 0
QUAD 33 Preamplifier .. £43 0 0
QUAD 303 Stereo
Main Amplifier .. £55 0 0
ROGERS Ravensbourne 50 watt
Stereo .. £59 10 0
ROGERS Ravensbourne in teak case £64 0 0
ROGERS Ravensbrook . . .. £41 0 0
TRUVOXTSA.200 £51 9 0
WHARFEDALE GP
50 Mark II P.A.
Amplifier
Special price
••
TUNERS
ARENA 211 Stereo
with decoder .. £39 18 0
DULCI FMT.7 FM
Tuner .. £22 1 O
DULCI FMT.7S FM
Stereo Tuner .. £29 8 0
GOODMANS Stereomax AM/FM Stereo
Tuner .. £80 19 0
LEAK FM Troughline £35 15 4
LEAK Troughline
Tuner with multiplex .. £50 11 4
QUAD Stereo FM
Tuner .. £50 0 0
ROGERS Cadet Mark
Ill Tuner .. £20 12 6
ROGERS Ravensbourne Tuner with
Decoder .. £60 15 3
TRUVOX FM 200/IC
Tuner .. £52 0 0
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
ARENA 2400 with
Decoder .. £90 6
ARENA 2500 complete with Decoder £97 0
TELETON MX.990
Stereo Tuner/Amplifier with AM/FM
Multiplex Stereo
Radio c/w two
Speakers, each
speaker containing
8in. bass, 21n.
tweeter .. £64 13
TELETON 502X AM/
FM Stereo Tuner/
Amplifier 40 Watts
RMS
£107 8
TELETON F.2000 AM/
FM Stereo Tuner/
Amplifier 2x5
watts RMS with
silicon transistors £43 0
TELETON R.8000
AM/FM Stereo
Tuner/Amplifier
2x6watts RMS,
complete with 2
speaker boxes .. £60 19

I

Comet
Price
£18

0 0

£21 19
£34 19

O
6

£45 18

0

£44

0 0

£48 14 0
£55 0 0
£13 10

0

£38 11

9

£49 15

0

£50 12

0

£54

8 0

£35 19 6
£42 9 0

£50

0 0

£34 18

0

£19

0 0

£23

0 0

£70 19
£30 10

0
4

£42 19

6

£45 15

0

£17 13

0

£52

2 0

£42

0 0

0

£75

0 0

0

£79

0 0

2

£54 16

0

3

£64

0 0

0

£37

0 0

6

£49 19

6

TELETON CMS.400
AM/FM Multiplex
Tuner/Amplifier
with 2speaker
boxes and turntable ..

Rec. Retail
Price

£126

0 0

• COMPLETE FREE PRICE LIST CONTAINING OVER SOO ITEMS ON REQUEST.

Comet
Price

£99

Rec. Retail
Price

0 0

Comet
Price

THORENS TD125 £63 4 9 £55 0 0
THORENSTD.150 £28 16 11
£25 7 0
THORENSTD.150B £32 17 6 £28 18 0
THORENS TD.150AB £39 1 7 £33 19 6
THORENSTD.124/11 £45 18 1 £40 7 0
Bases, plinths and covers stocked to suit all the
above turntables.

BUDGET HI- F1 STEREO SYSTEMS
Garrard 3500 Turntable. Amplifier 8 watts per
channel. VHF Tuner and pair of matched speakers
beautifully finished in teak, at alow price of only
£65 0 0
Also available without radio £54 0 0
Van der Molen stereo system with Garrard SP25
mounted in teak case and perspex cover. Fitted
with Sonotone cartridge and integrated stereo
amplifier ( 12 watts RMS). Complete with 2speakers in teak cabinets.
Special price £52 0 0
LL Nova with VHF Radio, Garrard 2025TC Autochanger with cueing device. 10 watts RMS amplifier and 2matched bookshelf speakers.
Rec. price £72 9 6
Comet price £59 19 6
Windsor 1500S Solid Teak plinth with Garrard
2025TC unit, solid state amplifier 10 watts RMS
and 2speaker units with 9x5ellipticals, complete
with tweeter domes housed in solid teak cabinets
of pleasing design.
Rec. price £57 15 0
Comet price £49 19 6
Also available with Garrard SP25 turntable.
Rec. price £61 19 0
Comet price £52 0 0
Philips Stella ST 8008 with Philips Autochange
turntable. Integrated transistorised stereo amplifier and 2separate speakers. All in attractive teak
cabinets.
Rec. price £ 51 19 0
Comet price £44 0 0

CARTRIDGES AT DISCOUNT PRICES

ALL MAKES STOCKED

SPEAKERS
CELESTION Ditton 10 £20 15 6
CELESTION Ditton 15 £30 12 4
DULCI AS3 Speaker £8 8 0
GOODMANS Maxim £20 0 5
GOODMANS Mezzo
II .. • • £30 18 0
GOODMAN S Magnum- K
£40 2 0
GOODMANS
Mirimba £26 0 0
GOODMANS
Mambo .. £ 19 19 0
LEAK Sandwich .. £43 10 0
LEAK Mini- Sandwich £29 15 0
WHARFEDALE
New " Airedale" £69 10 0
WHARFEDALE
Denton .. £16 6 0
WHARFEDALE
Super Linton £20 13 0
WHARFEDALE
Melton .. £29 10 0
WHARFEDALE New
Dovedale 3 .. £39 10 0
Bowers and Wilkins Speakers also
Discount Prices
TURNTABLES
GARRARD SP.25,
Mark II
£15
GARRARD AP.75
£23
GARRARD SL.55
£13
GARRARD SL.65
£17
GARRARD SL.75
£34
GARRARD 3000 ..
£11
GARRARD 3500 ..
£11
GOLDRING Lenco
GL.68
£22
GOLDRING Lenco
GL.75
£35
GOLDRING 75P ..
£46

£17 16
£26 5
£6 19
£16 19

0
0
6
6

£25 13

0

£32 19

6

£21

0 0

£15 0 0
£35 19 6
£24 10 0
£57 14

0

£13 18

0

£17 10

0

£25

0 0

£32 19 6
available at

6 4
8 1
10 11
19 4
4 11
4 1
18 10

£11 10 0
£18 19 6
£11 12 6
£15 5 0
£29 10 0
£9 10 0
£10 1 10

7 2

£17 19 11

15
18

5
8

Comet Discount Warehouse
Reservoir Road, Clou ghRoad, Hull. Tel. 42565 I

£28 15 5
£38 0 0

HI-FI STEREO TAPE DECKS AND
TAPE RECORDERS
AKAI X- 150D deck
4track .. .. £130 2 4 £109 0 0
AKAI X-3002 track £263 0 0 £220 0 0
AKAI X-3004 track £263 0 0 £220 0 0
AKAI X-3604 track £339 0 0 £284 0 0
AKAI X-360D deck
4track .. £290 0 0 £243 0 0
AKAI 17104 track
w/o accessories £ 109 0 0 £91 0 0
AKAI 18004 track £ 158 0 0 £133 0 0
AKAI 1800SD 4track £ 199 0 0 £167 0 0
AKAI 3000D deck
4track
£99 10 0 £83 6 0
AKAI X- V 4track.. £180 0 0 £151 0 0
AKAI M-94 track
w/o accessories £ 195 0 0 £156 0 0
FIDELITY HF Playmaster 2track .. £26 15 6 £19 19 6
FIDELITY Braemar
2track .. £30 9 0 £24 17 5
FIDELITY Braemar
4track .. £33 12 0 £27 8 11
MARCONI 4214 twintrack Tape
Recorder .. £35 16 0 £31 0 0
MARCONI 4216
4- track Tape
Reccorder £41 5 0 £35 19 6
MARCONI 4218
Stereo Tape
Recorder .. £88 0 0 £77 19 6
MARCONI 42384-tr.
Tape Recorder .. £58 11 0 £49 19 6
PHILIPS battery
operated Tape Recorder Mode14200 £35 6 0 £21 19 6
SHARP 504 battery/
mains Tape Recorder
complete with all
accessories guaranteed 5years .. £35 5 3 £24 19 6
SHARP RD.707
Stereo Tape
Recorder £96 12 0 £81 0 0
TELETON 7D 70
stereo Tape Deck £85 10 3 £62 0 0
TELETON FXB501D
stereo Tape Deck
and preamplifier £65 0 8 £49 0 0
TELETON 401X FM
multiplex stereo
tuner,'amplifier 20
watts RMS
£67 2 6 £49 0 0
TELETON 7AT1
AM/FM automatic
multiplex stereo
tuner/amplifier 50
watts RMS with
£133 1 9 £99 0 0
TRUVOX R54
3speed 4- track ..
£72 2 0 £52 2 0
TRUVOX R52
3speed 2- track ..
£72 2 0 £52 2 0

PICKUP ARMS
GOLDRING Lenco
L75
£ 12 6
GOLDRING Lenco G65 £7 13
SME 3009 with 52
shell ..
£27 19
SME 3012 with S2
shell .. £29 0

6 £10 10
6 £6 10

0
0

2 £23 17

6

0

6

£25 17

DELIVERY Comet guarantee that all prices quoted are genuine. All
items offered avaiiable at these prices at the time this issue closed for
press. Add 9/- for post and packing on all orders.

THE SUPER WOOFER

All the lowdown on making
an organ sound like an organ
By Nate Garfinkle
IE qualities of the electrostatic loudspeaker
are well known and in some quarters there
sbeen a desire to be able to reproduce the
ver pedal notes of the organ, as heard ' live'.
,e Quad ELS is superb above about 45 Hz
.d a series of experiments was carried out
o3 try and equal it's clarity from 45 Hz down
to 20 Hz.
In the early days of hi-fi, audiophiles experimented with various methods of bringing out
these lower tones. All types of enclosures
were built and discarded as having resonances,
doubling, high intermodulation, not to speak
of weird and bulky size, not acceptable to
wives. Some of my married friends, as well
as your's truly, have noticed this strange state
of mind, and it is to assisting fellow members
of the stronger sex that we have directed our
efforts!
Some years ago Paul Weathers produced a
bass system in asmall box, only some 17 x17 x
8in. using afibrous front loaded 12 in. woofer.
He also designed an R-C electronic crossover
rolling off at 80 Hz at 18 dB/octave. This he
fed into a small solid state amplifier, driving
his super woofer, but the idea didn't catch on
at the time, and was later discarded. We also
tried the idea, but found some faults. The
roll-off was not steep enough, and the loss
was too great, requiring too much amplification for a proper level to the woofer. Also
there was still the old resonance problem,
which needed solving.

When we read Dr. Bailey's article in Wireless
World in October 1965 (' A Non-resonant Loudspeaker Enclosure Design') we thought this
wool-filled cabinet might well represent an
answer to our problem. So, the box was built
and a 20 Hz free resonance bass unit by
Jensen (W12 NF) installed. The KEF B139
used by Bailey is not available in this country,
which is apity, for we would like to have tried one.
The crossover problem still existed, though,
and asearch has been going on for abetter one,
preferably a solid state network. Recently a
rash of solid state electronic crossover networks has been developed in Japan and Audio
published three articles giving circuits and
formulas for building two- and three-way
systems, derived from Sony equipment. This
was what we had been waiting for, and one
was built for our super woofer, crossing over
at 70 Hz to complement our new Quad electrostatics. The network rolls off at 18 dB per
octave and we settled for a mono derived
signal to feed the super woofer from the Quad
303 as shown in the block diagram. The network, with it's remote volume control, is
mounted next to the Quad 33 preamp, so the
level of the woofer can be adjusted to suit the
source—an organ needs a little more than
'popular' music, we have found. Cello,
double bass, and low piano notes require very
little. You can be your own engineer as you
like it.
This system, tied in with the Quad loud807

speakers, complements them beautifully, matching the superb clarity with equally defined low
bass. The results have been gratifying to all
who have built this system over here and the
married ones, who can't afford Quads, can still
add the system to their cone speakers.
The modern compact speakers do not have
to apologise to the big bass-reflex, infinite
baffle and even many horn speakers, and speaker
manufacturers have done some remarkable
work over the years along these lines in
developing the small systems. The compact
boxes fall short, though, of equalling the feeling
of the bass from real ' live' bass drums, double
basses and pedal notes of the organ. The drums
do not sound as full or low as the big drums
heard live. The double basses growl but do
not roar, and the organ pedal notes make a
rattle, but don't have arumble or flutter tone,
depending on how you want to describe it.
No ' pressure' feeling is experienced as in a
large church where the pedal tones are felt and
heard.
If a system lacks a real bottom, this can be
corrected by adding a super woofer in the
manner described; this will cover the bottom
two octaves in a way that should satisfy any
listener. One must experience the snarling
detail of the bass, and the lower registers of the
voice to know what one is missing. Also the
lowest pipes of the great organ played by
E. Power Biggs in the Passacaglia on Columbia's ' Bach Organ Favourites', the lowest pedal

The brilliantly successful Stereo 30
amplifier is dead...

Long live the Stereo 30 Plus!
We introduced the famous Stereo
30 in 1964. It gained an enviable reputation for performance, reliability, and
value for money. Today there arc Stereo
30 amplifiers still very much alive in the
heart of over 50,000 hi-fi/stereo systems
throughout the world.
So why have we killed off production of the Stereo 30? Because, good as
it was, we have been able to improve it.
For instance, we've added afew extras.

latest silicon transistors, and the distortion level.
We've given you a bonus too.
More power. Not so you can blast the
roof off, but so you have enough to
power any speaker of your choice.
The appearance we have maintained . . . it is in elegant black and
silver to match with any furniture.

Like a socket for stereo headphones and an additional input to
enable you to use two turntables.

For all these improvements you
have to pay just £ 1more than for the
old Stereo 30. The new Stereo 30 Plus is
just £53.0.0 (or £59.10.0 in an attractive
wooden case).

And we've reduced a few things
too. Like hum and noise, by using the

Hail to the new leader . . . the
Stereo 30 Plus.

Fri: H. J. Leak & Co. Ltd.. Brunel Road.
Iondon W.3. Telephone: 01-749 I
641.
I'lease send me full details of the new
Stereo 30 Plus.
\ME

ADDRESS

L
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enclosure is on its side, covered with our best
Irish linen. Would you believe an old dresser
scarf? We store records on the box, so it has
some use, even when it is turned off. One
suggestion has been to build one in a false
grandfather's clock while another idea was to
put the speaker in acloset. The attic is possible,
or the basement, also awall. Behind the sofa,
in a chest, decorated properly to satisfy the
aesthetics of the parlour. One could play a
game at a party—find the super woofer!
The network can be made on asmall printed
board. We use a 22.5 V battery for power
as the current drain is small and no hum
problem arose though a DC supply can be
constructed if desired, using a small zener.
No rumble or flutter problems have arisen
which might have been expected.
LAYOUT
OF
SUPER
WOOFER
VOL SUPER WOOFER
QUO 33
The most exciting acquisition has been that
of the complete Quad 33/303 and electrostatic
loudspeakers for which we are grateful to our
British cousins. The solid-state electronics,
ACOUSTIC LINE
WOOL FILLED
we feel, have contributed mightily to the
OM LS
beautiful sound we are enjoying now. Secondly,
the use of the super woofer, with proper
restraint, has filled in the extreme bottom
when it was felt it would add to the naturalness
o
MONO AMP
even more. The cool sound of the electrostatics
000
S - 50W
QUA 0303
is gone. The super woofer warms up the
o
plates, improving the taste.
CROSSOVER
So we progress a little closer to live reproduction of sound, it seems. This experiment
SUPER WOOFER
has taken us on ajourney searching for the pot
QUAD IS
of gold at the end of the sound spectrum. If
we ever find it, maybe mother will let us spend
The imagination is stirred by how a pair of
'e can be felt and heard even though Biggs
some for that extra woofer for asuper stereo.
these woofers would sound in full stereo.
ans it. And the opening of Also Spracht
Anyway, we can at least find a pot of tea at
(Satan,
get
thee
behind
me.)
The
direction
.
a on Columbia MS6547 rrakes us
the end of the range, turn down the lamp, sit
doesn't
seem
to
matter
though
at
these
low
the world will end as Stra
picback and enjoy our Golden Quads, with a
frequencies, so one in mono should suffice, to
ginning. It sounds awesom , on our
cuppa
and awarmed up woofer.
sa nothing of the added cost of two. Our

M4b

L

wood was, at first sight, avery suitable material.
However, despite its popularity the wooden
cabinet had long been recognized as a source
of coloration, and the efforts of Gilbert Briggs
loading, he thought that as many
and his sand-filled baffle ( 1940s) was cited as
..assible should be made, starting with
an early attempt to meet the problem. Mr.
normal resistive and open circuit loads
Cooke expressed suprise at the lack of work that
'cd by reactive and ' electrostatic' loads,
had been published on the subject since then,
.obviously design time was limited and
citing Shorter (BBC) Kramer and Beranek
onceivable peculiar load could hardly
among others, who had discussed the subject.
ided!
Mr. Cook and Mr. Fincham then went on to
,arding the respective merits of various
describe and demonstrate the various types of
.o of amplifying system, Mr. Baxandall was
coloration that could be produced from a
of the opinion that for over 30 years it has been
loudspeaker box, using a Quad electrostatic
possible to build power amplifiers of completely
loudspeaker to demonstrate electrically coloured
adequate audio band performance and that the
(pink) noise to his audience.
best designs of valve and transistor amplifier
A variety of cabinets had been constructed,
were audibly absolutely indistinguishable, proand these were fitted with loudspeakers,
vided great care was maintained in making valid
positioned inside the boxes so that all their
comparisons, particularly regarding accurate
radiation had to pass through the walls. The
matching of output levels.
differences between various modes of construction and damping when evaluated with this
equipment were clearly audible, and measureCABINET COLORATIONS
ments made in an anechoic chamber showed
ADDRESSING a meeting of the BKSTS at the
wide variations corresponding to the materials
Royal Overseas League on April 16th, Messrs
used. However, it was possible to draw some
R. Cooke and L. R. Fincham of KEF Elecgeneral conclusions about the shape of the
tronics described some recent loudspeaker
curves, pointing to the effect of the fundaresearch concerned with the subject of cabinet
mental panel resonance (typically 150-400 Hz)
colorations.
multiple breakup resonances and a mass
Mr. Cooke began by explaining briefly why
controlled region above afew thousand Hertz.
aloudspeaker required acabinet and bemoaned
Below the main resonance the response
the fact that this was invariably made of wood,
exhibited a uniform 12 dB/octave roll-off
partly because of tradition and partly because
-D10
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which the lecturers attributed to stiffness
control of the panel motion.
Various comments on the way panels sound
and the effect of weight and stiffness in damping materials were offered, and the effects of
struts and subdivisions were also considered.
The behaviour of flexing panels in relation to
different wavefronts was also mentioned
though the lecturers had to conclude by
admitting that though they had tried everything, including the kitchen sink, which made
arigid if somewhat weighty loudspeaker, they
still had much work to do before any firm
conclusions could be drawn.
NO CONNECTION

have asked us to point
out that they have no connection with the
letter, from Mr. L. F. Rumble of West-Howland, printed in our June issue.

HOWLAND WEST LTD.,

AS A MATTER OF FACT

now lives in Ottawa and not
Toronto as reported on page 697 of the June
issue, we apologise to readers and Mr. Voigt
for this error.
The cartridge, recommended as abest buy by
Stanley Kelly on page 741 of the same issue is
the Elac STS 344 at the price stated, the STS
344-17 is slightly cheaper but still excellent

PAUL VOIGT

value, of course.

77.THOF4t2.
13

TD150AB T•anscription Turntable complete with TP.13
arm and teak pi:nth. 33; and 45 rpm. Belt drive system.
7;1b antimagnetic turntable. Plug in shell. Horizontal and
vertical adjt.stment. Viscous damped lowering device.
Track'ng force 1-8 grammes. Wow and Flutter + 0.09%.
Rumble — 65dB Price £39.16.9 Inc. pt.
AS. 13 Anti- Skating Device optional extra.

metrosound

The basic
performance
of aturntable is
judged by speed
regularity (wow and
flutter) and rumble
level and in order to
make comparisons with
different models it is
essential that performance
figures are obtained by the
same method of measurement.
All figures quoted by Thorens
are to the DIN specification by
which units must meet or exceed
the following figures, i.e. Rumble
— 35db. Wow and flutter
0.2%.
Before you decide to buy a turntable
make the comparison test — no other
transcription turntable can match Thorens.

TD124/11 Transcription Turntable. 16. 33, 45 and 78
r.p.m. Two part turntable with clutch action. Belt drive
system. Variable control + 3% on all speeds. Illuminated
stroboscope. Built in levelling device. Replaceable pick up
arm mounting board. Wow and Flutter 4- 0.09%. Rumble
—60dB. Sets the standard by which all other turntables are
judged. Price £46.15.10 Inc. p.t.

TD125 Thorens first electron c turntable and tie latest
addition to their range of fine turntables. 16, 33; and 45
r.p.m. Transistor governed 16 pole synchronous motor.
Electronic speed selector. Var able control + 2% on all
speeds. Illuminated stroboscope. Built in levelling.device.
Dynamically balanced 7
12" : urntable. Belt drive system.
Interchangeable pick up mounting board. Wow and Flutter
± 0.08%. Rumble — 68d B. Price £69.11.2 inc. pt.

Stocked and demonstrated by all leading Hi- Fi dealers or write for full details to:
Metrosound ( Sales) Ltd., Audio Works, 35/37, Queensland Road, London, N.7. Tel : 01-607 0351/2/3.
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carefully with the volume control turned fully
up. Even with the best amplifiers there should
be a slight hiss, and this will confirm that the
not working satisfactorily? We must follow
loudspeaker and its wiring is working. With
the routine that would be adopted by a prostereo amplifiers it is unlikely that both
fessional engineer, at least up to a point. He
speakers and both lots of wiring would be
would not employ haphazard hit-or-miss
faulty, although of course this possibility
methods, but use a systematic sequence of
should not be discounted entirely.
tests, making deductions from each one.
Should there be complete silence from the
First, let us take the case of complete
speakers, then, in the case of a mono outfit,
absence of sound. The mains supply to the
the speaker wiring or the speaker itself could
amplifier and other units is the first thing to
be at fault, with the amplifier also a possible
check. Most amplifiers have a pilot light and
culprit; but with stereo it is more likely to be
this will indicate if the mains voltage is present.
If it is not alight, find out whether the mains is
the amplifier. To check the speaker and its
wiring, remove the wire from the amplifier and
reaching other parts of the system; for example,
connect atorch battery across the leads. At the
does the turntable revolve? If not, check any
moment of connection, a crackling sound
wiring common to both, especially connections
should be heard from the speaker, and also
inside plugs. If all appears to be in order, do
when disconnecting. This should be done
not forget the mains socket itself—try some
quickly to avoid a rapid discharge of the
other appliance to make sure it is alive. Where
battery. If there is no sound at all, check the
aring main supply is used, try another fuse in
wiring connections to the speaker, and if in
the plug. Even new fuses have been known to
order, try with the battery across the actual
be faulty.
speaker terminals. If there are still no results,
Possible sources of trouble when the turnthe speaker is defective.
table is working, yet there is no indication of
If the speaker(s) are eliminated we must go
mains at the amplifier, are the internal amplifier
back to the amplifier. Disconnect the input
mains fuses. One of these could be faulty, or
lead from the pickup, turn up the volume and
more likely, it could simply be displaced from
listen again. If hum and hiss are now present
its holder. The instruction manual will give
there is very likely a short-circuit somewhere
the location of the fuses if fitted. Always
across the pickup lead. Again, the effect is
remove the mains plug first, though, before
more likely with mono equipment, as should
examining them.
such afault occur with stereo, only one channel
Should the turntable refuse to revolve,
is likely to be affected. As apositive check on
again the most likely cause is a lack of mains
the amplifier we can hold a screwdriver blade
supply. Check first whether the amplifier is
on the live terminal of the pickup input socket
live, and if so, look at the turntable wiring. If
(the centre contact in the case of a phono
this is in order, see if the motor itself is
socket), with the volume control at afairly low
running, in which case the trouble is due to the
level. A loud buzz should be heard from the
mechanical drive between motor and turntable.
speaker, and the test can be repeated on the
On many models, a three-tiered pulley against
input socket for the other channel. If no buzz
which the rubber idler wheel engages, is
is forthcoming, even with the control at a
fixed to the motor shaft by one or two grub
more advanced level, and making sure that the
screws. If the screws are loose the motor
amplifier selector switch is pointing to the
shaft can spin inside the pulley without
relevant PU input position, the amplifier is to
imparting drive. Access to this part of the
works can usually be obtained by removing a blame.
One common fault with new valve amplifiers
circlip on the turntable and lifting clear.
is that valves become dislodged from their
Should this be the trouble, make sure that the
holders when in transit. To check this, the
pulley is correctly positioned on the motor
amplifier case will have to be removed and
shaft before tightening the grub screws, so
each valve pushed firmly home. Sometimes a
that the idler wheel engages in the middle of
jolt or shock during transit can fracture a
each tier at each speed. Another possible
valve, letting in air. Such valves generally
cause could be misplacement of part of the
manifest a white milky appearance instead of
speed change mechanism, thereby preventing
the normal clear or silvered look. One could
the idler engaging properly.
return the complete amplifier to the suppliers,
Having confirmed that the mains supply is
but it probably will be cheaper in the long run
reaching all the units, where do we go next?
If there is still no sound and the amplifier is a and certainly involve less delay to stand the
loss and buy a replacement valve locally. Of
mono model, check the loudspeaker. Listen
connected up and installed our
HAVING
hi-fi system, what do we do if we find it is
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course the old valve can always be returned to
the suppliers and the replacement kept as a
spare.
A similar problem can arise even if the
amplifier is transistorised, as many of these
now use the module system of construction—
that is anumber of individual sections that are
plugged into the main assembly—and so an
internal inspection may locate the trouble. Any
such sections or interconnecting plugs should
be pushed well into their sockets and a sharp
eye kept open for loose leads.
Should the test with the screwdriver on the
input sockets produce results from the speaker,
the input wiring before the amplifier must be
the cause of the trouble. Check the connections from the pickup arm beneath the
motor board; particularly see, when aterminal
strip is in use, that braiding from a screened
cable is not touching one of the tags bearing a
white or red lead from the arm. Touch the
screwdriver blade on each of the ' live' tags in
turn; if abuzz emanates from the speaker, this
exonerates the leads to the amplifier and their
associated connections, so the trouble must lie
in the arm wiring or the cartridge. Check the
cartridge connections, remembering that, normally, the red and green go to the RH channel
and the white and blue to the LH.
If there is no buzz, the lead is at fault. Most
likely there is a short-circuit. When soldering
screened leads, if the iron is left on the joint
for too long, or an over-size iron is employed,
the braid will get overheated; the insulation
around the inner conductor softens and there
may be penetration. Another possibility is
that a single strand of wire from the braid
escapes soldering and is shorted with the inner
conductor. Incidentally, never attempt to
solder wires to the push-on tags used for
pickup cartridge connections whilst they are
attached to the cartridge pins, as this can cause
irreparable internal damage. If all seems to be
in order at the pickup end, dismantle the plug
at the amplifier input, watching particularly
for wire-whiskers. Should there be no signs
visible, cut an inch off one end, reconnect and
try again, and if still no results do the same
with the other end.
From the trouble-shooting standpoint there
is one big advantage with stereo equipment:
that is having two of everything so that
substitution from the other channel can be
made when testing. Because the two channels
are mainly independent, faults will usually be
found to affect left or right only. Hence if we
find that one channel is dead, we can quickly
go from the output back to the pickup,
changing units until the fault is isolated. For

Armstrong
the high fidelity sound

NEW

Series 500
Amplifier A
&Tuners
521 Stereo Amplifier (
top photograph)

A transistor amplifier from Armstrong
with asuperb performance. It is based in circuitry and internal layout on the successful
421 amplifier which it supersedes. It has 25
watts power output per channel ( continuous
sine wave), atotal of 50 watts, and the facilities you would expect to find in ahigh fidelity
amplifier, inputs for magnetic and ceramic
pickups, tape playback and radio, rumble
filter, two treble filters, loudness control, tape
monitor and headphone listening, stabilised
power supply, output transistor protective
circuit and plug-in modules for easy servicing.
523 AM- FM Tuner (
lower photograph)
524 FM Tuner
Two alternative tuners to match the 521
amplifier in looks and performance. Both
tuners provide good sensitivity and high
quality on the FM band and, with the optional
M4 Stereo Decoder added, give excellent
results on stereo radio.
For all those who want AM radio as part of
their sound systems, the 523 gives coverage
of the medium and long wavebands.
Each Series 500 model comes complete with
teak veneered case, for which there is no
extra charge.
The full range of Armstrong high fidelity
products; recommended retail prices.
521
523
524
425
426
M4
127
M5

Stereo Amplifier
AM- FM Tuner
FM Tuner
FM Tuner-amplifier
AM- FM Tuner-amplifier
Stereo Decoder
AM- FM Tuner-amplifier
Stereo Decoder ( for 127)

£52 0
£52 9
£40 4
£79 14
£88 19
£9 10
£43 13
£14 10

0
0
6
9
0
0
9
0

Have you read the review of the 426 Tuneramplifier in the October HiFI News? If not
we will gladly send you a copy. For details
and technical specifications of all models
plus stockists list, post coupon or write
mentioning 7H FN69.
Armstrong Audio Limited
Warlters Road,
London N.7
Telephone: 01-607 3213

name

address

7HFN69
812

example, the loudspeaker leads for the two
channels can be exchanged and if the trouble
persists we know that the speaker and its lead
are above suspicion, whereas if the other
channel now becomes dead, then speaker or
lead is the cause.
Next we can do the same with the pickup
leads, and once more if the fault changes
channel, then the pickup or the lead and its
connections are to blame. If not, the amplifier
is defective in one channel. At this point it
would be wise to return the amplifier to the
supplier for repair under guarantee, but there is
just one more thing that can be tried. Ihave
already mentioned checking to see that the
valves are well seated in the case of valve
amplifiers, but we could go a step further in
changing valves from one channel to the other.
The physical layout should be roughly the
same for both sections, so we can change the
valves, one at atime, and note the result. If at
any point the fault changes channels, then the
last valve swapped is faulty. Make sure in
every case that the type numbers on the valves
are the same, never have more than two out of
their holders at one time, to avoid confusion,
and always switch off before removal.
Another trouble, sometimes met by owners
of new equipment, is excessive noise or hum.
Before regarding this as a fault, however,
make sure that it really is excessive. Some
owners test the levels by turning the volume
up to full, the tone controls to maximum
treble and bass boost, and then listening with
ear close to the speaker and no signal input.
This can be discouraging to the listener, to say
nothing of being unfair to the amplifier. A
more reasonable test is to play a record with
tone controls flat and the volume control set
at normal, or perhaps a little higher than
normal level for orchestral music. Under
these conditions there should be no sign of
hum or noise in quiet passages of music or
during apause, when listening from your usual
seat.
Noise (other than motor rumble or record
surface noise) is generated within the amplifier
and is not likely to be curable by external
means. Listen to see if the noise level is the
same in both channels. If it is appreciably
higher in one, then a fault does exist; if they
are about the same, then it is reasonable to
assume that the level is normal for that
particular amplifier. Noisy volume or tone
controls—that is, controls that cause acrackling
sound when they are rotated—can often be
cured in new equipment by rapid rotation a
number of times. In most cases this will
dislodge any dirt which may have gained
entrance, or smooth out uneven parts of the
track. In older equipment, dismantling and
cleaning with a proper switch cleaner and
lubricant will in most cases be needed, or
even replacement of the control if the noise is
due to wear.
Hum can be due to several causes, internal
and external to the amplifier. Pickup lead
screening should be the first suspect, so make
sure that the braiding is in good contact at its
terminations, and that the motor plate and
pickup arm metalwork are connected to the
amplifier's main earth-terminal. In some cases
the pickup arm earthing will be via the braiding
of the signal leads. Tarnish on a phono plug
body can easily introduce a series resistance
which gives rise to hum. Should the screen be

completely open-circuit, the hum will be really
vicious and the volume control should be kept
well down when testing, otherwise the loudspeaker suspension could be damaged.
Another cause of hum is the earth-loop.
This arises when there is more than one earth
return for the signal, and hum currents
circulate around the loop thereby formed. If
each unit, amplifier, gram motor and tuner, is
earthed separately to the earth pin of the
mains plug, try disconnecting each earth connection in turn, and then all except one.
Often, the earth wire in the mains house
wiring travels for some distance alongside the
current supply conductors before eventually
going to earth. This is quite satisfactory from
the safety angle, for which of course it was
intended, but hum can be induced so that
there is a greater hum level with the earth
connected than without. Should this prove to
be the case, aseparate earth lead could be run,
or it could be omitted altogether. There is
nothing dangerous in this where good equipment is concerned, as the standard of design
and construction should be such that there
would never be a risk of the casing becoming
alive. In any case, many systems are run from
two-pin mains outlets without an earth.
Whatever the external earthing arrangements—
or their absence—it is important to avoid earthloops within the installation, so make sure that
any signal-carrying cable system offers only
one earth path between units.
A hum-curing dodge often used with cheaper
equipment such as radios and ordinary record
players, is to reverse the mains plug connections. With a two-pin plug this is done by
simply turning the plug around, but with a
three-pin the internal plug connections will
have to be changed (the earth as before to the
larger pin). It is often found that the hum
level is less one way than the other, and so the
connections can be left in the position giving
minimum hum. While hi-fi equipment should
really be free from vagaries of this sort, it is
always worth atry.
Distortion with low volume may be
experienced. One possible cause is the stylus
having become misplaced or the suspension
damaged. These are very delicate—the more
expensive the pickup, the more fragile it is, so
the unfortunate possibility of trouble occuring
here during transit or installation must be
considered. This sort of trouble will affect
both channels and an examination of the
stylus and its mounting will reveal whether
such damage is responsible. If the system
includes a tuner and it is working correctly,
then trouble with the pickup is indicated,
though there could be afault in the first stage
of the amplifier. Double-check that not only
the connections between arm wiring, pickup
lead and amplifier are sound, but also that
they are correct according to the colour code.
Another cause of poor volume and distortion could be a partial short-circuit across a
loudspeaker. A strand of wire not firmly
clamped by the speaker terminal could just be
touching the opposite one. Similarly, astrand
at the amplifier output terminal could be
touching either the opposite terminal or the
metal casing of the amplifier. With high powers
and low impedances such ' shorts' would not
necessarily produce dead silence from the
speaker, but rather the effect described.
Acoustic feedback is the term used to
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describe arather unpleasant hooting noise that
occurs when the volume is turned up. The
cause is feedback of sound from one of the
loudspeakers to the pickup, due in most cases
to a too-close proximity between the two.
Moving the units farther apart or on to a
firmer part of the floor will usually effect acure.
With shelf-mounted equipment where a small
speaker is housed on the same shelf as the
turntable unit, feedback can take place through
the shelf. The remedy here is either to move
one unit to another shelf or to stand either or
both units on felt pads.
Another form of distortion may only appear
occasionally, and that on loud passages. Try
the same passage again at a lower volume
level; if it remains, this points to the pickup
rather than strains or stresses in the loudspeakers. The most likely cause is insufficient
stylus pressure. The cartridge makers usually
quote arange of weights over which the pickup
can be operated. There is atendency for owners
to set the arm at the lowest weight, because
this will give the least record wear. But the
lowest quoted pressure will (if at all) hold
good only for ideal conditions and a near
perfect arm, features not often realised in
practice. Anyway, it is better to avoid distortion than bother about wear, as with modern
pickups most of the latter takes place during
the first few playings, and if you can't hear its
effects it doesn't matter.
With new equipment, a good starting point
is about halfway between the quoted playing
weight extremes. If the pickup tracks satisfactorily at all modulations, try + gm lower,
and if still good, an even lower setting can be
tried. Similarly, if distortion is encountered,
step up the weight in gm increments until the
trouble disappears. Make sure first, though,
that the arm is quite free and that the player is
dead level.
Finally, what if there is trouble with the
tuner? If it is quite dead, yet the gram is in
order, check to see if the tuning indicator responds as the tuning dial is swept over its range.
Movement indicates that stations are being
received, so the screened lead to the amplifier
is possibly defective. Check it in the same way
as for pickup leads. No indication could
mean no mains supply to the tuner or ashort
in the aerial plug or feeder. To test the latter,
remove the aerial plug from the tuner and
connect alength of ordinary flex to the centre
socket of the co-ax connector, or one of the
sockets of a two-socket connector if fitted.
Some results should now be obtained, although
possibly weak and noisy. If they are, then the
aerial is indeed the cause of the trouble.
Good hi-fi tuners will work with avery low
signal, so an open-circuit aerial feeder or
incorrectly positioned aerial will often give
quite reasonable results. It becomes clear that
things are not all they should be when a high
level of background noise is noticeable, particularly car ignition interference. Should these
effects be evident, then the aerial or its feeder
needs attention.
The faults Ihave described are by no means
exhaustive, but they are ones most likely to
occur when fitting up new installations. A
little patience and method in tackling them
will not only reaffirm the family's confidence
in your technical ability, but will get them to
agree that the investment was well worth it
after all.

F. CAVE
HI-FI

* MAIL ORDER SPECIALIST
* DEMONSTRATION & INSTALLATION
* H.P. TERMS ARRANGED

EQUIPMENT AND TAPE RECORDER SPECIALIST
Rec. Retail
Price

TURNTABLES
Garrard A70 Mk 11 ... £22
Garrard AP75 ... £23
Garrard 1000 with cartridge
£9
Garrard AT60
£ 17
Garrard SP25
£ 15
Garrard SL95 —« £45
Goldring Lenco GL75 £36
B.S.R. UA25 changer
with mono cartridge
CARTRIDGES
Audio Technica AT66 £6
Shure M44-5 ... £ 14
M44-7 ... £ 12
M55- E
£20
M75-6 ... £ 17
M75- E ••. £25
M75- G ••• £ 17
M91- E
V15 .•• £40
Sonotone 9TAH/C • • • £4

LUX

* CASH DISCOUNTS

Rec. Retail
Price

CAVE'S
Price

18 3 £12 5 0
6 7 £19 19 6
17
3
6
2
8

7
6
4
6
6

£6 9
£14 8
El I 15
£36 15
£28 14
£6

£5
£12
£10
£16
£13
£20
£13
£27
15 4 £36
£2
0 6

2
9
19
15
8
18
8

6
1
5
0
4
10
4

6
0
0
0
6

5 0
12
10
6
7
12
15
17
10
5
7

6
0
6
6
6
0
6
0
0
6

SPEAKERS
Akai SW 130
£ 36
Leak Sandwich ... £43
Jordan Watts Module £ 11
Wharfedale Denton—
per pair ... £ 33
Wharfedale Melton ... £ 29
Goodmans Magnum " K" £40
Wharfedale Super Lintons
per pair ... £41
Wharfedale Airedale
f69

CAVE'S
Price

0 0 £26 10
10 0 £35 10
0 0 £9 IS

0
0
0

10 0 £29 10 6
10 0 £25
1 6
2 0 £ 35
I 9
19
10

TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 1710W .. £ 109 0
Akai M9 ... £ 195 0
Sanyo MR801
£78 0
Philips EL3302 Cass. ... £ 31
1
Standard SR100
Teleton 910 ... £ 28 9
Awai TP7I0
£ 28 5
Awai 716 ... £ 32
I
Truvox R44
...

0 £37
0 £59

0
0
0
6

£87
£ 145
£69
£24
EIS
4 £25
0 £24
0 £28
£ 58

0 0
0 0

10
0
19
19
15
9
16
3
0

0
0
6
6
0
6
6
0
0

£107

£75
£59
£52
£64
£42
£44
£59
£68
£54
£43
£55

0
17
0
0
10
2
17
15
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£55
£50
£ 44
£54
£37
£ 37
£ 50
£ 60
£47
£ 38
£48

0
17
10
12
3
9
19
3
5
12
12

0
6
0
0
0
6
4
0
0
6
6

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
General R4200 ... £42
Sansui TU555 ... £73
Sansui 400 ... £ 127
Teleton 7AT-FET £ 120
Sansui 220 ... ... £92
Armstrong 425 ... £79
Armstrong 127 ... £47
Sansui 2000 ... £ 154
Sansui 5000 ... £ 198

8
15
4
7
9
14
10
9
17

6 £ 35
4 £ 64
5 El 12
6 £105
6 £72
9 £73
6 £39
8 £ 137
0 £174

10
17
10
7
10
7
18
15
17

0
7
0
6
0
3
0
2
0

0 0

S.Q. 505 ...

£87 14

S.Q. 77T ...

£55

V.L. 70T Tuner

CAVE'S
Price

BUDGET SYSTEMS ON OFFER
Teleton CMS 400 Tuner Amplifier with
Turntable and Speakers
Complete for £110 Os. Od.

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

S.Q. 1220

AMPLIFIERS
Wharfedale WF20
Sansui AU222
Armstrong 521 ...
Rogers Ravensbourne
Rogers Ravensbrook
Philips GH943
Philips 919 ...
Kenneth J. Elwin ...
Goodmans Maxamp
Quad 33 Control Unit
Quad 303 Amp ...

Rec. Retail
Price

0

Radon

7 3

£69 II

W.L. 313 Tuner

£129

S.Q.555 T/Amp.

£144 17

6

0 0
0

Amplifier and Speakers
Garrard SP25 Turntable
Complete for £49

with

LEAK 70 AMPLIFIER
Case Model ...

£56 10

Chassis Model ...

£50

0

0 0

Teleton F2000 Tuner Amplifier,
£39 I9s. Od.

Distributors for: LUX, TANNOY, AKAI, VVHARFEDALE, GOODMANS, DUAL, LEAK, TANDBERG, TRANSCRIPTOR,
PHILIPS, GRUNDIG, REVOX, CONNOISSEUR, TRUVOX, SANSUI, SHURE, DECCA, GOLDRING, AUDIO-TECHNICA,
AIWA. KENNETH J. ELWIN, EAGLE, SINCLAIR, WIEN, ORTOFON, BOWER-WILKINS, UHER, ROGERS, LOWTHER,
A.D.C., B.S.R., TRIPLETONE, FERROGRAPH, RADON, TRIO, THORENS, JORDAN WATTS, CELESTION, S.M.E., PICKERING
TELEFUNKEN and many others.

F. CAVE, 5 BRIDGE STREET, RICHMOND,
SURREY

MAIL ORDER, Dept. HFN 27 Hill Street, Richmond, Surrey.
Phone 01-940 0632 up to 8 p.m.
For further details send 2'6 P.O. catalogue or S.A.E. for brief list.
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STEREO RECORD REVIEWS
Some recent discs selected for their ' above
average' technical quality. Reviewers' comments
are based on actual releases, not test pressings.

ALBENIZ.
Suite Espanola.
New Philharmonia
Orchestra conducted by Rafael Frübeck de Burgos.
Recorded in the Kingsway Hall, London. Decca
SXL 8355 (
43s. 9d.).
RECORD FAIRLY SCINTILLATES with the
Spanish atmosphere— but it is somewhat
'stylised' Spain, as perhaps must be so with
a full symphony orchestra as the medium, even
one as fine as the New Philharmonia.
However, the very able conductor, de Burgos,
has worked exceedingly well with them,
achieving an excellently co-ordinated interpretation of Albeniz's overall intentions with a
fine attention to detail also. The characteristic
solo percussion instruments for example are
neither overlaid nor overplayed, and this
applies both to the orchestration and to the

THIS

stereo settings.
Quite heavy scoring for castanets is of course
predictable. but they are neatly placed without
ever dominating; the distant bells are also a
delight.
One or two of the sections—notably Sevilla
starting side two—do rather reinforce the
impression of a ' concert-suite', perhaps
because they are fairly familiar; nevertheless,
this performance does considerable credit to
composer, the musicians and engineers—and
to Spain!
B. R. J. P.

BACH. St Matthew Passion. Theo Altmeyer (tenor),
Franz Crass ( bass), Teresa Zylis-Gora ( soprano),
Julia Hamad (contralto). Nicolai Gedda (tenor),
Hermann Prey ( bass), and other vocal and instrumental soloists, with the South German Madrigal
Choir and Boys' Choir, and the Consortium
Musiclung conducted by Wolfgang Gannenwein.
Recorded in the Evangelical church at Schwaigern.
Records supplied in box album with booklet of
notes and text. HMV SAN 228-31. (£6 18s. 10d.
until 30th September, when the set reverts to full
price of £95s.)
ALTHOUGH IFIND it very difficult to understand,

Iknow there are people who would not include
the St Matthew Passion among their Desert
Island Discs. For me the only, and sufficient,
problem would be which version to take.
Regular readers of my jottings—if there are
any—will know that I have a prejudice in

DONALD AMSEL

ROBERT FISHER

BERNARD PLUMTREE

TREVOR ATTEWELL

ADRIAN HOPE

LEON THOMPSON

CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

FRANK JONES

PETER TURNER

JOHN CRABBE

GERRY OAKLEY

BERT WEBB

COLIN EVANS

JOHN PALMER

favour of performances of older music in
which an attempt is made to reproduce the
authentic sounds of the time, and the present
recording is one of these. All such attempts
must compromise somewhere, but I think
J. S. B. would have passed this one with
approval of its style, size of forces employed,
instrumentation and use of boys' voices, but
above all its integration; while the standard of
the choral and orchestral performance would
surely have astonished and delighted him. The
soloists are never less than adequate, although
somewhat variable, and Ican't pretend not to
miss Pears and Fischer-Dieskau. Giinnenwein
sees the work steadily and sees it whole; his
choice of tempi is excellent, and this is an
account of the masterpiece to live with.
The recording is very good, well balanced,
warm, but clean. There is an occasional trace
of pre-echo. Atmosphere is nicely conveyed;
no one would mistake this for a studio performance. Stereo effects are natural and not
obtrusive. The space between the speakers
apparently opens into the church. If you are
primarily interested in sound quality, you will
choose between this recording and the quite
different Decca under Munch inger (SET 288/91).
If you wish to listen on your knees, so to speak,
you may well go for Klemperer on Columbia
SAX 2446/50. Personally, Iam content to be
on the side of the Angels.
B. J. W.

BACH. Toccata and Fugue in D minor; Preludes and
Fugues in A minor and E minor; Passacaglia and
Fugue in C minor. Carl Weinrich at the organ of
Varfrukyrkan in Skanninge, Sweden. MFP 2111
(14s. 6d.).

who already owns
less than six versions of the D-minor toccata
and fugue simply isn't paying attention! Here
he has achance to catch up at abargain price,
for which he will get this and three other items,
played on a neo-classic organ, and recorded
very well indeed (and, as is the current fashion,
closely). There is a slight loss of 16ft. tone in
the D-minor, but in the remainder the bass is
better than is often found on records. The

ANY ORGAN DISC COLLECTOR
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general quality and noise level are very satisfactory.
My one reservation concerns the playing,
which I found rather trite and uninspired,
while the use of a pedal posaune, which is a
trifle slow to speak, demands aprecision and
anticipation in pedalling that is too often
lacking. On the whole, the Passacaglia comes
off best. However, the clean recording and
low price will undoubtedly outweigh this
criticism for many folk.
T. 9. D. A.

BEETHOVEN. String Quartets in E flat majo - (Op.
127) and F major ( Op. 135). Quartetto Italiano.
Philips SAL 3703 (
43s. 9d.).

for this magnificent record
suggest that we should abandon the notion of
Beethoven's lasts quartets as such superhuman
utterances that they are ' somehow beyond
mortal comprehension'. Sweep away the
mystic cobwebs and listen, when one will find
that a testament of purely human experience
may nevertheless be moving and profound.
The Italian players give us beautiful and
convincing performances, especially of the
concise Op. 135. The slowly interweaving
tensions of the Lento and the swift drama of
the last movement in this quartet are managed
in masterly fashion—sufficient to persuade one
that the finale is not really so lighthearted as
the sleeve note suggests. Ihappened to listen
twice to the first movement of Op. 127 before
proceeding through the work, and this convinced me that the nobility and power of
their approach, though unusual, is justified by
the intense setting thus left for the following
Adagio.
Recording places the players fairly well
forward across about three-quarters of the
sound-stage width, with excellent instrumental
balance; tonally on the bright side, with a
slight lack of body from the cello. A very
clean sound, and some of the quietest background Ihave ever heard from a Philips disc.
J. C.

THE SLEEVE NOTES

NEW CATALOGUE

LAFAYETTE
FULL RANGE OF THIS EXCITING NEW
EQUIPMENT IN STOCK-SEND S.A.E.
FOR DETAILS OF ANY MODEL

Nearly 200 pages giving full details
of a comprehensive range of HI Fl
EQUIPMENT,
COMPONENTS,
TEST EQUIPMENT and COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT.
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Each section greatly enlarged and
fully illustrated. Thousands of items
-many at bargain prices.
FREE
DISCOUNT
VALUE I0/-.

LR-20 AM/FM STEREO SYSTEM
49 Solid State Devices. 6+6 watts IHF
Music Power. AM/FM Stereo Multiplex.
Automatic FM Stereo Switching. Two full
range 61" Speaker Systems. Stereo headphone jack. Loudness control. [63.18.6.
Recommended Record Deck to complete
the LR-20 System-Garrard 2025T/C
with cartridge, base and cover. £13.12.6.

LA85T. 30+30 W. r.m.s.
LA450. 161+161 W. r.m.s.
LA224T. 10+10 W. r.m.s.
Stereo 10. 5+5 W. i.h f. ..

[49.10.0.
£40.0.0.
C28.0.0.
E11.19.6.

AM/FM STEREO TUNERS

LT-425T. Matches LA- 85T
LT-225T. Matches LA450

E60.8.9.
[52.6.0.

AM/FM STEREO TUNER
AMPLIFIERS

-
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SAQ-203E amplifier 6+6 watts r.m.s.
Mag./cryst.il inputs. £24.
R-8000. Stereo System. AM/FM Stereo
Tuner Amplifier 6+6 watts complete with
2 matched speakers. £60.
CMS-400. Stereo System. AM/FM Stereo
tuner amplifier, 6+6 watts, built-in
record changer with 2 matched speakers.
£110.
F2000 Stereo Tuner Amplifier
£40.
F4200 Stereo Tuner Amplifier
£41.

Mama

AM/FM STEREO TUNER
AMPLIFIERS
TK-20T, 12+12 W. r.m.s.
E85.0.0.
TK-40T, 16+16 W. r.m.s.
£110.0.0.
TK-66T, 20+20 W. r.m.s.
E122.0.0.
Accessories
AD-76K. Magnetic cartridge
E4.10.0.
HS-3. Stereo Headset ..
[5.15.0.

r.m.s. 53
E77.5.10.

207 Stereo amplifier 7+7 W.
£20.17.6.
207M Dittowith magnetic input E24.10.0.
LR-500T.
20+20 W. r.m.s.
F.E.T. front end and four
integrated circuits ..

manemommommoiami
E19.7.6.
E26.0.0.

SINCLAIR

,
LR-1000T.
40+40 W. r.m.s.
F.F.T. front end and four
integrated circuits ..
E120.17.6.
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
Oiled Walnut-8ohm imp.
Minuette 2- way 5W. r.m.s...
CR25. 2- way. 115 W. r.m.s.
El 1.8.2.
CR50. 2- way. 10 W. r.m.s.
1E15.0.0.
CR-150. 2- way. 20 W. r.m.s.
[24.0.0.
F-767. Stereo Headset
E4.10.0.

RK-870 STEREO TAPE DECK
3speed, 4 track, complete with solid state
silicon
record/playback
stereo
preamplifiers. 71": 3r; 14" IFS. Records
4 track stereo or mono, AM/FM radio or
gram inputs; live from rnic. Sound with
sound, sound on sound, Aluminium diecast tape transport chassis with 4 pole
induction motor. Takes 7" reels. Fitted
with 2 VU meters. Housed in deluxe oiled
walnut wood case. Complete your Hi -Fi
system with this magnificent tape deck.
Price (74.7.0.

NOW OPEN IN
EDGWARE RD

TSA-10,
SA- I00.
SA-200.
TSA-20,
TSA-60.
VTA-40.

ZI2 Amplifier
PZ4 Power Supply ..
E4.19.6.
Stereo 25 Preamplifier
E9.19.6.
Micromatic Radio Kit E2.9.6. Built £2.19.6.
014 Speaker ..

STEREO HEADSETS
ECHO HS-606
Wonderfully
comfortable.
Lightweight adjustable vinyl
headband, 6 ft.
cable and stereo
jack plug, 2517,000 cps.,
812
imp. 67/6 P/P 2/6.

PACKAGE DEAL
2x Z12 Amps. PZ4 and Stereo 25, E22; or
with 2x 014 Speakers, £37.
NEW SINCLAIR 2000 SYSTEM
35 W. Integrated Amplifier, E29, Carr. 5/Self- powered FM Tuner, £25, Carr. 5/-.

EAGLE TUNERS
VFM-40. FM .
FMT.51. LW- MW-AM
AFM-200. AM- FM ..
AFT-60. AM-FM MPX

E11.19.6.
E14.10.0.
E30.10.0.
E48.0.0.

EAGLE TC-450H,
Stereo Tape Deck and Preamplifier.
E66.19.6.

HOSIDEN DHO4S

F.M. TUNER
6Transistor High
Quality 6" X4"X
21". 3I.F. stages.
Double- tuned
discriminator.
Ample output to
feed most amps.
Operates on 9 v. bat. 88-108 Mc/s. Ready
built, E6.7.6. P. & P., 2/6.
Multiplex Adaptor 99/6.

Each headphone contains
a 24" woofer and a
tweeter. Built in indi
vidual
level
controls
25-18,000 cps. 811 imp
with cable and stereo
plug. E5/19/6, P/P 2/6

r
EAGLE TUNER AMPLIFIER
RA-96. AM/FM/MPX Soled State stereo
tuner amplifier 10+10 W. E83.3.0.
EAGLE SPEAKER
SYSTEMS

SPECIAL OFFER!
B.S.R. MA-75 HI- F1
AUTOCHANGER

FULL RANGE OF ALL POPULAR
MAKES OF HI-FI IN STOCK AT
SPECIAL CASH DISCOUNT PRICES
-LET US QUOTE FOR ALL YOUR
REQUIREMENTS.

Latest 4 speed unit less cartridge,
E12.10.0. Carr. 7/6.
Plinth, E4.0.0. Perspex cover, 50/-.

\‘‘t

MS-40.
DL-42.
MS-65.
MS-80.
DL-67.

5W.
5W.
10 W.
20 W.
10 W.

f8.12.6.
E10.10.0.
E12.17.6.
E15.9.0.
(15.12.6.

Carriage extra on all items

(RADIO) LIMITED
3and 34, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQ„LONDON,W.C.2

,

EAGLE AMPLIFIERS
5+5 W.
[11.19.6.
5+5 W.
E18.0.0.
75+7-5 W.
£26.5.0.
10+10 W.
E22.0.0.
15+15 W.
f35.5.0.
10+ 10 W
f35.5.0.

Our new walk around shop is now
open at 311 Edgware Road, fully
stocked with all Hi -Fi, Communication
and Test Equipment. Call into your
nearest shop-Edgware Road for all
Equipment-Lisle Street for all Equipment and Components.

[94.9.11.
FMT7 Self powered FM tuner
FMT7S. Ditto stereo version

STEREO AMPLIFIERS AND
TUNERS
TK-150T. 13-5+13-5 W. r.m.s.
[36.0.0.
TK-250T. 20+20 W. r.m.s.
E52.10.0.
TK-350T.
AM/FM
stereo
multiplex tuner ..
E62.0.0.
TK-500E. FM stereo multiplex tuner ..
E39.18.0.
KT- I000
AM, FM
Stereo
multiplex tuner
E52.0.0.

FULL CURRENT RANGE AVAILABLE
BRAND NEW AT FANTASTIC
SAVINGS
SPR22 Mono
E6.10.0,
SPR22 Stereo
[6.19.6.
0 1025 Mono ..
0.10.0.
.1025 Stereo ..
E7.15.0.
.2025 Stereo ..
E7.19.6.
.2025T/C Mono/Stereo
0.17.6.
.3000 Stereo .
0.19.6.
.51'25 Mk 11 ..
EII.19.6.
*SL55
[ 11.19.6.
A70 Mk II ..
E12.10.0.
*ATEO Mk II ..
El 3.5.0.
.5L65
E14.14.0.
AP75
.
[ 19.0.0.
401 ..
E28.7.6.
SL75 ..
E29.0.0.
SL95 .. .. ..
E35.0.0.
Carriage/insurance, 7/6 extra any model.
WB-4 Base, £3.19.6. Cover, E3.10.0.
•Special Offer base and cover available
for these models at E4.15.0. Carr. 5/-.
Full range of Garrard accessories available.

EAGLE

DULCI

4iiireei•J
LR-99.
10+10W.
semi- conductors

COUPONS.

SEND NOW- 0Allierts eEpe

TELETON

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

GARRARD

01-437 8204
01-437 9155

311, EDGWARE RD., LON DON,W.2 01-262 0387
(ALL MAIL ORDERS TO:- 3, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2)
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OPEN
9-6 every
day Monday
to Saturday.
(Edgware Rd.
1- day Thurs.
Trade supplied

BEETHOVEN. Symphony No. 5 in C minor; Symphony No. 8 in F major. Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra conducted by Hans Schmidt-lsserstedt.
Recorded in the Soflensaal, Vienna. Decca
SXL 8398 (435. 9d.).

AFTER A PERIOD of Some weeks I Still feel, on
rehearing this amply-filled disc, that the performances are unexceptional: that they are of
a standard only to be expected from this
orchestra. However, some colleagues feel we
have here the ' recommendation' for Beethoven
Five, and clearly it is acase for private investigation. Imust say the fluctuations of utterance
in its opening movement Ifind even less wellargued on repetition; Ifind the Eighth more
enjoyable, but the oboe timbre unwelcome in
such an easy-going setting.
The recordings are very typical ` DeccaVienna-Classical', well-spread and defined,
with occasional suggestions of close miking
effects. The producer was Erik Smith, SchmidtIsserstedt's son. I don't think they are as
exciting as the Boskovsky Overtures of Old
Vienna (
SXL 6383, reviewed in May), where
apparently new balancing techniques were
used in the Sofiensaal—but that disc only plays
for atotal of 35 minutes, about one-half of this
Beethoven coupling!
C. J. B.

BEETHOVEN. Symphony No. 6 in F ( Pastoral).
The Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra conducted
by William Steinberg. MFP 2112 (14s. 6d.).

THIS RECORDING IS MARKED unequivocally
`Stereo', and dated 1967. It should therefore
not be confused with the performance that
first appeared on Capitol in 1953 and was
released again in 1965 as a not particularly
good technical transfer (in mono) on MFP 2011.
It shares, however, the excellent qualities of
that performance, which was universally applauded. This stereo performance, it is my
guess, originates from the Pickwick label issued
in U.S.A.
Igreatly enjoyed this performance. Except
by direct comparison with the very best, the
recording sounds very good indeed; it is clean
and well detailed, albeit alittle shrill, but well
within the bounds of correction by the usual
controls. The performance is devoid of gimmicks, and fairly fast-moving. Only a rather
less exciting than usual storm passage can be
held against it. It is of interest to note that this
playing down of the storm was also acriticism
of the original mono of 1953! Of course we
all have our personal likes and dislikes, dependent on our background and first impact with
the work, but Ican think of no more elegant
way at such an attractive price of introducing
the Pastoral Symphony to a young collector.
Excellent surfaces.
L. T.

BILLY ST RA YHOR N. . . and his mother called
him Be— newly recorded versions of twelve
Strayhorn compositions. Duke Ellington and his
Orchestra. RCA Victor SF 7984 (37s. 6d.).

MUSICAL DEDICATIONS are often so trivial as to
be little more than a title on a record sleeve,
but this album, devoted to the work of the late
Billy Strayhorn, has moments of sheer magic.
Johnny Hodges, on Blood Count, After All
and Day Dream performs with a poignancy
and splendour seldom equalled even by him.
Clark Terry, too, in a timely return to the
Ellington ranks, uses flugelhorn and plunger

mute to preach most eloquently on Boo-Dah,
and is matched by Cootie Williams, Snibor,
and Cat Anderson, Charpoy.
The section work is as rich and punchy as
always, but it is the quality and consistency of
the solo spots which captivate the ear and
linger in the mind.
As the session drew to aclose, Duke began
his own piece of keyboard reminiscing. The
engineers kept their tapes going; musicians
noisily stowing away their gear fell quiet again
and, in Lotus Blossom, we now have a melancholy but so-right finale to aremarkable record.
G. O.
BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS. Ten tracks of
widely varying length by a New York nine- piece
group. CBS S 83504 (37s. 8d.).

EACH YEAR SEEMS to produce one pop LP that
stands head and shoulders above almost everything else. In 1967 it was Sgt. Pepper, in 1968
it was probably Bookends (
for abelated review
see June '69 issue) and in 1969 it must surely
be B.S. and T.
Actually, although this record will probably
turn up only in ` popular group* record racks,
it really needs arack of its own. Very heavily
jazz influenced, very high standard of performance and equally high standard of recording,
with exciting stereo effects and some of the
fullest and cleanest-ever recording of pop or
jazz electric bass. The latter is favourably
comparable with the best recordings of Ray
Brown's string bass.
The musical style is ' hard' rather than
smooth or catchy, but even that is acontradiction with, respectively, brief pieces of Satie
(Trois Gymnopédies)and When Idie, describable
only as pure Steptoe/Square-dance/Gospel!
Other (harder) tracks include Billie Holiday's
God Bless the Child and an extended blues
with organ intro àla early Jimmy Smith.
Only two snags. Firstly, an uninformative,
hard-to-read sleeve. Secondly, that anything
to follow in this vein must be an anti-climax.
A. H.

BRAHMS. Piano Trios No. 1in B major and No. 3
in C minor. Julius Katchen ( piano), Josef Suk
(violin), Janos Starker (cello). Recorded at The
Maitings, Snape. Decca SXL 8387 (43s. 9d.).

A MARVELLOUS COUPLING of these beautifully
rich works: part of a complete Brahms'
chamber-music project with Julius Katchen*
(who has already done the solo pianoforte
pieces and the Violin Sonatas, with Suk).
This disc opens well with a tender Schubertian quality, unmatched by the Beaux Arts
or Stern/Istomin/Rose groups whose complete
recordings of the Piano Trios appeared last
year, and the immediate contrast is sustained.
Ifind the nimble Beaux Arts players short on
the essential Brahmsian breadth: somewhat
small-scale performances, although perhaps
the recorded sound is the most obviously
realistic of the three. Certainly the CBS (two
discs in a reduced-price album) glares, and
Stern plays too loudly (or has demanded exaggerated presence). Even so, their performances
have slightly greater depth and originality than
with Katchen; Stalker is the one here who
goes for emotional depth, and he is closely
matched by Suk—Katchen's playing has
dramatic energy more than inwardness.
However, Decca's very rich, clean quality,
finely separated, makes this the most attractive
• Julius Katchen died in April—Ed.
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listening experience. Silent surfaces, too! Give
it atry, especially if you think chamber- music
is daunting: all the romantic ardour of the
Brahms concertos is here too.
C. J. B.
BRUCKNER. Symphony No. 9in D minor (
original
version). Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Herbert von Karajan. DOD SLPM
138011 (43s. 9d.).

TWELVE Imam AGO Karajan recorded the Eighth
Symphony in Berlin (now on WRC), showing a
degree of sympathy with the style to refute those
who dismiss his performances, asurprise even
to the devoted. Now, after along wait, here is
something comparable—in its strength reminiscent too of the old Horenstein/Vox LP.
The architectural grasp—form and spiritual
profundity are intertwined in Bruckner—is
masterly; Karajan seems to perceive every
perspective view. Each shift of thought in the
great Adagio movement (this was an unfinished
work) is unified by the controlled beauty of the
playing. And DGG's distant pick-up works
here to produce an ` outdoor' atmosphere for
those who want to listen romantically, as if to
Austrian landscapes. Or to the analytical
there is spaciousness as of a big concert- hall:
no cramping, no disturbing prominent balances.
No surface noise either—the highest recommendation for this, despite earlier commendations of Mehta's and Hatink's recordings for
Decca and Philips.
C. J. B.
BUSONI. Fantasia Contrappuntistica.
Nicholas
Danby at the organ of the Royal Festival Hall,
London. Pye STPLS 13024 (43s. 9d.)

THOSE WHO CONSIDER Busoni unjustly neglected
as acomposer will find strong support on this
disc. The work stemmed from his completion
of Contrapunctus XIX from Bach's Art of
Fugue. It is full of interest, displaying considerable invention (albeit there are some imitative
passages) and cleverly marries the baroque and
the post-romantic.
Busoni conceived this work as pure music—
the medium and technique should communicate
it without intruding themselves—and Nicholas
Danby achieves just that. His performance is
masterly, yet as self-effacing as his name on the
record sleeve!
The recording gives aclose, personal impression. as if the RFH had shrunk to within one's
own room, and the sound has a faintly
velvety quality which enhances the overall
effect. A bass drum which suddenly appeared
near the end of Side 1 turned out to be a
dimple in the pressing; this is probably a ` oneoff ' fault, but is easily spotted on inspection.
This is a valuable addition to the record
repertoire, and must surely appeal to anyone
who really is interested in music.
T. H. D. A.

DEBUSSY. Images pour Orchestre (
Gigues, Ibéria,
Rondes de Printemps); Danses Sacrée et Profane.
Cleveland Orchestra conducted by Pierre Boulez,
with Alice Chalifonz ( harp).
CBS S 72725
(43s. 9d.).

THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA I
Sgreat by world
standards; and if you wish to hear them in
supreme form, try this record. The unanimity,
precision and virtuosity of each section is
beyond praise; and the blend and balance of

Try an
old concedo
f t I f t---8 'Y:_ Ff:Er-ee -e.
-— --- --
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f
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on the
New Concedo
The Concerto is more than a new KEF speaker system. It rounds out a range designed to suit
every taste and fit every budget. For a remarkably low price, Concerto offers you superb
response over avery wide frequency range, and ultra- smooth mid- range surpassed only by
the more expensive Carlton—also by KEF. With a Concerto you can look forward to very wide
dispersion at all frequencies with no off- axis dimness.
The task of creating Concerto was made easier by the use of three KEF speakers which had
already proven themselves in other fine systems. The B139, B110 and T27 tweeter are
enclosed in a big 28" x17" x12" cabinet which reflects your good taste in design as well as
music. As a result the sound of Concerto comes through brilliantly—without audible
colouration and with minimum distortion. There is a difference in moderately- priced systems, and
Concerto proves it. It's another example of sound thinking by KEF.

SPECIFICATION
Size:
Weight:
Impedance:
Max Input:

28"x17"x12"

Cabinet finished in black

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE:

50 lb 23 kg
4-8 ohms

American walnut or Burma

Write for further details to

25 watts r.m.s.

50 watts music
Frequency range : 30-30,000 Hz

teak with oatmeal grille fabric.
Fitted with B139, B110 and
T27 units and printed circuit
dividing network.

41:3:1>
818

£53.10.0

KEF ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Tovil • Maidstone • Kent
Phone: Maidstone 57258

the whole must spring from the drilling of

The performance, generally good though it is,

that he considers it a finer work than Gerontius.

George Sze11, though much must be due to the

is not in the outstanding bracket.

It has a

If any performance could produce that convic-

direction of Pierre Boulez.

fairly dull first movement that does not receive

tion in a listener it is the one recorded here,

the helping hand that is given it at times by

which seems to me not only faultless, but to

enjoy it, you will revel in this superb version.

HaitinIc and Monteux.

have an extraordinary warmth and sincerity,

In

offers an altogether delightful Scherzo.

The Ibéria music is well-known; and if you
the

Danses,

the

harpist

plays

as

they must play in heaven, if indeed the harp

On the other hand, it
But

all this sounds much more carping than is

arising no doubt from Sir Adrian's communication of his own feelings to the performers.

be the instrument of choice there—and after

intended,

should

The recording is a splendid one, rich and

hearing this record I shouldn't wonder.

applaud such a performance, here given per-

smooth, conveying a fine sense of space and

for

in

a concert

hall

we

haps the finest recording this symphony has

perspective, of blend without muddle. Nothing

stereo image, with great clarity of texture and

ever had.

obtrudes, nor is anything strained; the listener

percussion

from a

sound, conveying also the natural ambience

In the Danses, where

of the concert hall. Surfaces excellent, but look

the strings alone accompany the harp, I found
the need to tame the bass a little, lest the basses

out for warped copies and particularly those
with

become tubby.

backed bridge.

The recording is CBS at its best: excellent
standing

out

first-class camera lens.

like

detail

A big, widespread, well separated

a ripple—a sort

of

miniature

humpL. T.

A scholarly and helpful sleeve-note by the
conductor shows his preoccupation with form
rather than melody, but in the performance

feels, as he should, at ease.
B. J. W.

FRANCK, BRAHMS. Sonata for Violin and Piano
in A major ( Franck); Trio for Violin, Horn and
Piano in E flat major ( Brahms). Vladimir Ashkenazy ( piano), ltzhak Perlman (violin), Barry
Tuckwell ( horn) Decca SXL 8408 (43s. 9d.).

the lover of music will use its qualities to pene-

DVORAK. Symphony No. 9 in E minor (' New
World').
The London Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Eugene Ormandy. CBS $61053
(28s. 6d.).

trate more deeply.

COMPETITION AMONG POPULAR works is SO great

range, and he has been superbly rendered by

that unrealistic standards are apt to be set,

the Decca engineers—as indeed has the piano

and anything less than perfect is summarily

of Ashkenazy.

DELIBES. Lakmé (
complete opera in three acts.)
Joan Sutherland, Gabriel Bacquier, Jane Berbié,
Emile Belcourt, Alain Vanzo, Gwenyth Annear,
Claud Calés, Josephte Clément, Monica Sinclair,
and the Monte Carlo Opera Orchestra and Chorus
conducted by Richard Bonynge. Records supplied
in box album with booklet of notes and libretto.
Decca SET 387-9 ( 1385. 9d.).

dismissed.

Newspapers used to shout ' Jack

the balance to favour the violin too much; but

Hobbs fails again' when he had only knocked

that alone (apart from sundry rhythmic scrapes

up a mere 98! This performance and recording

on my copy) mars this otherwise outstanding

would have received and deserved high praise,

recording.

were it not for the intense competition that
I have always

many violin sonatas, a high degree of partnership between the players, who achieved it in.

thought it impertinent to explain to a conductor

the performance but are sometimes not well

WILLIAM WEAVER in his notes on the opera

of Ormandy's stature and experience where

served on the disc, in that respect.

printed in the booklet goes straight over to the

he went wrong, but I feel that the slow tempi

offensive: ' Most

are,

he adopts for the Largo not only hold up the

adorable Brahms trio.

of works that

symphonic development, but at the very end

forward,

There is some

the tempo actually limits the quality of the

squeezed back.

writers about opera' are also

sound the instruments are attempting to pro-

ready to champion non-masterpieces they feel

duce. This apart, here is a rich romantic read-

well played by all three great artists, and is
thoroughly enjoyable.
Had the engineers

to be unduly neglected—they can claim some

ing performed with great instrumental inner

succeeded as well with this side as the other,

credit for the revival of early Verdi. Lakmé is

detail that re-illuminates the score.

the disc would have been even more memor-

there is no such sacrifice. Hi-fi enthusiasts will
play this record to show off their equipment:

strangely,

P. D. T.

writers

about

strongly intolerant

are not absolute masterpieces.'
truth in this, but

opera

forces it out of the top three.

THE FRANCK SONATA here receives an enchanting
and

wholly

satisfying

performance.

Itzhak

Perlman has a ravishing tone throughout the

There is a slight tendency for

The

work

demands,

more

than

Iam not so happy with the recording of the
in

The horn is often too

my judgement,

and

the

piano

However, the work is very

a charming lyrical work, but really only viable

The recording was made at Watford, and is

with a singer of Sutherland's powers in the

one of the best that Ormandy has received.

able. As things are, the contrast in style and
feeling of the two composers, together with

title role. This is probably the explanation for

There are perhaps moments of gruffness at

the artistry

its rarity rather than any worries about whether

some of the fiercer climaxes which may well not

record

the music is second-rate.

originate from the tapes. The stereo image was

would do well to consider.

This

recorded

performance

is

thoroughly

troublesome

until

it

was

realised

that

convincing: Sutherland, the usual mannerisms

balance required adjustment to the left.

and all, is in splendid form; there is only one

all

other really major role, taken by the tenor

transferred.

was

well.

Excellent

surfaces

have

in Monte Carlo; the recording is highly recommendable though not spectacular. Sutherland's
voice is more successfully blended into the
whole than in some of her other recordings.
J.P.

DVORAK. Symphony No. 7 in D minor. Israel
Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Zubin
Mehta. Recorded in the Kingsway Hall, London.
Decca SXL 8381 (43s. 9d.)

lovers

of

has produced a
chamber-music
P. D. T.

the
been

(the aria in Act One) he develops much greater
assurance. Decca have found agrateful acoustic

all

Then

L. T.

Main Vanzo, and after a rather shaky start

of the players,

which

ELGAR. The Kingdom. Margaret Price ( soprano),
Yvonne Minton (contralto), Alexander Young
(tenor), John Shirley-Quirk ( bass), with the London
Philharmonic Orchestra and Choir conducted by
Sir Adrian Boult. Recorded in the Kingsway Hall,
London. Records supplied in box album with
booklet of notes and words. HMV SAN 244-5
(92s. 6d.).

HANDEL. Concerti Grossi, Op. 6, Nos. 2, 4 and 8
(Record No. 1) and Nos. 3, 7and 9 (Record No. 2).
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by
Herbert von Karajan.
DOG SLPM 139035-8
(43s. 9d.).
SUMPTUOUS, BEAUTIFUL TONE, elegant phrasing
and superb playing properly describe these two
records out of four containing all the Op. 6
Concerti Grossi.

Full of delightful music, they

are more suites than concerti in the ' Brandenburg' sense. There are obviously more players

IT IS AN EXCELLENT THING for all of us that the

than in the recent Neville Marriner Decca set

full resources of modern stereo techniques are

and the result may be too plushy for some

being utilised by EMI to enable Sir Adrian

austere tastes, but I love it and revel in the

Boult to make a series of definitive recordings

joyous sound, in contrast to those po faced

THIS IS ANOTHER OUTSTANDINGLY good Decca

of music by English composers with whom he

performances

recording, particularly at the more musically

was directly linked, and in the interpretation
of which he is acknowledged to represent the

'correct' but completely fail to do anything
for me. After all, music should uplift. This is

authentic tradition—and to be a past master.

big-sound Handel, nimble and lithe into the

exciting moments.

Maybe doubts will arise

over the actual string tone, especially of the

which

are

deemed

to

be

so

bargain.

A careful comparison shows that no

This latest issue is remarkable for the fact

recording at present available is completely

that it is also the first complete recording of

The

free from this particular sound, for it is part

The Kingdom; but this work has never been

trived.

and parcel of Dvorak's symphonic writing for

among the composer's most popular, probably

to make it come to life and this is nothing to

strings, and it is also a section of the symphonic

because of its undramatic nature as compared

do with the level of the cut, which is quite high,

spectrum still resisting faithful capture by the

with

but with balance and perspective at the session.

hi-fi recording engineer. The brass, woodwind

never been general agreement about it, but Sir

When the concerti instruments, two violins and

and tympani, however, are vividly and realistic-

Adrian goes on record in the excellent booklet

cello, are featured in the score there is no mis-

ally reproduced.

which comes with the discs as saying, in effect,

taking their identity on the sonic stage.

violins.

They are indeed spectacular.

Gerontius or

The Apostles.

819

There has

recording

sounds

completely

uncon-

It needs quite a high level of volume

The
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16
3
6
8
5
13
17
22
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5
12
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4 I
6
16
3
5
16
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0
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0
5
15
10
13

13 o
10 13
18 17
I
26 0 1
5 4 0
7 16
1
12 10 10
7 16
1
29 12 11
31
6 3
33 7 3
20 15
I
14 9 I
17 8 4
40 15 3
38 18 3
25 18 10
17 8 4
12 19 5
12 19 5
19 2 8
2 15 8
2 5 0
2 3 9
1 3 2

$7.35
$14.58
$19.50
$11.34
$26.40
$31.20
$43.59
$62.17
$10.08
$24.08
$51.48
$2.78
$25.20
$20.70
$36.42
$43.20
$9.96
$15.00
$24.30
$15.00
$57.60
$60.39
$64.35
$39.12
$28.08
$33.84
$79.20
$75.60
E50.40
$33.84
$24.20
$25.20
$37.08
$6.68
$5.40
$5.25
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DIAMOND STYLI
Shure N44- E
LII
99
Goldring CS9 IE £4 0 6
Shure N44-7 ..
15 8
Decca Deram
LI
7 6
Shure N55- E £ 12 12 0
B&OSPI/SP2 £2 18 0
Sonotone 9TAHC £ 1 128
B & 0 SP6/SP7 £3 8 9
A.D.C. R660 .. £ 17 11 8
ConnoisseurSCUI £ 1 18 11
Goldring CS90 £ 1 14 1
OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE
Service facilities for Ortofon and Decca Pickups

TUNER

AMPLIFIER CHASSIS

Armstrong 127 Stereo Tuner/Amp...
Armstrong 425 FM Stereo Tuner/Amp.
Armstrong 426 AM/FM Stereo T/Amp.
B. & 0. 900K Mk. II
..

LONDON'S

HI-FI

43 13
79 14
88 19
82 15

9 $82.25
9 $ 153.06
0 .$ 170.76
0 S159.99

CENTRE •

HI-FI INSTALLATIONS• CASH OR H.P. TERMS

EASY TERMS SEND MINIMUM f DEPOSIT
TUNERS
Armstrong M5 MPX Stereo Decoder
Armstrong M4 MPX Stereo Decoder
Armstrong 523 AM/FM Tuner
Armstrong 524 Transistor FM Tuner
Dulci FMT7S Stereo Tuner ..
Goodmans Stereo AM/FM MPX Tuner
Leak Troughline 3 FM Tuner Chassis
Leak Troughline 3 FM Tuner Case ..
Leak Troughline Stereo FM Tnr Chassis
Leak Troughline Stereo FM Tnr. Case
Quad FM Multiplex Tuner ..
Quad Multiplex Stereo Decoder ..
Rogers Switched FM chassis Mk. Ill ..
Rogers Switched FM Mk. III in case ..
Rogers Ravensbourne FM/MPX Chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne FM/MPX Case
Rogers Multiplex Stereo Decoder ( U/P)
Rogers Multiplex Stereo Decoder ( S/P)

14 10
9 10
52 9
40 4
31 0
82 10
36 8
44 12
51 10
59 13
51 0
16 0
21 0
24 7
61 17
66 17
15 0
17 0

0 $ 34.80
0 $22.80
0 $ 100.68
6 $72.22
0 860.23
4 $ 156.48
11 $65.20
3 $85.20
6 $94.50
10 $ 114.00
0 $96.00
0 $38.40
1 $37.25
7 $46.130
9 $ 118.80
9 $128.40
0 $ 36.00
0 S40.80

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

PICK-UPS & CARTRIDGES
A.D.C. 220 Stereo Cartridge
A.D.C. 660 Stereo Cartridge
Auriol Pick-up Control ..
B. & O. SPI Stereo Cartridge
B. & O. SP6 Stereo Cartridge
Connoisseur SCU-I Stereo Cartridge
Connoisseur SAU-2 P.U. arm
Decca Mk.4RC Stereo Cartridge ..
Decca Mk. 4 C4E or H4E Stereo Cart.
Decca Super 4 SC4E or SH4E St. Cart.
Decca Deram Transcription cartridge
Decca Deram ARI pick-up complete
Decca International Pick-up arm ..
Garrard SPG3 Stylus Pressure Gauge
Goldring 800 Stereo Cart. ..
Goldring 800H Stereo Cartridge ..
Goldring 800E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Goldring 800 Super E Stereo Cart. ..
Goldring CS90 Stereo Cartridge ..
Goldring G65 P.U. arm
Goldring L75 P.U. arm
Goldring CS9IE Elliptical Stereo Cart.
Ortofon SL I5E Stereo Cartridge ..
S.M.E.3009/II Arm with shell ..
S.M.E.3012/II Arm with shell ..
Shure M55- E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure M44-5 Stereo Cartridge ..
Shure M44- E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure VIS/II Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure V15/11-7 Stereo Cartridge ..
Shure M75E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure M75-6 Stereo Cartridge ..
Shure M44-7 Stereo Cartridge ..
Shure M32E Stereo Cart. (Elliptical)
Transcriptors Fluid Pick-up arm ..
Transcriptors Stylus Scales ..
Watts Manual Parastat
Watts Hi -Fi Parastat Mk IV ..
Watts Dust Bug

AND ''''''''''

A selection from our extensive stocks

MOTORS
Connoisseur " Craftsman" 3- speed ..
26 3 9 $50.40
Deccadec Deluxe with Deram cart. ..
19 10 0 $37.28
Dual 1019 Auto Transcription Unit ..
46 15 0 $94.05
Garrard SL65 Auto ( less cart.) ..
18 8 4 $32.40
15 11 11
d SP25 Mk. 11 (less cart.) ..
$32.08
G
d AP75 Transcription Unit • .
23 16 7 $45.96
G
d 401 Transcription Motor • .
31 14 2 $61.
G
d SL95 Auto Transcription ..
45 9 1 $76.20
G
d SL75 Auto Transcription ..
35 12 5 864.80
Goldring G99 Transcription Motor .. 24 14 1 $45.88
Goodmans MT. 1000 Turntable Ass'bly 73 15 2 $ 139.86
Lenco GL68 Transcription Unit .. 22 15 2 $44.00
Lento GL75 Transcription Unit ..
36 8 2 $70.26
Lenco GL75P Trans. Unit on plinth .. 44 18 8 $87.06
31 10 0 $60.75
S.M.E. 2000 Plinth & Cover from
Thorens TDI24 Series II Trans. Unit
46 15 10 $88.80
Thorens TD I
50 Motor
29 8 1 $ 55.68
Thorens TDI50B Motor on plinth ..
33 10 3 863.60
Thorens TDI50A Motor/arm ..
35 14 6 $67.68
Thorens TDI50AB Motor/arm/plinth
39 16 9 $75.60
Thorens TDI25 Trans. Turntable ..
69 II
2 $ 132.00
Transcriptors Motor/arm/6 wgts/cover 80 8 0 $ 159.48
PLINTHS AVAILABLE FOR MOST OF ABOVE UNITS

EVERY tv,

Armstrong 521 Stereo Transistor Amp.
Dulci 207 Stereo Amplifier ..
Dulci 207M Stereo Amplifier ..
Ferrograph F307 Stereo Amplifier ..
Goodmans Maxamp Trans Stereo Amp
Leak " Stereo 30" Trans. Amp. Chassis
Leak "Stereo 30 plus" Amp. Chassis
Leak " Stereo 30 plus" Amp. in case
Lea.< " Stereo 70" Trans. Amp. Chassis
Leak " Stereo 70" Trans. Amp. in case
Quad 33 Stereo Control Unit ..
Quad 303 Stereo Power Amplifier ..
Quad II Power Amplifier ..
Radford SCA30 Trans. Stereo Amp,
Radford SC22P Stereo/Mono Control
Rogers Cadet Mk. III Chassis ..
Rogers Cadet Mk. III in case .. ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Amp. Chassis ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Amp. in case ..
Rogers Ravensbourne Amp, Chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne Amp. in case ..
Shure Stereo Pickup/Tape/amp ( mains)
Truvox TSA200 Trans. Stereo Amp.

PORTABLE

52
25
30
56
54
52
53
59
63
69
43
55
25
106
50
33
37
42
47
59
64
13
54

s124.80
S60.00
$72.00
$134.40
$129.60
$124.80
$127.20
$142.80
$151.20
$166.80
$103.20
$132.00
$60.00
$254.40
$120.00
$81.00
$90.00
$102.00
$114.00
$138.48
$153.60
$129.00

RADIOS

Beolit 600 Mk. 11 L/M/S/VHF .. £31
Beolit 1000 L/M/S/VHF £64
Grundig Music Boy 208A L/M/S/VHF £29
Hacker Hunter L/M/VHF £34
Hacker Sovereign LW/MW/VHF .. £45
Roberts 600 LW/MW/VHF £25
Roberts 700 LW/MW/VHF £33

15 o
15 o
18 6
10 o
9 9
15 o
10 o

EXPORT
INFORMATION
Motors, Pick-ups, Tuners, Tape Recorders, Speakers ( 10"
and smaller) are subject to Purchase Tax in the U.K. About
1/5th ( 3/10 in the £) is deductible on Export orders of
these items. Amplifiers, Large Speaker Systems, etc., are
Tax Free in the U.K. and available at U.K. Prices. U.S.
DOLLAR PRICES QUOTED ARE TAX FREE. PAYMENT MAY
BE MADE IN ANY CURRENCY BY CERTIFIED CHECK
OR MONEY ORDER.
Quotes free or send $ 1bill for specified leaflets

All equipment is carefully packed, insured and
shipped promptly at minimum cost
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
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LONDON N.22 Tel: 01 - 88 8 0077

SPEAKERS
Bowers & Wilkins P2GH Monitor ..
94 1 o $226.80
Bowers & Wilkins DM3T Monitor ..
63
O $151.20
Celestion HFI300 Mk. II Tweeter ..
5 I 6 $14.22
Celestion Studio 12" CX2012 ..
18 1 O $42.00
Celestion ()neon 10 Mk. 11 .. 21
2 $40.70
Decca Deram Speaker System ..
17 1 O 542.84
Decca-Kelly DK30 Tweeter .. ..
12 I
$30.24
Goodmans ARUI72 or 180 .. ..
3 1
$9.32
Goodmans Axiette 8
..
7
813.80
Goodmans Twin Axiette 8 ..
8
$15.60
Goodmans Axiom 301
..
17 1
$41.96
Goodmans Axiom 10
8
$16.32
Goodmans Trebax 5K/20XL
8
$20.06
Goodmans Triaxiom 1220C
21 1
852.20
Goodmans Magnum- K System ..
40
896.24
Goodmans Mambo Speaker Sytm ( pair) 44 1
$85.92
Goodmans Marimba Speaker Sytm ( pair) 48
$89.30
Goodmans Maxim Mini System ..
20
$38.92
Goodmans Mezzo 11 Speaker System
30 1
$74.16
Goodmans 10-10 Speaker System ..
16
831.20
Jordan-Watts Module (3 or 15 ohms)
II
$26.40
K.E.F. B139 13
9" Speaker ..
11 1
$27.60
K.E.F. " Cresta" Speaker System ..
22
$43.20
K.E.F. " Celeste" Mk. 2Speaker System 29
$69.60
K.E.F. K2 Mk. 2 Baffle
24
$57.60
K.E.F. "Concord" Speaker System ..
43
$104.40
Leak Mini Sandwich Speaker System
29
$71.40
Leak "Sandwich" Mk. II Speaker System 43
8104.40
Lowther PM6 Drive Unit .. .. 20
$49.20
Lowther PM6 Mk 1Drive Unit ..
23
$56.40
Lowther PM6 in Acousta Enclosure .. 45
$109.20
Lowther PM7 Drive Unit .. ..
31
$74.40
Quad Electrostatic Speaker System .. 66
$158.40
Tannoy Lancaster Enclosure 12' D/C
54
Tannoy Lancaster Enclosure 15" D/C
60
Tannoy Monitor 12" D/C Gold ..
34 1
Tannoy Monitor 15" D/C Gold .. 40
Tannoy III LZ Monitor D/C Gold ..
31
W.B. Stentorian 10" HFI012 ..
6
$12.30
Wharfedale Unit 3 Speaker Kit ..
10 1
$20.97
Wharfedale 10" Bronze RS/DD ..
5 1
$10.80
Wharfedale Super 3Tw
..
6 1
$12.47
Wharfedale Super 8/RS/DD . •
7 1
$14.46
Wharfedale Super 10/RS/DD. •
12 1
$24.11
Wharfedale Golden 10/RS/DD • •
9
$18.00
Wharfedale RS/I2/DD• •
12
$28.80
Wharfedale W I5/RS
..
18 1
$45.00
Wharfedale Super 12/RS/DD ..
17 1
$42.00
Wharfedale Melton System .. ..
29 1
$70.80
Wharfedale Denton System ( pair) ..
33 I
$64.83
Wharfedale Dovedale III System ..
39 1
$94.80
Wharfedale Super Linton Sytm. (pair) 42
$81.04
Wharfedale Rosedale System ..
55
$132.00
All makes of Cross-over units availa le

TAPE RECORDERS & DECKS
B & 0 2000K De Luxe Stereo Recorder 159
B & 0 1800 Stereo Tape Deck .. 179
Brenell Mk. V Series 3 Recorder .. 106
Brenell Mk. V Series 3 deck ..
52
Brenell Hi-Fi Stereo Tape Link ..
62
Brenell STB2/5/2 Stereo Tape Unit .. 206
Brenell ST400 Stereo Recorder .. 145
Ferguson 3232 Stereo Tape Recorder 93
Ferrograph 7I3M Mono Recorder .. 174
Ferrograph 704 Stereo Recorder .. 194
Ferrograph 724 Stereo Recorder .. 204
Philips 4404 Stereo Recorder ..
80
Revox 77CS/4/1104 Stereo Recorder
177
Revox 77CSVV/4 ( 1124) Stereo Rec.
204
Tandberg 1541 Mono Recorder .. 82
Tandberg 164IX Stereo Tape Recorder 89
Tandberg 6-4X Stereo Tape Unit .. 157
Tandberg 124IX Stereo Recorder .. 149

AUDIO SYSTEMS
Complete range byB & 0, WYNDSOR, PHILIPS, VAN DER MOLEN,
BUSH, FERGUSON, L & L, RADON, HACKER etc.

OUR
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15
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5
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5
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0
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5
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$372.00
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0
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9
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harpsichord continuo is credited on the sleeve
to two performers and I wonder if there are
actually two instruments or was one player on
some sessions and the second on others? Anyhow, the sound is craftily balanced in to make
its voice heard, blending nicely with the rest.
From time to time there is a sort of concerted
huff as the players breathe in, poising themselves in a quiet moment before attacking a
forte phrase with a grand flourish.

R. H. F.

HAYDN. Symphony No. 93 in D major; Symphony
No. 94 in G major ('Surprise'). The Cleveland
Orchestra conducted by George SzeII. CBS S
81052 (28s. 6d.).
HAYDN, LIKE SHAKESPEARE, has been innocently

HENZE. Doppio Concerto for oboe and harp;
Fantasia for Strings; Sonata per Archi. Heinz
Holliger (oboe), Ursula Holliger ( harp) with the
Coliegium Musicum, Zurich, conducted by Paul
Sacher. DGG SLPM 139398 (43s. 9d.).
THE

DOPPIO

CONCERTO and

the

Sonata per

Archi, are, the sleeve-note tells us, two of a
series of works in which ' the attempt was
made . . . to give a different answer to the
same question: namely, whether it could be
possible to produce, in purely instrumental
music, a language which, without the assistance of a text, titles or other non-musical
means of communication, can be received by
the listener to a performance without misunderstanding'. Here I will only say that
these

works answer that question

with

an

responsible for the setting up of a profitable

emphatic and triumphant ' Yes'.
Both the concerto and its performance are

textual research and publication industry, un-

magnificent.

related to the enjoyment of his music. We are,
in fact, told not to enjoy the ' utterly corrupt

and Heinz Holliger, in particular, reveals a
whole new range of effects for his instrument

travesties'
Beecham
left
us!
Amusingly
enough, Haydn himself removed from Symphony 94 some of the ECHT Haydn sound

to ' masterly'.

acclaimed by modern scholarship.

recording is excellent, if not quite so surface-

Here are

The Holligers are superb artists;

in a way which calls for a superlative to add
At

times

the

balance

silent as one expects from DGG.
The Fantasia is film-music and

conductor and not to textual research.
One, the surprise in 94, probably not intended

expressive.

as a permanent feature, is however an amusing
Haydn trademark. It is here performed as I
always hoped to hear it—a whip-crack. The

conductor had momentarily handed over to a
BBC producer of a Wednesday Play. But

frankly

Though well done, it is not, for

me, on the same level as the concerto and the
Sonata per Archi. If you still need to be convinced that Henze is an important composer,
listen to this record.

P. D. T.

other, the bassoon joke or ' Bronx cheer' as
the Americans call it, is out of scale, as if the

that many of these sonatas are comparatively
unexciting, but they have a beauty of their own,
and any record which combines rarely recorded
music with a well-known and distinguished
musician performing in an unusual role must
be of considerable interest. George Szell, the
uncompromising conductor of the superb
Cleveland Orchestra, was originally a pianist,
and his early love of the piano has never left
him. His approach to this music is firm and
clear, if somewhat lacking in finish and subtlety.
The violinist, who is leader of the Cleveland, is
clearly an excellent player, happy in this music.
The recording is very good of its type.
happens not to be my type.

It

It is excessively

close, and while in music of this kind there is
a strong case to be made for this technique,
there is just too much detail here, and Ifind the
proximity oppressive and the breathing noises
in particular rather irritating.

B. J. W.

over-

favours the soloists, I feel; but in general the

two Symphonies using approved texts, yet the
two outstanding details are both due to the

least recorded section of his output, apart from
the Masses and organ music. One has to admit

MOZART, HAYDN. Piano Sonata In A minor
(KV.310), Variations on an Allegretto in F major
(K.54), ( Mozart). Piano Sonata in E minor, Twelve
Pieces for Musical Clock (
Haydn), Nina Milkina
(piano). Pye Virtuoso TPLS 13021 (43s. 9d.).
THIS IS ONE OF THE MOST PLEASING records I
have listened to for a long time. The two
Sonatas, one each by Haydn and Mozart,
written at much the same time, reveal at once
the essential differences that united these two
great friends. Each Sonata is representative of
their finest works for the piano; they are
sensitively performed with great appreciation

berry', for these are both delightfully fresh,
vital performances of two excellent symphonies

MOZART. Piano Concertos No. 21 in C major
(K.467) and No. 27 in B flat major ( K.595). Daniel
Barenboim (soloist and conductor) with the
English Chamber Orchestra. HMV ASD 2485
(43s. 9d.)

—don't miss them. There is no nonsense of a

THIS IS MODERN MOZART playing in the sense

harpsichord continuo injected into these fully

that it uses forces reduced to the size employed
in the composer's day, but not in the sense that

performances and the technical presentation

the approach is neo-classical. Some may have
certain reservations about these performances,

production.
The fill-up is an early Mozart set of varia-

but if you grant the interpreter of music of the

tions, to which he returned in maturity, and a

pre-romantic periods the right to feel the work
and to play it as he feels it, you will probably

piano arrangement of a Haydn group for the
tiny organ of a mechanical clock. Such a clock

be as enthusiastic about them as I am. If you

exists to this day, still performing this inter-

believe that music and magic have more in
common than the initial letters of the words,

esting if not particularly rewarding music. The
sleeve does not explain that the charming

listen to the slow movement of K.467, and be

portrait which decorates it is of Miss Milkina

thankful.
The orchestral playing, especially the wood-

as a child.

please don't condemn for an isolated ' rasp-

orchestrated works.
American-type recording, requiring a steep
cut in the top and a bass lift.
acceptable.

Then all is

Excellent surfaces.

L. T.

HAYDN, BRAHMS. Piano Trios: No. 4in E major
(Haydn), Op. 87 in C major ( Brahma). The Oro monte Trio: Perry Hart (violin, Kenneth Heath
(cello), Nina Milkina (piano). Pye STPLS 13018
(43s. 9d.).
HAYDN WROTE, we understood, thirty-one Piano
Trios.

Robbins Landon tells us that including

some newly-discovered ones, there are now
forty-five Keyboard (sic) Trios. The current
catalogue lists one, so it is good to welcome
another stray lamb to the fold.

Actually, the

No. 4 (HXV 28) here recorded replaces a No. 4
that recently went astray. However, the new
performance by this present distinguished
group of instrumentalists is far superior to the
older

one,

for

their

playing

is

deceptively

simple and unsophisticated, and their tempos
are exactly right throughout. The ' Keyboard'

wind, which comes right through as it should,
is superb, and the extraordinary unity of the
ECO with Barenboim, on which I have commented before, has never been more evident.
Apart from a very slight and not in the least
oppressive feeling of closeness, the recording
is above criticism. The strings have bite without edge, the piano is delightfully clean—every
note tells—and there is lovely natural tone
from the woodwind while stereo unobtrusively
establishes and maintains location and perspec-

is happily a modern grand, balanced here with

tive.

This eminently successful disc is warmly

classical precision.
The Brahms Opus 87 competes with four

recommended.

B. J. W.

other recent recordings including three from
complete sets. This new performance stands
high among the finest available. The recording, realistically stereophonic, is certainly the
best offered: listen to the way it handles the
higher registers of the violin. A particularly
clean sound from immaculate surfaces. Interested readers can with every confidence snap
up this most attractive disc.
L. T.

of the period, and are delightfully decorated.
To add to our pleasure, they are faultlessly
recorded. The sound is as if heard in a small
concert hall of moderate reverberation. The
reveal the great care that has gone into this

L. T.

MUSIC ALL POWERFUL Music to entertain
Queen Victoria—songs and short pieces by:
Tours, Pinsuti, Sullivan, Prince Albert, Mendelssohn, Barnby, Klosé, Beale, Galkin, Waimisley,
Smith, Callcott, Chaminade, Benson. Purcell
Consort of Voices directed by Grayston Burgess,
with Jennifer Partridge (piano), lona Brown
(violin), Alan Lumsden (ophicleide) and David
King ( speaker). Word sheet supplied with disc.
Argo IRS 598 (43s. 9d.).
VICTORIANA is very fashionable today, with ye
olde paraffin lamp with its olde 60 watte bulb,
the bobbled-edged table cover, the bearded
tight-trousered men in their fancy waistcoats—
so why not a record of Victorian music? It
could be an historical curiosity of music not

MOZART. Sonatas for Plano and Violin. No. 4 in
E minor ( K.304), No. 6 in G major ( K.301), No. 7in
F major ( K.376), No. 8 in C major ( K.296). George
Szell ( piano), Rafael Druian (violin). CBS S 61055
(28s. 6d.).
MOZART WROTE more than forty sonatas for
violin and piano, and they are the least performed, the least appreciated and certainly the
821

now readily available. Here it is. Whether one
will ever listen to it right through once—or
more—of course depends on one's personal
taste and inclination.

A reviewer has no such

choice. To me its cloying and false sentimentality is almost as repulsive as the amoral,
brittle permissiveness that the extreme swing
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GARRARD A.70 MK. II
FITTED WITH SONOTONE STEREO
CARTRIDGE!

The best cassette
recorder of all

Outstanding amongst modern Garrard units, the
A.70 Mk. II combines reliability with every desirable
feature necessary to ensure the finest standards of
reproduction. A Sonotone Stereo Ceramic Cartridge 9TA is fitted.
Non-ferrous turntable,
counterbalanced arm; facilities for both manual
and auto playing. Complete in maker's carton with
guarantee and full instructions.

THE WONDERFUL
GARRARD SP25 MK. II.

This superb unit incorporates large citable, cue and
pause control, stylus pressure balance, bras compensation on arm, automatic stop and arm return
at end of record, and other refinements. For
110/250V. a.c. Brand new and guaranteod in
maker's carton. LIST PRICE 115/9/7.
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PRICE
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Here is a fine new Garrard motor and pick-up
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a top line hi-fi. Comprises high- quality 3-speed
single player with non-ferrous recessed t/table
and bias-compensated arm, cue and pause, auto
start/stop, etc., mounted in elegant plinth with
transparent lid. The superb new Goldring stereo
cartridge with diamond stylus assures outstanding
performance. Ready wired for immediate use.
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AMP SYSTEM
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of cassettes.
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RECORDER
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A machine to offer the domestic user excellent standards
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of the pendulum is expounding today; or is it
that today we merely see what was once hidden
under the antimacassar? If the record appeals
to you, you can rest assured that the concert is
beautifully performed, in perfect taste and with
apparent sincerity. Short of a little inner
groove congestion (Shure V-15 II and Decca
Mk IV Spherical used) it is another excellent
recording by Argo. Remarkable piano tone.
The whole concert presented within aWigmore
Hall type of ambience. The concert includes a
'Recitation' from the pen that gave us Land
of Hope and Glory.
L. T.

O.K., but too much of such a diet and the
real thing will sound pretty colourless and
lacking in impact. I'm never one to ask for
half-way back in hall sound—the BBC used
to do it, and very anaemic it was; but this,
though splendidly realised, nearly goes too
much the other way. Watch it!
What an orchestra—such articulation, intonation and playing togetherness. Lovely tone,
too. Night on a Bare Mountain is less good,
not so much as afill-up as aleft-over. If you
haven't the money for the superb, controlled
Zubin Mehta/Decca, this will provide much
excitement and pleasure for little over half the
price.
R. H. F.

with a nicely balanced and spread orchestra
set back in a pleasing acoustic. Without the
brilliance, punch and clarity of the RCA, it
nevertheless comes off well technically. Ancerl's
approach is less masculine and rhythmically
vivid than Previn's, but the quieter, contemplative parts are very pleasing, and the allround judgement must be " very good—an
outstanding bargain issue."
J. C.

SIBELIUS. Symphony No. 1in E minor; Symphony
No. 7 in C. Dresden Philharmonic Orchestra
conducted by Carl von Garaguly. Philips SFM
23000 (
28s. 7d.).

this record, Iknew of the
Dresden Philharmonic only by a reputation
which Inow know to be deserved; and of the
conductor nothing at all, though Inow look
forward to hearing more from him.
It was a happy thought to couple the first
and the last of Sibelius's symphonies on one
record, thus giving aconspectus of the development of this too-often-underrated composer.
On the whole, I think that the tempestuous
First goes better than the more contemplative
Seventh; but both receive performances of
great distinction, which will be shamed by few
you will hear, on record or off.
Nor should the bargain price lead you to
expect an inferior recording: if not quite up
to the highest standard, it is yet very fine, and
the stereo image exceptional. My copy is
nearly flat, and after preliminary cleaning
completely free from surface-noise and clicks
even at the first playing. For sheer value for
money, coupled with high musical enjoyment,
it is a long time since Icame across a better
record. And if you can hear the Seventh without being convinced that Sibelius was a very
fine composer, Ishall be surprised.
BEFORE I RECEIVED

MUSIC

FOR TRUMPET AND CORNETTO.
by Grossi, Buonamente,
Coperario, Frescobaldi, Corelli, Cazzati, Viviani
and Hingeston.
Don Smithers (trumpet and
cornetto) with Simon Preston ( harpsichord and
organ) Kenneth SiInto and lona Brown (violins),
Cecil Aronowitz (viola), Desmond Dupré ( gamba
and chittarone), Adam Skeaping (violone), Alan
Lumsden (trombone). Recorded In the Kingsway
Hall, London. Argo ZRG 601 (43s. 9d.).

Sonatas and Suites

READERS this disc will be something
of acuriosity, but nevertheless it is avery welcome release. The old wooden cornetto, a
popular instrument of the Renaissance and
early Baroque, was the forerunner of the
modern trumpet. It had acup mouthpiece and
finger-holes rather like those of a recorder.
Consequently its sound is more akin to that of
the woodwind than that of the brass.
Do not be put off by the seemingly obscure
composers featured on this disc. They were,
in fact, some of the leading figures in Italian
music during the early seventeenth century and
their music is as fresh today as it must have
sounded two hundred years ago.
Don Smithers is an exceptional soloist: in
the high clarino register his trumpet tone is
beautifully smooth and is without a trace of
harshness. The trills and ornaments too sound
completely relaxed yet are absolutely precise
in their execution.
The recording is really excellent. The
players are well separated and for the most
part the balance is entirely satisfactory. The
instruments are very well recorded and the
surface noise is virtually non-existent. This
record Ican warmly recommend.
C. E.
TO MANY

PAGANINI. Terzetto for violin, cello and guitar In
D major; Terzetto Concertante for viola, guitar and
cello In D major. Eduard Drolc ( violin), Stefano
Passaggio (viola),
Georg
Donderer ( cello),
Siegfried Behrend (guitar). DGG SLPM 139370
(43s. 9d.).

AMORE FELICITOUS DISC than this has not come
my way for a very long time. The guitar—
unaccompanied—in the hands of a Segovia, a
Bream or a Williams can be a delight, but in
combination with bowed strings new beauties
of sound are revealed. Both the works recorded
here are extremely beguiling, the Terzetto
Concertante especially so. Nothing is demanded of the listener save receptivity to
beautiful sounds and a capacity for contentment, for ashort time with music which never
seeks to be profound.
The recording is quite superb; Icannot fault
it in any respect. There is perfect balance
between the different instruments, clear indication of their position and very wide range, so
that the players almost materialize in the space
between the speakers if the volume is turned up.
There is an alternative stereo recording of the
Terzetto in D by John Williams and his friends
on CBS, backed by an arrangement of parts of
a Haydn quartet. The performance is at least
as good as on the DGG disc, although quite
different in style, but the recording does not
attain the same superlative standard.
B. J. W.

SHOST A KOVICH.
Symphony No. 5.
Czech
Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Karel
Ancerl. MFP 2114 (14s. 6d.).

RELEASED on the Supraphon label,
this recording is very welcome as acontribution
to popularisation of agreat modern symphony.
Academic serialist composers tend to titter at
Shostakovich, just as the voguish avant-garde
of the twenties and thirties tittered at Sibelius.
They are now forgotten and Sibelius survives,
rock-like; likewise, surely, with the Babbits,
Stockhausens and Cages, who will appear in
the history books only as curiosities while the
works of Shostakovich becomes part of aliving
musical inheritance.
Our standard disc recommendation for No. 5
is the Previn/LSO performance on RCA Victor
SB-6651 (reviewed July 1966), and if you can
afford 43s. 9d. that is still well in the lead. But
if your purchase must be made in the bargain
basement. this MFP issue is outstanding. The
recording is clean, with a slightly higher hiss
level than on the better current releases, but
ORIGINALLY

MUSSORGSKY. Pictures at an Exhibition (
orchestrated by Ravel); Night on a Bare Mountain. The
Philadelphia Orchestra conducted by Eugene
Ormandy. CBS S 11050 (28s. 6d.).
A VIOLENT PERFORMANCE full of contrasts, of
speeds and volume—quite staggering. After
listening through, one appreiates how the
passive half of an Apache Dance pair must
feel after being whirled around, jumped on and
finally thrown against the wall. The recording
betrays itchy fingers at the mixer: every instrument, but every instrument, is right there.
Even in the studio you don't get this sound.
For example, at the final climax out come the
chimes over everything, which is what you
would hear if you stood by them at the recording, but we hear all the other instruments
equally close at the same time.
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P. D. T.

SPANISH GUITAR MUSIC. Pieces by Mudarra,
Milán, Narváez, Pisador, Sanz and Soler. Narciso
Yepes (guitar). DGG SLPM 1393115 (43s. 9d.).

the first of a series of three
discs collectively called Spanish Guitar Music
of Five Centuries. This title is somewhat misleading, for only one piece on the record was
composed specifically for the guitar. The
others were written for the vihuela, and the
two works by António Soler are actually transcriptions of his harpsichord sonatas!
Some of the music is quite attractive:
Mudarra's Fantasia has some surprising harmonies and syncopated rhythms, and the
sonatas by Soler are enjoyable works. But
fifty minutes of guitar music by obscure Spanish
composers is not everyone's taste, and during
the six pavans of Milán and the doleful Narváez
pieces the attention is liable to wander.
Narciso Yepes is an accomplished performer,
and he provides competent—often very commendable performances.
The sound quality is very good and the
guitar was recorded in apleasantly dry acoustic.
The player has been positioned at arespectful
distance which avoids distraction from the
mechanical fingering noises. With a treble
boost, there is the slightest suggestion of tape
hiss, but with flat tone controls the overall
sound is most agreeable.
THIS RECORD IS

C. E.
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•

FREE
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GARRARD AUTOCHANGERS
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ON
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REQUEST ( ref 16/17)

All complete with cartridge unless stated— Latest
versions, Brand New. Fully guaranteed.
(Post and packing 7/6 any model)
Li
Mode 2025 Mono/Stereo
8 8
Mode
3000LM
Mono/Stereo ( 9TAHC
DIAM)
10 10
Mode AT60 Mk 11 less crirtridge ..
13 10
Mode AT60 Mk 11 mono cartridge ..
14 10
Mode AT60 Mk 11 mono/stereo diamond
15 10
Mode AT60 Mk 11 Deram M/S
..
18 S
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21 10
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12 19
Mode 51_55 less cartridge .. ..
II 19
Mode SL65 less cartridge .. ..
14 14
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QUALITY SPEAKERS

any model)

(F— Full Range speaker, B— Bass only)
L id
FR8 8" 10 watt ( F) ..
5 19 6
Axiette F 6 watt ( F) ..
6 II
6
Axiom 10" 10 watt ( F) ..
7 14 0
Super 8- RS/DD6 watt ( F)
6 17 6
Axiom 201 21" 15 watt ( F)
II 10
Audiom Si 12 - 15 watt ( 8)
10 8 6
Triaxiom 2I2C 15 watt ( F)
15 8 6
Super 10" RS/DD 10 watt ( F)
II 10 0
Golden 10" RS/DD 8 Watt ( F)
8 12 6
Axiom 301 12 20 watt ( F) ..
16 10 0
(Whitewood Cabinets, F, LS 10s. Od., 10"
Ea 10s. Od., 12' £7 15s. Od.) (
Post and Packing
8", I0/-; 10', 12/6; 18, 15/-).

o

•

Complete range of cartridges stocked—
Special Prices with Decks—Ask for Lists.
Modern Teak Plinth with metal surround, complete
ith Perspex top. Record can be played with top on.
Price £/ 1916, p.p. 4/6.

COMPLETE RANGE OF W.B., EAGLE, GOODMANS,
WHARFEDALE
SPEAKERS
AND
TWEETERS
ALWAYS IN STOCK.

TRANSCRIPTION RECORD PLAYERS

Garrard SP25
Garrard SP25
G
d SP25
Garrard SP25
Garrard SP25

Mk II
.
Mk 11 mono cartridge ( Diam.)
II Mono/Stereo ...
Deram M/S
..
Mk II Shure M3DM or AT21

s
1l 19
13 10
13 10
16 15
19 19

d
6
C
0
0
6

New Price List on request with special prices with or without
cartridge, choice of 8-12 cartridges each model.
SINGLE PLAYERS— QUALITY BRAND
NEW PRODUCTION
LESS CARTRIDGE ( UNLESS STATED MONO OR MONO/
STEREO /
E s
Garrard AP75 less cartridge ..
19 0
Garrard SL95 Syncrolab manual/auto ..
••
35 0
Garrard 51-75 Syncrolab manual/auto ..
••
29 0
Goldring GL75
•.
33 0
Goldring GL75P (on new plinth with top)
.•
44 15
Goldring GL68
••
22 0
••
17 15
Decca Deccadec
Thorens TD150A . .
.•
33 10

CATALOGUE

STEREO CARTRIDGES
Complete range in stock
L id
E sd
Shure M3D/M
7 15 0
•Decca Deram 4 IS 0
Shure M44E
15 19 6
•Goldring
Shure M44-5
13 5 0
CS90
4 16 6
Goldring 800E 17 19 6
Goldring 800 II 15 0
S2203
4 40
•Sugden Scul
S 76
Audio/Tech. AT35X E22/5/AT66
5 15 0
AT2I X
14 10 0
AT33
9 15 0
AT21
7 19 6

Latest 320- Page edition. Full details of
test gear, Hi -Fi components etc. Over
6,500 stock items. Complete with I0/value discount vouchers.
Price 7/6, p.p. 2/-.

Thorens TDI50AB ( with plinth) ..
SP25 and Deccadec Plinth ( pp 5s) and cover
AP75, SL75, SL95 Plinth and cover ( pp 5s)

•
37
6
8

s d
5
10
10

o
o
o

OFFICAL HI-FI AGENTS for
ARMSTRONG
QUAD
PHILIPS
BRENELL
EAGLE
GOLDRING
DECCA
W.B.
SUGDEN
GOODMANS WHARFEDALE MAGNAVOX LEAK
CELESTION
KLINGER
ROGERS
GARRARD
SHURE TRUVOX
THORENS
TELETON
KOSS
Complete range always instock

• NEW HI-FI STOCK LIST ( No. 16117) WITH NEW LOW
PRICES PLUS MONEY SAVING SYSTEM PRICES.

(•Ceramic Cartridges— Rest Magnetic.)

MONO/STEREO AMPLIFIERS,
TUNERS, AND TUNER (Post and
AMPLIFIERS
fraerZfdTi;"
(T— TRANSISTOR
Leak Stereo 70 in Teak Case ( T)
Leak Stereo 70 Chassis (T)
Leak Stereo 30+Chassis (T)
With Teak Case (T)
Leak Mono FM Tuner ( V) ..
Leak Stereo Ff. Tuner ( V) ..
Teak Case for Tuner
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis (T)
Rogers Ravensbrook Teak ( T)

ALL

63
57
S1
56
34 1
481
7
44
41

VALVE)

Quad 33 and 303 (7) Stereo Amplifier.. ..
Quad Stereo FM Tuner ..
Teleton F2000 AM/FM/Stereo FM Amplifier ..
Teleton 203E ( T) Stereo Amplifier ..
Rogers Ravensbourne Stereo Teak Case (T)
Goodmans Stereo Amplifier (7)
Eagle SA200 Stereo Amplifier ( V)
Eagle AM/FM 200 MW/FM Tuner ( V) „
Eagle TSA20 Stereo Amplifier (T)

OFFERED AT SPECIAL PRICES— FULLY GUARANTEED— CALL

QUALITY ( PAID )
HEADPHONES VAID)

L i
Eagle VTA40 Stereo Amplifier (T) ..
38 10
Eagle TSA60 Silicon Stereo Amplifier (7)..
35 5
Eagle AFT60 AF/FM Stereo Tuner (T) ..
47 10
Armstrong 426 AM/FM Stereo Amp/Tuner (T)83
Armstrong 523 AM/FM Tuner (T) ..
SO 0
Decoder for 426 and 523
..
9 10
Armstrong 521 Stereo Amplifier (
T) Teak
50 0
Armstrong, Quad, Eagle, Truvox, Dulci, Rogers
equipment in stock.

e

FOR DEMONSTRATION

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

with padded earpieces.

All contain Bass Units, Tweeters. etc.
(Post etc., B 51-; M and F, 10/-)
(B—Bookshelf; F— Floor Standing; M—
Medium Size; T—Teak; R— Rosewood)

DHO2S—Recommended
3 9
SDH7 ( with vol. controls) 5 10
SE2I ( with tweeters) ..
7 19
SE28 Full Range ..
9 19
Koss KO- 727 ..
16 10
PRO- 4A ..
23 0
SP-3XC
II 15

6
0
6
6
0 •FCS104 ( B, T) 8/10 watt
B, R) 10 watt ..
0 •MS65 (
0 •MS80 ( B, R) 15 watt ..
•DL67 (
B, T) 10 watt ..
•DL42 ( B, T) 5 watt ..
STEREO HEADPHONE AMPLIFIERS
+Denton ( B, T) 15 watt ( per pair)
Output for 8+8 ohm headphones, input for +Super Linton ( M, T) 15 watt
magnetic cartridges. Self contained.
*Mezzo II ( M, T) 15 watt ..
s d +Magnum K ( F, T) 25 watt ..
Eagle Model HAIO
8 19 6 IlleKEF Concorde ( F, T) 25 watt
Shure Model SA/2E
18 18 0 •Elac 6-S ( B, T) 8/10 watt ..

SPECIAL

IN

o

10
10
15
0
0
5
15
0

POLISHED WOOD

Full Range Response. Adjustable head bands. Fitted
stereo jack.
Mono/Stereo 3+8 ohms
Optional
extra
Phone
junction box
27/6 p.p. 2/6

92
48
39
26
58
50
26
29
22

81
12
IS
15
10
30
19
28
37
43 1
8 1

•I2 to 16 ohms.
t 4 to 8ohms.
16 ohms.

e8 to

* Dovedale 3 ( F, T)
• Mini- Sandwich ( F, T) 15 watt
tDitton 15 (
M) (T) 15 watt ..
* Maxim ( B, T) 10 watt ..
* Ditton ( B, T) 10 watt ..
*Sandwich ( F, T) 15/20 watt ..
tMelton ( M, T) 15 watt
• Narvick ( F, T) 25 watt ..
tKN 824/3 ( M, B, T) 7/10 watt

NOW READY—SPECIAL RECOMMENDED COMPLETE HI-FI SYSTEMS FROM
E45.10.0 to £ 154.0.0.
ASK FOR LISTS—SAVE UP TO 00.

HENRY'S RADIO LTD

36
27
28 I
18 1
19

40

27
29 1
II I

CALL IN
FOR A
DEMONSTRATION

SAVE £££' s

• HI -FI SHOWROOM (also Test Equipment, etc.)
309 Edgware Road, London, W.2 01-723 6963
eMAIL ORDER AND COMPONENTS SHOP (also Electronic Organ Sales)
303 Edgware Road, London, W.2

01-723 1008/9

OPEN MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M. (THURS. 9 A.M. TO 1 P.M.)
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STAINER. The Crucifixion. David Hughes (tenor),
John Lawrenson (baritone), Terence Clifford
(baritone),
Philip
Mindenhall (bass),
Gavin
Williams (organ), with the Choir of Guildford
Cathedral conducted by Barry Rose. MFP 2125
(14s. 6d.).

pretend that this ' little
Passion' is anything more than second-rate,
but the reasons for its great popularity with
choral societies, church and chapel choirs and
their audiences and congregations are not far
to seek, for with its sentimentality it combines
sincerity, simplicity and melody, together with
listener participation in the form of hymns in
which they can join.
In the professional performance here recorded, the work is presented almost complete,
one only of the hymns being omitted. The
principal soloists, David Hughes and John
Lawrenson, emphasize the dramatic aspects of
the music and the Choir of Guildford Cathedral
sings well throughout.
The recording is excellent, with good balance,
pleasantly natural acoustic and solid organ
tone with some lovely quiet bass. At 14s. 6d.
this record is fine value.

IT WOULD BE IDLE to

B. J. W.

STRAUSS ( Richard).
Eh Heidenleben.
Los
Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by
Zubin Mehta (solo violin—David Fresina). Decca
SXL 6382 (43s. 9d.).

said to be a speciality of
Mehta's (although he was not best served by
the LSO when he last conducted it here) and
his recording—although I don't want to
sound pompous—seems to confirm that he has
attained a new stage of artistic maturity, with
a control that tempers and even strengthens
the sense of spontaneity and fire.
The more I listen, the more beautiful and
comprehensive the performance sounds. Unlike Beecham's, it is broad pacing, with free
use of portamenti (not to the extreme of
Boskovsky, of course, in the historic Krauss/
ACL), with a realisation of intricate detail to
be credited to the conductor, clearly, rather
than to the engineering balances. My first
thoughts that the recording was slightly inferior
to Zarathustra, falling off in the Battle section,
were corrected by afurther playing at ahigher
level. The best music comes after the Battle,
where Mehta certainly equals Karajan (whose
version Icount one of the great recordings of
any score). Some percussion details remain
clearer on the 1959 DGG.
C. J. B.

THE HERO'S LIFE iS

understandably; and throughout one is conscious of the sheer musical strength of Rostropovich.
The shorter work by Shostakovich is an
excellent contrast, with its wiry muscularity
and wit. For me, it has not the quality of the
later quartets, such as the splendid Fourth;
but it is a work by one of the greatest composers of our time, and well worth study.
The Melodiya recording is presumably
Russian, and is in general very good. But
whether through the engineers or some incompatibility of tone, the violins tend to a
degree of acid discordance when pressing their
tone in the upper register, which mars the
overall beauty of the sound. The record should
by no means be rejected on that ground; but
it is apity it is there. The sextet is notably well
set out.
P. D. T.

VICTORIA. Tenebrae Responsories—six each for
Maundy Thursday, Good Friday and Holy Saturday.
Scuola di Chiesa directed by John Hoban. Recorded in the Merchant Taylors Hall. Record
supplied with word sheet. Pye Virtuoso TPLS
13015 (43s. 9d.).
RESPONSORIES for Holy
Week date from 1585 and make compelling
listening. In content, the music is intensely
emotional: at one moment it can be terse and
dramatic, at another almost compassionate.
And yet throughout, it is veiled in classic
dignity and restraint.
It is difficult to imagine aperformance more
moving and sympathetic than this one by the
Scuola di Chiesa. During the quieter passages
the tone quality is beautifully controlled, but
in some of the forte sections there is occasionally a suggestion of harshness in the voices
which seems to be afault of the singers rather
than the recording. The diction is remarkably
good throughout, and never once does the
ensemble falter.
The recording was made in an acoustic that
could not be more appropriate. Although the
choir are placed well back the sound is perfectly
clear, and the singers are spread over the entire
sound-stage so that each vocal line is sharply
defined. A certain amount of surface noise
was noticeable on both sides of the review
disc, although this never became objectionable.
The recording does seem rather bright and
benefits from a marginal treble cut on playback.

VICTORIA'S EIGHTEEN

C. E.

VIVALDI. Complete Flute Concertos, Op. 10, Nos.
1-6. Severino Gazzelioni (flute) with Maria Teresa
Gareth ( harpsichord) and the ' I Musie instrumental ensemble. Philips SAL 3705 (43s. MI

when Vivaldi was chorusmaster at the Ospedale della Pieta ( Mercy
Hospital) in Venice, he produced a staggering
quantity of music which included 11 oboe
concertos, 40 bassoon concertos, and 31 concertos for flute. The Op. 10 flute concertos
were published in 1729 and feature some of
Vivaldi's best and most attractive music, and
although they are all similar in form, there is a
wonderful variety of themes and ideas.
The performances are stylish, polished and
completely assured. Gazzelloni's playing is,
of course, impeccable, and IMusici get right
to the heart of the music: it is along time since
Ihave heard Vivaldi played with such sensitivity
and affection.
Although there is aconvincingly wide sound-

DURING THE YEARS
TCHAIKOVSKY, SHOSTAKOVICH. Souvenir
de Florence (
Tchaikovsky); String Quartet No. Iin
C major (Shostakovich). The Borodin String
Quartet ( plus Taialyan—viola, and Rostropovitch—
cello, for the Tchaikovsky). HMV/Melodiya
ASD 2464 Ms. 961

of B. J. Webb
in Audio Annual '
69, Ihad to take great care
not to let my normal indifference to the music
of Tchaikovsky affect my judgment about this
splendid piece of chamber-music. One does
not ordinarily think of Tchaikovsky as acomposer of this genre; but I found this sextet
irresistible. Naturally, it is full of glorious
tunes in the composer's usual romantic style.
The distinguished Russian artists revel in it,
ADMONISHED BY THE WISE WORDS
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stage, both soloist and orchestra are placed
well back. Sometimes there is the slightest
tendency for the flute to merge into the
orchestral sound, but this is far less objectionable than the close microphone which tends to
amplify the clattering of the flute mechanism.
The overall sound is excellent and the surfaces
are very quiet. The harpsichord has been
recorded rather apologetically, but this is a
minor reservation: in many ways this is a
really first-class disc.
C. E.
WEBER, ROSSINI. Concerto No. 1 in F minor,
Concertino in E flat (Weber). Introduction and
Variations for clarinet and orchestra ( Rossini).
Gervase de Peyer (clarinet) with the New Philharmo nia Orchestra conducted by Rafael Frü hbeck
de Burgos. HMV ASD 2455 (43s. 9d.).

can be
made by the clarinet in the hands of a master
can be well studied in this admirable record by
Gervase de Peyer: the brilliance, the effortless
virtuosity, the profundity of his playing are
beyond praise—one can only listen and marvel.
Add to that music of arare standard, and one
has arecipe for joy.
Weber, naturally, produces a series of
glorious tunes; but here his music is by no
means all surface charm—though there is
charm in plenty. On the contrary, there is a
depth and seriousness to much of it which
engages the mind and the emotions as well as
charming the senses. Naturally, the concerto
is the major work; but Iwas struck by the aptness, not only of the Concertino, but also of
the Rossini Introduction and Variations for
inclusion in the recital.
The soloist is admirably recorded; but Iam
not so happy about the orchestra. Ifeel that
it is given something of atoo-resonant acoustic,
which results in some lack of clarity of detail
—very much needed in this music; but Ishould
wish to stress that that does not detract too
much from one of the most enjoyable records
to come my way for some time.

THE RANGE OF GLORIOUS SOUNDS Which

P. D. T.

A SERIAL REVIEW
THE GREAT MUSICIANS. Series publications
containing a 10in LP, available from booksellers or
post free from the publishers. Price 13s 11d weekly
(back numbers available). Published by Fabbri and
Partners, 39-40 St. James's Place, London S.W.1
Numbers in brackets indicate issue.

records to consider this month
since the Berlioz Symphony Fantastique ( 10)
occupies two discs, a penalty incurred by the
ten inch format Isuppose.
Of the three discs, the Tchaikovsky Violin
Concerto (8) is the most satisfactory. The
recording is good, though the soloist is perhaps
a little prominent, and orchestra and violin
blend well, with good intonation—apoint that
rather spoiled the Brahms concerto earlier in
the series. Brendel's interpretation of the
Beethoven piano sonatas (7) is to some extent
spoiled by arather tubby and lifeless recording,
though his playing is not as full of the fire the
Moonlight and the Pathétique often attract, as it
might be. The slow movements however, are
del ightful.
The Italian Caprice (9) is afavourite of mine,
but in this performance seems to lack the verve
that Ihave always admired in it—it is in the

ONLY THREE

(continued on page 829)

eC1 ore

FANTASTIC

STEREO

APPOINTED AGENTS FOR

9TA or 9TAHC
Ceramic Cartridge

r-1

B & 0, Sony, Arena, Tandberg, etc.
All the following items are available for
immediate delivery:

(Fitted diamond
styli)

QUAD 33 Stereo Control Unit

47/6d

QUAD 303 Power Amplifier
QUAD FM Stereo Tuner
oj TYPE 9TAHC

LEAK Stereo 30 plus Amplifier
ROGERS Cadet Stereo Amplifier

(
List Price 82/—)

Post Free if sent with other goods.

ROGERS Ravensbrook Amplifier

Sensitivity:

TELETON F2000 Tuner-Amplifier
TANDBERG 1600 Tape Deck

Replacement
Diamond Styli, I5/—.

55 mV/cm/sec rms
minimum at 45° at
1,000 Hz, measured
on Decca SXL2057

TELETON SAQ203 TRANSISTOR STEREO AMPLIFIER

£ 2A

eGARRARD

NOW ON
DEMONSTRATION

-r

Acos GP9I Mono

17/6, p.p. 2/6

Decca Deram with dia

95/—, p.p. 2/6
35/—, p.p. 2/6

B & 0 SPI

/.5/ 19/6, p. p. 2/6

B & O SP6

E7/19/6, p. p. 2/6

Shure M3DM

E6/19/6, p. p. 2/6

AT66

£5/19/6, p.p. 2/6

NM22

14/15/—, p.p. 2/6

TWIN DIA. STYLI FOR 9TAHC
•
Ithou. L.P. . 5 thou. stereo. Special offer,
22/6 post free.

PART EXCHANGE BARGAINS

The latest model from the fabulous Teleton
range of Hi Fi Stereo equipment. Incorporates
16 transistors and diodes producing superb quality
Hi Fi reproduction. Output 10 watts per channel
music power at less than 2 per cent harmonic
distortion. Frequency response -LI dB 30-20.000
Hz. Output impedance 4/8/16 ohms, Inputs for
Gram ( Magnetic and Crystal), Tuner and Auxiliary.
Tape Record output. Controls: Volume, Balance,
Bass; 50 Hz
10 dB. Treble: 10 KHz ± 10 dB.
Stereo/mono slide switch.
Stereo Headphone
socket. Housed in attractive oiled walnut cabinet
with brushed aluminium front panel.
SPECIAL OFFER
P. & P. 10 —

GIRO NO
55-422 0008

PICK-UP CARTRIDGES ON
SPECIAL OFFER

Sonotone 8TA

P & P 2/6

QUAD Electrostatic Loudspeakers
LEAK Stereo 70 plus Amplifier

BARGAINS

MAGNETIC STEREO
HEAD TYPE NM 22
Technical Specification:
Frequency response: 20-20,000
c/s. Output voltage: 5 mV
(1000 c/s 5 cm/SEC). Channel
balance: IdB ( 1000 c/s). Channel separation: 20 dB ( 1000
c/s). Load impedance: 50,000100,000 ohms.
DC resistance: 550 ohms. Impedance: 2000 ohms. Compliance:
6x 10 -6
cm/dyne.
Tracking
force:
2-3.5
gr.
Weight: 7 gr.
Mounting:
1.1.S.
and
E.I.A.
standard.
Diamond: 0.7 thou.
SPECIAL OFFER 95/—, P/P 2/6.
Replacement Diamond Styli,
0.7 thou., 52/6. Post free.

eEDDYSTONE 888A Communications
Receiver
eARMSTRONG '423 AM/FM Tuner Self-

C38,/—/—

e

£25/—'—
£75 '—,—
£50,/—/-

powered
OTELEFUNKEN Model 300 Portable
Tape Recorder
EMI L4 Portable Tape Recorder with Mic
ROGERS Ravensbourne Amplifier Mk II
2 LEAK Sandwich Speakers, Teak ...
RESLO RI3L/T Ribbon Mic.
TELEFUNKEN M24 Tape Deck . .
BRENELL Mk 5 Series Ill Tape Deck ...
with Pre-amp. and Power Pack
RADFORD Studio Speaker. As New ...
ZENITH Royal 1000 All Transistor Portable. 8 wave/band .
ZENITH Royal 1000D All Transistor Portable. 9waveband .
PHILIPS EL3302 Portable '
Cassette Recorder, with Tape. Case and Mic.
B & 0 1000K Tuner/Amplifier with MID'X'
Decoder. New and Boxed ..
SHURE Unidyne Ill Model 545
JULIETTE 5 VV/band portable transistor
radio for taxi, shipping, aircraft etc.
NIVICO Video Recorder, complete with
PYE 23 T/V Monitor and NIVICO TK66
Television Camera

£24/—/—

17/ I0/—

£65/—,'118f-7—

£18 —/—
£18/—/—

£375

oTEAK

UNITS

PLINTHS

PLINTH
AND
COVER
eGarrard SP25 Mk 11 motor .
£11/19/6 P/P 9/—
I Garrard AT60 Mk 11 autochanger
£13/19/6 P/P 9/—
Garrard SP25 Mk II on base as above ..
114/4/6 P/P 12/6
Garrard SP25 Mk 11 with base and cover ..
£16/14/6 P/P I7/—
Garrard SP25 Mk 11 with base and smoked grey
perspex cover .. .. .. .. ..
£16/19/— P/P I7/—
AP75 player unit .. .. ..
118/19/6 P/P 10/—
eGarrard A70 Mk II autochanger ..
113/7/6 P/P 10/—
All above Garrard motor units can be supplied ready- wired with
6ft. of mains lead and twin stereo audio cables at 12/6 extra. Phono
plugs or 5 pin DIN plugs can also be fitted at additional cost of 7/—
if required.

A superbly made plinth finished in teak, and natural-tinted cover.
Ready-cut for SP25, AT60, LM3000 etc. List Price a. FANTASTIC
VALUE at 95/—, P/P 7/6.
Deluxe version also available with dark grey tinted perspex cover,
4/6 extra.

',Garrard

LEE ELECTRONICS

S.a.e. for illustrated leaflets on above items and special budget stereo
systems from 55 gns., including Sonotone Solent speakers.
TEAK PLINTH & COVER READY- CUT
Suitable for AP75, SL75, SL95 £6.17.6. P.&P. I0/—

THE MAIL ORDER &
HI-FI SPECIALISTS

400 EDGWARE ROAD
PADDINGTON W.2

Telephone:

2mina from Edgware Rd. Station

01-723 5521
(
Bakerloo line). Closed Thursday
"CUSTOMERS PLEASE NOTE:- CLOSED Monday 7th to Thursday 10th July inclusive ( Re- open Friday 11th July) ( Staff on TV Colour Course)
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BC SITEIREO
nVER the last month Ihave been ' watching'

the noise levels very carefully on Radios 3
and 4, and have noticed quite considerable
variations in the transmitter hum on Radio 3,
both in mono and stereo, and also the hum, or
rather the lack of it, on Radio 4. Very frequently in the late evening between 11.50 and midnight both Radios 3and 4carry no tone for a
few minutes. The difference in hum level is
most marked, and it will interest readers to
know that the measured difference on some
evenings has been as high as 5dB, and never
less than 3dB, these measurements being taken
when the Radio 3 pilot tone has been off.
Recently there has been an investigation into
hum and it was discovered that the hum level
of Radio 3with the pilot-tone on decreased by
2dB when the continuity suite was unplugged
from the landline.
For those who wonder how Imeasure these
noise levels when the pilot-tone is on Ishould
explain that I use a Revox multiplex filter
specially adapted to work off batteries which
cuts the pilot-tone and its harmonics to alevel
approximately 75 dB below 100% deviation.
The Radiometer test encoder gives readings of
—675 dB with the pilot-tone on and — 705 dB
with the pilot-tone off and there is no audible
hum whatsoever from the speaker seven when
the volume is increased so that the generated
pink noise is extremely loud. The batterypowered tuner used does not have any particularly expensive transistors in the decoder or
audio output amplifiers, but these figures are
regarded as very good indeed. It is therefore
difficult to understand how the Radio 3transmitter at Wrotham could be at least 5dB
worse even with the landlines disconnected.
The noise figures from the Radiometer are
equal from left and right but it was noticed
that the hum from Wrotham was IdB worse
on the left channel than on the right. The
main component is at 100 Hz which, of course,
is normally far more audible than 50 Hz hum:
indeed, it was found that at an average loud
listening level the 50 Hz hum could be increased
by 5dB, referring the 100 Hz signal for equal
nuisance value—these figures being taken with
the 100 Hz hum approximately 62 dB below
peak music volume. Ihate to think what this
hum level sounds like by the time the signal
leaves Holme Moss, and I would indeed be
interested to receive any measurements from
readers with the appropriate equipment. It is
suggested that the hum figures should be
quoted below the + 8 tone levels on the test
tone transmissions.
The BBC have now issued anew leaflet about
these test tones, so here are afew words about
how to make use of them. The numbers that
are referred to in the text are the numbers given
in the schedule shown in the table.
The first section containing the two frequencies should show if there is any serious
intermodulation distortion in the decoder.
The left and right channels respectively on a
tuner in good alignment should be free, or
almost completely free, of any crosstalk from
the opposite channel, and no difference or
additional note should be audible. If the crosstalk on this test appears bad it is advisable to
have the decoder re-aligned, although it should
31

A MONTHLY PROGRESS

be appreciated that the performance will be
proportionate to the cost of the tuner.
The second test should show any harmonic
distortion present in one or the other channel
by switching the pre-amplifier to the mono
position allowing the two outputs of the tuner
to be combined. The left and right tones
should theoretically cancel. Should the tuner
have independent adjustments on the left and
right outputs then these should be adjusted for
the best cancellation. On a good tuner substantial cancellation should be obtained.
Test 3 is similar to 2 but at approximately
80-85% deviation, although this appears to
vary slightly from test to test. If there is
appreciably more distortion here than on test 2
then listen to each channel separately and also
to the mono sum of the stereo output as the IF
alignment and/or the discriminator alignment
may be incorrect. It will often be found, for
instance, that the IFs are too sharply tuned and
need broadbanding.
Test 4is similar to test 3except that when the
outputs of the tuner are combined there will,

BBC STEREO TEST TONE TRANSMISSIONS
Every day except Wednesday and Saturday
To facilitate channel identification and adjustment
of channel cross-talk a250 Hz tone is transmitted in
the left channel only from about four minutes after
the end of Radio 3 until 23.55. This test may be
interrupted from time to time.
Wednesday and Saturday
TEST
NUMBER
1

TIME
23.30

LEFT
CHANNEL ( A)
250 Hz at zero
level
440 Hz at zero
level

2

23.32

3

23.35

440 Hz at + 8dB

4

23.37

440 Hz at + 8dB

5

23.39

250 Hz at + 8dB

6

23.40

7

23.44

250 Hz at zero
level
Nothing

8

23.47.20
approx.

9

23.48.20
approx.

10

23.49.20

11

23.51
23.53

RIGHT
CHANNEL ( B)
440 Hz at zero
level
440 Hz at zero
level, antiphase to left
channel
440 Hz at
+8 dB, antiphase to left
channel
440 Hz at
+8 dB, in
phase with left
channel
440 Hz at
+8 dB
Nothing

440 Hz at zero
level
Tone sequence Nothing
at — 4 dB: 60
Hz, 900 Hz, 5
kHz, 10 kHz.
This sequence
is repeated.
Nothing
Tone sequences as
for left channel at 23.47.20
250 Hz at zero
Nothing
level
Nothing
Nothing
Reversion to monophonic
transmission

NOTES
1. This schedule is subject to variation to accord
with programme requirements and essential
transmission tests.
2. The zero level reference corresponds to 40% of
the maximum level of modulation applied to either
stereophonic channel before pre-emphasis. All
tests are transmitted with pre-emphasis.
3. Periods of tone lasting several minutes are interrupted momentarily at one- minute intervals.
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of course, be no cancellation. The levels on
this test should correspond to the highest level
broadcast on any stereo programme and are
very useful for setting up tape recorders having
magic-eyes or peak programme meters.
Test 5 is probably the most critical of the
whole series for it is at peak programme level
as in test 4and has two separate tones on the
two channels as in test 1. If the tuner not only
decodes this with low distortion but with good
separation and without intermodulation, it is
indeed a good tuner, and the ability of the
tuner to separate the tones without distortion
is therefore a very good test of IF, discriminator, and decoder alignment.
Tests 6and 7, with tone on one channel only,
should be received without any trouble at all
and the crosstalk should only just be noticeable
on an average tuner. The tones on tests 6and
7should prove extremely useful for lining up
tape recorders with ordinary meters, since the
tone levels should approximately equal the
readings of loud music provided no controls
are changed, the real peak value of the music
then being approximately 6-8 dB higher,
depending on the type of signal.
The frequency response tests numbers 8and
9 are very accurate and Imeasured them as
within dB of a flat response from the tuner,
with the exception of the 60 Hz right-hand
channel tone which appeared to be 1dB down,
although the receiver was flat according to my
Radiometer generator.
Test 10 is arepetition of test 6.
Test 11 is atest for background noise on the
tuner, but as the hum level of the BBC is unsatisfactory this can only be used as a very
rough guide.
Space will not permit me to cover many
concerts heard in the last four weeks, but some
are certainly worthy of mention.
There was a very wide contrast between the
three concerts broadcast from the Royal Festival Hall with Arrau as soloist in Beethoven's
last three piano concertos. The concert containing No. 4 and Bruckner's 9th Symphony
had excessive reverberation, giving a lack of
definition on instruments at the back as well
as taking all the bite off the strings. However,
the Emperor Concerto broadcast with Shostakovich's 4th Symphony was excellent, not only
having a sheen on the strings but allowing
every instrument to be pinpointed in position.
The piano tone was very bright and reproduced
so clearly that Icould not only hear the twanging on afew of the lower piano strings but also
the soloist's frequent sniffs and grunts as he
played. The Shostakovich was also balanced
so well that the whole concert was most memorable. It is worth mentioning, however, that
during the very quiet ending of the Symphony
Inoticed ajust perceptible click, followed by
some quiet burbling noises in the background
which, Iunderstand, is possibly due to some
interaction between drive units in the transmitter at Wrotham. The concert containing the
3rd Concerto was of intermediate standard and
appeared to lack top in comparison with the
5th. Ialso noticed an annoying underdeviation
of 4dB throughout this concerto, thus emphasising any hiss present.
(continued on page 829)

DANISH HIGH-FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
at its very best!
ARENA
STEREO HI-FI-

AUDIO PLAN I. F210 Amplifier
F2I I VHF Tuner SP25 Mk 11 mounted with cartridge and two HT14 or
HT17 pressure Speakers.

AUDIO PLAN 5. 1500H Tuner Amplifier A.M. F.M. Four wave band
(available with or without pressure chamber speakers).
SP25, 4speed Turntable with cartridge and two H17 pressure speakers.

For further details and descriptive literature write to:

IIIGHGATIE ACOUSTICS

184/8 Great Portland St., London, W.1
Scottish distributors:
Bryterlite Ltd., 41 Robertson Street, Glasgow C.2

Tel: 01-636 2901/4
Tel: 04I-CEN 2486

BOOK REVIEWS
THE MEMOIRS OF HECTOR BERLIOZ. Translated and edited by David Cairns, with editor's
introduction and epilogue, five appendices and
Index. 636 pages, 30 half-tone reproductions and
two maps. Price 75s. Published by Victor Gollancz
Ltd.

seldom
conspire to favour one man with distinction
in two major arts. Wagner, it is true, wrote a
small library of books, and there is endless
fascination in the letters of Mozart or the
chatter of Stravinsky; but the Memoirs or
Berlioz is a minor literary masterpiece, onv of
the world's great autobiographies—a unique
achievement for a major composer.
This new, admirable and elegant translation
by David Cairns reads so smoothly, so convincingly, that one is trapped immediately in
the fascinating web of Berlioz's life in the
part it played in the Romantic movement, in
the history of music, in the lives of others,
great or modest, and above all in its contrast
with the philistinism of musical France in the
middle third of the 19th century. But while the
book reads for the most part with the impetus
of a good novel, the serious student will find
endless evidence of meticulous editorial care,
including many helpful footnotes, a 43-page
appendix dealing with disputed points and
errors ( Berlioz's, not Cairns'!), a 44-page
glossary of names mentioned in the Memoirs,
a list of the sources on which Berlioz drew
when writing ( he had much material published,
including a mass of music criticism), a bibliography, and a selection of descriptions of
Berlioz by his contemporaries. This last is
first-class, and includes some really touching
accounts of the man as he appeared to others.
Although Berlioz's life must be regarded as
tragic in the sense that he ended in a state of
hardened disillusion, in his memoirs aconstant
flow of wit combines with a capacity (to use
his own words) ` to feel very intensely and at the
same time—to see very clearly and steadily',
thus making an extremely lively book. Ihave
several pages of notes referring to amusing and
THE OBSCURE SOURCES OF CREATIVITY
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continued

The best concert of the month for fidelity,
although Ipersonally did not particularly like
the music, was one conducted by Boulez.
Varese's Integrales uses a very large orchestra
particularly of percussion instruments and
reproduced excellently. Although I cannot
honestly say that Iconsidered it music, my tape
certainly makes for an excellent hi-fi demonstration.
Lionel Hogg was the organist in a superb
broadcast of Bach's The Art of Fugue in which
he played the organ of the Queen Elizabeth
Hall. Although this is only avery small instrument it is eminently suitable for Bach, and the
pedals literally shook the floor when the volume
was turned up. Icertainly hope we shall have
more organ music from the Q.E.H.
Finally, whilst writing these reviews Ihave
been listening to an interesting concert relayed
from The Dome at Brighton, including Haydn's
recently discovered cello concerto and Mozart's

quotable episodes, and there are even some
audio-slanted tit-bits. Berlioz's early keen
awareness of theatre acoustics and the
subtleties of sound balance (p. 79); some notes
on the overtones of bells ( p. 288); an A- B
comparison of horn sound qualities (p. 318);
and his keenly argued criticism of regulations
at the Academy of Fine Arts which required
that the orchestral parts of compositions
entered for the Prix de Rome be reduced for a
solo piano, thus depriving them of tonecolours on which they might be dependent for
proper musical effect ( pp. 111-2). He concludes his remarks on this business as follows:
'On the day of the prizegiving the cantata
. . . is performed complete and in its entirety.
It seems just a trifle late. It might perhaps
have been better to convene the orchestra
before giving judgment. The money spent on
this belated performance is used to little
purpose, for the decision, once taken, cannot
be reversed. But the Academy is curious: it
would like to hear the work which it has
dignified with the prize. A thoroughly natural
desire!'
Regarding the piano and its limitations, the
young Berlioz was taken to police headquarters in Nice as a suspect spy, for he had
been caught roaming around with anotebook:
. . that's not the way people compose,
without a piano, simply wandering about the
beach with a sketch- book and a pencil. Tell
me where you wish to go, and your passport
will be made out. You can't stay in Nice any
longer'. ' Very well, I'll return to Rome, and
by your leave continue to compose without a
piano'.
The composer's reports on reactions to
early per formances of works now famous are
all fascinating, as is his irony over promises
broken and fees agreed but not paid. It took
him an age to get his 3000 francs for the first
performance of the Requiem—in a real
pantomime of threats and nice politics—and
the comedy was spiced by a newspaper story
BBC STEREO FOR JULY
July

1st:

Choral concert, Bavarian Radio Choir.
(Foreign Tape).
July 6th: Padmavati by Roussel.
Opera from
Coliseum.
July 17th: Wurtemberg Chamber Orchestra. Handel, Vivaldi, Pergolesi.
July 20th: Cantores in Ecciesia. Choral concert, recorded in Ealing Abbey.
July 22nd: Promenade Concert. Davis, Berio.
July 24th: Promenade Concert. Colin Davis. Bavarian Radio Choir.
July 26th: Opera La Clemenza di Tito. Mozart. Tape
from Royal Festival Hall.
July 28th: Promenade Concert.
July 29th: Organ recital. Gillian Weir.
July 30th: Concert of Electronic music by research
group of O.R.T.F. from Queen Elizabeth
Hall. Recorded.
This list is provisional and the BBC reserves the
right of alteration.

40th Symphony. I thought the sound was
particularly good, and it was difficult to believe
that over 60 miles of landline was in use. This
is the kind of orchestral sound that Ilike, although, again, the entire concert was at least
829

that he was a favour ite of the régime and had
received 30,000 francs: ' They merely added a
nought to the sum which Ihad not received.
That is how history is written.' His various
encounters with Cherubini, Director of the
Conservatoire where he was a pupil, are a
delight, greatly helped by David Cairns' delicate
rendering ( in English) of Cherubini's rather
Italianate French.
There are moments of desperate disillusion
with the inadequacies of music in France—the
miserable excuses for an absent orchestra or
poor players, powerful pleas that composers
must conduct their own works if musical light
is to prevail, eternal regret that he never
captured the Opéra in Paris. There is also
great elation when he triumphs in Germany,
Russia, England or Hungary, and Ifeel that
Mr. Cairns has a point when he says that
Berlioz's big failure was that he could not
settle away from France, which he both loved
and hated, yet yearned to conquer.
There are passages of high emotion and fine
eloquence. The episode of Paganini's famous
gift of money has great power, also Berlioz's
reaction to his father's death, and his subsequent ' thirst for grief'. The romantic yearning
for an idealised childhood love, acted out in a
grippingly sad search, in middle age, for the
unattainable girl he knew fleetingly as achild,
a search set in a hauntingly described landscape— these pages Ifound almost too intense.
And later, afew years before the end when he
had seen two wives to their graves, he finds his
beloved Estelle, an elderly woman, and tries
pathetically to create a possible friendship in
place of an impossible love.
An impossible love. Perhaps that sums up
the life of Hector Berlioz, aman who dreamed
too intensely for those around him, who
believed that music (and love) should be
beautiful and great, but lived in asociety which
only wanted it to be pretty and entertaining.
But we know now that his music is nearly
always beautiful and is indeed sometimes
great, and Iurge anyone who has come under
its spell to read this book. More than that, any
music lover who has ever been swept along by
the Romantic groundswell of the 19th century
will, Ifeel sure, be first fascinated and then
engulfed by the Memoirs.
J. C.
4dB under-deviated, causing some listeners to
complain. It is difficult to believe that so many
dozens of listeners who have continually asked
me to try to do something about it can be
wrong; indeed Ihave yet to meet one person
outside the BBC who does not agree with me
upon this point. Isn't it time something was
done?

RECORD REVIEWS

continued

music 1feel, but despite the reasonably good
recording Icannot take to the performance—
although newcomers will probably have no
such trouble. The Nutcracker (9) is not so
good though. There is an air of Grand Hotel
about the performance and the (different)
orchestral sound. One almost expects to hear
a piano accompaniment at times and the
changes and accentuation of mood are overdone. The books remain excellent, though,
and Ithink this disc is still fair value for money.
R.F.J.

SOUND INCORPORATED

YOUR FASTEST MAIL ORDER SERVICE
CARRIAGE, PACKING AND INSURANCE PAID

ORDERS DESPATCHED SAME DAY
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS — STEREO

AMPLIFIERS—STEREO

Quad 33 and 303
Leak Stereo 30
Leak Stereo 70
Trio TK2507
Trio TKISOT
Armstrong 521
Sansui AU 222
Beolab 5000 ..
Rogers Cadet III ..
Rogers Ravensbrook
Arena F2I0
Goodmans Maxamp
Dual CV40

£98
52
63
52
36
52
59
140
33
42
34
54
64

1111111w

o
o
9
0
0
7
0
0
0
6

Mordaunt Short MS100 .. £ 36 15
Sansui SP30
..
29 8
Arena HT I
0
.
19 0

o
o
o

TUNERS
Leak Troughline FM Stereo £51 10
Quad FM Stereo ..
51
0 o
Trio AM/FM Stereo ..
56 0 o
Sansui TU 555 AM/FM Stereo 72 9 o
Armstrong 523 AM/FM ..
52 9 o
Armstrong 524 FM .. ..
40 4 6

CABINETS

.

WE STOCK A LARGE
CABINETS INCLUDING
WALL MOUNTING

RANGE OF
MANY FOR

COMPLETE SYSTEMS — STEREO

\MMINIMORMOMr

SPEAKERS

TAPE RECORDERS

PICKUPS & CARTRIDGES

19
7
13
15
10
14
0
0
0
1

illau

WE ARE STOCKISTS FOR ALL MANU
FACTURERS - AKAI - SONY - B.&0.
TRUVOX - AMPEX - FERROGRAPH
TANDBERG - REVOX - ETC., ETC.

ALL LEADING MAKES IN STOCK

£88
84
43
11
82
00
72
22
85
88

Armstrong 426
Arena T2400
Armstrong 127
Beomaster 1400M
Beomaster 1000K
Sanyo DC 60
Trio 140X ..
Trio 66T .
Trio 20T ..
Sony 6060FW

Leak Sandwich ..
C43 10
Goodmans Maxim ..
20 3
Tannoy Lancaster ..
60 0
Tannoy Audiometric ..
27 10
Wharfedale Denton— pair
33 12
Wharfedale Super Linton—
pair
42 o
Wharfedale Melton
29 10
Wharfedale Dovedale
39 10
Beovox 5000
62 15
Beovox 1000
21 10

Teleton CMS 400 .. .£ 124 9
Dual HS3I
.. 122 10
Sony HP 180
.. 126 7
Sanyo 534 ( less speakers) .. 135 6
Record Housing 2000 ( less
Speakers) .. .. 125 IS

0
0
9
3
0

MOTORS
Garrard 401
Garrard SL95
Garrard AP75
Thorens TO 124 M1 Il
Thorens TO 150 AB
Dual 1019 ..
Dual 1015 ..
Goldring GL 75

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS — FRIDAYS UNTIL 7.30

£31
45
23
46
39
46
34
36

14
9
16
15
16
15
10
8

0
0
7
10
9
0
0
2

p.m.

Nearest Tube, South Wimbledon ( Northern Line) or Wimbledon ( District Line).

114 BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S.W.19

4 Winthrop House, St. Marks Hill, Surbiton, Surrey.
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THIS MONTH'S
STAR BARGAINS
Fisher IGOT Tuner Amp. .. L138
Sale Price 121
Ampex 863 T/Rec. .. 152
Sale Price 120
Grundig SV 80 Amp. .. 120
Sale Price 102
Grundig SV40 Amp. ..
88
Sale Price 70
Grundig RT40 Tuner .. 119
Sale Price 99
Medley Amplifiers ..
29
Sale Price 22
Telefunken M204 T/Rec. .. 136
Sale Price 119
Ortofon ST I5/E Cartridge..
33
Sale Price 25
Sanyo M26 Cassette Rec. ..
31
Sale Price 22
Dynaco F.M. Tuner ..
80
Sale Price 50
Shure M80E/D Cartridge ..
21
Sale Price
16
Aiwa Portable T/Rec...
82
Sale Price 62
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0
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0
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0
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0
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0
12
0
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0
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0
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0
9
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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o
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INTEREST FREE
CREDIT TERMS
We can now offer Interest- Free Credit
up to 12 months on all makes of Hi -Fi,
Radio, Tape Recorders, etc., etc. Call,
write or telephone for details.
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The LONG and the SHORT and the TALL . . .
Heathkit offer awide choice of Hi Fi speaker systems. The Cotswold deluxe and M FS models
e
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OUR READERS WRITE ...
.about the appeal of
record sleeves
From: G. Belton, 15 Shrewsbury Road, New
Southgate, London N.H.
DEAR SIR, There is one way in which the LP
will always be far superior to the cassette or
pre-recorded tape reel, as the cover of the May
HiFi News shows. Yes, the tremendous sales
potential of the LP disc sleeve! When well
designed, abeautiful picture over 1
ft square is
presented with awealth of material on the work
or composer on the reverse.
How attractive a well designed record shop
window can look, full of gay LP sleeves. Fill
it with cassettes or small pre-recorded tapeboxes and it would be hard to see much at all,
as they are so lacking in presentation.
Why, Ibought HMV ASD631 for the sleeve
alone, without knowing Telemann's music at
all! Now Ibuy Telemann for his wonderful
music (as well as the sleeve).
Yours faithfully

'continuous sine- wave power', meaning the
effective average power over many cycles of
sine- wave signal— what Mr. Myall calls ' equivalent constant power', the product of RMS
voltage and current. The word ' continuous'
refers to the sine- wave, not to the power, which
does of course vary cyclicly. This usage has
wide acceptance and arespectable ancestry—so
we shall stick to it—but we certainly support our
correspondent in his battle against the misuse of
RMS. Facing facts, though, this may be a
losing battle, so readers must learn to interpret
RMS power' as ' power arising from the RMS
voltage of a continuously applied sine- wave
signal'. For further comment on amplifier power
ratings, see page 795.

... about reaction, avarice and
the cost of stereo

From: Leonard G. Woollett, 21 Anerley Station
Road, London S.E.20.
DEAR SIR,
Heeded by the less reactionary
members of the BBC staff, remembered and
... about power, sine- waves acted upon, in the form of agitation, by we the
and RMS listeners, the item of news at the foot of page
From: W. H. Myall, 35 Mailer, Road, Watford,
589 in the May issue may well become the
most significant in the history of stereo radio
WD1 4AL.
in Britain.
DEAR SIR, In the current issue of HiFi News
It refers to abroadcast of stereo from Stoke
Ican count no less than six instances where
Radio and is so significant as to be worth
advertisements for speakers and amplifiers
repeating in every issue of your magazine—lest
have quoted the power rating in terms of
we forget:
Watts RMS. What, Ishould like to know, are
. . quoted several thousands of pounds
RMS Watts?
for modifications to the transmitter for
The only relevant definition of RMS of
stereo. Brian Lock and Simon Penfold,
which Iam aware concerns voltage and current.
engineers at Radio Stoke, have managed to
The product of RMS voltage and current is
do this conversion, initially, for approxiaverage power or equivalent constant power.
mately £20, using a borrowed LoeweOpta
As a mathematical exercise, root-mean-square
stereo encoder—costing £ 100.'
is quite explicit, and whilst apower curve lends
Readers will not have forgotten that, over
itself to the operation as well as any, it does not
the years, the BBC have stated that we cannot
necessarily follow that the result is of any
have stereo on Radios 2and 4as ' it will cost
significance.
too much', ' it will be too difficult' etc. They
Some of the power specifications Ihave seen
will also recall that the Corporation were
include ' peak Watts' . . . always twice the
actually considering spending the gigantic sum
RMS value . . . and also the phrase ' conof £ 100,000 for equipment to broadcast
tinuous sine-wave power' meaning RMS.
speeches from the House of Commons!
If this phrase does anything at all, it merely
Only two obstacles stand in the way of the
adds weight to my suspicion that the people
quarter of Britain's population in the service
who use the expression ' Watts RMS' are not,
area of Wrotham enjoying stereo from Radios
themselves, sure what they mean.
2and 4: the reactionary attitude of the manageIf we wish to express avarying power in the
ment of the Corporation and the insatiable
form of an equivalent constant power, then
avarice of the contractors.
surely it must be equal to the average value.
I see no reason why we should not have
If the phrase ' continuous sine-wave power' is
three programmes in stereo together with a
to be taken literally, i.e. meaning that the
high quality microwave link from Broadcasting
power waveform is sinusoidal, then half the
House to Wrotham for atotal cost of not more
peak value is neither the average nor the
that £.5,000. Stereo alone for two programmes
(inconsequential) RMS.
additional to the Third would cost about
If, as is more probable, a sinusoidal drive
£1,500 plus additional lines as necessary.
voltage is implied, then the power waveform
In view of the fact that stereo will cost no
is sin 2.In this case, half the peak value is the
more to broadcast than mono, and that the
average. Thus, having got the right figure, they
initial outlay is very small, Mr. Curran's
then attach the wrong label and call it RMS.
suggestion for an increased licence fee for
Yours faithfully
stereo is outrageous, especially as it will be
Editor's Note: Mr. Myall's comments about
quite unenforceable. Iwould go further and
RMS power' are quite correct, which is why
suggest that, as sound radio has penetrated into
we refrain these days from using the phrase in
almost every home, every car and every teeneditorial parts of the magazine—unless it is in
ager's pocket, there is no longer avalid reason
inverted commas. However, we do employ
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for licensing listeners. Sound radio should be
free, thus avoiding all the unnecessary office
work as at present and completely removing
any temptation to licence dodging. It must, of
course, be acharge on the national exchequer.
Yours faithfully

... about BBC limitations and
commercial possibilities
From: David A. Prewett, Chairman Designate,
National Commercial Radio Movement, 49 VI,elby
House, Hazellville Road, London N.19.
DEAR SIR, Austin Uden's article ( May issue)
details the problems associated with medium
frequency reception, and Radio 1in particular.
The unpleasant phase distortion occurring
during daylight hours is to a large extent the
result of the BBC's attempts to cover the U.K.
using a relatively small number of medium
power transmitters ' synchronised' on 247
metres. The results would have been much
more acceptable had alarger number of lower
power transmitters been used. One cannot
completely blame the BBC in this respect,
however, as they were instructed by the Government to provide a ' pop' music programme
without a corresponding increase in finances.
The interference from Scutari after dark is a
different problem, and as Mr. Uden points out,
highlights the need for a further international
conference. If such a conference does take
place, and indeed it appears probable in 1970,
many of the BBC medium wave frequencies
will be lost to other countries in the ensuing
scramble.
This situation draws attention to the
thoroughly lax manner in which our broadcasting has been allowed to jog along. In
terms of programmes it has taken twelve years
and the threat of competition to show the
BBC its folly of almost complete duplication
of medium wave programmes on VHF, the
slow sales rate of VHF receivers giving proof
of this situation. Stereo broadcasting with all
its realism seems doomed to follow a similar
stagnant pattern; glancing further through your
excellent magazine, one is tempted by articles
telling of other countries where competition
exists having multitudes of FM stations providing stereo from ' pop' to classics. Your FM
Diary carries provocative details of the many
stereo ' goodies' from the Continent which may
be received by those lucky enough to live in
the South of England. My congratulations
go to BBC Radio Stoke in their stereo experiments; local radio, however, with its small
resources can provide but adrop in the potential
ocean of stereo broadcasting.
Ibelieve that it is time to say firmly that the
introduction of commercial FM radio on a
regional basis can do nothing but good, giving
us the best of both worlds, commercial plus
BBC. The National Commercial Radio Movement, which has no commercial connections
and exists because of the desire of listeners for
competition, published last December a study
detailing frequencies for additional stations
and called for a feasibility study into the use
(continued on page 833)
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BRITAIN'S ONLY
TAPE RECORDER AND HI-FI MART

**,

specialising in the SALE, EXCHANGE and PURCHASE
of every make of high quality Tape Recorder and High
Fidelity Equipment. Brenell, Ferrograph, Ampex, B.&0.,
Quad, Leak, Rogers, Goodmans etc., we have the lot!
Fantastic savings of up to SO% off original list prices for Personal Callers only. Our stocks change daily-call todaywell over 100 models to choose from-all guaranteed!

TYPICAL BARGAINS
ALL WITH 3 MONTHS WRITTEN GUARANTEE

• HI-FI EQUIPMENT •

Be careful in your choice of a
cartridge. The right type adds
so much to your enjoyment of
your records. You experience
true fidelity of sound, with
nothing added, nothing lost.
Listen with a Shure cartridge
and you'll hear what we mean.

QUAD 22 Control
ROGERS CADET Ill
ARMSTRONG 127 FM
Tuner
ARMSTRONG 221
Stereo Amp.
ROGERS HG88 MK3
GOODMANS Maxim
Speaker
WHARFEDALE Denton
Speaker
GARRARD LAB80
LEAK lroughline FM
Tuner

(Note: M

specification of total performance-TRACKABILITY For the

The
original
famous
Shure
M3D-M Stereo Dynetic. Provides extremely musical and
transparent sound at a rockbottom price. Tracks at 3-6

connoisseur of recorded sound.

grammes.

The Shure V1 5- Type II SuperTrack . An impeccable cartridge
with a new and meaningful

for

Amplifier

HF10
Shure Electronics Ltd • 84 Blackfriars Rd • London SE) • Tel

I8gns
I2gns
I5gns

Battery Portable, 4

89gns.
35gns.
69gns.
59gns.
17gns.
59gns.
69gns.
72gns.
69gns.
79gns.

4 track, 2

REVO X 736 ( S/2)
VORTEXION WVB
(M/2)
AKAI M8 ( S 4)
TELEFUNKEN 85KL
(MU)
PHILIPS EL3536 ( 5,4)
FERROGRAPH 4 AN
(M/2)
BRENELL Mk. 5. (M 2)
TELEFUNKEN 204E
(5/4)
AKAI M6 ( 5/4)
TANDBERG 1241 ( S 4)

2 track)
85gns
55gns.
79gns
39gns.
45gns.
49gns.
39gns.
69gns.
62gns.
69gns.

MART

242/4 PENTONVILLE ROAD, [ ANDAN, N.1

_

(200YDS.KINGSXSTATION)

Addre,s
..

29gns.

Stereo, BP

HUI

your

Please send me details of Shure cartridges. Please-1
recommend best modellor usewith my equipment

L rc):

22gns.
I5gns.

I5gns.
29gns.
25gns.
22gns.

RECORDER

equipment- POST THIS COUPON NOW!

Xme

I4gns.

39gns.

TAPE

Shure stereo cartridges are suitable

•A rmor Unit

22gns.
29gns.

39gns.
I5gns.

PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY

for both mono and stereo records, and
for any modern arm, unit or changer. For
cartridge

Mono, S

BRENELL STB2 ( 5/2)
REPS RIO ( 11 ,4)
FERROGRAPH 63T
(14 ,2)
SONY TC500 ( 5,4)
PHILIPS EL330I
(BP/M/2)
FERROGRAPH 5,AN
(M/2)
REVOX E36 ( S'4)
SANYO MR939 ( S, ,t)
AKAI M7 ( S,4)
SONY TC260 ( 5/4)
(Brand New)

setting the world's standard
in sound

advice on the right

29gns.

ARMSTRONG 226
Stereo T amp.
QUAD 22 Mono Amp.
ROGERS Master Stereo
Amp. & Control
ARMSTRONG 222
Stereo Amp.
QUAD Electrostatic
LEAK Sandwich Speaker
K.E.F. Duette Speaker
GOLDR1NG GL70
Motor
GARRARD A70
QUAD 22 FM Tuner

• TAPE RECORDERS •

All-time
best seller

The most important
advance in cartridges since
the advent of stereo

15gns.
25gns.

01-928

342j
832

Tel 01-837 8200

(HALF DAY THURSDAY)

_
READiRS

PROBLEMS
Examined by ' Crossover'
For details of how to write to ' Crossover' please
refer to page 795.

THE BEST FM AERIAL

Dear Sir, Having played with all sorts of
aerials, AM and FM, Iam now searching for
the best FM aerial i.e. the most sensitive. Up
to now Iconsider the three-element best, and
the bird-cage next, but shortly, when Ihave
got my aerial input measuring device working,
will be in a better position to judge their
merits. Have you any comments?
Yours faithfully, F. A. R., Coventry
The question of which is the best aerial for
any particular application, whether it be for FM
or AM, VHF or MF, is never very easily
answered. From your experience with your
three-element parasitic array and a Birdcage'
aerial it will be apparent that ahigher gain aerial
may improve matters still further, say afourelement array. An alternative you may like to
try is ' stacking' or ' baying' two identical

READERS LETTERS

continued

of single-sideband to ease the future of medium
frequency AM broadcasting. The coming
months and years will produce decisions which
will set the future of our broadcasting; may I
ask your readers to consider the situation carefully and to join with us in our objectives.
Yours faithfully

.about afive month service gap
From: G. Simons, 13 Gladsmair Road, Holloway, London N.19.
DEAR SIR, Iwish to report on the experience
1 have had with an imported tuner-amplifier
purchased at the end of November 1968.
About three weeks after purchase the stereo
indicator bulb failed to light. Being under the
impression that the bulb itself had failed, I
wrote to the importers asking them to send a
new one, for which Iwas willing to pay, and
any instructions necessary for its installation.
Ireceived a letter dated January 8th, 1969,
advising me to put it in the hands of my dealer.
Accordingly, Icontacted him and he ordered
the bulb, presumably within a day or two.
Towards the end of February the bulb arrived
and I took the equipment in for the bulb
replacement. On replacing and testing, he
found it was not the bulb at fault and decided
it would be best to return the model to the
distributors. It arrived at their service department via their transport on March 17th.
In answer to an enquiry from me, they sent
a letter dated April 11
th stating that the
repairs had been completed on April 8th and
the model would be returned during the week

three-element arrays. This combination will
produce a gain of approximately 3dB over a
single three-element array. The beamwidth
will be halved in the stacking plane so making
the receiving system less prone to some forms of
noise and reflections. Information on stacking
aerials, and in fact VHF aerials in general,
may be found in the
VHF Handbook' by
W. I. Orr and H. G. Johnson, published by
Radio Publications, Inc. You should be abLe to
obtain this book from your public library on
request.
NO BASS AT HIGH LEVELS

Dear Sir, Ihave an Eagle TSA IOC stereo
amplifier, and when the volume is turned full
on the music becomes very trebly and thin and
seems to loose all bass response. Could you
please give your opinion as to the cause. The
cartridge Ihave is a BSR Cl ceramic.
Yours faithfully, G. W. O., Sheffield
I have had no direct experience of this
amplifier, but it seems as though the volume
control may be frequency compensated' to
give a ' loudness' control effect at low settings—
that is, lifting the bass somewhat. Thus, as the
control is turned up so the bass falls. It might
be worth your while to check this with the
supplier for the control may be faulty or badly
set.
Alternatively, the Cl might not be matching
correctly. If you are running this into aload of
less than 1M impedance, unequalised, then
there certainly will be a lack of bass. It is
possible that the load varies with the volume
commencing April 14th, also apologising for
the delay, etc. Icontacted the dealer during
that week and he informed me that it had not
been returned, but he had received a bill
instead which he was contesting. Again Iwrote
to the importers querying the labour charge in
relation to the guarantee, to which Ireceived
an answer more or less saying it was none of
my business. At the end of April Iwas informed by the dealer that he had paid the bill,
but Idid not receive my tuner-amplifier until
May 10th.
It would appear that a dispute purely
between the manufacturer and dealer can
dispossess a consumer of his property: so
much for the attitude to customers of one
major importer of Scandinavian equipment.
It used to be said that British manufacturers'
after-sales service was bad, but this is diabolical: bought, 23/11/68; faulty, 13/12/68; in
for service, 17/3/69; serviced, 8/4/69; returned,
10/5/69.
Yours faithfully

. . . about service and sense
From: Fred Walker, Chief Technician, Audio
Dept., John Peters, Lands Lane, Leeds.
DEAR SIR,
After reading some of your
readers' letters concerning the servicing set-up
in this country with regard to high fidelity apparatus, Ifelt Ijust:had to put the record straight.
The major reason for this generalised poor
or non-existent servicing facility is simply
because the customer will not pay. People
have the idea that they have a fixed and unassailable right to free service for ever, discounts of the order of 20% or so, free installation, free advice, ad infinitum.
Therefore most retailers restrict their ser833

control setting—thus affecting the response at
high levels, or if the cartridge output is too low
the loudness compensation may well be to
blame.
ACOUSTIC FEEDBACK AND TD 150

Dear Sir, thave aquery relating to acoustic
feedback and would be more than grateful if
you could advise me on this problem.
Iam using a Thorens TD 150B turntable
with SME tone-arm and, although the unit is
shelf-mounted some distance from the speakers,
there is still a very slight degree of vibration
apparent on the tone-arm board. This would
be remedied by allowing the unit to ' float' on
its suspension, but in this condition, handling
becomes more difficult.
If there is no detrimental effect, Iam inclined
to leave the suspension completely rigid, but 1
am worried that permanent damage to my
records may result.
Yours faithfully, B. C. G., Acton
You need have no fear of damage to your
records. If results are satisfactory, and there is
no audible effect, you are not in fact getting
acoustic feedback. The Thorens TD 150 is
intended to float on its suspension, as you say,
but if no trouble is experienced, it is not necessary to use it in this way. A useful compromise,
which often works well, is to float the unit, as
intended, but stuff the springs lightly with rubber
or plastic foam. Rubber is better, as it retains
its elasticity longer, but it needs to be the light
fine-textured variety. You may care to try this.
(continued on page 839)
vicing to goods bought from them and will
not handle equipment purchased elsewhere;
Idon't blame them. At one time we used to
service anyone's equipment, but after a while
we began to notice agrowing mountain of bad
debts, 90% of which appeared to be repair
charges, and most of them being goods not
sold by us. Also, it was noticed that most of
these were causing trouble and bad feeling,
and wasted time, with lengthy telephone calls,
etc, to the detriment of other work. So that we
could provide a first-class service to our own
customers we therefore refused to handle any
more of this kind of work, which was bad
business, anyway. (As an example, people
were expecting us to carry out repair work
under guarantee completely free of charge even
when the article had been bought elsewhere!)
A word of advice to potential purchasers:
there is nothing illegal or immoral in searching
for the best price when buying hi-fi. But unless
you are confident that you can repair your
own equipment if it goes wrong, unless you are
prepared to wait weeks or sometimes months
for spares and/or manuals, Iwould sincerely
advise that you go to an old-fashioned retailer
who does not offer discount and who does not
sell every cheap Hong Kong brand under the
sun (and some you've never heard of) and who
will look after you after the hard-earned cash
has been parted with. Look on his walls for
evidence of City and Guilds servicing certificates, test his salesmen to see if they know
anything about the equipment they are selling,
and ask your friends if they have had good
service from him in the past. And, above all,
stick to the well-known, well-established names
in hi-fi.
Yours faithfully

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
We are specialist suppliers for all TANDBERG Equipment
MAINS OPERATED TAPE RECORDERS
Ampex 800 Series Stereo
Ampex 1100 Stereo
Ampex 2100 Stereo
•Akai 1710W Stereo
'Akai 3000D Pre Amp Deck Stereo
'Akai M.9 Stereo
'Akai
1800 Dual-purpose stereo 8
track cartridge and tape recorder
"Brenell Mk. 5 M Series Ill Mono
*Brenell Mk. 5 Series III Mono
'Brenell ST200 2Tr. St.
*Brenell ST400 4Tr. St.
Ferguson 3232 Stereo 4 Tr.
Ferguson 3226 Mono
Ferguson 3224 Mono
Ferguson 3216 Mono
•Ferrograph 713
•Ferrograph 702 4
*Ferrograph 722 4
Fidelity Studio 4 Track Mono
Fidelity ' Braemar' 2 or 4 Tr. Mono
Grundig TKI40 DL 4 Track Mono
Grundig TKI20 DL 2 Track Mono
"Grundig TK245 DL Stereo/Mono
*Grundig TR247 DL 4T. St.
Grundig 145 DL 4 Tr. Auto Mono
'Grundig TK340 DL 4 Tr. Stereo '3 sp.
Philips 4307 4 Tr. Single speed Mono
Philips 4305 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
'Philips Professional PRO.12
Philips Stereo 4404 2 sp. 4 Tr.
Philips Stereo Cassette 3312 with 2 sp.
Philips 4407 St. 3 sp. 4 Tr.
*Philips 4408 Prof. 3sp. 3Tr. Stereo
-Revox 77 Stereo Transistor
'Sanyo 801 St. Pre- Amp.

Sanyo 929 4 Tr. 2 sp. Stereo
Sanyo 939 4 Tr. 2 sp. Stereo
'Sanyo 990 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sharp RD.706 2 sp./2 Tr./Batt. Mains
'Sony 335 Deck and Stereo Pre- amp.
*Sony 255 Deck and Stereo Pre- amp.
'Tandberg 15 2 or 4 Tr.,3 sp./Mono
"Tandberg Series 6X Pr. A/Dk Stereo
3 sp. 2f4 Tr.
*Tandberg Series 12 X 3 sp. 24 Tr. St.
Telefunken 204 T.S.
Telefunken 501 4 Tr.
Telefunken 200 2 Tr. Mono
Telefunken 203 Stereo Mono 4Tr. 2sp
Telefunken 201 Mono 4 Tr.
'Vortexion WV13/7 3-sp. 2 Tr. Mono
*Vortexion CLB/7 Stereo 2 Tr. 3 sp.
Wyndsor Vanguard 3 sp. 4 Tr. Mono

BATTERY PORTABLES
AKAI 10 V 4 Tr. ,St'BM
Standard Series 11-2
Ferguson Cassette 3236
Grundig Cassette C.200
Sanyo Cassette
Aiwa Cassette Batt/Mains
Philips 2205 Batt Mains Cassette
Philips EL3302 Cassette
Stella 9112AT Bat./Mains Cassette
Sharp 504 2-sp./2 Tr./Batt. Mains
Sharp 505 2 Tr. 2 sp. ' BM
National 4 Tr./2 sp./Batt. Mains
National Cassette Batt./Mains
Telefunken 302 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
Wher 4000L. 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
*U her 42004400 2/4 Tr. 4 sp. Stereo

FOR A FAIR AND DEPENDABLE DEAL IN

TAPE and 11111-F1
*
*
*

Minimum Deposit and no Interest or Service Charges on H.P.
up to 18 months * Free Service during Guarantee Period
Fair Part Exchange Allowance on your old Recorder
Reconditioned Recorders available to personal shoppers only

•MAINS

POWER PACKS

1 III- 11 IIEPT.
e AMPLIFIERS

Philips, Stella
Telefunken 300 with cell
U her 4000 with cell
•• Microphone extra

•MICROPHONES, MIXERS etc. by
AKG, Hammond, Grampian, Reslo.
Acos, Film Industries, Telefunken,
Beyer, Sennheiser, etc.
Bib and E.M.I. splicers, Matching transformers, Defluxers, Bulk Erasers, etc.
Uher Mixer
Eagle Mixer
Hammond 5- way Mixer
Philips Pre- amp.
Also stands, booms, fittings.
Pre-recorded tapes and music cassettes by Columbia, H.M.V. and all
E.M.I. labels, etc.
Tapes in all grades and lengths by:
B.A.S.F., Scotch, Philips, E.M.I.
Cassettes by Philips, etc.
Headphones by AKG, Ampex, Akai,
Sansui, Nikko, Philips.

NOTE.
HEN.8

2.'

When writing, please quote
nd include s.a.e. for reply.

Quad Rogers Arena Philips
Goodman Nikko Sansui Sanyo
ARD Leak Armstrong Tripletone Tandberg
• TUNERS
Quad Rogers Leak Armstrong
Tripletone Arena Nikko
Goodman Huldra
• LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad Rogers Kef Wharfedale
Goodman
Tannoy
Lowther
Leak Tandberg Arena Celestion

e MOTORS,

PICKUPS
GARRARD incl.
Thorens
SP.25 401, etc.
Tannoy
Goldring
Shure
Connoisseur
Empire
Audiotee
Sonotone
Neat
SME Mk. II
Acos
BSR
Dual
Pickering
ER
All types of Diamond and Sapphire
styli, stereo and mono. Microlifts,
Garrard. Goldring and Acos Pressure
Gauges. Disc Preener. Acos Dust
Bug. Cabarets by Clearview

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.16
Between St. Leonard's Church
and Streatham Statfon

•

01-769 0466: 01-769 0192

Please note this is our only address
Free parking Prentis Road, 2 mins. away
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY— EARLY CLOSING WEDNESDAY

The All
SERIES TWO
The mark II version of this
famous amplifier is now
available.

* Complete freedom from cross- over distortion effects by virtue of linear class A operation *

IdB

20 c/s to 20 kc/s frequency response * Ultra low noise levels * Excellent maintenance of RIAA
characteristic * 24 Watts R.M.S. total output into 8ohm Loudspeakers * 2.5 millivolt input
sensitivity * 25 dB overload capability * Disc- radio- tape- auxiliary inputs* Rumble Filter * H.F.
Filter * Headphone Outlet
All the above plus the acknowledged high engineering standards employed together with
the new extremely attractive redesigned facia panel—make this the ideal amplifier
—for the perfectionist with an adequate but not endless bank roll.

SEE YOUR DEALER NOW
OR WRITE FOR FREE
ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE

£56
RECOMMENDED
RETAIL PRICE

designed by
James Sugden

manufactured and
supplied by

J. E. SUGDEN AND COMPANY LIMITED
BRADFORD ROAD, CLECKHEATON, YORKS.
Telephone CLECKHEATON ( OWR 62) 2501

The circuit is DC-stabilised by feedback
rom the speaker feed to the base circuit of
'rl, while phase-corrected negative feedback
s applied from the same point back to the
miner of the signal voltage amplifier (that
oupled to Trl but not shown in the circuit).
he whole system is thus DC-coupled all the
vay through from Tri to Tr4 and Tr5. The
nitial amount of forward bias required by the
rutput pair to shift them a little from total
utoff towards Class-A (giving quasi-Class B
vorking, sometimes inaccurately described as
lass AB) is provided by the voltage drop across
liodes DI/D2. However, the circuit is tailored
or optimum performance by the presets PI
nd P2.
The DC bias is first adjusted by means of
'2. This establishes the quiescent current of the
eutput pair, and one way of making the adjustnent is by introducing a milliammeter in
enes with Tr4/Tr5, anywhere along the series
ircuit, but usually at Tr4 collector or Tr5
mitter, and regulating the preset for the
equired quiescent current.
To avoid having to break the circuit I
erefer to measure the volts drop across one of
he emitter resistors of the output transistors,
nd that returned to the chassis line is usually
he most convenient since it allows one side of
he meter to be connected to the chassis
lirect, as shown at A in fig. 2.
The voltage across a known value of resisance can easily be converted to current by
'sing Ohm's law ( i.e., the current in amperes
s equal to the voltage across the resistance
livided by its value in ohms). In practice,
lepending on the full power potential of the
mplifier, heat-sink size, general design paraneters and so forth, the quiescent current is
tot all that high, and since the resistors in
enes with the output transistors each have a
mall value to avoid audio power loss while
Iving fair protection against basic thermal
unaway, the measured voltage will also be
mall. For example, if the amplifier has
teen designed for a quiescent current of,
ay, 50 mA, then the voltage across one of the
1.24-ohm resistors will be a mere 12 mV.
-knee a very sensitive meter will be needed to
ecord it.
The meter in fig. 2 is shown connected posiive to Tr5 emitter electrode. This is because
he output transistors in this circuit are
,
-p-n types. The meter connections would of
ourse have to be changed round with p-n-p
ransistors.
The next question is: how much quiescent
urrent shall Iadjust for?' Well this depends,
.s just intimated, on the design and power
apabilities of the amplifier, and it is certainly
lot a good idea to go round making exploraory adjustments in the hope of striking a
etting that will miraculously give a new ` low'
ncrossover distortion! The best plan is to get
told of a copy of the maker's service manual
fthis is possible. With some British makers a
etter or even a phone call can yield the
tecessary information, and the more reputable
mporters of overseas equipment either have
t hi-fi section staffed by knowledgeable
tersonnel or can provide a comprehensive
ervice manual carrying all the data required
or optimum adjustments. I have just been
ooking through some really excellent service
nanuals pertaining to imported equipment, so
know they do exist!

Fig. 4 (a)

(b)

Fig. 4 ( above) Positive and negative peaks display symmetrical clipping when the amplifier is
correctly adjusted. In ( b) clipping is asymmetric.
Fig. 5 Balance of DC or AC signals is often left
to presets as shown hate.
Fig. 6 ( below) Attenative clipping wave-forms.
These shapes are often functions of device nonlinearity. In fig. 4 clipping is a function of available supply volts.

FIG 5

Fig. 6 ( a)

(b)

It is important to remember that asetting of
the preset that gives insufficient quiescent
current could well result in excessive crossover
distortion when the amplifier is running at low
level, and it seems to me that quite afew of the
less costly of Class- B amplifiers are running
with more low-level distortion than is truly
necessary. On the other hand, too much
current can cause the output transistors to
'bottom' on peak signals, thereby reducing the
power potential of the amplifier, and also precipitating thermal runaway, especially with
'budget' designs of small heat-sink mass. Big
amplifiers might run at some 50 mA quiescent
current, especially with silicon output transistors, but smaller power germanium models
might not be able to stand anything like this
current.
From first principles, severe crossover distortion occurs when an amplifier is run in true
Class- B mode (e.g., no quiescent current); the
distortion then lends to diminish at very low
power outputs as the quiescent current is
increased; but if it is taken up too far, crossover
can sometimes come in again at higher powers.
Preset PI in fig. 2 sets the base bias of Tr
and determines the centre- line voltage. This
adjustment, too, is rather critical if minimum
THD is required at full output power. The best
way of establishing the correct setting of this
preset is by monitoring the output of the
amplifier on a scope when it is carrying sinewave signal. The set-up of the instruments is
shown in fig. 3.

The signal generator should feature a
reasonable variable attenuatoç and the output
should be fed into a high-level. non-equalised
input of the amplifier, the TuriEn or AUXILIARY
input serving well. The amplifier must be
loaded with a ' tough' wirewound resistance of
value equal to the nominal output load
impedance. Iusually find that aload of 8ohms
is best for most amplifiers. When the amplifier
is run hard all the audio power will be dissipated by the load, so it will get very hot
and if it is under-rated (powerwise) it will
glow red and possibly fuse.
A resistor that can handle continuously a
power of 20 W is suitable for the vast majority
of domestic hi-fi amplifiers, even when their
continuous maximum power output is above
20 W, provided that the power in excess of the
continuous rating of the load is not sustained
for more than about five minutes ( the intermittent rating of such a component, in fact,
could be almost 35 W). The toad will certainly
get warm, even when so rated, and, having a
positive temperature-coefficient, will tend to
increase in value. This is of little moment for
the balancing adjustment but it can certainly
give incorrect indications of audio power when
this is computed in terms of RMS voltage
across the ' cold value' of the load.
For my work, which must be very accurate,
I use variable resistors made by the British
Electric Resistance Company Ltd of IA and
2A ratings, with a full value of 25 ohms. The
wire on the element of these is vety thick and
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SAVE up to 45%
on

Black
Long Life
Zonatape

AN
ILFORD PRODUCT.

• A first class polyester based recording tape
manufactured for professional use
must be the best offer yet for
tape of this quality!
List
SAVE

Our Price
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AVAILABLE:-

• Leader tape ( 1000 ft.) wound on r spool. Available in the
following colours white, red, green, blue, yellow.
PRICE: 19/9 per spool.
• POST & PKG. 2/6 • ORDERS OVER £5 POST

FREE.

TATLOCK and TINGLEY
PILGRIMS

HOLT, MARGERY LANE, LOWER KINGSWOOD, SY.

Turn
down the
volume and you can
hear the applause!
We always thought we had a winner in the DM3
ioudspeaker. But some of the nice things people have
said about it almost make us blush. In fact, the
B & W DM3 evokes the same heart-warming acclaim
wherever it's heard. Which rather proves our point
that it's just about unbeatable in its class.
The B & W DM3 loudspeaker—
a beautiful new experience in sound, from £63.
Don't forget—our P2 loudspeaker and SEIA Equaliser
have been equally well received!
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well ' heat-sinked', while the slider is massive
carbon. If Iam making absolute power tests
Ifirst run up the amplifier towards full power
to warm-up the resistor and then very accurately measure itt value on a low-R bridge,
adjusting the control knob to give the required
value for the test in hand.
However, for the balancing adjustments one
need not go to such extremes, and if some fair
means of measuring R is at hand, a length of
2kW electric fire spiral element can be tailored
to give the required load resistance. This
works quite well.
To get back to the balancing set-up. With
the load in situ the scope is connected across
it as shown in fig. 3and the amplifier adjusted
for maximum volume control setting and tone
controls ' flat', at which point care must be
taken to see that the output from the signal
generator is at minimum before energising the
amplifier. In practice, it is best to start with
the amplifier's V/C turned right down and then
gradually advance it to maximum for the tests
and adjustments, for a sudden surge of high
input signal would not be liked by the output
transistors.
The signal from the generator is then
gradually increased while observing the scope

READERS' PROBLEMS ,„eitinued
TOO MUCH SIGNAL

Dear Sir, I live in Glossop, Derbyshire,
some 900 feet above sea level and can see
from my window about three-quarters of the
Holme Moss transmitter, which is 12 miles
away as the crow flies. When Icame here I
contacted my local radio shop, as the tuner
manufacturers recommend, and they erected a
single dipole on my chimney. You will
probably now have guessed my troubles, but
it took me four years and a lot of patience to
find the answer to my problems, which were
that Ihad the volume control of my Quad at
maximum in order to hear an FM transmission, yet reception from Sutton Coldfield,
50 miles away, had better HF response and I
could listen with the volume control at ' 6'
although some hiss was evident.
I wrote to Holme Moss and the chief
engineer phoned to say how sorry he was and
that he too lived near to the mast and had
similar troubles. He suggested that I was
getting a weak signal and told me to try
reflectors and deflectors and all sorts of things,
but they did not work. Eventually Quad
solved my problem by telling me that in their
opinion Iwas grossly overloading the tuner as
Iwas so close to Holme Moss. Holme Moss
said this was rot, but Ihave never had bad
advice from Quad so Iwent out and bought
an indoor aerial and a 24 dB attenuator and
my troubles were over.
Last weekend in readiness for the stereo
transmission I bought a decoder, but I now
seem to be back to square one as far as reception goes. Ihave read that the stereo signal is
30 dB down so Ithought all Ihad to do was to
remove the 24 dB attenuator and Iwould get
an adequate signal. First Itried my chimney
dipole and got no signal either with or without
the 24 dB attenuator, but got a poor response
from Sutton. Do Iunderstand from this that
the decoder is more prone to overloading and

display. As the input signal amplitude is
increased, so the scope's ' Y' gain will have to
be decreased to keep the display on the screen.
At some high power output point the displayed
sine-wave will show signs of clipping on peaks,
and if the signal balance preset is set correctly
both positive and negative peaks will clip
simultaneously as shown at (a) in fig. 4. The
display at (b) indicates quite bad unbalance
which can easily be corrected by carefully
adjusting the balancing preset such as PI in
fig. 2, shown in reality in fig. 5on an amplifier
in my laboratory. As the control is moved one
way, so the clipping on the affected half-cycle
will worsen; but when moved the other way the
clipping on this peak will diminish and clipping
will tend to show on the other half-cycle. The
least sensitive input should be used and it
may be necessary to adjust the generator signal
very slightly (in amplitude) to secure the most
accurate position of balance.
Since the maximum continuous power output
of an amplifier is determined by adjusting the
output just up to waveform clipping level
(just prior to the output indicated in fig. 4(a)),
it follows that maladjustment of the balancing
preset is likely to cut the full power output,
since the clipping will occur early on the one

that the tuner was overloaded to the point of
cancellation? I then tried the indoor aerial
(neat!) and got an excellent signal with hardly
any hiss, but my volume control was up to
maximum as in the pre-Quad advice days. I
then watered down my indoor signal with the
24 dB thing and this is the best combination,
although there is plenty of hiss. My theory
that Icould remove the attentuator because I
needed an extra 30 dB is obviously wrong and
it seems to me that Ineed an attenuator still,
but perhaps a 12-18 dB type. Perhaps you
would kindly confirm that Iam on the right
lines—doubtless you realise why I have not
contacted my local TV dealer for advice!
Yours faithfully, D. L., Glossop

half-cycle, as in fig. 4(b). Sometimes the
clipping is as shown at (a) and (
b) in fig. 6.
Waveform (b) was taken at LF, while (a) was
higher up the spectrum. It is usually best,
though, to take the display at 1kHz.
To measure the amplifier's continuous
power output the set-up in fig. 3 can be used
with the addition of amillivoltmeter (flat over
the audio range) connected with the scope
across the load. With the meter scaled in
RMS voltage, the voltage read just prior to the
clipping output should be accurately noted.
This is then squared and the resulting figure is
divided by the actual resistance value of the
load when it was handling the full power when
the voltage reading was obtained. At this
juncture it is noteworthy that the peak voltage
of the sine-wave is 1.414 (.4
12) times the
measured ams voltage. Now if this peak
voltage is squared and the figure so obtained
divided by the load in ohms, we shall get an
answer of twice the power based on RMS
voltage—after all, ,/2x ,./2 is 2! This is how
some sales leaflets try to persuade users that
amplifier A is more powerful than amplifier B.
Some sales gimmicks, so Iam told, even went
as far as basing power on the peak-to-peak
voltage across the load.

HISS AND OVERLOAD

Dear Sir, My equipment is as follows, a
Shure M55E cartridge, SME 3009 Mk. II arm
with Garrard 401 transcription turntable.
This feeds (as also does my Quad tuner) into a
Quad 33/303 amplifier and thence into two
Bowers and Wilkins P2H Monitors.
However, Iexperience trouble as follows:
(I) Despite use of ' Parastat' and a ' Dust
Bug' and filters there is a relatively large
amount amount of hiss and crackle on new
records.
(2) Iam unable to use the Quad amplifier
beyond about position 6on its volume control
for reproduction without reverberation in the
loudspeakers when a record is played. This
does not happen if the volume is turned up
when no record is being played. Can you
Well, at 900ft above sea level you have not
advise on the correction of these two defects
the reception problem (indeed could never have
please ?
the reception problem) of being short of signal.
Yours sincerely, P. C., Epsom, Surrey
You are of course well within line of sight—did
It is impossible, as Iam sure you will appreyou tell the Holme Moss engineer about the site
ciate, to give a definite diagnosis of the causes
height? Certainly your area (for the majority
of your trouble at a distance, but it sounds to
in less elevated positions) could be awful for
me as if you may be overloading the lonofane
FM—especially the neighbouring valleys of
units in the B. & W. speakers, and possibly
course—but Ithink indeed you are right about
suffering from amild form of acoustic feedback.
the need for an attentuator still. However,
The cure for this is tedious, and amounts simply
there is alot of ' muck' coming up from Sutton
to complete decoupling, isolation of speakers
Coldfield and thence through to the link with
from floor on blocks of foam rubber, wallHolme Moss which is being rebroadcast by that
mounting of equipment or the addition of mass
station. Mostly it is amixture of low frequency
to the cabinet, and isolation of the motor board,
noise, but there is hiss also and Ihave had an
motor plate and pickup base from each other,
admission of this from the BBC after battling
and from the cabinet, by resting on foam rubber.
with them for some weeks about their noises off.
You don't say what tracking weight you are
They have been up late several nights pulling
using, but if the Shure cartridge is used at less
Sutton Coldfield to bits looking for some of
than 14-14 grams, there is a real chance that
these noises off, but the rest are on the microhiss and surface noise are being increased. I
wave link itself, Ithink.
I would try an Egen attentuator which is a think you might find some benefit from the use
of the new Watts hi-fi Parastat in conjunction
stepped type, 6dB intervals to 36 dB! Overload
with your Preener, and by the use of the latter
is certainly possible, but give the BBC time to
with the Humid Mop to ensure that it is properly
sort out their troubles before buying the Egen
humidified and activiated before each applicawhich costs around I0- 12s., though in the long
tion. The New Formula Fluid should NOT be
run it is cheaper than aset of Belling-Lee types.
applied directly to the Preener when a lightYou can make one of sorts with 3d resistors of
weight pickup is in use.
course.
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A superb, all-silicon transistor,

PEAK SOUND PA.15-15

stereophonic, integrated amplifier
from the manufacturers who
supply the Japanese Broadcasting

HIGH FIDELITY POWER AMPLIFIER MODULE FOR THE FINEST POSSIBLE
PERFORMANCE

Network. Its performance com-

as recommended for the HiFi News TWIN TWENTY

pletely justifies such abackground.
Power: 5oW into 8Ohm loads.
Distortion: less than 0.e„ at 40 W
into 8Ohms. Frequency Response: 10-50,000 Hz

only

i dB.

The result is sheer uncompromising
sound. Everything that the most
critical audiophile could wish for.
We make only one minor
reservation . . .

25 WATTS
R.M.S.
INTO 15 OHMS

with the
Lux SQ1220, we
cannot promise
you will hear
afeather drop

Reg Williamson's Twin Twenty as described in Hi Fi News is
one of the finest high fidelity systems ever and Peak Sound
are particularly proud that their PA.25-I 5 ready- built power
amplifier module based on Reg VVilliamson's circuit has been
fully approved both for its form and performance. This
means a great saving in time and effort for the enthusiast
prepared to construct his own assembly for the sake of
owning a superlatively fine high fidelity stereo amplifier at
not too great acost for the PA.25-I5 is a model of technically
efficient design. The sub- miniature output transistors are
housed out of sight between the shell which serves as both
screen and heat sink and the circuit baseboard. The forward
edge of the module can take an edge connector for power
and output connections. A 68 volt power supply unit will be
available very shortly. For full circuit details see "Hi Fi News",
March issue.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Power requirement: 68 VDC.
Speaker impedance: 8-16 ohms.
Power at IHz: 26.6 W into 15 ohms.
Total harmonic distortion at 1kHz/26.6
watts: Less than 0.1%.

Bandwidth for
IdB at 20 W at less than
0.25% distortion: 20 Hz- 20 kHz.
Frequency response at 1W. - 20 Hz120 kHz (
3dB).
Input sensitivity for 26.6 W: 500 mV.
Signal to noise ratio: Better than 80 dB.
Size 5" x 31" x V.

PEAK SOUND PA.25-15 designer- approved power
amplifier module ready built and tested.
/f ordered direct, please add 1/6 p.p. per unit.

£11.15.0

PEAK SOUND ES.10-15 LOUDSPEAKER
This is the speaker that HI-FI NEWS described as
ELAC 59 RM.I09 Unit, see June issue)

-

Rolls-Royce"

P. J. Baxandall ( of Tone Control Circuit fame)
designed this high-fidelity loudspeaker which, by
using original equalising circuitry, was both low
priced and extremely efficient as described in
Wireless World (Aug./Sept. ' 68). Peak Sound are
privileged to supply the kit for this exactly to che
specification and approval of the designer. Input
impedance- 15 ohms; loading up to 10 watts
R.M.S.; response 60 to 14,000 Hz ( 100-10 kHz
± 3dB). Teak finished cabinet- 18r x 12 x10".
Kit complete with special elliptical unit, pack- flat
cabinet, and all parts.
E10.2.3 £ 1.2.9 P/Tax
(Carr. 12/6). Leaflet available.

Please send further details and address of my nearest Lux stockist.
SHRIRO ( U.K.) LIMITED,

Go to your dealer now

8 Bush Lane, Cannon Street, London, E.C.4.

for your authentic Peak Sound PA.25-15 Kit or
ES.10-15 Kit. In case of difficulty, please send
direct, giving the name and address of your usual
supplier if possible. Add 1/6 postage and packing
per module in U.K. and 12/6 carr. per ES. 10- IS if
ordered direct in U.K.

NAME
ADDRESS

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

PEAK SOUND ( HARROW) LTD.

(HN4)

32 ST. JUDE'S RD., ENGLEFIELD GREEN,
EGI-1AM, SURREY. Telephone: EGHAM 5316
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(fitted with

READERS' INSTALLATIONS DESCRIBED
A have written to us in recent months about
lot of people with alot of money seem to

their hi-fi equipment, despite the popularity of
articles on budget equipment. Not that there
are not a few home-made cabinets and loudspeakers still mentioned by readers—cabinets
in particular seem to cost more than many are
prepared to pay, suggesting perhaps that the
desire for afew more watts or an extra filter is
worth the bruised fingers and saw cuts.
Far from shying at such minor abrasions
(not to mention the shocking puns they may
attract!) Mr. I. M. Earnshaw of Newcastle
University has cooperated with Mr. Derek
Horn to build ` Horn's Horn' in aNorthumberland boy's club. This is an adaptation of the
design by John Crabbe published in HFN in
October/November 1967 with modifications
designed to make it suitable for a round unit
(an Audiotrine) which is employed with an HF
horn on the front, the back of the cone facing
the main bass horn.
Driven by a Trix P.A. amplifier, and a
Garrard SP 25/Deram combination results are
very satisfactory despite the ` rather fudged
nature of the crossover' and the terrible hall
acoustics.
One of our overseas readers, Dr. H. C. De
Souza Araugo in Rio-de-Janeiro, has assembled what he regards as a ' perfect compromise' installation although it is unlikely
that many people will agree since the cost, in
Britain at least, would be considerable.
Two TD 124s, an SME and a Thorens
arm—both with Ortofon cartridges and amplifiers and tuners by Marantz, McIntosh and
Sherwood share house-room with a Revox, a
Tandberg and an Akai M8 soon to be replaced
with a Ferrograph Series 7 (on order) with a
further Series 7 to follow (funds permitting?)
Improvements in the offing include the
purchase of new S-15 cartridges a cross-field
bias Tandberg 64X and an SME 9in. arm to
replace the old 12 in. version. Speakers are
Leak Sandwiches.
A compromise of a different sort, but none
the less ingenious, is the record player in a
cocktail cabinet designed and made by Mr. E.
Tunnadine of Wylde Green in Warwickshire.
As well as Quad amplifier and stereo tuner, the
cabinet houses a Garrard Lab 80.
Mr.
Tunnadine doesn't identify his headphones,
or the other equipment, although from other
prints submitted we see he uses Quad ELSs (one
is just visible in the reproduced photograph).
Close inspection also suggests he likes Chopin
and Gilbert & Sullivan and he reads amagazine
with aname something like The Gramophone!
Another comprehensive set-up, this time
belonging to an Australian reader, belongs to
Mr. G. Chambers of Balwyn, Victoria in
Austrialia. Mr. Chambers likes to have his
equipment laid out in an orderly but accessible fashion, and accordingly his listenting
room includes the arrangement illustrated.
Tape machines are Ampex and Akai (an M7
in the photograph, but this is has since been
replaced by an M9) while the main item of

(Above left) Hi-fi in a cocktail cabinet or Quad on
Vodka, Mr. E. Tunnadines equtpment. ( Right) Horn's
horn, built by Messrs Horn and Earnshaw in
Northumberland. (Middle) Mr Chambers favours
an open plan' layout, while ( Bottom) Dr De Souza
has a range of shelf mounted equipment.

electronics is the Harmon Kardon Two-Ten
tuner amplifier fitted into a home cabinet
complete with input fader potentiometers
built-in at either end.
The turntable unit is a P-E 33, and on the
left is aswitching unit for routing programmes
between the tape-recorders and the tuneramplifier and the record-player the electronics
feed into compact Empire loudspeakers fitted
to the walls.
If you have written to us about your hi-fi
equipment and it has not been included here
please be patient for it probably will be. If
you have not, and have some interesting ideas,
why don't you? And if you do please send
photographs. preferably in black and white.
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AISLO

richardson

makes
the scene

announce the forthcoming release of their
SCP 2—SIA 100 units.

LYNDA JENAINS

The SCP 2is similar in appearance to the
SCP 1, but has plug in circuit boards and
an overload factor up to + 36dB.
Distortion at + 30dB is less than 0.1%.

Count down. Cue light on. Tape running.
Dry throat. Switch-back stomach.
Rubber knees. Can't remember the
intro ... Oh yes, after three.

The SIA 100 solid state stereo integrated
amplifier will give 40 watts r.m.s. into
8ohms.

What else can go wrong?
Not my Reslo mike, thank goodness.
Man, do Icling to that.
Here we go . loud and clear,
with any luck I'll get off before
they start throwing things.
Like golden discs.
Please send me your free brochure giving full details.

1

J. Richardson Electronics Ltd,
57 Jamestown Road, London, N.W.1.
01-267 0723

RESLO MIKES,
ROMFORD, ESSEX.
S42

HIGH FIDELITY PICKUPS

PART TWO

Designing the arm

AST month we discussed some of the
characteristics of the pickup cartridge and
the importance of choosing one which will
perform its function adequately.
Having
selected the ' ideal' cartridge it would be
foolish to mount it in an unsuitable pickup
arm, for the resulting combination would not
then do justice to the new cartridge. Indeed,
if the pickup arm is of very poor quality, it is
still possible to do considerable damage to a
vinyl disc (and the stylus) using even the
most expensive cartridge. Selecting the cartridge is, in fact, simply the first stage in the
design of a pickup, and it is intended, in the
following article to discuss, primarily, basic
pickup arm theory and design considerations.
Before continuing, though, there are three
essential parameters ( to add to last month's
list) which must be defined.
(I) Arm resonant frequency or the frequency
of resonance of the ' effective' arm mass M,,
acting with the stylus suspension of compliance
C.
FIG. IHORIZONTAL

AND LATERAL RESONANCE
HORIZONTAL RESONANCE
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COMPLIANCE / MASS AND
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By M. J. Cockerell

This is:

(i)

where f„ is the frequency of resonance of the
combination.
(2) Effective head mass or the inertia of the
pickup arm, including the cartridge and arm
mass, balance weights etc. at the stylus tip. It
may best be thought of as the weight the
cartridge would assume if there were no arm—
for the dynamic conditions to remain otherwise
unchanged.
(3) Tracking error which may be conveniently
considered as (
a) lateral—the angular difference
between the axis of the cantilever and a line
drawn at right angles to the record radius at
the point of stylus contact, and (
b) vertical—
which is only important in stereo pickups.
This is the angular difference between the path
taken by the stylus when deflected upwards
and the plane of the recorded vertical component on stereo records. The recorded
component plane is now standardised at 15°
forward from true vertical.
An unsuitable fundamental resonance (fa)
has been the downfall of many home-built
pickup arms, and even one or two commercial
pickup arms and cartridge combinations are
unusable for the same reason.
Fig. 1shows the vertical and lateral response
at low frequencies of a typical pickup arm/
cartridge combination.
Below the fundamental resonance the output drops very

RESONANCE

sharply, and there is also apeak in the response
at the resonance, the amplitude of which
depends on system damping. Clearly it is
desirable that the resonance does not occur
within the audio range, so it should be below,
say, 25 Hz for normal applications. Nevertheless,
unless a very good turntable is in use it is
essential to keep the resonance reasonably
high in order to avoid rumble output. Since
rumble is mainly vertical', the lateral resonance
can be somewhat lower if convenient, depending on the ratio of lateral and vertical compliance and mass. Very low frequencies are to
be avoided however since the stability of the
system will be affected, and external shocks or
eccentric pressings will cause the cartridge to
mistrack. Obviously, we are not going to
hear these low, sub-20 Hz frequencies, but if a
good cartridge is being employed, they will be
transmitted to the amplifier and the large
amplitudes involved could quite easily cause
overload thus producing distortion in the audio
range. It is recommended that on no account
should the arm resonances fall below 8Hz.
Having decided on the vertical resonant
frequency that will suit our turntable, by
substituting the effective vertical compliance of
our chosen cartridge in equation ( 1) we can
calculate the required effective mass of the
pickup arm. Ideally, the total effective mass
should not be greater than 10 gm, for as it
rises we run into trouble with warped and
off-centre discs. Consider, for example, the
motion of a pickup tracking a warped disc.
As the stylus rides up one side of the warp, it
tries to accelerate the arm upwards via its own
compliance, and if the inertia of the arm is
high, then a greater force will be required to
accelerate it sufficiently to ' follow' the warp,
and the resultant reaction between stylus and

1811z
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FIG. 3
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Vortex ion
This is a high fidelity amplifier (. 3 %
intermodulation distortion) using the
circuit of our 100% reliable- 100 Watt
Amplifier (no failures to date) with its
elaborate protection against short and
overload, etc. To this is allied our
latest development of F.E.T. Mixer
amplifier, again fully protected against
overload and completely free from radio
breakthrough. The mixer is arranged
for 3-30/60SI balanced line microphones,
and a high impedance line or gram.
input followed by bass and treble controls. Since the unit is completely free
from the input rectification distortion
of ordinary transistors, this unit gives
that clean high quality that has tended
to be lost with most solid state amplifiers.

THE VORTEXION 50/70 WATT ALL SILICON AMPLIFIER WITH BUILT-IN
4 WAY MIXER USING F.E.T.s.

Geeeee.,
MSS

VORTEXION

Size 14" x 114" x4¡"
100uV on 30/60 ohm mic. input.
100mV to 100 volts on gram/auxiliary
input 100KQ.

50/70/TE T

Weight 201b

ELECTRONIC MIXERS.

Various types of mixers available. 3-channel with accuracy within 1db Peak Programme Meter. 4-6-8-10 and 12-way mixers. Twin 2,3,4 and 5channel stereo. Tropicalised controls. Built-in screened
supplies. Balanced line mic. input. Outputs: 0.5v at 20K or alternative 1mW at 600 ohms, balanced, unbalanced or floating.

200 WATT AMPLIFIER.

Can deliver its full audio power at any frequency in the range of 30 c/s-20Kc/s±1 db.

Less than 0.2% distortion at 1Kc/s. Can be used to drive mechanical devices for which power is over 120 watt on continuous
sine wave. Input 1mW 600 ohms. Output 100-200v or 200-240v. Additional matching transformers for other impedances
are available.

30/50 WATT AMPLIFIER. With 4 mixed inputs, and bass and treble tone controls. Can deliver 50 watts of
speech and music or over 30 watts on continuous sine wave. Main amplifier has aresponse of 30 c/s-20Kc/s+1 db. 0.15%
distortion. Outputs 4, 7.5, 15 ohms and 100 volt line. Models are available with two, three or four mixed inputs for low
impedance balanced line microphones, pick-up or guitar.
CP50 AMPLIFIER.

An all silicon transistor 50 watt amplifier for mains and 12 volt battery operation, charging its

own battery and automatically going to battery if mains fail. Protected inputs, and overload and short circuit protected outputs
for 8ohms- 15 ohms and 100 volt line. Bass and treble controls fitted.
Models available with 1gram and 2low mic. inputs. 1gram and 3low mic, inputs or 4 low mic. inputs.

100 WATT ALL SILICON AMPLIFIER. A high quality amplifier with 8 ohms- 15 ohms and 100 volt
line output for A.C. Mains. Protection is given for short and open circuit output over driving and over temperature. Input
0.4v on 100K ohms.
20/30 WATT MIXER AMPLIFIER.

High fidelity all silicon model with F.E.T. input stages to reduce
intermodulation distortion to afraction of normal transitor input circuits. The response is level 20 to 20,000 cps within 2db
and over 30 times damping factor. At 20 watts output there is less than 0.2 % intermodulation even over the microphone stage
at full gain with the treble and bass controls set level. Standard model 1-low mic. balanced input and Hi Z gram.

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257-263 The Broadway, Wimbledon, S.W.I9
Telephone: 01-542 2814 and 01-542 6242/3/4

Telegrams: " Vortexion London S.W.I9"
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groove will increase the playing weight and
may result in permanent damage to the vynl.
As soon as the stylus has passed the top of the
warp, the disc surface starts to descend again
with the arm following it—maximum acceleration being limited by gravity. But this motion
will cause a reduction in playing weight (just
as one is lighter in alift as it drops down) and
this reduction will be greater in amore massive
arm for any given warp. Towards the bottom
of the downward slope it is necessary for the
arm motion to stop, and once more the stylus
groove reaction depends on the inertia of the
pickup. All discs are warped and off-centre to
some extent, even if it is only a matter of
thousandths of an inch, and afigure of 10 gm
effective mass is considered a desirable value
on the basis of the rather larger warps that are
commonly encountered.
Bearing in mind, that most magnetic
cartridges weigh at least 7gm, this leaves only
3gm for the rest of the arm assembly.
Obviously, this figure of 10 gm is very rarely
achieved; it can, however, be closely approached
in some of the very best arms, but it is quite
obvious from fig. 2 that a very light high
compliance cartridge is essential if we are to
approach the ideal situation.
The lateral resonant frequency is found by
substituting the effective lateral mass (usually
equals the vertical mass with coplanar pivots)
into equation ( 1) together with the effective
lateral compliances of the cartridge. This
resonance should fall somewhere between the
vertical resonant frequency and half of this
value—preferably nearer to the latter. Note,
though, that values for the dynamic compliance
of the cartridge cannot be obtained and the
static value is used; because of this, unless the
cartridge is undamped the vertical resonant
frequency will probably be higher than the
computed value.
In order to obtain afigure for ' effective mass'
from the dimensions and masses of the various
parts of the proposed pickup arm, it is necessary to devise an expression for the inertia.

For avery close approximation to the exact
inertia we can make three assumptions.
(i) The head mass is concentrated at apoint,
distance l from the pivot, i.e. over the stylus
tip.
(ii) The arm is a thin straight rod ( bends
add mass!) of length l
s from the stylus tip to
behind the balance weights.
(iii) The balance weight is concentrated at a
point, distance 4, behind the pivot.
Referring to fig. 3, the effective mass (
M p)
of an arm about the pivot point is
=
Moment of Inertia of
+ M 242+ (
the rod)
The Moment of Inertia of the rod about its
mid-point is given by
M.I. = -I M
3

2

(,
1;) 2
.
4

and about the pivot point the value is
12

2

Therefore
MA'

=

M a/
a2 + M 342 + M

2[fi

/
2
() 2

(2)

At this stage the task may seem just alittle bit
frightening, and it is now necessary to eliminate
some of the variables.
The length 4 is quite important, because the
tracking error, and therefore the second
harmonic distortion increases as length
decreases. On the other hand, the longer 4 the
heavier the arm and the higher the inertia so it
is suggested that 4 should be no greater than
12 in. and certainly no shorter than 8¡ in., 9-4. in.
being a reasonable choice. Both wooden and
aluminium tube may be used and of the two I
prefer the aluminium which, for the same
weight, has agreater resistance to bending. If
the arm is too flexible, resonances will seriously
effect pickup performance.
Knowing the mass per unit length of the
tubing used, M 2 can be calculated, allowing, say,

FIG. 5

a 3in. overhang behind the pivot. M 1 can
be assessed, knowing the mass of the proposed
cartridge, and adding to this the mass of the
head shell. And careful thought should be
given to the head shell—it is really just a
necessary evil, used to connect the cartridge
to the arm and incorporating the necessary
offset angle, and it should be as light as
possible.
We now know, or have, values for M I,M 2,
and 4 and 4, and we can find 4 by taking
moments after choosing Ma. If 13 is large, M s
is going to be correspondingly small. M s
must be kept down to reasonable values, i.e.
no greater than 200 gm, or the increased mass
(not effective mass) of the pickup arm will
result in excess pivot bearing wear. However
the greater M s the lower the inertia for any
given counter-moment—so once more compromise is necessary depending upon bearing
design.
When the parameters are chosen to your
own satisfaction, the effective mass may be
substituted into equation ( 1), and any adjustments necessary to secure the desired resonant
frequency carried out.
Tracking error occurs because the centre
line of the stylus can only be continually at
right angles to the record radius at the point
of contact if the pickup arm is infinitely long—
or if the pivot point moves with the stylus, for
only then can the stylus move in astraight line
from the outside to the centre of the disc.
Most pickup arms in use today, being of a
very finite length and pivoted, move in an arc
over the record, and therefore cannot be at
right angles to the radius at the point of
contact at all times, thus an error arises.
If we assume adistance, 4between the stylus
tip and the arm pivot, then, by offsetting the
stylus centre line by an angle 4, from the line
joining the pivot and the stylus tip, and also by
'overhanging' the arm, so that the distance 4
is greater than 4, (the distance between the
pickup pivot and the turntable spindle), we can
(continued overleaf)

PIVOT ARRANGEMENT

WHICH SUFFERS

WARP— WOW
PIVOT

t.
TURNTABLE

N15

PIVOT TO
STLUS HEIGHT

FIG. 6

LOWERING THE ARMS
CENTRE OF GRAVITY
PIVOT HOUSING ANO
STABILISING WEIGHT

ECCENTRIC BALANCE
WEIGHT

SPECIALISTS

obvious that unless the vertical pivot point is
in the same plane as the record surface, the
cartridge will be unable to move at right
angles to the plane of the record. Consequently,
any warp on the disc will induce afore-and-aft
motion of the arm as well as an up-and-down
one, resulting in a phenomena known as
1 { rir
2(r i+ r
2)
sin —
± + rir2
warp-wow. It is sufficient to ensure that the
(
3)
vertical pivot point is no more than, say, -Mn.
above the plane of the record surface, to avoid
1r
ri2r
22
this. Unfortunately, the unipivot pickup arm
(4)
° /, Li (
ri+ r2)3+ rir2
(which is the easiest to make) lends itself to the
type of configuration shown in fig. 5, because
For standard 12 in. microgroove records
the further the centre of gravity is below the
ri = 5.75 in., r
2 = 25in. and substitution of
pivot point, the greater is the restoring force
these values in equations (3) and (
4) gives
opposing lateral unbalance. There are, however, other ways of improving the stability
.
3.78
6.56
which do not increase the tendency to warpsin =
and — =
wow (see fig. 6).
If there is any friction in the pivot bearing,
Tracking error is a direct cause of 2nd
then additional tracking weight must be used
harmonic distortion and as afirst approximato counteract its effect. Thus if there is 4 gm
tion, for 12 in. microgroove discs, the following
friction in the vertical plane then, in order to
expression may be used
just maintain contact over a slight warp that
would just be tracked in a frictionless arm
5-5
gm extra must be added to the necessary
S.H.D.
(
5)
tracking weight. This situation is just as
11.6)
serious with lateral friction where lateral
eccentricities have to be followed. If ball races
Providing that the cartridge is mounted on the
arm correctly, vertical tracking error is a or axles are used at the pivot, any friction
present in the system will act at afinite radius,
function of the cartridge geometry/cutting angle
and the resulting frictional torque may well be
ratio, and so need not concern us at this point.
quite appreciable. In the unipivot' there is
Both the cartridge and groove cutting angle
ideally asingle point contact coincidental with
should conform to the now standardised 15°
the pivot point and hence, any frictional
forward of true vertical.
torque must be negligible.
Consider the pickup arm in fig. 5. It is

decrease the tracking error to a minimum.
Values for 4i and l
i—lo (
the overhang) can be
determined by use of equations due to
Baerwald where ri and r, are the outer and
inner groove radii respectively.
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TANDBERG

Fully informed staff—technically and musically
Fine demonstration facilities
Large stocks ready for immediate delivery
Complete systems installed free of cost within 30 miles of
Guildford
Interest Free Terms or easy Hire Purchase
No parking problems at Merrow
Open 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Early closing Wednesday 1p.m.

MERHOW SOUND,.

oFGUILDFORD

Merrow Sound Ltd., 229 Epsom Road, Guildford, Surrey
Tel.: Guildford 64171

demand the generation of an RMS pressure
level of about 160 dB (ref. 2x 10 -4 dynes/
sq.cm.). The alternate compressions and rarefactions imposed respectively heat and cool
the air column, but their rate is so high at all
audio frequencies that there is virtually no
redistribution of this heat energy between the
regions. This type of cycling is known as
adiabatic and because of it the waveform of
the air pressure changes leaving the instrument
is modified relative to that applied by the
player. However, this harmonic ' distortion' is
part of the character of the instrument. A
much more severe case occurs with a compressed air foghorn, where possibly 2000
acoustic watts have to pass via asmall throat,
giving rise to peak-to-peak pressures of awhole
atmosphere ( 194 dB p-p) or more. Once again,
the distortion is not only accepted, but even
valued for its fog- penetrating properties!

SUMMATION
BY

REX

BALDOCK

air behaves as alow distortion
ALTHOUGH
(linear) transmission link between the
performer(s) and audience at aconcert, it does
not follow that this is the case within some of
the musical instruments used. Fortunately, any
non- linearity involved is confined to each
particular instrument, and by the time their
contributions are added, both levels and phases
are sufficiently modified so as to preclude any
danger of unpleasant distortions or intensities
arising.
For asmall brass wind instrument, a ' music
power' of 1acoustic watt may sometimes be
required to pass through its interior and in the
narrower parts near the player's lips this will

VARIATION OF SOUND LEVEL
AND SOURCE

Type
of Vocal
Performance

Number
of
Singers

SOUND
PRESSURE LEVEL
(r.m.s.)
dB above 2x10 -.
dynes/cm'

dB
Difference

Phased

Uncorrelated

70

70

0

Solo

1

Duet

2

76

73

3

Motet

8

88

79

9

Anthem

20

96

83

13

Cantata

100

110

90

20

Oratorio

400

122

96

26

Requiem

1000

130

100

30

Festival

4000

142

106

36

With the brass wind instrument, the pressure
level at the bell mouth falls to 140 dB or less
and, if uniformly dispersed, is reduced to some
100 dB for a listener 10 ft distant. Even for
the player, the effect of distance and ' directionality' would probably give apressure reduction
of 50 dB between mouthpiece and ears. The
significant point here is that in any air region
where the contributions from two musical
instruments are likely to be similar, the pressure levels due to either will have fallen to
120 dB or less. At this sort of level, the
intermodulation distortion arising from the air
itself is quite negligible, since the sound pressure changes involved are of the order of a
fraction of 01 % of the static air pressure.
So, the sounds as heard from musical instruments playing together are virtually always
free from mutual interaction, an important
consideration partly accounting for the nontiring quality of such live sounds. No other
part of an audio chain is likely to be as linear
as the air path from performers to listeners
over the entire audible frequency range, hence
introducing the danger of added and unpleasant
distortion products.
The actual result of adding two or more
alternating pressures at some position is dependent on their magnitudes and respective time
phases. It is perhaps worth mentioning that
since pressure is directionless ( being a scalar
quantity), addition is purely an additive process,
whereas if velocities are to be added (
vector
quantities) their result is the consequence of a
vector addition and will depend on their relative directions as well as their amplitudes and
time phases. Since human hearing is a largely
pressure dependent phenomenon it is most
relevant to discuss resultant pressures.
If two separated musical instruments could
be played so as to have exactly the same frequency, waveform and phase then, if clear of
any reflecting surfaces, a listener equidistant
from both would perceive just one louder
instrument of equal quality situated half way
between the actual instruments. In fact, this
sort of trick only comes off with loudspeakers,
so making stereo reproduction possible; for
nobody ever heard two trumpets so well
matched that they audibly disappeared, whilst
a louder one popped up between them! This
emphasises the fact that two nominally similar
musical instruments are never more than
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fleetingly in phase, since apart from their inevitable slight difference in frequency, the
waveform of each undergoes quite large and
rapid changes of aspect. This reveals why ten
violins played in unison do not sound like a
single one of increased power. If they could
sound identically, then the resultant pressure
changes at some point equidistant from them
all would increased by 10, or 20 dB (representing an apparent source power increase of
100) but, in practice, because of their inequalities, the average or mean increase in
pressure level is 10 dB, or the ratio of the sum
of their individual powers to that of one alone.
With just a few similar sources, there is a
strong likelihood that they may add together
almost completely for short periods (or, to be
precise, be in phase correlation) so that pressure
levels afew dB higher than those given by the
sum of their powers may be expected. As the
number of sources is increased, there is a
greater difference between phased and uncorrelated pressure levels, but the chances of these
higher pressures appearing is very much
reduced. When the number of sources is
fairly large, say 100 or more, the resultant
pressure becomes more and more random in
character and levels greater than 10 to 12 dB
above mean become very rare.
The consequences of this somewhat statistical state of affairs are illustrated in the table,
showing the respective levels that would theoretically occur in alarge auditorium during the
performances of various categories of vocal
works. As seen, if one choir member gave a
level of 70 dB at acomfortable listening position (a quite typical result), then the addition
of another in perfect unison would lift this to
76 dB if symmetrically disposed: but, because
of the reasons outlined already, their actual
addition would tend to produce around 73 dB,
although wandering almost randomly to levels
appreciably lower and higher. As the number
of unison sources is increased their possible
aggregate level goes up to alarming values,
until, with several thousand singers, ear damage
becomes possible at
levels approaching
140 dB! Of course, this never happens at a
real performance and the excessive phased
levels are lost in favour of the ' chorus effect',
a subtle awareness of the many contributions
due to minor beats, source area, etc. Even
without phasing, the maximum levels from
large choirs are sufficient to start the ears tingling slightly. The chorus effect is also experienced with pipe organs and other multi-source
instruments.
With asolo singer, although some notes may
not be predictable within several dB, each
one is not subject to very large fluctuations
with time. For a large body of singers there
is a strong tendency for individual contributions to average out, but for small choirs or
groups there is a much greater chance of correlation occurring within a period of a few
seconds, so giving rise to violent fluctuations
in pressure of 10 to 15 dB. This appears to be
the case with 20 or so trained choir boys, whose
voices are sufficiently high pitched and similar
in character to sometimes give the sort of
RMS maximum/mean ratio indicated—as some
recording engineers have found out by bitter
experience!

FM
DIARY
BY AUSTIN UDEN

IULY again! And how nice it is to be out
-I and about once more with the FM portable!
Looking in radio dealers' windows nowadays,
the non-technical public might be misled into
thinking VHF radio and portable transistor
sets designed to receive it had only just been
invented! Actually, it was about ten years ago,
yes, ten years, when the first models came out
with the introduction of transistors able to
amplify radio frequency signals up to 100 MHz
or so. But few of those early portables were
worth the money any more than are the current
VHF stereograms. Most British models needed
5012V input signals before they would produce
a programme and their station sorting capabilities also left much to be desired. The manufacturers' disinterest was reflected in the sales
literature—and showcards too: it always seemed
to be Long, Medium and VHF, as though the
latter had been added as an afterthought.
Perhaps it had.
Portable sets have frequently to operate
under adverse receiving conditions, generally
from a simple telescopic rod aerial a few feet
above the ground, perhaps swivelled in a
different plane of polarisation to that of the
transmitted signals. Their RF performance
ought, therefore, to be on a par with the best
hi-fi tuners to cope with wide signal strength
variations, but few are nor can, and the outcome is predictable. Typical of the public's
disillusionment with the system, is this comment: " Oh yes, we have VHF but we never
listen because we get such alot of aircraft interference."
This, incidentally, is why I have come to
regard as meaningless the VHF set sales figures
issued by the British Radio Equipment Manufacturers' Association and published in the
BBC's Annual Report and Accounts. If a
thorough independent survey were undertaken,
Ibelieve it would reveal asignificant difference
between the number of sets sold and the number of VHF set owners obtaining satisfactory
reception who listen regularly. Many people
either don't know what their VHF band is for,
or cannot be bothered to use it.
Isaw the advantages in having a transistor
FM portable receiver quite early on. No longer
would Ibe tied down to the home installation.
Icould have FM radio ' on tap' virtually anywhere, for there would be no need for cumbersome power supplies. It would be a boon in
other ways, too. Having begun writing this
monthly column, I needed to keep track of
day-to-day happenings on the FM band, not
only to report on them but also to help me
answer some of your questions raised in correspondence.
Ihad but one question at the time—where
could I buy a carefully aligned FM portable
radio having reasonable sensitivity, selectivity
and audio quality ? Some embarrassi ng ' demonstrations' clearly indicated our radio trade had
not quite come to grips with the problems. My
searches ended at an Eastbourne shop in the

summer of 1961 where I was introduced to
Minerva—an interesting ' piece' of Austrian
miniaturisation. You can see ' her' in one of
the pictures on this page—wood cabinet and
all! Smaller than aladies' handbag and weighing no more, Minerva operates on three No. 8
torch batteries tuning 87.6-104 MHz VHF,
plus ' Long' and ' Medium' frequencies. The
letters UKW which you see above the tuning
dial in the left-hand picture are the German
abbreviation for Ultra Kurzwellen or Ultra
Short Wave. Note the emphasis!
Three very happy years followed using the
Minerva. During the warmer months, every
opportunity was taken to hear the continental
programmes under the best possible conditions
visiting coastal sites from Felixstowe in the
east to Bournemouth in the south and much
practical experience of VHF reception and
propagation matters was gained from these
activities. But several operating limitations
became increasingly annoying. Lack of a
convenient high impedance outlet meant that
the radio could not be used as a ' straight' FM
tuner to feed atape recorder or external amplifier. There was no provision for headphones
either and, good as the sound quality was for
so compact aset, amplifier crossover distortion
and instability necessitated all too frequent
renewal of the batteries.
Around 1963, another foreign radio was
coming to the fore, the Beolit 609, made in
Denmark by Bang & OlufSen. Having read the
late John Berridge, a one-time regular contributor, extolling its virtues, I was naturally
intrigued to know more about it first-hand,
and through magazine correspondence on other
matters Ichanced to come into contact with
a Sussex reader who had bought one and
kindly invited my opinions of it.
Side-by-side comparisons soon revealed how
rapidly solid-state technology was advancing.
With 5-10 µV input signals, the 609 brought
forth programmes from its loudspeaker which
were little more than noises in the background
on the Minerva, and all the other facilities I
had need of were provided too. Twin telescopic rods were fitted and these could be
opened out flat to form something like a horizontal half-wave dipole aerial. There was also
atuning indicator which, with suitable calibration, appeared capable of giving signal strength
readings.
Yes, Ijust had to save up for one! Originally,
this radio was marketed here by Aveley Electric
Ltd., but by the time I could afford one in
1964, the B & 0 UK Sales Division of Deben-

hams had been established and the price dropped
dramatically by some f.10! It is still available
today, of course, with styling and other minor
changes, and is now known as the Beolit Model
600.
As Ienvisaged using the 609 as much out of
doors as in, a carrying bag was sought to provide added protection from the elements,
insects, and too-close an interest by fellow
humans. The answer was supplied by courtesy
of Philips, for I found that with its snap-on
handle removed, the Beolit would just fit into
the zip- up bag intended for their EL3586 portable tape recorder! Even the holes were all
about in the right places—some deft cuts into
the plastic with a knife to extend them slightly
did the rest. The results should be visible in
the second picture. The side pocket of the
carrying bag has proven most useful to hold
anotebook, station lists and the like.
A pair of good headphones has also added
greatly to my listening enjoyment. Outdoors,
on a windy hilltop, they not only keep my ears
warm (!) but I can follow the programmes
more easily than on the loudspeaker which has
to be turned up high, may disturb any other
people around and naturally increases battery
consumption. Low impedance headphones ( of
a few ohms) can be directly connected to the
Beolit's external loudspeaker socket, while
those of medium impedance need a matching
resistor network with, possibly, a loss of bass.
Which headphones to buy is very much a
matter of personal choice and comfort in
wearing. To my ears, though, the Sansui SS2s
equal the more expensive Koss for sound
quality.
Whether it has anything to do with my facial
appearance I have never been sure, but the
sight of me wearing a pair of headphones with
the two telescopic rods sticking out from the
Beolit invariably induces a state of intense
curiosity from passers by. Once, on Vvillingdon
Hill, near Eastbourne, an elderly lady nudged
her companion and was distinctly heard to say
'Do you think he's aspy?' A common question
directed at me from characters who turn out
to be radio amateur operators, usually on
holiday, is ' Are you listening on Two?'
(Meaning the two metre amateur VHF Band.)
Thereafter my carefully planned afternoon
listening or recording schedule is curtailed as
Iflip around the FM Band explaining ' That's
Lille, Aalter, Langenberg', etc.
Sites do need to be chosen with care to
avoid a portable being overloaded by BBC
(continued overleaf)

Minerva—a photograph of the VHF radio acquired
by our columnist in 1961

Austin with Beolit 609 and Sansui headphones. A
recent photograph
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signals especially, on high ground that is unobstructed for miles and falls sharply away. If
you want guidance about sites in a particular
area, Iwill do my best to advise—send your
queries via the Editor with an s.a.e. please.
And if you see me listening and recording
on your holiday travels, do come over for a
chat and a listen— Ilike giving hi-fi purists a
nasty shock!
BEOLIT 600 SIGNAL/NOISE PERFORMANCE
Input (MV)
S/N Ratio ( dB)

11

1.6

2.5

5.0

50

21

32

41

50

Measured at 90 MHz, 30% deviation at 1kHz

FM Miscellany: As noted briefly last month,
stereo broadcasting in Holland—confined to
the Lopik station since 1963—is now being
extended to other parts of the country using
aprogramme distribution system developed by
Dutch radio engineers. Some time during next
year, all the Hilversum Iand 2transmitters are
expected to be broadcasting the stereo programmes. Those presently doing so are Lopik
92.6 and 98.95, Markelo 96.2 and 98.4, and
Smilde 91-75 and 94.8 MHz. Goes, too ( 87.85
and 95 MHz), may be doing so by the time
these notes are in print. Readers who can
often tune in to the Belgian ( French) 3rd programme transmitter at Houdeng on 96.6 MHz,
may be interested to know about Clés pour la
musique. This monthly magazine details RTB's
3rd programme schedules including, of course,
those in stereo, gives information on public
concerts together with articles on general

musical matters. Subscription details can be
obtained by writing to RTB 3rd Programme
Club, 18 Place Flagey, Brussels 5, Belgium.
RTE's stereo test transmissions from their
Dublin (
Mount Kippure, 95.3 MHz) station
are continuing on Sundays. These are being
broadcast at 12.30 or 18.01 BST, the times
alternating each week. The BBC's Ffestiniog
FM and TV relay station situated at Synchant
Farm, one and ahalf miles south of Ffestiniog,
went into service on May 19th. It will serve
some 12,000 people in Ffestiniog and Blaenau
Ffestiniog. Radio 2 is broadcast on 88.1,
Radio 3 on 90-3 and Radio 4 (BBC Wales) on
92.5 MHz at a maximum ERP of 50 NV.
BBC 1 (TV) is relayed on Channel 5with horizontal polarisation.

AUDIO NEWS
MANY CONNECTIONS

the Great Air Race? One firm that
took part, in order to attract publicity for its
products in America (and won £500 into the
bargain) was Tape Recorder Spares, the
company that manufacturers awhole range of
spares and accessories for hi-fi and tape
recorders. If you want a lead then TRS have
just about every combination you can think of
to solve your interconnecting problems—and
they turn them out to the tune of nearly a
million a year. The company also specialises
in drive- belts, you name it they probably have
it, and so do a lot of American dealers now.
The profusion of leads illustrating Vivian
Capel's article on page 686 of the June issue
were all their's, and if you would like details of
the rest of the range their address is Tape
Recorder Spares Ltd., 9 Harmsworth Road,
London S.E. 17.
REMEMBER

Fig. 4missing from page 595 of the May issue. Radio
1 listeners should also note the following changes.
Jazz Club ( Saturdays 18.32-19.30); The Best of Jazz
Sunday 23.00 Radios 1 and 2); Jazz Workshop
Wednesdays 21.15); and Jazz on One ( Fridays 21.0°22.00). Readers with local radio should check for
relays of these programmes.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED
BUrrERWORTHS
announce

the
inception of a series of monographs by
STC engineers, commencing with Modern
Relay Techniques by M. L. Gayford. The
series will include publications on awide range
of subjects within the fields of telecommunications and electronics. Details are available from
Butterworths, 88 Kingsway, London W.C.2.
INCLUDING details of a wide range of audio
and photographic equipment K. J. Enterprises
have produced a fully illustrated catalogue
which is available to readers free of charge.
K. J. Enterprises, 17 The Bridge, Wealdstone,
Harrow, Middlesex.
NEWNES

FOR YOUR ELECTRONIC
M USIC

STUDIO

MOOG SYNTHESIZER STUDIO

FIEJUTEliMARKETING
IBRIDGEFIELDS
WELWYN GARDEN CITY
HERTFORDSHIRE
ENGLAND
2E3E351
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roar

Dealer

roar

CHESHIRE [ continued]

healer

roar

DERBYSHIRE

ESSEX

THE MIDLANDS HI-FI SPECIALISTS

FOR ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS...

IHIl1IOf ILEStMORITIWS)
CREWE LTD.
Head Office: 14 Hightown. Crewe. Tel. 3327

Hi Fi CENTRE: 28 HIGHTOWN, CREWE

BUCKLAND'S OF DERBY
90 ft. Frontage-3 Floors of Sound
Recording Studios
Manufacturers' Hi -Fi Recitals on Friday
Evenings

41/49 London Road, Derby.
Tel. 48425/6/7

Technical Division: 19 Ludford St., Crewe.

Dealer

ILFORD AUDIO CENTRE
You are cordially invited to visit our demonstration
showroom- where you can sit, listen and compare
equipment at leisure without any obligation.
Evening showroom demonstrations arranged.
Credit facilities-after sales service

335 Green Lane, Seven Kings,
Ilford.
Tel: 01-599 1826. No parking restrictions.

DEVONSHIRE

VIDEO AND HI-FI STUDIO
Hire or Buy
* Cameras
* Monitors
* Video Tape Recorders
* Ampex
* Ikegami
* G.E.C.
* Loewe Opta
FULL SERVICE OFFERED

l Listen to the Best
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Bryan
Truvox
Leak
Goodmans
Goldring
Thorens
Eagle
ETC.

Holiday Bros. (A.V.) Ltd.

84 CORNWALL ST.

6lbstSoii:kweth

47 WASHWAY ROAD, SALE, CHESHIRE
(Tel.: 06/-973 5577) ( opposite Sale Locarno)
Stockists for all good Hi -Fi units
Probably the best selection of gramophone records
in Cheshire. Specialists in building complete systems
into matching cabinets. All finishes available.
Free Hi -Fi brochure and price list sent on request to
residents within 30- mile radius of Sale.

Agents for: Ferrograph, Philips, Grundig,
Brenell, Hacker, Armstrong, Chapman,
Leak, Quad, Decca, Goodmans, B& 0

LLOYD & WYLIE
42 BRIDGE ST., CHESTER

110 CORNWALL STREET, PLYMOUTH
Telephone 69285
Immediate delivery to ALL Areas

GRAHAM

NEWBERY

AXMINSTER
We stock leading makes of Hi -Fi
equipment, - including Leak, Arena,
Dynatron etc.
Service by our own engineers,
Home Demonstrations.
Telephone: AXMINSTER 3163

TOR RADIO

Tel. 21568

••••
•••

24 St Michael's Sq. Precinct,Chester

consult

ROMFORD
SOUND & VISION SERVICES LTD.
78, Brentwood Rd., Romford, Essex
Romford 41644
Hi Fi Specialists—All leading makes stocked
Sales & Service — Cash or Terms

SOUND SUPP IES
(Lon glido») co. LTD.
FISHER, B & 0, ROGERS, LEAK,
ARMSTRONG, RICHARD ALLAN,
MEDLEY, LUXOR, ENGLISH AUDIO.

12, Smart's Lane, Loughton, Essex
TEL: 01-508 2715

ESSEX
STUART and PAUI, invite you to see their stuck at

UNIQUE RADIO

TEL. 2432

For all leading makes of Hi -Fi Equipment.
Records—Tape— Cabinets— Accessories etc.
Demonstration Room available by appointment.
Home Demonstrations and installation up to
50 mile radius.
All service carried out in our own workshops.
Appointed Grundig service station.
Personal attention by Mr. C. S. Proctor.

6 THE FACADE
HIGH ROAD
GOODMAYES
HI-FI AND PUBLIC ADDRESS ENGINEERS
INCORPORATING ESSEX SOUND SERVICES

SEVEN KINGS 8277

DUAL-LEAK-GRUNDIG-TELEFUNKEN

DENBIGHSHIRE

WREXHAM
NORTH WALES HI- Fl SPECIALISTS
Stockists: Bang & Olutsen, Bryan,
Pioneer, Quad, Leak, Akai,
Ferrograph, Revox, Tand berg,
Goodmans,Lowther,Thorens.
Garrard, Lenco. Etc.
HI Fl CENTRE & CAMERA SHOP
CENTRAL ARCADE, HOPE ST.,
WREXHAM. Tel: 4827

Southend
557490

For all your Hi -Fi Requirements

Invite you to visit their well-equipped
Demonstration Theatre and compare all
the leading makes of HiFi and Tape
Ecruipment at

24 FOSS ST. DARTMOUTH

till 6

212 LONDON ROAD,
HADLEIGH, ESSEX

Tom Molland Ltd.

PR
EXCLUSIVELY AUDIO, ALL MAKES SUPPLIED

Free delivery anywhere in Essex

THE SOUTH WEST

Tel: 26704

600 Car Pork directly above. Sots open

The Hi -Fi Room

63319

Offer more than a selection—A SERVICE

Est. 40 years

TAPE RECORDER AND HI- Fl
SPECIALISTS

Tel:

RADIO

LARGE SELECTION OF EQUIPMENT AND
CABINETS ALWAYS ON SHOW AT

ALBERT E. FORD LTD.

HI-FI STEREO

CHESTER

CROISETTE

HI-FI IN PLYMOUTH

GLAMORGANSHIRE

PLYMOUTH
peter russell's hot record store ltd.
24 market avenue dial OPL2-60255

FULL COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATION
FACILITIES, LEADING HI-FI NAMES
AND ARENA
Send 2/- for our hi-fi booklet, " Sound Ideas"

852

WALES,

Leading Hi-Fi Specialists

Est. 1930

I. GOUGH & CO LTD, CARDIFF
Designers of the "Gough Loudspeaker Cabinet"
Stockists of Quad, Leak, Armstrong, B & 0, Record
Housing, etc., etc.

*

Demonstration rooms available *

148-154 NORTH ROAD

Telephone 28473

equipment reviews
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Compact high- quality tuner amplifier using F.E.Ts
and I.Cs in all solid-state circuitry. TUNER. AM
and FM Tuning range: 88-108 MHz ( FM) and
550-1600 kHz ( AM).
Sensitivity: Not stated
AMPLIFIER. Power output: 60 W into 4ohms
(1HF). Continuous power: Not stated. Inputs:
Tape- head, pickup ( magnetic), auxiliary and tape
recorder. Outputs: Two stereo speakers (416 ohms), stereo headphones (4-16 ohms) and
tape recorder. Tone controls: Bass and treble
with switchable high-pass filter and tape monitoring facilities.
Power requirements: 105250 V, 50-60 Hz; 12-56 W depending on power
output. Dimensions: 15 x12 x5in, 15 lb. Price:
£94 9s 11d.
Manufacturer: Lafayette Radio
Electronics, P.O. Box 10, Syosset, Long Island,
New York 11791, United States.
Distributor: Barnet Factors Ltd., 4Lisle Street,
London W.C.2.

(NUR hi-fi equipment seems to be getting

smaller, more powerful and more sensitive, changes due in no small measure to
better power transistors and the skilled
application of field effect transistors and
integrated circuits.
The American Lafayette LR500T '
stereo
receiver' ( I prefer tuner-amplifier) abounds
with such features. The operating manual
places it in the 60 W category ( music power of
course) and my tests reveal it as one of the
most sensitive of tuners of our time, yielding
'entertainment value' stereo with an aerial
signal as low as 24which is truly amazing.
Ishall be sorry to see this one go, because for
the past few weeks I have been enjoying
stereo transmissions here at my lab. in Brixham
from Wrotham, the Oxford booster, Sutton
Coldfield and France Musique. The latter is a
little variable but Oxford is fairly good for
85% of the time, and Iam now aregular stereo
listener in Devon—marvellous. I know that
tropospheric
propagation
conditions
are
improving, but that is certainly not the whole
story for Ihave singularly less sensitive tuners
by the side for comparison. Believe it or not,
Iam also running on a roof-space aerial, but
to be fair, it is a six-element J- Beam and my
altitude is some 180 ft above sea-level.
Also remarkable is the fact that the device
completely encased measures no more that
15 x 12 x5in. It can thus be placed with
ease on all but the smallest of shelves. Costly?
Not really for what it provides—with purchase
tax it works out below £ 100—£94 9s. IId. to
be exact, and £20 7s. 8d, of that goes to the
government.
Before describing the circuitry, let me give
some idea of what it looks like and what
facilities it provides. The front is in brushed
aluminium with matching-metal control knobs
and the tuning dial, in black with lightcoloured markings, takes up most of the top
of the panel. Below the dial are four controls,
giving programme selection—auxiliary, tape
head, pickup and radio which is FM with auto
mono/stereo switching ( via a low-pass filter to
cut multiplex noise if this happens to be high)
and AM with bass, treble and volume controls.
The tone controls are mechanically ganged
over the two channels, but the volume control
has split sections and a double control knob,
so that the level of one channel can be adjusted
relative to that of the other, thereby providing
a channel balancing facility. The various

e,

LAFAYETTE LR500-T TUNER- AMPLIFIER
signal sources are accepted via ' phono'
sockets at the rear.
A couple of controls to the right of the dial
provide FM and AM tuning ( the two tuning
systems working together) and ' speaker
mode'. This is necessary to disconnect the
speakers when listening privately through
headphones (stereo or mono) plugged into a
jack socket on the front panel and to change
from ' main' to ' remote' speaker pairs or to
run the two pairs simultaneously. This speaker
control configuration is made possible by two
pairs of speaker terminals at the rear—an
excellent idea, Ifeel.
A row of four toggle switches balances the
layout beneath the two knobs just mentioned,
and these switches provide ' loudness' on/off
tape monitor on-off, giving the usual A- B
facilities with a tape machine if it happens to
be equipped with a separate monitor head,
mono-stereo and ' high' filter on-off. To
match the headphones jack socket on the
other side of the front panel is ajack delivering
a tape recorder signal—mono and/or stereo
from all sources.
At the back of the tuning dial is a very
sensitive moving-coil tuning meter on one side
and astereo indicator light on the other.
As well as the phono inputs and speaker
terminals, the rear carries terminals for FM
and AM aerials, earth, one îA and two 2A
fuses, an American-type power outlet suitable
for energising aturntable unit or tape recorder
and an adjustable ferrite rod aerial for AM.
The FM aerial input is designed for a
300-ohm balanced feeder (about which more
later), and there is also a link bar here that
allows the mains cable to act as an FM aerial
LAFAYETTE LR500T ' FILTER' AND

(albeit, a poor one) in areas of extra high
signal field and low interference. A filter is
incorporated in the mains circuit when the
link is used.
The FM front-end employs a couple of
F.E.Ts and a bipolar oscillator transistor
followed by an I.C. There are also three I.Cs
in the IF channel, preceded by three bipolar
transistors. A single diode is used as the AM
detector and a pair of diodes in ratio detector
configuration is used at the end of the FM IF
channel. A dual IF channel arrangement is
used, with a 10.7 MHz IF tuned circuit in
series with a 455 kHz IF tuned circuit—this
happening throughout the IF channel. The
250 pA tuning meter is energised from signal
voltage rectified by a pair of diodes at the
input of the final I.C. This results in outstanding meter sensitivity, and this rectified
signal is also used to override the auto monostereo switching of the stereo decoder and to
give athreshold adjustment.
The stereo decoder employs a total of four
bipolar transistors, one of which assists with
the auto mono-stereo switching and stereo
indicator switching. The decoder detector
(time division multiplex scheme) comprises
four diodes in a ' ring' circuit with adequate
filtering and crosstalk compensation, the latter
adjusted by a pair of presets. Decoder input
is via an SCA (
Subsidiary Communications
Authorisation) filter. This is fitted because the
American stereo system also carries a subchannel in addition to the stereo subchannel
for conveying background music into commercial undertakings, like supermarkets, offices
and the like [
see page 798—Ed]. The filter
deletes this subchannel in domestic setups.
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Your Ili-Fi Dealer

Dealer

HERTFORDSHIRE

KENT ¡ continued

WATFORD
High Fidelity Centre

HI- Fl AUDIO SPECIALISTS

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

owd.
@ll@ot.iao"

Leading Agent for: Bang and Olufsen,
Leak, etc. Personal Service, Demonstration Room.

at RADIOLUX Ltd.

OF BRISTOL

36 WOODLANDS PARADE, HIGH ST.

Tape Recorder and Hi Fi
Specialists ( Demonstrat.on Room)

WATFORD ( opposite the Pond)
WATFORD 29734, 41029
IF IT'S GOOD — WE STOCK IT!

361-363 GLOUCESTER ROAD,
BRISTOL 7.
Tel. 41181

Dealer

Demonstrations in our Stereo Theatre. Also home
demonstrations with no obligation.

THANET AUDIO CENTRE
78 High Street,
Broadstairs,
Tel.: Thanet 61587
Kent.

KENT

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS
efereegty

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

KENT

the sound studio limited

GRAVESEND HI-FI CENTRE

AUDIO

87 WI NCHCOMBE STREET
CHELTENHAM
Tel: 53228
Also at
CAMBRIDGE & SOUTHAMPTON

BENNETT
6013

&

BROWN

WROTHAM RD., GRAVESEND.

Est
1925

3245-3060

Visit our Hi -Fi Showroom and Demonstration Room.
All leading makes stocked, including Tandberg, Armstrong, Leak, Quad, B & 0, Rogers, Truvox,
Ferrograph,
GKD,
Record
Housing,
Goldring,
Thorens, KEF, Goodman:, Hacker, Grundig, etc.

109 camden road,
tunbridge wells, kent
Hi-Fi Stereo Specialists for Tunbridge Wells and
surrounding areas.
We are open till 8.00 p.m. on Wednesdays and Fridays
and till 7.00 p.m. on Saturdays.
We are closed all day on Mondays.

HAMPSHIRE

AUDIO CITY LTD
117 EAST ST., SOUTHAMPTON
Tel. 28063

Southampton's
High Fidelity Specialists
Appointed Agent for
AKAI
LEAK
QUAD • DUAL
TANDBERG • TANNOY
Exclusive Cabinets

BEXLEYHEATH * NORTH KENT

HI-FI CENTRE

Armstrong, Richard Allan, Goodmans, SME,
Celestion, Radford, Sanyo, Quad, Tandberg,
Ortofon, Wharfedale, Sansui, Leak, Revox,
Shure, Rogers. Trio
Lowther, Connoisseur,
Mordaunt-Short, KEF, Dynatron, etc.

WOODS & PORTER Ltd

Personal service and demonstrations in comfort.
All leading equipment.

BROADWAY RADIO, 228

23 West Hill,
DARTFORD

BROADWAY

Bexleyheath 4186

Excellent Service

DEMONSTRATION

Tel:
Dartford 20002

ROOMS

349 High

CHATHAM

St.,

Tel.
Medway 42688

LANCASHIRE

AUDIO CENTRE

KENT

High Fidelity

STOCKPORT

Armstrong, Leak, Quad, Fisher,

Specialists

58 62 LOWER HILLGATE

Rogers, Ampex, Tandberg,
Revox, etc.

COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS OF

Advisory Service

59-61 High Street, Tunbridge Wells
Telephone: 30151 2

NATIONAL RADIO
SUPPLIES LTD.
70-72 HOLDENHURST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH
HANTS
Largest hi-fi and radio component
store in the south
Tel: 25232

FOR ALL YOUR
REQUIREMENTS
.1
411111i
Y1111.1
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iirekfu*
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B&O-S0 NY-ROGERS-ARENA-etc.

HERMLYN HI- F1
ORPINGTON

Tel: MM33101

TAPE RECORDERS— RECORDS

South East London and Kent

»ND

BARGATE

STREET
SOUTHAMPTON Tel 28547
Also at
CAMBRIDGE & CHELTENHAM

V.,

J.

IliFi

All leading makes inc. PARALINES.

SPECIALISTS

Beaver Radio
OF WHITECHAPEL

BLACKPOOL

MONK LTD.,

WOO 2369
HiFi specialists since 1946
You choose the equipment and the
cabinets, we do the fitting free of charge.
We are happy to advise.

—

LIVERPOOL'S LEADING

ROYal 9898

Tel. Blackpool 28756

BENFELL

140-141 Plumstead Rd., London, S.E.18

854

Satisfaction assured

EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS ARRANGED

Ltd.

230 HIGH STREET
ELTHAM S.E.9
Tel: 01-850 9548

64 HIGH STREET

and

FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE
—

—

FORRESTER'S

4872

RADIO, TAPE AND DISC EQUIPMENT

GOULDEN AND CURRY LTD.
Hamilton ElectronicsiSouthampton)Ltd.
35 London Road, Southampton Phone 28622 3Lines

STO

OF

17

BLACKPOOL

F. BENFELL LIMITED
Cheapside (Off Abingdon Street)

Moreover, the filtering action is aided by
capacitative elements which together form
(almost) a tuned pi-section constant-k configuration, the total effect being to roll-off the
decoder input just above the stereo subchannel without phase shift within the multiplex spectrum. This is highly commendable,
and will certainly be appreciated by Austin
Uden, and others interested in stereo DX and
stereo working under adverse adjacent channel
conditions (see, for example, FM Diary on
page 689 of the June issue).
This sort of filter serves to attenuate the
higher-order subchannel harmonics and the
beat effects resulting from non-linearity of the
main FM detector when it is driven towards
full deviation and when the wanted transmission and a transmission in an adjacent
channel are stereo-encoded. The effect of the
beats and interbeats, in the decoder, of the
multiplex signals is to endow the reproduction
with a warbling' tendency—often well into the
background when the signal strengths are in
favour of the wanted transmission, but
nevertheless discernible in the quiet-parts of a
programme of high dynamic range (within
FM's limits). These warbles or ' birdies' are
invariably cleared by good post-main-detector
filtering into the decoder. Sometimes, though,
FM detector design shortcomings and/or
impaired IF channel selectivity aggravate the
disturbances, making it impossible to clear
them by filtering alone.
The two stereo audio channels are pretty
conventional, with coupled pairs of input
transistors, feedback tone controls and quasicomplementary output stages in class B
energised from asemi-regulated power source.
The most attractive aspect of this piece of
equipment is the truly outstanding FM performance. Each I.C. embodies five transistors,
and since there are four I.Cs, one can well
imagine where the gain comes from. Then
there are the two front-end F.E.Ts with their
excellent selectivity. The graphs illustrate the
performance pretty clearly, and when the
stereo indicator lights, the system is always
useable—and it lights with an input as low as
li p,V. At this point the S/N ratio is around
the 40 dB (unweighted) mark. The indicator
lights just before the tuning meter reads fullscale, and full-scale corresponds almost to full
limiting action—at about 2eLV input across
75 ohms. When testing Iused abalun to make
life easier, but running the set for subjective
trials Iconnected the 75-ohm feeder first via
one half of the input transformer and second
right across the 300-ohm terminals. The
latter mode gave the best performance on
this equipment, and t obtained hardly any
improvement at all by running through a
balun!
Austin Uden is currently very interested
in the practical implications of selectivity. Iam
working on a scheme for future reviews in
order to specify selectivity in terms of attenuation between channels spaced at 200 kHz and
400 kHz.
However, I am easily able to report on
selectivity in practice since Iwas picking up
France Musique on stereo without any adverse
interference from Oxford's Radio 4 only
250 kHz removed in frequency. I ran into
trouble with Sutton Coldfield's Radio 3 since
this was only 200 kHz away from my local
North Hessary Tor station, the latter producing

millivolts of signal in competition with Sutton
Coldfield's l0V, but using a couple of
stations down to the 50 µV mark and spaced
at 200 kHz the selectivity was sufficient to
separate them on mono at least and when one
was working stereo.
With a tuner of this remarkable sensitivity
selectivity is of high priority, for tuners like
this make it possible to receive VHF stations
in almost any part of the country under fair
reception conditions, not to mention transmissions originating in Europe and Ireland.
The auto mono-stereo switching is interesting. Should a stereo transmission fade below
holding threshold the pilot-tone circuits are
automatically muted and the audio passes
equally to the A and B channels since the diode
ring is biased for forward conduction even in
the absence of 38 kHz drive. When the stereo
cuts out at low signal the noise performance
improves significantly, as would be expected,
but just prior to cut-out the noise is not
excessive, making stereo reception possible if
one can tolerate a bit of hiss and rumble (the
rumble caused by the switching threshold of
the transistors in the auto circuit).
The auto circuit is illustrated, and TRI is a
pilot-tone amplifier and TR2 the decoder
detector driver. The pilot-tone is doubled to
subcarrier frequency by the two diodes, so a
38 kHz signal appears at TR2 base. However,
with the switching transistor TR3 cut off, TR2
is non-conducting because its emitter is then
at the same potential as its collector. TR3 is

LAFAYETTE LR500T

TONE

CONTROL

brought into conduction by the DC restored
negative doubler pulses at the tap of TI
secondary, and under this condition TR2
emitter circuit is taken to chassis potential,
causing the transistor to pass 38 kHz signal to
T2.
When the junction of the two 390-ohm
resistors in TR2 emitter circuit is connected to
the chassis (positive supply line) via the low
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SOUTHPORT'S LEADING
STEREO MUSIC CENTRE

Garth Harrison
84 Station Road
AINSDALE
Tel: Southport 79276

Dealer

LANCASHIRE

Your

[ continued]

LANCASHIRE

GODLEYS
Tolepirone

BLAckfriars 9432

Agents for Ampex, Akai, Ferrograph,Tand berg, Brenell,
B & 0, Vortexion, Truvox, Sony. Leak, Quad, Armstrong, Clarke & Smith, Lowther, Fisher. Goodmans,
Wharfedale, Garrard, Goldring, Dual, Decca. Record
Housing, Fitrobe, G.K.D., etc.
Any combination of leading amplifiers and speakers
demonstrated without the slightest obligation.

continued

Equipment selected from the world ' sfinest in stock.
VISIT OUR STUDIO. Home demonstrations
arranged. Credit Sale- Cash Settlement- Personal
Loan Scheme, ( interest, tax deductible)- enables you
to consider that " better" unit.

INebsters

LLOYD PATON & CO. LTD

'CENTRES OF SOUND'

RALLI BUILDINGS, STANLEY STREET,
Off BRIDGE STREET, MANCHESTER M3 SHF
Tele. 061-834 0563 4510
Evenings
061-748 9506 Manchester area.
after 7.30 pm
061-247 2584 Cheshire area.
26 63508
Bolton area.
0774-6 2623 Preston area.

*STOCKISTS OF All LEADING HTEI EQUIPMENT
*THE FINEST AFTER SALES SERVICE . BEST OF TERMS
*COMPARATIVE DEMONSTRATIONS
BETHESDA STREET • BURNLEY
TELEPHONE : 22822
LEICESTERSHIRE

WIGAN

SHUDEHILL, MANCHESTER 4

Dealer

audio
sound

SHOWROOM and COMPARATOR
DEMONSTRATION THEATRE
Sony.

Quad,

B& 0,

Radford,

Armstrong,

Tannoy,

Leak, Pioneer, Arena, Trio, Goodmans,
Rogers,
Truvox,
KEF,
Wharfedale.
Hacker,

Tandberg,
Lowther,
Celestion,
Ferrograph,
Fisher, Akai, Thorens, SME, Shure.
Halt day Wednesday

H. PLUMB

• SON

OCCONSON ST

WIGAN 44442

THE STEREO CENTRE

for sound advice
38 Waterloo Street Leicester
Telephone 26319
BOWERS & WILKINS-BRYAN-REVOX-SANSUI-LOWTHER

MOST LEADING MAKES

FRANK
BROWN

Special Agents for:- Richard Allan, B & W, Ferrograph,
Tandberg, Revox, Radford, Dynatron, Hacker, Armstrong. Large stock of cabinets.
Comparator Den, - closed Tuesday - Car Park at rear.

MINCING LANE / DARWEN STREET

BLACKBURN TEL: 59595

J. SMITH & SON
184, THE ROCK, BURY.

29 Lychgate Lane, Burbage, Leics, Tel, Burbage 423

HARKER & HOWARTH
(musk) Ltd. of BOLTON

18 Westfield Street, St. Helens

For all leading makes of

Hi-Fi Consultant

Goodwin St., Folds Rd., Bolton
also 7 The ..t rende.

BOLTON

Tel: 26623 4

Specialists in
High Fidelity Sound

H.D.KIRK

7&
zeé,

aceded
IMEI=XIOEIC1

203 St. George's Road
Phone 23093

BOLTON

MANCHESTER
STEREO EQUIPMENT and RECORDS
Tape Recorders

LANCASHIRE HI-FI

HI-FI SPECIALIST

061-764 1242

7 MILES FROM M6- CLOSED THURS

Equipment

AUDIO CONSULTANT

Harold Stott Ltd.
Agents for leading makes of Tape
Recorder, Etc.
Equipment Planned and Supplied
Tel: ST. HELENS

2679I or 2,3105

WAYFARERS RADIO
SOUTHPORT

Bang & Olufsen, Ferrograph,
Hacker, Radford, Sony, etc.
tel. 4070
BURTON ARCADE

LORD ST.

Warrington
Electric

AUDIO UNITS

ESTABLISHED 1919

AND HI- Fl
EQUIPMENT
WITH
COMPARATOR
DEMONSTRATIONS

The Specialists

248 WILMSLOW ROAD

LEAK • WHARF DALE • RADFORD

MANCHESTER 14

QUAD • GOODMANS • B & 0, ETC
57/59, BRIDGE ST, WARRINGTON 30444
>5t,

LOUGHBOROUGH'S AUDIO CENTRE

e All

leading makes of Amplifiers, Turntables, Loudspeakers, Tape Recorders,
Accessories, etc.
e Home Demonstrations.
After Sales Service.

*Excellent

Radio Maintenance(Leicester)Ltd.
Ward End, Loughborough. Telephone 3094

resistance collector/emitter path of TR3 in
conduction, current flows through the stereo
indicator bulb, causing it to light and thus
indicate that the system is responding to a
stereo transmission.
Also shown are the manual and threshold
sections of the circuit. If astereo transmission
is barely strong enough for reliable reception, or
if the signal tends to fade around the stereo
switching threshold, the stereo-mono switch
Sw 1can be switched to ' mono', removing the
base bias from the transistor, thereby blocking
pilot-tone at this point in the decoder. With
Sw 1 in the ' stereo' position the transistor is
biased from a negative potential derived
from the rectifier system, mentioned previously, which operates the tuning meter.
The threshold preset forms the ' earthy' arm
of the bias potential divider, so this can be
adjusted to relate the transistor switching to
the required level of signal in the IF channel.
The whole scheme works extremely well in
practice.
The audio section is no mean performer
either, the story here is told mostly by the
accompanying curves, oscillograms and table.
The graphs show the overall frequency response,
the loudness curves taken with the volume
control at — 40 dB and the low-pass filter
(high-cut). The loudness contours are quite
satisfactory if you happen to like them but,
as is common with many transistored amplifiers, the low-pass roll-off is only 6dB/octave.
Why decent low-pass facilities are commonly
neglected in favour of loudness controls the
ad-men alone must know.
The RIAA curve was taken by applying
a signal to the pickup input via an accurate
RIAA filter, so A shows RIAA deviation.
This is quite good, but the bass roll-off tends
to start awee bit too soon though this is easily
compensated by lifting the bass very slightly.
The performance of the tone controls is firstrate, but the overload performance of the
low-level preamplifier is only 13 dB—hopelessly
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SURREY [ continued]

the
_ sound service to
South East England!

3 & 4 ROYAL OAK CENTRE, PURLEY,
Tel: 01-668 4800

Dealer

WARWICKSHIRE

Surrey
Sound Equipment Ltd.
Purley
*

Four

[ continued]

Coventry's 100% tape recorder
and hi-fi specialists for service
and sales.
Akai—Ampex—Bang & Olufsen
Ferrograph—Leak—National
Radford—Revox—Sony
Tandberg—Truvox—Wyndsor.

Coventry Tape Recorder Service
CR2 2BG

ETHRIDGE AUDIO
32 BAKER STREET, WEYBRIDGE
Phone: 44065
Hi Fi and Colour TV Specialists, Agents
for Bang & Olufsen, and all other leading
makes.

33 King William Street, Coventry

Four
WARWICKSHIRE

[ continued]

FOR ALL YOUR I-11-H REQUIREMENTS
VISIT
ERDINGTON and DISTRICT HI-FI CENTRE
Demonstrating Bang & Olufsen, Quad, Leak,
Philips, Goodmans, Garrard, Shure, SME, Thorens,
etc. Expert advice and service given on all types of
equipment. Evening demonstrations arranged.

W. J. TAYLOR LTD.
128 Hawthorn Road, Kingstanding, Birmingham 22e.

Telephone Coventry 29668

NORMAN

Dealer

Tel.: 373 2645/6.

H.

FIELD

ELECTRONICS

/

V

Yt1f

-

266 Broad Street, Birmingham, I
021 643 2680

M.I.P.R.E.

Most leading makes of High Fidelity
Equipment and Tape Recorders.
Part Exchanges Welcomed.

HI-FI SPECIALIST
FOR 20 YEARS

Also at

68 Hurst Street, Birmingham, 5
021-6223619

SUSSEX

39 YORK ROAD,
BIRMINGHAM 14.

KINGS HEATH,
021-444 4182

YORKSHIRE

AUNIQUE HI-FI SERVICE

Birmingham's

(BOWERS 0 WILKMI)

Hi Fi Centre

Becket Buildings, Littlehampton Rd.
WORTHING Tel. 64141

Also selected tape recorders

FIELDS

THE MUSIC CENTRE
Open weekdays 9-6.
Thursdays 9 12.30.
Fridays 9-8 ( October to March.)
Comparator Demonstrations
Large Selection of Leading Makes

52, Hallgate, Doncaster
Tel: 3160 & 3161

CENTRAL RADIO
Our stocks include equipment by Akai,
Ampex, Armstrong, B. & O., Dual, Ferrograph,
Fisher, Garrard, Goodmans, Grundig, Kef, Leak,
Philips, Quad, Radford, Reslo, Revox, Shure,
S.M.E, Sony, Tandberg, Thorens, Wharfedale,
Design Furniture & Record Housing

EASTBOURNE 21989

Ken Whittle
** * * * Limited

Geoffrey Barnard
Specialist in
HIGH-FIDELITY SOUND EQUIPMENT
G. B. STUDIO,

788 Stratford Road •

Sparkhill

BIRMINGHAM 11 • 021-777 5964

PITT STREET,
Telephone No. 4572

BARNSLEY.

WARWICKSHIRE

ELECTRONIC SERVICES
Coventry CV1 3HX
Your central HiFi supplier
Phone Coventry 24632

BIRMINGHAM

SOLIHULL

For the best in equipment visit

C.H. (HIGH FIDELITY) LTD
Hi- Fidelity Centre
167-169 Bromsgroye St.
BIRMINGHAM S.
021-692 1487

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD
(the

33 City Arcade

12 Drury Lane,
SOLIHULL,
WARWICKSHIRE.
021-705 7999

Demonstrations by appointment

high

fidelity

people)

Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for
Monaural and Stereophonic High Fidelity,
Radio, Tape and Disc equipment.
94 BRISTOL STREET
BIRMINGHAM 5

021 643 0867
021-692 1359

NORTHERN HI-FI FAIR PROMOTERS

OM Peters

SONY VIDEO AGENTS
MOST UP« ROUS HIRE PURCHASE FACILITIES
* KRSIINAL ATTENTION AND SERVICE ,*

CEC 7
44e LATSÉT
POPlifeUreePUBIT

Albion Place,
Leeds.I.Tel 30257

SPENCERS
for HI-FI
Stockists of:

B & 0, TANDBERG,
ARMSTRONG, etc.
35 ALCESTER ST., REDDITCH,
WORCS. Tel. 5286
860

For personal attention and helpful advice see
Pratts first.
Open until 8 p.m. Friday

NORTH PARADE, BRADFORD Tel: 25894

It is claimed that the use of twin ' V' magnets
improves the stereo effect by increasing separation, and gives better H.F. response. Our
graphs do show some improvement in crosstalk at high frequencies in the A-T33 and
A-T35 as compared with the A-T21, and a
less pronounced fall-away in response above
1kHz at the expense of arather sharper H.F.
peak (of greater amplitude in the case of the
A-T33) at a slightly lower frequency. The
curves produced from our measurements are
typical of moving magnet cartridges. The
family resemblance is inescapable, whatever
constructional innovations are introduced, and
the measure of the success of such innovations
is the extent to which they smooth out and
stretch the curves of response and separation,
and improve trackability and waveform.
Under our test conditions, the maker's (quite
specific) claims in respect of frequency
response were not met by any of the cartridges
perfectly, but separation up to 10 kHz was
satisfactory in every case, and output of each
sample exceeded the specified figure. Static
compliance was found to be lower than quoted
in the cases of the A-T33 and A-T35, and in
each case lower vertically than laterally, which,
although unusual in cartridges of the moving
magnet type, is not to be considered a fault.
Spot checks indicated some variation in
channel balance and separation with different
tracking weights. Our graphs were prepared
under optimum conditions, tracking weight
being determined for each cartridge using
difficult records of music as well as test discs.
None of the cartridges tracked everything
perfectly: The A-T33S and A-T35X both
failed level 3 of the orchestral bells on the
Shure Audio Obstacle Course disc, for example,
and the A-T21X would not produce clean
results from Level 4. Similarly with standard
musical recordings, none of the models would
accept all the discs offered without some
evidence of difficulty, but no further improvement ever resulted from the use of higher
weights than those stated on the graphs,
under our test conditions.
Overall, the
A-T21X had the best trackability, followed by
the A-T35X. Channel balance met the specification, but there was some evidence of
variations at higher frequencies in the case of
both the A-T21X and the A-T35X. The outputs of both the 35X and the 33S were considerably higher than specified, and greater
than that from the A-T21X being 8mV, at
5cm/sec as against 4.8 mV at 5cm/sec for the
A-T21X (both figures for stereo records). This
is a point to be kept in mind by those people
with amplifiers having barely adequate sensitivity for most magnetic cartridges. Sine-wave
forms observed on the oscilloscope were
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satisfactory throughout the range in the case
of all three cartridges.
Final appraisement involved extended periods
of listening to a wide variety of recorded
material from different sources.
Earlier
impressions were confirmed, with some small
qualifications. The treble peaks in the response
of the A-T33S and A-T35X were audible in the
861

form of increased, although not obtrusive,
surface noise and a ' sting' in the high register
but these effects could be mitigated to some
extent by the use of the low-pass filter, and in
conjunction with the treble control to give a
slight lift to the response above 2kHz before
rolling it off higher up, audible results were
considerably improved. The A-T21 response
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Your
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Dealer
SCOTLAND

HALIFAX
AUDIO CONSULTANTS

County Recording Service

EDINBURGH'S

TAPE
RECORDER
CENTRE
1FIX1

SPECIALIST
Amplifiers, F.M.
Tuners, P/Ups,
Speakers, etc.

expert advice with pleasure

Demonstrations and
Advice gladly given.

30 KING CROSS STREET,
HALIFAX Tel: Halifax 66832

Recording Studios

Hi- Fi Corner

TAPE TO DISC

MI

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

1Haddington Place,
EDINBURGH
Phone: 031-556 7901
W. G. Graham,
Assoc. I.E.R.E.

MASTER DISCS AND PRESSINGS

•
•
•

SUPPLIERS OF CUTTING SAPPHIRES
APRS MEMBERS

BERKS.

Tel. Bracknell 4935

GLASGOW

J. S. RAMSBOTTOM
& Co. Ltd.
We have the largest stock
of hi-fi equipment in the
North of England

Scotland's

Leading

Tape Recorder,
Specialists

Video

and

Ht- Ft

Demonstration Theatre.
Tickets and details on
application
CONEY LANE,
KEIGHLEY

Tel: 5444-8
Est. over 45 years'

SHEFFIELD

1

101 EGOLESALL ROAD

Tel. 23365

Sole Agents for: FISHER — TEAC —
SANSUI — TRIO — SANYO — SCOTT
— REVOX — PIONEER — RADFORD
—

AKAI — NATIONAL.

All

leading

makes supplied. Terms available.
B & 0

SUI:TUNER AMPLIFIERS, TEAC STEREO
RECORDERS,

JAMES MIM
MK EMIR
& CO I
LTD.

435,
SAUCH1EHALL ST.,
GLASGOW, L2.
'Phone
DOU 0988.

EDINBURGH

B & 0 STEREO

TURNTABLES, COMPARATOR.

Personal attention by Mr. R. G. BISHOP

recording and
transcription service

Mono and Stereo records: latest cutting methods, automatic
varigroove, feedback cutter heads, limiters and equalisers,
techniques hitherto available only to the professional, facilitating high undistorted cutting levels and extended playing
times even from amateur recordings.
Booklet available.

45, HIGH STREET,
BURNHAM, BERKS.
Tel. BOURNE END 22231

Member A.P.R.S.

STUDIO SOUND RECORDING STUDIOS
•

Recording and Disc Transcription Service.

MI Latest high-level cutting techniques.
•

Mono and Stereo records.

•

Exceptional quality obtained from amateur
recordings.

•

Members A.P.R.S.

31-36 Hermitage Rd. • Hitchin • Herts • Tel: Hitchin 4537

hi-fi

J. J. MITCHELL
HAYMARKET CORNER
You name it - We stock it
We specialise in part exchange and buy good
equipment for cash

Demonstrations

031-229 6448

SONY

Demonstrations-featuring : SCOTT, SANTAPE

Sound advice for Hi -Fi 1

Kerr are the largest manufacturers and
retailers of quality HiFi products in
Scotland. They know what they re talking
about. Specialists in Public Address and
piped Music systems.

hi-fi

SOUND CENTRE

mjb

G. H. STEELE LTD.
Hear true Hi -Fi sound on our 22 speaker comparator
system. 14 Hi -Fi combinations ready for demonstration.
SONY VIDEO CENTRE
Agents for: Armstrong, Leak, Fisher, Rogers, Quad,
B & 0, Goldring, Garrard, Thorens, Connoisseur,
Goodmans,
Wharfedale,
Kef,
Celestion,
Decca,
Truyox, Philips, Sony, Arena, Revox, Tandberg,
Brenell, Ferrograph, Akai, Uher, Grundig.
CREDIT TERMS— PART EXCHANGES
Repairs and Servicing
Tel. Douglas 7124

141 St Georges Road, Glasgow C3

Lectures monthly by the
leading makers at our

ENTHUSIASTS!
VYVVVVVVVVV
YVVVYVYTY
YTYVVVY
/IVY

GLASGOW

Tel: 041-221 3562

M & MELECTRONICS LTD.
551 SAUCHIEHALL ST.

MAKE SURE
YOUR HI- Fl KNOWLEDGE
IS COMPLETE BY ORDERING

AUDIO & ELECTRONIC CONSULTANTS

TAPE RECORDER

The best in High Fidelity Equipment

FROM YOUR NEWSAGENT TODAY

Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers

PUBLISHED ON THE 14TH OF
EACH MONTH

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED - CREDIT FACILITIES

A

HUDDERSFIELD
r •
NEW

ni-ri LOUNGE

Hear and see all the leading makes of Hi Fi
and Unit Audio equipment. Open to 7p.m. Fridays.
[AT]

SWIRES

IMPERIAL ARCADE
HUDDERSFIELD
TELEPHONE 25912

STOP
ACCIDENTS
862

•

LONDON ROAD, BINFIELD, BRACKNELL,

AAA
AAAAA
A4kAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA

PRICE 2f45
A LINK HOUSE GROUP
SPECIALIST MAGAZINE

was rather easier to level out, using a little
more treble lift and less filter at a higher
frequency. Such corrections are, of course,
only approximate, and the listener's ear is
always the final arbiter. Much will depend on
the ancillary equipment, especially the speakers,
and even without these adjustments, the quality
had nothing unpleasing or irritating about it,
though there did seem to be acertain lack of
brightness and forward quality in the upper
middle and a hardness in the top, most
noticeable with the 33S and least with the 21X,
which we liked the best of the models submitted. This latter cartridge's general quality
may be likened to that produced by the
Goldring 800SE recently reviewed favourably
in these columns. Its response is less smooth,
overall, than that of the 800SE, and it hasn't
as high a trackability, but it is some £ 10
cheaper, and represents very good value for its
price.
In spite of our corrective measures, both the
A-T33S and 35X were inclined towards
sibilence, but we must point out that our tests
were made using very wide range loudspeakers
which reveal any such tendency because their
response does not fall away in the high treble
region.
All the cartridges proved capable of producing very good stereo and as might be expected, results on both mono and stereo were
rather better with the elliptical stylus models.
No trace of hum was apparent in the repro-

MORDAUNT-SHORT
MS 200 LOUDSPEAKER

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Compact high- quality wide- range bookshelf loudspeaker system.
Frequency range: 40 Hz-.
15 kHz. Drive units: Three including a Decca
Kelly 8in. bass driver, an EMI mid-range unit and
a Celestion HF1300 HF loudspeaker. Cr
By L- C networks at 500 Hz and 5kHz approximately. Power handling capacity: 25 W with
speech
and
musical
signals.
Impedance:
8-18 ohms.
Dimensions: 21 x13 x9in., 32 lb.
Finish: Teak or walnut veneer on all sides of the
cabinet. Price: £42. Manufacturer: Mordaunt
Short Ltd., 12 Hollywood Road, London S.W.
10.

Mordaunt has been making
NORMAN
loudspeakers of unusually good performance for over twenty years. The reviewer's
experience of speakers bearing his name goes
back to his Duplex of 1949.
More recently he has teamed up with Rodney

duction with any of the samples submitted.
If we include the high and low compliance
versions of the A-T66, there is a cartridge in
the Audio-Technica range applicable to the
requirements of everyone who can use a
magnetic cartridge, with the exception of those
who must have, and can afford to pay for, the
very best available. The bodies of the A-T66
and A-T21 are identical, and the bodies of the
A-T33 and A-T35 are also identical, but the
two types are not interchangeable.

POST-SCRIPT TO REVIEW OF
AUDIO-TECHNICA AT66
THE standard version of the A-T66 cartridge
-I- is a high compliance model of low mass
(7.5 grams) against which little criticism can
be levelled, taking into account the very
reasonable price but, because of these characteristics, it can give trouble if used in cheaper
pickup arms of relatively high mass.
The
original A-T6 did not cause any difficulty in
this respect, but in raising the compliance and
improving the trackability of the cartridge in
in this new version, Audio Teclmica unwittingly
put it out of court for use in several playing
units to which amagnetic cartridge of modest
price finds ready application. The low compliance stylus assembly, (spherical tip, 0.0007 in.
radius) is intended to overcome this problem,
and judging from the results of our trials it
does so very successfully.

Short and together they are making and marketing a remarkable range of no less than seven
loudspeaker systems. These range from the
baby MS100, around one cubic foot, to the
no-compromise MS700.
The MS200-21 x13 x9in., though smallish
as high fidelity speakers go, is no toy. The
general aim seems to have been to obtain the
best possible performance from that size of
cabinet, and to get the desired performance
they have used no less than three drive units.
The bass unit is the DeccaKelly 8in. flat
piston. This has aformed plastic solid moulded
cone and ahuge magnet—the use of asmaller
diameter unit is deliberate it helps to produce a
low enough bass resonance, 47 Hz in this case,
with so small a cabinet. This results in a
somewhat higher efficiency than usual, and
though it is more or less a 15 û system, it
produces as much sound on direct switchover
from 8Cl speakers with similar magnets but
larger (and heavier) cones. This is an advantage
in many ways—no need to attenuate tweeters,
and even with transistor amplifiers, with their
wide tolerance of load impedance, the higher
load is likely to produce less distortion than
the lower value.
This 8in. bass unit is of course designed to
execute very large excursions without distress,
so the deepest bass—aided by some bass lift of
course, can be as clean and pure as that from a
larger area cone moving a proportionately
shorter distance.
The mid-range unit is of EMI manufacture,
specially made for this system, while the
tweeter is a special version of the well known
Celestion HF1300 and its crossover components are mounted on a printed circuit
board. The cabinet is extremely rigid and very
well finished on all six surfaces. Altogether an
863

We tried it plugged into the A-T66 body, in
different playing units, including auto-changers
and the SP 25. Results were satisfactory in
every instance, within the capacity of the units,
with no groove jumping or evidence of troublesome L.F. resonances, and readers intending
to use the A-T66 in one of the cheaper players,
are strongly advised to specify the low compliance stylus assembly when ordering the
cartridge, or to have the stylus assembly
changed by the dealer.
We found that the optimum playing weight
varied from one unit to another, within the
range of 2-3 gm, but here we are speaking of
actual, measured playing weights, and not the
weight indicated by the calibrations on some
of the arms, which proved to be quite inacurate in certain instances, and we advise that
such calibrations be checked.
The overall quality compares well with the
A-T66, though with lower trackability and a
more pronounced fall-away in treble response.
This, however, is something which the ear can
accept, and if, as is sometimes the case, the
associated loudspeakers are inclined to be
"peaky" above 2kHz or thereabouts, it can be
a positive advantage. Certainly, where the
amplifier will accept a magnetic cartridge, the
quality from the low-compliance version of the
A-T66 will be a vast improvement on that
obtained from some of the cartridges commonly fitted to modest record-playing units.
B. J. Webb

impressive specification and hence the earlier
remark. This is no toy.
On test the immediate reaction was ' very
good'—and the very first impression is the
one that shows up most strikingly any peculiarities, though it may take time to decide just
what is what. Repeatedly returning to it from
other speakers (good ones only) and from
just ordinary live sounds around the house,
shows up the less obvious points. The MS200
survived all these tests and comparing it with
several other good speakers on all sorts of very
different signals never caught it out. MordauntShort have done avery good job in balancing
and welding together three units into asmooth
single whole, with relatively little coloration.
On general balance there are no criticisms and
most programmes can be enjoyed with all
controls flat. For music with appreciable bass,
then bass lift, as expected, does help for being
such asmall area bass driver bass starts to fall
smoothly below about 100 Hz. But it is very
easily corrected by ordinary amplifier bass
lift controls, more easily than larger loudspeakers in fact. Applying + 3on the Quad 22
was about right with the speakers standing
about 3feet from the corners. Standing tight
into the corner, much less was needed of course.
As said before they will produce real bass, not
just harmonics, and right down to 30 Hz, in
audible quantities. This bass is smooth enough
and the resonance low enough not to produce
any boom on male voices when using bass
boost.
The HF response is both good and well
distributed and thus off axis listening does not
lack clarity in the least. In short, areally good
all-rounder.
Ralph West

THIS IS THE
FABULOUS

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

JORDAN ir"s
MODULAR
HIGH-FIDELITY
DRIVING UNIT

Provision for microphone, radio and low output magnetic cartridge.
As an amplifier only with Bass and Treble controls.
10 watts R.M.S. per channel and fully protected by stabilised supply.
4 Loudspeakers in rattle free cabinet.
Solenoid controlled mechanism.
Quiet running deck, very cool even with prolonged use.
Fully transistorised on 10 printed circuit boards.
3 head system and three speeds— I9, 9.5, 4.75 cm/s.

the cleanest, clearest,
most natural sound you can buy.

suitable for transistorised amplifiers
Manufactured by:
JORDAN WATTS LTD.,
Benlow Works, Silverdale Road,
Hayes, Middx.

Distributors:
BOOSEY & HAWKES
(SALES) LTD.,
Deansbrook Road,
Edgware, Middx

World Exports:
K.H. WILLIMAN & CO. LTD.,

Portable

£10
£15
£10
EIS
£6
£11
£10
£11
£13
£13
£15
£19
£24
£22
£19
£6
£27
£4
£7

0
0
5
10
5
5
0
5
0
0
5
15
15
10
15
0
0
17
0

from 124 Gns.

146 Gns.
Magnetic Tapes Ltd., Chilton Works,
Garden Road, Richmond, Surrey

Jordan- Watts Loudspeakers- The voice of high . lidelity

Goldring 800 ..
Goldring 800-E
Pickering V15-AT3
Pickering VIS ACE- 3
Shure M.3DM • •
Shure M.3I-E • •
Shure M.44-7 • •
Shure M.44-5 • •
Shure M.75-6 • •
Shure M.44- E • •
Shure M.55- E . •
Shure M.75- E • •
Shure M.91- E • .
Shure M.92- E • •
Shure M.93- E • •
Shure N.44-7 ..
Ortofon SL.I5-E
AT.66 30-cu
A.D.C. 220 ..

Chassis version

version

Blackford House, Sutton,
Surrey. England.
Tel: Melville 1491
Cables: Tiger, Sutton, Surrey

Telephone: 01.876-7957

Two more sound
ideas from Grundig.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0

Like our speaker enclosures.
Beautifully finished in teak and
walnut and fitted with really high-quality
Grundig loudspeakers.
Truly superb reproduction.
Also, if you have atransistor radio, the
Grundig mains power pack is a very useful
battery saver.
It just fits in the space of a conventional PP9
battery so when your portable isn't going any place
you can run it off the mains supply.
(GRUF1DIG)

Please state what amplifier and arm you are using
when ordering, thank you. Prices include postage,
etc.
Complete price list covering Amplifiers, Tuners,
Speakers, etc. from:

AUDIO T
DEPT. 16,
HFN,
119 OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.I
Tel: Monday to Friday: 01-437 3063/5338/8391

Write for the name and address of your nearest
Grundig Accessories specialist.

Open: 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m. Sat.: 9.30 a.m.—I2.30 p.m.
(N.B.—phones are cut off Saturdays, sorry!)

Grundig (Great Britain) Ltd.. London S.E.26.

A Member of the British Industrial Holdings Group.
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DISCOUNT AUDIO I

ALL EQUIPMENT LISTED IS BRAND NEW IN MAKERS CARTONS
AND FULLY GUARANTEED. MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS—CALLERS
WELCOME. FREE CATALOGUE—SEND S.A.E. OPEN 9-5.30 P.M.
SIX DAYS A WEEK.

ALL

HI-FI

RADIO &
Normal
Retail
s. d.

RECORD

Discount
Audio
Price
s. d.

AMPLIFIERS
Quad 335303
Leak Stereo 70
Leak Stereo 30 ( cased)
Goodman's Maxamp
Radford SCA30
Roger's Ravensbourne
Revox A52
Roger's Ravensbrook
Sansui AU222
Trio KTI000
Beolab 5000
Armstrong 521
Sony TA 1120
Grundig SV80
Dual CV40

98
63
58
54
106
64
98
42
59
36
140
52
160
119
64

0
0
10
0
0
0
0
10
17
0
0
0
0
14
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

85
54
48
45
92
54
85
38
52
32
120
45
139
99
55

TUNERS
Leak Stereo
Quad F.M.-Stereo
Goodmans Stereomax
Armstrong 523 AM/FM
Sansui TU555
Beornaster 5000

51 10
51
0
82 10
52 9
72 9
140 15

5
0
4
0
0
0

42 1
45 I
71 I
45
64
121

1
I
I

1
I
I

PLAYERS

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Sansui 2000
Sansui 5000
Sony STR 6060F
Armstrong 426
Sanyo DC60
Teleton F2000
Trio 66T

WITH

BIG

Normal
Retail
L s. d.

Discount
Audio
Price
£
s. d.

154
200
188
88
100
43
122

13
17
1
19
14
1
0

8
0
6
0
7
8
0

DISCOUNTS

MOTORS
B&O 1000V
Dual 1019
Garrard HOI
Thorens TD150AB
Thorens TDI25
Garrard AP75
Garrard SL95

135
176
169
77 1
97 1
361
107

STEREO TAPE DECKS AND RECORDERS
Akai M9
198 15 9
156
Akai 1710W
III 17 11
91
Ferrograph 722/4
194 3 1
159
Sony TC200
90 0 0
77
Sony TC355
100 2 6
86
B&O 2000T
165 15 5
145 I
Tandberg 64X
147 13 0
131 I
HI-FI RADIOS
B&O Beolit 600
B&O Beolit 700
B&O 1000
Hacker Sovereign

31 15
39 14
64 15
45 9

ALL ITEMS LISTED ARE IN STOCK AT THE TIME OF GOING TO PRESS.
CURRENTLY ON THE MARKET
PLEASE ADD 10/— POST AND PACKING FOR MAIL ORDERS.

0
3
0
9

AND

SPEAKERS
Wharfedale Dentons
Wharfedale S lintons
Tannoy Lancaster
Leak Sandwich
KEF Celeste
Goodmans Marimba
Leak Mini Sandwich
Quad Electrostatic

26 17
34 10
56 15 O
5 o
41

pair
pair

SERVICE
Normal
Retail
L. s. d.

Discount
Audio
Price
L. s. d.

41
5 0
46 5 0
31
4 2
39 6 9
6912
2367
45 9 1

34
39
26
33
61
19
40

33
42
54
43
29
23
29
66

27 10
35 0
44 0
36 0
24 15
20 0
25 0
58 0

12
0
0
10
0
19
15
0

0
0
0
0
0
II
0
0

0
10
10
16
10
15
10

0
0
0
9
0
0
0

RECORD PLAYERS—T.V.—RADIOGRAMS
Most makes stocked. Details on request.

WE CAN SUPPLY FROM STOCK ALMOST EVERY ITEM

DISCOUNT AUDIO

192 BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S.W.19

BE SURE TO BUY

INTRODUCING THE NEW AMERICAN
POLY- PLANAR WAFER-TYPE SPEAKER

I
3gns.

EVERY THURSDAY

• K.F. PRODUCT

for exciting bargains under
RADIO, TV, TAPE, ETC.
THE

BRAUN
CENTRE
SALES •

DEMONSTRATIONS •

201

BEACON HOUSE
HOLLAND PARK AVENUE, W.11

* Size 20" X 14-1" x5"
* Top quality Teak Veneer
finish

* 8ohms Impedance

* Padded front

* Price includes Post and Packing

SERVICE

BEAUFORT ElECTRONICS., LID

* Handling 20 watts peak
* Frequency range 40 c/s20 Kc/s

Also available: Bass Reflex Model
18,t" x 1.5" x9", 18 gns.
Send s.a.e. for further information, to:—

*9

RHYTHM

HOUSE

20-22 Middle Hillgate, Stockport, Cheshire.

603-5252/5253
865

At Moscow Road, stereo

C. H. ( HI-FIDELITY) LTD.
Hi-Fidelity Centre

12 DRURY LANE,

167-169
BROMSGROVE ST.,

SOLI H ULL,

is more than the delights
of antiphony
it is a means to an end. A way of opening up a whole new world of fine music, of
listening to it with a more active and intense appreciation. How? By emphasising
musical textures, creating the right acoustic ambience and restoring to us the delights
of antiphony. These benefits cannot be reduced to mere technical specifications—they
must be personally experienced. Come and listen to stereo sound in our showroom—
close your eyes and imagine that concert hall of sound in your own home.

WARWICKSHIRE.

BIRMINGHAM 5.
021-692 1487

Then you will discover that this can actually happen. Our whole aim is to help you
achieve the joys of stereo in your own home—and within your own means. This is
where "Budget Stereo" comes in—a flexible all-round approach to stereo installation,
which puts maximum enjoyment of music at minimum cost at your disposal.

021-705 7999

When you visit 35 Moscow Road for ademonstration you will find an extensive range
of carefully selected components to suit all musical tastes, decorative requirements and
bank balances. You could easily spend upwards of £.500 on agrandiose sound system
to suit a stately home—but you'll see that an astonishingly beautiful and exciting
record reproduction can be installed in your home for a total outlay of around £ 100.
Budget Stereo is based mainly on the CQ Junior Bookshelf speaker, aThomas Heinitz
exclusive for years. At 28 gns, a pair they offer stereo sound with a fullness, richness
and depth that surpasses many bulkier and far more expensive systems. And at
Thomas Heinitz you have the unique advantage of ensuring that the CQ Junior suits
your particular requirements before making the final decision. Every pair is returnable
within six weeks, and you can then choose any alternative speakers available and just
make up the difference! You will also have a chance to hear demonstrations of the
outstanding Bowers and Wilkins P2/H Monitor speaker.

Available at our Birmingham premises:
One

pair

of

second-hand

Wharfedale

3

speaker corner enclosures, each unit com-

When you come to Moscow Road you will not only find the most discriminatingly
chosen range of stereo equipment in London but the expertise, experience and genuine
concern for customer's satisfaction.

prising:-

Come along to our " Live Record Review" 2-4.30 every Saturday afternoon. A weekly
free recital devoted to all the latest record releases.

15", 8" and 3" units and complete with sand

Hours of business: 9.30 to 5.30 (Thurs. 9.30-1. Fri. 9.30-7)

filled back panels. Walnut finish. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. £59 the pair.

TEl

Thomas Heinitz
Tel. 01-229 2077

MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 MOSCOW RD QUEENSWAY LONDON W2

IIARIUDGE LTD

THE

PART EXCHANGE SPECIALISTS

Any audio equipment considered
either for CASH or EXCHANGE
— BEST OFFERS AVAILABLE --

Range:-0-6 grams with .} gram calibrations.
Place the balance on the turntable and the pickup stylus in the hollow in the centre
of the scale pan.
Set the balance weight so that its groove indicates the required playing weight.
Adjust the pickup weight until the scale arm is horizontal.

WRITE IN TODAY, Quoting Ref: H.F.N.

Address: 8 MOOR ST., LONDON W1J 5LJ

£110,8 including Purchase Tax.

Telephone: 01-437 7108

A. R. SUGDEN & CO. ( ENGINEERS) LTD.
BRIGHOUSE, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND

A• D•

HI-FI

LOUDSPEAKER
ENCLOSURES
& CABINETS

STEREO

STOCK MODELS OR MADE
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION

PACKAGE
DEAL

FINEST VENEERS & FINISHES
PLEASE
NOTE
OUR NEW
ADDRESS

A. DAVIES 8/ CO.
(Cabinet Makers)

£112

56 WELLESLEY ROAD
LONDON, N.W.5
01-485 5775

Open till 5.30 Saturday

866

Leak STEREO 30 plus amp.;
Garrard SP25 playing unit; AT-66
p.u.

cartridge;

speakers,

2 Medley

I
9t" x I
41" x8",

BLS
with

E.M.I. 13+"x8" bass and tweeter.
Teak

with

gold

grille.

Total

recommended prices: E120.12.6.

KIRKMAN
40 The Broadway, CRAWLEY

BORROW YOUR
STEREO RECORDS

INOL

AND TAPES!
Have you good
quality stereo
equipment?

SANYO DC-60E

Do you know how
to care for
stereo discs
and tapes?

30 x 30

Would you like
to enjoy all the
latest stereo
records in your
own home for
only afew pence
per day?

WATTS

TUNER / AMPLIFIER
RECOMMENDED
PRICE

£100-14-7

Then send 9d. in
stamps for our new
free brochure
giving full
details of the
WSL service.

OUR CASH PRICE

£89-10-0

or your QUAD II inc. AMPS and C55./10,
or your LEAK STEREO 30 and L57/10/or your GOODMANS MAXAMP 30 and L.59/10/or your ROGERS CADET Ill and C67/10/OR YOU NAME IT. .

CHILTON
100s.

The Wilson Stereo Library Ltd
104-106, NORWOOD HIGH STREET,

RMS

STEREO

LONDON, S.E.27

STEREO
TAPE RECORDER

10 x 10

IMINV

SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER

WATTS

RMS

3 HEAD SYSTEMS
REMOTE CONTROL
3SPEEDS, etc.. etc.

SONOTONE SOLENT HI-FI
BOOKCASE SPEAKERS

Recommended Price
C148/1/-

OUR

CASH PRICE

or your REVOX G36 and C731101or your REVOX 636 and 039/10/OR YOU NAME IT. .

£129-10-0

Stockists for
FERROGRAPH - REVOX - TANDBERG - UHER - SANYO
CHILTON - LEAK - NIKKO - QUAD - LUX - ARMSTRONG
ROGERS ETC.
GUARANTEED USED AND DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT

• Scandinavian-style

NOVA STEREO UNIT COMPLETE ( S/H) AS NEW
DITTON 15 SPEAKERS ( PAIR) ( S/H)
GOLDRING LENCO "88" MOTOR ( S/H) . .
QUAD II inc. POWER AMPS. and TUNER ( S/H) .
LOWE OPTA PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER ( S/H)
RAVENSBOURNE AMPLIFIER ( S/H)
..
RAVENSBOURNE "2" F.M. TUNER ( SIS)
.
ARMSTRONG 127 TUNER/AMP ( S/H)
ARMSTRONG 425 TUNER/AMP ( S/S)
.

•

Cabinet, Walnut Finish.
4-8 0 Impedance, 12 W
Input. • Suitable for valve or Transistor Amplifiers.
S Fitted with
Goodans
m
Speakers.
Frequency response 40 c/s to 20 k/cs.
S Tested
by Which Magazine.
Small, attractive, size 14 • 9 x8.
On
Permanent Demonstration.
Reviewed by Hi-Fi News, Gramophone
and Audio Record Review.

e
e

•

e

••

•

•

•

•

••
.•
••
.•
••

NEW CARTRIDGES
SHURE M3D, f6/7/6 — SHURE M44E, £ 12/14/4 — SHURE M55E, E15/3/1 —
SHURE M9 IE, f23/111//- — PICKERING VI 5 ACE 3, f12110/- — B & O SP6,
E6/19/6 — AUDIO TECHNICA AT66, LS/2/4 — SONOTONE 9TA/HC, 49/6.
P. & P. included.

Today's value,

eH.P. CREDIT FACILITIES eB RETURN MAIL ORDER.
eINSTANT BARCLAYCARD CREDIT. ( carriage extra).
WIMBLEDON

SPECIAL OFFER
£1 1/10/— each. P./P., 10/—
ON PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION

Y

LEE ELECTRONICS

JAMES RUSSELL & SONS LTD.
9-11 WIMBLEDON ( Station) BRIDGE, SW19

400 EDGWARE RD., PADDINGTON, 723-5521
(Closed Thursdays)

•

SANYO MR939 STEREO TAPE RECORDER ( S/H)
..
TP78 DECK COMPLETE WITH PLINTH AND CARTRIDGE ( 5/5)
TANDBERG SERIES 1241 STEREO TAPE RECORDER ( S/H)

SOLENT MK II MODEL
also available, finished in attractive Oiled Teak.
£20.

•

••

55/ I
0.
647/ I Ell/ I
0/f.65/ I
0/LI 9/ I0/D15/ I
0/M9/ I
0/Ct9/10/6.59/10/E110/10/019/10/f.47/10/E110/10/-

Tel.: 01-946 8804

S.a.e. for Test Reviews.

867

o

AUDIO SERVICES

PHOTOGRAPHIC

offer up to

25% CASH
15C111111T

ARM)

HI-FI

MAIL

ORDER

AND

CASH

COUNTER

RECMD PRICE
AMPLIFIERS
CASH PRIC
£4 13 0
ARENA F2I0
£26 8
52 0 0
LEAK STEREO 30 ..
42 8
63 0 0
LEAK STEREO 70 ..
51
9
54 0 0
GOODMANS MAXAMP 30
44
52 0 0
ARMSTRONG 521
o
43 o
98 0 0
QUAD 33 and 303
82
59 10 0
ROGERS RAVENSBOURNE
49 o
42 10 0
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK
35 o
30 9 0
SINCLAIR 2000 AMP
23 o
46 10 0
NIKKO TRM 40B ..
39 o
95 0 0
NIKKO TRM 120 . .
82 o
TUNERS
£39 18 0
ARENA F2I Iinc. DECODER
..
£ 32
3
51 10 6
LEAK TROUGHLINE STEREO ..
42 5
36 8 11
LEAK TROUGHLINE MONO ..
29 0
82 5 5
GOODMANS STEREOMAX AM/FM
72 0
40 4 6
ARMSTRONG 524 F.M. .. .
33 2
52 9 0
ARMSTRONG 523 AM/FM
43 0
ARMSTRONG M4 DECODER ..
8 0
9 10 0
51
0 0
QUAD F.M. ..
45 2
61 17 9
RAVENSBOURNE " 2" F.`.
51
9
31
0 1
SINCLAIR 2000 STEREO ..
25
7
68 8 3
NIKKO FAM I2F AM/FM
57
2
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
E 00 16 0
ARENA T2500 AM/FM inc. DECODER
£8I
5
90 6 0
ARENA T2400 FM inc. DECODER
72 6
21 17 11
NIKKO ST 501 AM/FM .. ..
101
5
36 3 11
NIKKO ST 701 FET AM/FM
113
3 II
00 14 7
SANYO DC- 60 E AM/FM
83 2 0
22 18 11
SANSUI 350 AM/FM ..
105 2 II
54 9 6
SANSUI 2000 AM/FM .. ..
132
2 II
71
9 0
ARENA TI500 inc. DECODER ..
56
3
79 14 9
ARMSTRONG 425 ( one only) ..
62 0
43 13 9
ARMSTRONG 127 ( one only) ..
32 0
TURNTABLES
£I5 II 11
GARRARD SP 25 less CARTRIDGE
[ II
9
23 16 7
GARRARD AP 75 less CARTRIDGE
18 0
35 12 5
GARRARD SL 75 less CARTRIDGE
27 0
45 9 1
GARRARD SL 95 less CARTRIDGE ..
35
9
36 8 2
GOLDRING GL 75 less CARTRIDGE . ..
28 0
49 2 8
GOLDRING GL 75P and lid less CARTRIDGE
39 0
39 16 9
THORENS TD 150 AB less CARTRIDGE
33
5
46 15 10
THORENS TD 124 ( unit only) .. ..
40 0
69 11
2
THORENS TD 125 ( unit only) .. ..
59 9
67
3 2
SANYO TP 78 complete in plinth and with cart.
57 0
90 16 6
SANYO TP 70 complete in plinth and with cart.
79 9
SPEAKERS
£33 12 6
WHARFEDALE DENTONS ( pair) ..
f27 0
42 0 0
WHARFEDALE SUPER LINTONS ( pair)
34 5
29 10 0
WHARFEDALE MELTON ( each)
22
9
29 15 0
LEAK MINI SANDWICH ( each)
22 9
43 10 0
LEAK SANDWICH ( each)
33 0
43 10 0
K.E.F. CONCORD ( each)
33 0
29 0 0
K.E.F. CELESTE MK II ( each)
22 0
53 10 0
K.E.F. CONCERTO ..
42 0
20 7 10
GOODMANS MAXIM ( each)
16
9
44 13 0
GOODMANS MAMBO ( pair)
36
9
47 19 10
GOODMANS MARIMBA ( pair) ..
39 5
40 2 0
GOODMANS MAGNUM K MK II ( each)
30 9
CARTRIDGES
£8 10 6
SHURE M3D-M ..
E6 4
17 8 4
SHURE M44- E
13
3
20 15
1
SHURE M55- E
16 5
17 8 4
SHURE M75- G .
13
3
29 10 0
SHURE M9 1- E ..
23 0
13 0 1
GOLDRING G 800
10 0
18 17 2
GOLDRING G 800E
14 9
13 18 11
PICKERING V15 AT 3
10 2
6 3 9
B & 0 SPI ..
5 5
B & 0 SP6 . . .. ..
7 5
8 5 6
6 4 8
AUDIO TECHNICA AT 66
5 5
24 4 9
AUDIO TECHNICA AT 35X .. ..
19 10
2 4 7
ACOS GP- 9I-3 STEREO COMPATIBLE
1 15
4 0 4
SONOTONE 9TH/HC ( Diamond) ..
3 3
TAPE RECORDERS
£177 9 0
REVOX A77 1102 or 1104/1302 or 1304
£ 152 6
204 15 0
REVOX A77 1122 or 1124/1322 or 1324
175 10
211
I 0
REVOX A77 1222 or 1224
181 10
77 0 0
TANDBERG 1521 MONO
66 19
157 0 0
TANDBERG 64X .. ..
138 0
149 0 0
TANDBERG 1221 x or 1241 x
129 10
195 0 0
AKAI M9 ..
167 10
109 0 0
AKAI 1710W
93 15 1
99 10 0
AKAI 30000
85 18
97 4 9
SANYO MR 929 ..
79 10
112 0 2
SANYO MR 939 .. .
89 19
90 8 8
SANYO MR 800 Deck .. . .. ..
77 19
* ALL EQUIPMENT NEW, BOXED, AND MAKERS GUARANTEE
* MAIL ORDER CLIENTS ADD 10/- FOR CARRIAGE ( 2/6 for CARTRIDGES)
* BARCLAYCARD CLIENTS ADD 9d. IN THE L
Large stocks of Photographic Equipment also available inc. NIKON —
LEITZ—CANON—HASSELBLAD—ROLLEI—ROLEX—EUMIG—etc.
Send s.a.e. for Complete List.

plus DEMONSTRATIONS
EXPERT GUIDANCE
INSTALLATION IF REQUIRED
SERVICE
GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
Alexander Shackman, the acknowledged authority on high
quality sound reproduction, now adds to his personal service,
the attraction of substantial cash discounts on all the leading
makes of equipment

LARGE STOCKS
Audio Services is an old established, highly specialised, Hi Fi retail
business of high reputation. Large stocks are carried of all leading
brands, including their own unique Dynastatic Mark 11 loudspeaker ...
Duode Janszen, Leak Sandwich, Richard Allan Pavane', Richard Allan
Class A amplifiers, Leak Stereo 70, Rogers Ravensbourne, Armstrong
New 400 and 500 series.

.and now Audio Services introduce their latest development, the
NOVASTATIC Loudspeaker at only £42. An economically priced,
quality performance development from the very successful Dynastatic
series, the NOVASTATIC incorporates the patented Shackman Electrostatic Unit. They are now on continuous demonstration together with
the new Shackman Dynasonic 2T. At £29 10 0.

WE ARE A SHOP
AND CALLERS ARE WELCOME
Hours of opening 9.30 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
Thursday. Tel: 01-449 6605

Half day

The Dynastatic Mark 11 loudspeaker is widely exported. Price £52.
Covered by British Patents Nos. 1059307 and 1105627. Other UK and
US patents pending.

8[111:100
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SEND
stamped addressed
envelope for

11:111
11

WIMBLEDON
5 Wimbledon ( Station) Bridge, S.W.I9
Tel. No

including Saturday.

82, EAST BARNET RD,
NEW BARNET,HERTS.
TEL: BARnet 6605.

our new
DISCOUNT
price list

1
1

HN 3.11

01-946 7402
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 8d. per word ( private), minimum
I0/-, Box Nos. 2s. 6d. extra. Trade rates 1/- per word, minimum 15/-, Box Nos. 2s. 6d. extra.
Copy and remittance for advertisements in AUGUST, 1969 issue must reach these offices by
2nd JULY addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block
capitals or typewritten. See Classified Advertisements Order Form on page 872.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager,
News, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.
The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

SITUATIONS VACANT

HI-FI SALESMEN

Tape Recorders. Senior Salesman required, must
be fully experienced in all makes of equipment. Also
Junior Salesman required. Telesonic Ltd., 92 Tottenham
Court Road, London, W.I. Tel.: 01-636 8177.
Photo-Staff Consultants Ltd. are the leading agency for
HiFi sales and technical staff. Experienced personnel
required for jobs in all areas of London and the country.
Phone or call PHOTO-STAFF 01-734 1918 (5 lines),
25 Oxford Street, W.I. No fees to staff.
Jordan-Watts require Foreman for loudspeaker factory.
Jordan-Watts Ltd., Benlow Works, Silverdale Road,
Hayes, Middlesex. Tel.: 01-573 6928.

RADIO and TV SALESMEN
WANTED FOR EUROPE'S
LEADING HI-FI CENTRE

HACKER RADIO
DEVELOPMENT GROUP
designing
Radio
Receivers,
Record
Players, Radiogramophones and High
Fidelity
Equipment of the
highest
quality, invites applications for additional
staff:
ASSISTANT RADIO ENGINEER
Circuit Design
ASSISTANT AUDIO ENGINEER
Circuit Design
DESIGNER DRAUGHTSMAN
Good Salary, Prospects and working conditions, Pension Scheme, apply stating
qualifications to:Technical Director,
Hacker Radio Limited,
Norreys Drive,
Cox Green,
MAIDENHEAD, Berkshire.

TWICKENHAM
College of Technology
TECHNICIAN required for Department
of Liberal Studies to assist with the
maintenance of projection equipment.
Experience
an
advantage
but not
essential.
Salary Tech. 2 £855 ( age 21) rising to
£85 including London Weighting. 38
hour week.
Application forms ( s.a.e.) from: Bursar,
Twickenham College of Technology,
Egerton Road, Twickenham, Middx.,
returnable immediately.
(Quote C.602 HFN)

also

Preferably experienced, but others with
suitable qualifications also considered.
Excellent conditions, good salary and
commission. Pension fund, L.V.'s etc.
Apply Mr Roche,
Im

hof's

112-116

New Oxford Street,
London, W.C.I.
Telephone: 01-636 7878

FOR SALE- private
Decca 111E ffss pickup head, perfect order, barely used,
£10 (SME adaptor available if wanted). STC Stereo
Headset, £4. Box No. 1062 ( London).
Pair Lowther Acoustas, P.M.6's, built to manufacturer's plans and finished in Brazilian Rosewood. Regrettably too big for the living room of my new house. Also
Empire 888 magnetic cartridge, less stylus. £45 the lot
or separate. Tel.: Salisbury 28168, evenings.
Two Lowther T.P.1 Speakers, £90. Two Wharfedale
15in. bass units with Kelly Ribbons and crossovers in
R.G.D. enclosures, £35. Two Grampian D.P.4s, one
Cadenza ribbon mics, £4 each. All 30 ohms. Brumpton,
Frithville, Boston, Lincs. Tel.: Sibsey 234.
Pair KEF Monitor loudspeakers in good condition.
Very fine sound. £60 (cost £ 105). Dallimore, Lock Cottage, Llanhamlach, Brecon.
Hi-fi Equipment (mono). Vortexion tape recorder.
Garrard 4 HF transcription motor. Leak FM tuner and
pre-amplifier.
Complete, fitted in polished cabinet.
Separate 10in. Wharfedale speaker. £85. Tel.: 01-272
5758 (evenings).
Truvox TSA 100, £26; Wharfedale Linton, teak, £6.
Carriage paid U.K. Hallows, 1 Menacuddle Lane, St.
Austell, Cornwall.
Knight KG-865 stereo amplifier with case, cost £56,
£42 o.n.o. Hamlin, 78 Altham Grove, Harlow. Essex.
Quad 33. 303 stereo tuner, Garrard 301, SME 3009,
Shure M75E (all but Garrard 301 two months old). In
Regency type reproduction mahogany cabinet, with
record space. Cost £260, accept £200. Apply: Mrs.
Smith, Smith Bros. & Foster Ltd., Keighley. Tel.: 7777,
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
DeccaKelly Kardioid speakers. Matched pair as new,
teak. £60. Tel.: 01-959 7505 (N.W.7.)
KEF-K2 Baffles ( pair), BI39 bass, TI5 treble with
crossover. As new. List £45, accept £27 o.n.o. the pair.
Changing to E.S.L. Harris, 56 Cobbold Avenue, Eastbourne, Sussex.
SME 12in. arm Mk II, 301 deck, Decca ffss Mk I
head. Complete in mahogany case, lock, keys. £48 o.n.o.
Plas Isaf Hall, Llangynhafal, Denbigh, North Wales.
Rogers Ravensbourne Stereo Tuner, chassis model.
New Quad only reason for sale. Bargain at £40. Allen,
tel. 061-748 6313 ( Manchester).
Automobile Stereo 8-track tape player, 12 volt, £27.
Two loudspeakers. £3. Various tape cartridges, £2each.
Box No. 1059 ( Sussex).
Fane- two 12in. Dual Cone 20-watt I5-ohms speakers.
Type 122/10A with aluminium Voice Coils 30-15,000
c.p.s. £5 each. Tel.: St. Albans 51585.
B & O I3eocord 2000T De Luxe portable tape recorder
as new, with two ribbon microphones and stands, £ 130.
D. F. Buckby, London Apprentice, St. Austell, Cornwall.
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Pair of Radford Mk II bookshelf speakers ( ten months
old), £40. Shure M55E, £8. Tel.: 01-460 0958 (evenings).
Ferrograph 4 A.N., £40. Armstrong 227M, case, £20.
81, 7in. tapes, Hublocks, offers Chapple. Tel.: 01-864
0587.
Brenell STB2 tape unit, as new, £ 100. R. Lee. Tel.:
Buckley 2993 ( Flintshire).
Tandberg 64X 4-track stereo tape recorder, £90.
Pioneer ER420 AM/FM stereo tuner/amplifier, £50.
Thorens TD1508 with Perspex cover, £ 17 10s. SME3009
Series II S2 shell, £ 18 10s. Ortofon SL I5E cartridge and
transformer, £20. One pair Wharfedale Super lOs in
cabinets, £20. Sony DR3A stereo headphones, £5.
Akai de-magnetiser, £2. Sony F96 microphone, unused,
£3. All in excellent condition. All reasonable offers
considered. E. S. Helsdon, 3 Amman Square, Cranwell,
near Sleaford, Lincs.
Tannoy Lancaster free-standing teak enclosure with
Monitor Gold unit, or corner enclosure, £45. A 15-ohms
Monitor unit which is better for valved amplifiers in a
free standing or corner Lancaster enclosure, £40. Ihave
three Lancaster systems! Mr. J. Connor, 117 Gordon
Crescent, off Morland Road, Croydon, CRO 6NW.
Ferrograph 633 (Connoisseur), little used. Virtually
as new. £75 o.n.o. Harrison, Park Street 2290 (St.
Albans), after 7 p.m.
Revox 736, high speed, 2-track, unused. Professionally
calibrated within ± 1dB to 20 Kc. £ 120 o.n.o. Tel.:
01-422 2759.
Leak Stereo 30 amplifier, FM Troughline 3 tuner,
B & 0 turntable and pickup, pair of Lowther Acoustica
with PM6. All in excellent condition. £ 120. Tel.: 01-624
0549, or write: Wong, 26 Aberdare Gardens, London,
N.W.6.
Transcriptors arm fitted to GL70 turntable on plinth
with cover, including Decca stylus cleaner, and complete
with Shure cartridge. Demonstrated. £ 30. Waterer.
Tel.: 01-607 0959, after 7 p.m.
Sony TC530, cost £ 145 sell £90. Also B.A.S.F. tapes,
unused, boxed with unbroken seals, 7in. 1800ft., 305.
each. Tel.: Upminster 26754.
Tripletone HiFi Major amplifier ( mono), year old,
10 gns o.n.o. 17 High Beeches, Chelsfield, Kent (evenings).
Ampex 1100 stereo tape recorder, electronic selective
reversing, 2 microphones, 2 Ampex 2010 speakers.
Excellent condition. Cost £248, accept £ 160. 18, Fulmar
Drive, Hythe, Southampton.
Thorens TDI50AB; B & 0 SP6 cartridge, Perspex
cover, bias compensator, Parastat. £30 o.n.o. Tel.:
Derby 56353.
Excellent Stereo Hi-fi. Only 9 months old, perfect
condition: Garrard SL95 deck, plinth and cover, Goldring 800E cartridge, £49; Armstrong 421 amplifier, still
with maker's guarantee, £29; two Celestion Ditton 15s,
£23 each. O.n.o. Tel.: 01-263 1665.
Harting HMS 1-track stereo tape recorder, £30.
Lustraphone VR65NS ribbon stereo microphone, £9.
Wharfedale 8FSAL speaker, £4. Battery portable 1track recorder, £8. Switched FM tuner, £9. M. Gotch,
44 Audley Road, Saffron Walden, Essex.
Brenell Mk V (mono), good working order, with
microphone, lead, etc., £30. Also Linear 30 watts RMS
amplifier (mono), very little used, £ 15. Box No. 1065
(Kent).
Lowther. 2:<PM6 units in Acousta cabinets, good
condition. £70 pair, o.n.o. Box No. 1064 ( Kent).
Ga
d 301S, new Strobe turntable, immaculate
condition; SME3012 Series II pickup arm ( new), with
P1 spacer, Decca adaptor; Audio Technics AT35X
cartridge (elliptical stylus). £65 o.n.o. Must sell, going
abroad. Reply
News Box No. 1063 ( Kent).
Goldring G99 transcription motor, Decca ffss pickup,
covered teak plinth, 100%, £ 35 o.n.o. Cost £ 55. 68B St.
Bernard's Road, Solihull. Tel.: 021-706 4660, evenings
(Warwickshire).
Uher 724L stereo recorder, tapes and accessories, fourteen months old. Immaculate. £52. Skinner, 4 St.
Julian's Close, S.W.I6.
Leak Stereo 30 (chassis), 21 years old, checked by
makers, £26. Wanted, stereo microphone mixer; would
consider home-built model. Box No. 1066 (
Middlesex).
Quad 33 and 303, £75; M55E cartridge, £ 15; 2Wharfedale 15in. RS loudspeakers, £20 pair; KEF Celeste
(walnut), £20; Heathkit Sin. Scope, £22; Heathkit sine/
square audio generator, £9; R.F. generator, £9; Taylor
FM generator, £ 15; 12/C bridge, £7; Heathkit transistorised voltmeter IM/16, £ 18; Revox F36, £60; Brenell
1-track stereo deck, £ 16, Most items in new condition.
All reasonable offers considered. Lillie, 5I Galway
Road, Arnold, Nottingham.
Stereo. S.P.6, 65s. Deram, 25s. Perfect. 75% styli
potential unused. Hebb, Rose Grove, Plumtree, Notts.
Dual 1009 transcription turntable with teak plinth,
Perspex cover and two cartridges, £ 36. Pair Ampex 815
bookshelf loudspeakers, £ 16. Sharp RD707 4-track
transistor stereo tape recorder, £65. Klinger KC25
player/amplifier with Shure M3D cartridge, £40. O.n.o.
All the above in mint condition. Tel.: Tamworth 5991
(Staffordshire).
Two Audiom 61 bass units, £ 12 10s. each. Two Wharfedale 3-way crossover units HS/400/3, £4 15s. each.
Little used, perfect. Tel.: 041-649 1519 (Glasgow).

Leak Stereo 70 (cased model), new, £57. Goldring
Super E, mint, only four hours' use in SME 3009, £20
(cost £26). Audio Technica AT33 cartridge, unused,
£7 10s. (cost £ 10 I5s.). Tel.: Banbury 2099 (days);
Bloxham 497 (evenings).
Enthusiast has following, almost new, cartridges for
sale: ADC 10E, Mk II, £35; Decca C4E, £ 17 10s. Interested parties ring Sheffield 53157 (evenings).

FOR SALE—trade
Save £££s on new hi-fi. As specialists in hi-fi and
stereo equipment, we can offer all makes fully guaranteed
at generous savings, up to 25%. No membership charges,
free delivery. Write with details of your requirements for
quotations to: HiFi Buying Agency, 22 Wardour Street,
London, W.I. Tel.: REG 6848.
'Somerset' 10 and 30 watt output transformer. Transformer Equipment Limited, Railway Place, London,
S.W.I9.
A better deal provided by a specialist Hi Fi Retail
Establishment of high reputation. Up to 25% discount.
Leading makes.
Massive stocks.
Demonstrations,
guidance, installations service. Optimum performance
guaranteed. Write or phone. Callers welcome. Shop
hours, 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m. Half day Thursday. Open all
day Saturday. Audio Services Ltd., 82 East Barnet Road,
New Barnet. Tel.: 6605.

JOIN THE CLASS 'A'
SET AND SAVE £ 10
A few A2I Amplifiers available with full
guarantee, (ours and theirs) at special
offer price. ONLY £46 carriage paid
Please call for demonstration.
P.S. See our Mr Leeming's article on Stereo
Multiplex Radio in this issue.

Holdings Photo/Audio Centre
39/41 Mincing Lane,
Blackburn BB2 2AF
Tel: 59595/6

BONDED ACETATE FIBRE
Loudspeaker Cabinet Lining
1" Superior Quality, 9/6 per square yard.
Roll width is 54"—ANY LENGTH CUT.
LOUDSPEAKER GRILLE FABRICS

VYNAIR
Ten distinctive patterns, 3/— per square
foot. ANY SIZE CUT (kt1 per sq. in.!)

TYGAN
Two selected patterns available now,
more later. Bronze/Silver and Gold/
Burgundy, 5/— per square foot. ANY
SIZE CUT, pro rata.
Despatched promptly in strong tubes
Fabric Samples and Fitting Instructions for
all materials, 1/— (stamps), deductable
against purchase.
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
It is NOT intended to increase the above
prices to cover the recently imposed
Purchase Tax, unless there is any further
uplift beyond 13M. We thank everybody for their past support.

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, Nr. Selby, Yorkshire
Telephone: 0757 85-206

REFRESH

YOUR

EARS

by listening to WOOLLETT Speakers as demonstrated by Tom Joyce of Ramsgate
Audio
Specialists for over 35 years. Trust your ears—
they will do more than any ad. man. Personal
service.

TOM JOYCE
147 Boundary Road, Ramsgate, KENT

A.D. HiFi cabinets are individually made, so they can
be finished or adapted to your requirements, or made to
order if not suitable. Send rough sketch. We will quote
if we are able to help. You will find our prices very
competitive for the high quality. Visit our works and
showroom. A. Davies & Co., 56 Wellesley Road,
London, N.W.5. Tel.: 01-485 5775.
Not only a Discount but also leaflets, advice and systems
wired ready for use. Write or phone today for price list.
C.B.A., 188 Queens Road, Watford, Herts. Tel.:
WA 20917.
Always be careful (and money wise) before buying
quality equipment. Send your requirement to Audio
Supply Association for evaluation and quotation. See
below.
If quality matters consult first our 70-page phototions (5s. 6d.). Members enjoy unbiased advisory service,
preferential terms. Membership 7s. 6d. Our associates
also manufacture records from your own tapes, or record
the master at our studios (Steinway grand). Bulk terms
for choirs, fund-raising. Please specify requirements.
Audio Supply Association, 18 Blenheim Road, London,
W.4.

Q FACTO RS
Mail order supplies for the home
constructor i.e. BAF, Rexine
Capacitors, Chokes Matching
Transformers etc.
Send s.a.e. for list.

Q FACTORS
35c Pinfold Gate,
Loughborough,
Leics.

Frank Brown, Audio Consultant, 29 Lychgate Lane,
Burbage, Hinckley, Leicestershire. Tel.: Burbage 423.
For the best possible equipment within your price orbit.
Expertly installed and fully tested. Discount for cash
with order.
Pre-recorded American Stereo Tapes, cheap as records.
Bernstein's Mahler, Maazel's Tchaikovsky, Karajan's
Beethoven symphonies £ 15, £ 3 cheaper. All stocked.
Catalogue 5s. Postereo Tapes, 9 Darley Street, Harold's
Cross, Dublin, Eire.

Hi -Fi at
20% DISCOUNT
WE SUPPLY
EVERYTHING FOR
THE HI-Fl ENTHUSIAST
Our associated l-li-Fi Company has been
in this field since 1925—and we were established in 1960 as one of Britain's first Mailorder Discount Agencies.
Since then we
have become known for our prompt personal
service and impeccable after-sales-attention
. . . the latter being of vital importance when
buying at a discount.
Only new unused Branded Equipment with
Manufacturers' Guarantees.
No Membership charges. Hire purchase if required. All
enquiries and orders are dealt with on the
same day as received.
Send for free brochure (including full range
of domestic appliances) to:—
THE DISCOUNT BUYING AGENCY
Baleombe, Sussex
Tel.: Balcombe 295
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Leak Stereo 70 chassis, £49 I5s.; teak, £ 55 ;Goldring
GL75/P, £40; Shure M75E, £20; V15/II, £30; SME 3009
Series II, £25. Many others available at similar discounts, e.g. Quad, Goodmans, Thoren's, Ortofon, Akai,
Garrard, Arena, Philips, etc., plus variety of Budget
equipment—please write for quotations. All equipment
brand new, guaranteed, carriage paid. R.W. Audio,
II Arley Close, Plas Newton. Chester.
Largest cash discounts on quality audio. Before you
buy send a stamp for the NVR Discount Catalogue.
Discover the terrific savings you can make. Write now
—right now. N.V.R. ( Audio), 36 Front Street West,
Bedlington, Northumberland.
G.E.S. Audio Services present 2 big money saving
package deal offers: ( I) Rogers Ravensbrook stereo
amplifier in teak case; Goldring GL75 turntable on
plinth with cover; Goldring G800E magnetic stereo
cartridge; pair of matched 15 watt speaker systems in
teak; retail price, £ 166; package price, £ 118; as above,
but using Leak Stereo 30 Plus, £ 125. ( 2) Trio TK 150T
amplifier; Garrard SP25 turntable on plinth with cover;
Audio Technica AT66 or Shure M3D cartridge; pair of
matched 15 watt speaker systems in teak; retail price,
£118; package price, £83 10s. All systems fully wired
and ready to operate if required, at no extra cost. Carriage and insurance free. Hi-fi systems of your own
choice quoted for. All goods brand new and fully
guaranteed. Write, phone or call at our Sales and
Demonstration Dept.. 99 Holly Road, Twickenham,
Middlesex ( tel.: 01-892 4737); Service Dept. only.
49 Boston Road, Hanwell, London, W.7 ( tel.: 01-579
4942).
Audio Electronics offer 33f% discount on a very
popular superior magnetic stereo cartridge with diamond
stylus. Recently reviewed and ideal for use in the Garrard
SP25 (£ 12) or in other ' Budget' systems. Recommended
retail price £54s. 8d., offered by us only at £ 3 10s. post
free, while stocks last. Your cheque with order secures
this year's hi-fi trade bargain.
Audio Electronics,
468 Arterial Road, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex. Tel.: Southend
521737.
An Audio Electronics Special Offer: Garrard 401, £25;
Goldring GL75, £28; Connoisseur BD2 turntable/plinth/
cover, £36. Guaranteed by Audio Electronics, 468
Arterial Road, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex. Tel.: Southend
521737.
Bosch Uher 5000 2-track, brand new: retail £ 123 I8s.,
cash price £85. Tel.: 01-567 1032.

MIXING CONSOLES
Customed to your needs,
requirements and style
Large or small for all recording, broadcast, re-recording, programme production and discotheque applications.
A complete design and
facility at your disposal.
AUDIO

production

DYNAMICS

Manufacturing Audio Engineers
MOIETY, SEEND, WILTS.
Tel.: Seend 224.

ONCE A YEAR ONLY-SPRING
SALE-CASH OR H.P.
Our approximate usual price in brackets.
Richard Allan A21 (£ 56), £46. Rogers
Ravensbourne (£64), £54. Sansui 400
(£128), £ 110. Fisher 220T (
E187), £ I30.
Fisher 5501 (£250), £ 175. Goodmans
MT1000 ( 04), £59. Armstrong 423 (£45),
£30. Deccadec (£ 19), EIS. KEF Concord
(037), US. Thorens TDI25 (£69), £59.
Fisher 200T (£ 177), LIM.
Leak FM
Stereo (£ 52), £45. Richard Allan C41 /A4 I
(£95), US. Garrard AP75 ( L24), £ 17.
Sansui 5000 (£ 198), £179. Fisher 160T
(LI45), £ I10.
Part ex- change photographic or hi-fi equipment.

HOLDINGS PHOTO/AUDIO CENTRE
39/41

Mincing

Lane,

Blackburn,

BB2 2AF, Lancs.
Tel: 59595/6.

CASH DISCOUNTS
AMPLIFIERS: Dulci 207M, £ 1710/-; Goodmans
Maxamp., £43/41-; Leak Stereo 70, £50/181-; L56/18/(cased); Pioneer SA700, £78; Rogers Ravensbourne,
£51/14/- (cased), 147/12/- (chassis); Nikko TRM40B,
£39; Sinclair Neoteric 60, 146/4/-. CARTRIDGES/
ARMS: ADC 220, £71101-; AD76K, £4; AD86K,
£5/9/6; Audio Technica AT66, £5/12/6; AT2I S, L6/13/I;
AT2I X, L13/6/I I ; B & 0, SP6, £7/8/-; Empire 808,
£8/9/3; Goldring G800H, £9/5/-; G800, 110/18/-;
GŒOE, L15/16/-; G803SE, £21; L75, 110/12/6; Nea,
V70, 14/10/-; G30, 110/-16; Ortofon, SL15E/Module,
123/18/8; R5212, 1.25/6/11; Pickering VIS AME3,
£16; Shure, M3DM, 16/10/-; M31E, LI 1 ; M32E, £ 10/2/6;
M445, LI 1/5/-;f144-7 & C, L10/5/-; M44E, 13; M55- E,
L15/10/-; 1175-6, £ 13/5/-; 1175-G, £ 13/10/-; M75- E,
E20; M91- E, £24; V15, £30; M75E-D19 and 95G, £22.
TUNERS: Armstrong 524, 133/10/-; Arena F2I 1
(MPX), £34; Eagle AFM 200, £27/10/-; Goodmans
Stereomax, £69/9/4; Leak T/Line Stereo, £41/8/4
(chassis); Nikko FAM I2F, £61. TUNER/AMPLIFIERS: Arena T2400 ( mpx), £73; T2500F ( mint),
£80/14/5; Nikko, ST501, £109/1118; Pioneer. SX 600T,
£80; Sanyo DC60, £88.
TAPE RECORDERS:
Akai 30000, £85; Oki, 3000 Tape deck, £50; Sanyo
MR800, £76/ ICU-. TAPE: Scotch 150(215)-18, 38/6;
Dynamic Low Noise 7" 1800', 42/6 ( rec. by B & 0,
Tandberg). TURNTABLES: Dual 1019, £41/2/6;
1019/M75, £49/13111; 1015, £30/6/11; 1015/M75,
£38/15/11; Garrard AP75, £ 18/12/6; SL75, £28/101-;
401, £26; Goldring GL75, L30/10/5; GL75/13/Cover,
141/3/5; Base/Cover, 110/8/11; Thorens TD 150,
£24/14/1.
TDISOAB/TX II, £36/19/6;
TD124/1 I ,
£39/7/9; TO 125/Base/Cover, 168/13/6, SPEAKERS:
Arena HT7, £ 15/I6/2; Good mans Mambos, 134/12/9;
Merco. £23/16/6; Magnum K, £32/116; KEF Crestas,
£37/512; Celeste, £23/5/-; Concord, 134/16/-; Leak
M/Sandwich, £23/16/-;Sandwich, 134/1/6; Wharfedale
Dentons, L28/3/1; S/Lintons, £35/4/10; Meltons,
£23/12/-. SPECIAL OFFERS: Decca Super Arm,
LP Head, Bias Compensator/Ortofon Hi-Jack, 19/10/-;
Quad AM 11 Tuner, £ 12/10/-; Wharfedale Super 3
Cabinets Etc, 19/10/- pair. Two Lockwood standard
enclosures, fitted Vitavox K15/40, £45 each; two
Barker Duode, £ 14 pair; Two Wharfedale HS400/3,
£11 pair. REPLACEMENT STYLI: Shure N3D,
£4/10/-; N44/7. £61713; N75/6, £611915; A/Technica
AT6/7D, £3/8/1; A166/7D, 13/0/2. Also ADC, B & 0,
Empire, Elac, Goldring, Pickering, Sonotone. Also
equipment by—AKAI, B & W, CELESTION, DECCA,
D/FURNITURE, DYNACO, GRUNDIG, H/WEST,
JORDAN/WATTS, LUX, LOVVTHER, P.E., PHILLIPS,
QUAD, REVOX, SHARP, SONY, TELETON, TRIPLETONE, TELEFUNKEN, TRIO, TRUVOX,
MAIL
ORDER ( please enclose pip). EXPORT. DEMONSTRATIONS ( by arrangement after 6 p.m.).
M. O'BRIEN, 49 COMPTON ROAD, WIMBLEDON,
LONDON SW.I9. 01-946 1528,

ELAC 59RM/109
Improved 15 Ohm version. Read Brian Quilter,
H.F.N., June, 1969 and Oct., 1968, about this
sensational drive unit.
£5/10/0 per pair carr. paid
EX STOCK
UNILET PRODUCTS LTD',
COMPTON HOUSE, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY

HOLDINGS HOLIDAYS
We operate staggered holidays, and shall
only be closed on the 21st. and 22nd. July.
Open August Bank Holiday.
HOLDINGS PHOTO/AUDIO CENTRE
39/41 Mincing Lane,
Blackburn, BB2 2AF, Lancs.
Tel: 59595/6.

UP
TO

Closed on Thursdays

2 5% DISCOUNT
ON ALL

EQUIPMENT
Write or phone or call
TOP CONSUMER SERVICES, 83 Parkway, Ruislip Manor,
Middx. Tel. Ruislip 36502/36686. and I2a London Road,
Camberley, Surrey. Tel. 24382 & 26035.

The time switch you have been waiting for! At last, a
Mains Time Switch with fraction-of-a-minute accuracy.
Essential for pre-set tape recording in your absence;
school, laboratory and other uses where extreme accuracy
is required. Send pc for leaflet to: N.R.S. (
HFN),
153 Fellows Road. London, N.W.3. Tel.: 01-722 3314.
Turn your tape recorder into apowerful learning machine.
Send now for catalogue of accessories such as Time
Switches, Pillow Speakers, Special Tapes for Learning,
Language Courses, GCE Courses, etc. If you do not
already have a tape recorder we can supply a de luxe
machine for only 25gns. Credit terms available. Get
with it! Take advantage of these new simpler, faster
educational techniques. Courses and accessories now
also available for Casette Recorders. Opening hours:
9a.m.-6 p.m. Mon-Fri.; 9 a.m.-I p.m. Saturday.
INSTITUTE OF TAPE LEARNING (HFN), 153 Fellows Road, London, N.W.3.

INTERESTED IN SAVING MONEY?
Then consult us on your Hi Fi requirements. Quad,
Leak, Fisher, Shure, Decca, Custom Built Equipments,
in fact most items of Hi-Fi. Let us know your requirements, and we will advise you the best set up value
within your budget. Quotations Free. Cash with
order—Generous Discounts.
E. J. P. SOUND SYSTEMS LTD.,
118 High Street, Lowestoft, Suffolk.
Tel.: OL02-2955.
Consult E. J. Pike, M.A.P.A.E.
STOP PRESS: Sinclair Products now in stock.

STUDIO FACILITIES
Tape to Disc. 50 minutes LPs. Studio available.
Warren Recordings, 59 Hendale Avenue, London, N.W.4.
Tel.: SUNnyhill 0306.
Your tapes to disc. 7 in. 45, 25s.; 10 in. LP, 55s.;
12 in. LP, 65s. 4-day postal service. Masters and Vinylite
pressings. To professional quality, s.a.e. photo leaflet.
Deroy Studios, High Bank, Hawk Street, Carnforth,
Lancs.
J & B Recordings. Tape- to-disc— latest high level disc
cutting all speeds. Mastering pressings, studio, mobile.
14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. Tel.: MITcham
9952.
Sapphire cutters available from stock to suit any type
of disc cutter, by return re-lapping service. Martin Watch
Laboratories, London Road, Binfield, Bracknell, Berks.
Tel.: Bracknell 4935,
Progressive Sound Studios. Facilities include Tape to
Disc, Dubbing and Editing, acoustically designed music
studio capable of accommodating up to ten musicians,
location work with 24 hours notice. Full mixing facilities
available with the G.C. Mk 2 mixer incorporating,
limiting, full equalisation line and loop echo's reverb
and special effects generators. Enquiries to: Tel.: 01-4725107/01-539 5263. Recordings for people who care by
people who care.
Graham Clark Records. Tape to disc pressings. 23 The
Grove, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey. Tel.: Walton 25627,

F.E.T. PRE-AMP.

MISCELLANEOUS

Module for perfect low- noise matching of ceramic
cartridges, valve pre- amps. FM tuners etc. to
transistor amplifiers.
ONLY 25/- post free
(45/- Stereo pair) c.w.o., s.a.e. for full details.

Audio Specialist and Consultant—David Philips, ' St.
Anthony', Murley Crescent, Bishopsteington, Devon.
Tel.: 326.

W. T. MORRIS,
1 Birch Drive, Shawbury, Shrewsbury.

THE EXPERT'S CHOICE
HiFi News contributor Harry Learning gives a
"hint", and " tips" a special recommendation.
Watch this space every month!
CHEAP HI-FI
To ensure continuity of supplies Ialways order
on the top side. During the winter this is fine,
but now, perhaps 1have been over enthusiastic.
Still it's an ill wind that blows no-one any good, so
see our " Spring Sale" advert.
SPECIALLY RECOMMENDED—A2I ( 110 off).
Istill think this sounds better—and the Fishers.
All fully guaranteed (ours and theirs).
Sorry no discount on anything not mentioned
in our sale advert, we are reducing stock, not
trying to cut someone else's throat!

Holdings Photo/Audio Centre,
39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn BB2 2AF.
Te/.: 59595/6 ( closed on Thursdays).

Audio Electronics Stereo Cartridge Centre offers:
Shure M3DM, £6; M3IE, £ 11; M32E, £ 10 5s.; M44/5,
£10 10s.; M44/7, £ 10 10s.; M44/C, £ 10 10s.; M44E, £ 13;
M55E, £ 14 10s.; M75/6, £ 11 10s.; M75G, £ 12; M75E,
£19; M91E, £23; M920, £ 19; M92E, £20; M93E, £ 10;
V15 Mk 2, £30 10s.; Bang & Olufsen SPI, £6 5s.; SP6,
£7 5s.; A.D.C. 220, £7 5s.; Audio Technica AT66,
£5 10s.; Orbit, £4; Pickering P/AC-1, £6 10s.; P/AT-I,
£8 5s.; V15-AM3, £ 16; V15-ACE3, £ 11 10s.; V15-AT3,
£10 10s.; VI5-AC3, £9 10s. Post free. All guaranteed
brand new. Available on our highest rate discount post
service only. Terms: Cheque with order. Limited
quantity, so order now with confidence from: Audio
Electronics, 468 Arterial Road, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.
Tel.: Southend 521737,
At Audio Electronics you can hear a Quad 303, Rogers
Ravensbrook, Leak Stereo 30 Plus and 70, Armstrong
521 on the world's best loudspeakers, and get up to 274%
discount. For example, we offer Teleton at 274%,
Rogers at 25%, Armstrong at 20%, Quad at 15%.
Demonstrations and quick (!) delivery from our new
warehouse, not ' pie in the sky' promises from order
takers! To all those still waiting for our Retail/Discount
Price List, further supplies have just arrived. Our prices
are really worth waiting for. Audio Electronics, 468
Arterial Road, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex. Tel.: Southend
521737,
Audio Electronics offer up to 27k% discount on all
leading makes of genuine high-fidelity equipment. A
4d. stamp secures your discount/retail price list ' hot off
the press'. Buy from the established ' original' Hi-fi
discount company, copied ` by others' but never equalled.
Write, phone or call. Evening demonstrations up to
10 p.m. by appointment. Audio Electronics, 468 Arterial
Road, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex. Tel.: Southend 521737.

871

Skilled tape recorder repairs carried out by expert
personnel of many years' experience backed by extensive
test equipment: Wow and Flutter Meter, Audio Valve
Voltmeter, Audio Generator, Oscilloscopes, etc., with
final test performance figures quoted if required. Ferrograph specialists. Tape Recorder Centre, Tel-Lee-Radio,
220 The Broadway, Wimbledon, S.W.19. Tel.: 01-542
4946.
B. Erwood (Audio Engineer). Hi-fidelity equipment.
serviced, installed, modified and maintained. Reasonable
charges. Will travel. 30 Vincent Road, Kingston, Surrey.
Tel.: 01-546 6011.
Servicing Problems? The contented listener entrusts
his equipment to Sound Distinctive Ltd., Quad, Radford,
Leak, Armstrong and Rogers serviced to manufacturer's
full specifications. Installations and home visits in
London are also undertaken. Tel.: 01-458 1033.

FREE

HI- Fl & STEREO
ADVISORY
SERVICE
We announce the start of our FREE
advisory service for all your hi-fi problems which will be answered by our
experts.
Write, phone or call up to 7p.m.
AUDIO HOUSE LTD., 5Ashbourne
Parade, Temple Fortune, London,
N.W.I I(
near Henly's Corner).
01-455 4618.

DIAMOND REPLACEMENT STYLI
Buy direct from manufacturer and save 50%.
We fit only naked hand- polished professional
quality diamonds to your own cantilever. Unconditional guarantee for quality, polish and dimensions. Twenty-four hour service. Price list on
request.
KELLY ACOUSTICS
6 Bycullah Avenue, Enfield, Middx.
Tel: 01-363 7890

SERVICE
SERVICING & Professional independent evaluation of
"quality" equipment, backed by the best available
instruments covering virtually all measurements in the
audio field.
Normally 3-day turnround. Collection and on-site
work in London area by appointment, including
evenings and weekends.
H F ENGINEERING, 3 Willowbank, Sunbury-on-Thames,
Middlesex. Tel. Sunbury-on-Thames 83232 (24hr service)

WANTED
Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and HiFi specialists wish to purchase good quality Tape and HiFi
equipment for cash. 400 Edgware Road, London, W.2.
Highest Cash Prices offered good quality Stereo TapeRecorders. HiFi Equipment and LP records. R.E.W.
(Earlsfield) Ltd., 266/8 Upper Tooting Road, London
S.W.I7. Tel.: 01-672 9175.
GOOD QUALITY
HI-FI EQUIPMENT
Tel.: 01-472 2185.

TAPE RECORDERS AND
PURCHASED FOR CASH.

We are constantly seeking good ideas for products to
develop and market in the audio and gramophone
industries. If you have one we should be delighted to
hear from you. Box No. 1000 ( London).
Wanted for cash. Tape Recorders, HiFi equipment in
any condition or part exchange for new B&O, Arena,
Brenell, Ferrograph. Green & Cooper Ltd.. 211 Kenton
Road, Kenton, Middlesex. Tel.: 01-907 9660.

r
--

Books on Composers. Following books urgently needed:
'Talks with Great Composers' by A. M. Abell. ' Great
Composers through the eyes of their Contemporaries' by
O. Zoff. ' Berlioz and the Romantic Century' by Jacques
Barzun (2 vols.). ' The Man Liszt' by Ernest Newman.
'Gustav Mahler' by Bruno Walter (trans. J. Galston).
'Gustav Mahler, a Study of his Personality and Work'
by Paul Stefan (trans. T. E. Clark). ` Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart' by Otto Jahn (trans. Townsend). ' My Musical
Life' by Rimsky-Korsakov ( trans. J. A. Joffe). ' Anton
Bruckner—rustic genius', by Werner Wolff. ' The Life
and work of Anton Dvorak' by Paul Stefan ( trans. Y. W.
Vance). ' Claude Debussy—his life and works', by Léon
Vallas ( trans. O'Brien). ' Schubert', by Alfred Einstein
(trans. Ascoli).' Robert Schumann—tone poet, prophet and
critic', by H. F. Peyser. ' Stravinsky—classic humanist',
by H. Strobel ( trans. H. Rosenwald). ' Verdi, the man
in his letters', by F. Werfel and P. Stefan. ' Six Great
Russian Composers', by D. Brook. ' Letters of Richard
Wagner' ( Burrell collection), edited by J. N. Burk. ' The
Divine Quest in Music', by R. W. S. Mendel. Please
state condition and prices. Box No. 1055 ( London).

AM Tuner suitable for use with Leak Stereo 70 amplifier. Oliver, ' Caedmon', Tinckler's Lane, Eccleston,
Chorley, Lancs. Tel.: Eccleston 632.
Wanted, Goodmans Axiom 150 Mk II Speaker, in good
condition. Box No. 1058 (Somerset).
Wanted, Plinth and Cover for LAB 80, Mk
also
cartridge. 36 Hengistbury Road, Southbourne, Bournemouth. Tel.: 44937.
Complete quality stereo outfit. Willing to pay in the
region of £ 150 for equipment in excellent condition.
Purchaser returning from abroad on 26th June. Please
write to: E. Collins, do Stevenson, 886 Moss Park
Drive, Cardonald, Glasgow, S.W.2. Or tel.: Halfway
6068 after 26th June.
Ferrograph 631, 633, standard or H version. Serial
number above 50,000. Required in perfect condition.
Collection possible Midlands or South. Box No. 1060
(Devon).
Ferrograph Series 6 mono, in first-class condition.
Details please. Private. Box No. 1061 (Surrey).

Tandberg 124IX or similar I-track stereo machine.
About £. 100. Williams, 8 Mortimer Road, Cambridge.

•
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TELEFUNKEN 302
* 4Track. * 2 Speeds 3* and I i.p.s.
Reduced from £ 77.8.9. Our Price 56 gns.

TELEFUNKEN 203TS
TELEFUNKEN 300
* Reel size up to 5". * Tape speed 3* i.p.s.
* Frequency
response
40-14,000
cps.
* Output 1watt. * Takes 5x U2 Batteries.
* Complete with Microphone and Tape.
Makers 6 Months Guarantee.
Reduced from 61 Gns. Our Price 45 gns.
Optional accessories available:— A.C. Mains
Charger, £ 14.12.0.
Rechargeable Battery
£8.12.0. Carrying Case, £9.10.7.

* 4Tracks. * Stereo Record. Mono playback
on own amplifier and speaker. Stereo replay
through additional amplifier. * 2 speeds 3*,
1¡ i.p.s. * 7" spools. * Sound-on- Sound and
Duo play. * Complete with Microphone, tape
and Makers 12 months Guarantee.
Reduced from £ 90.6.0. OUR PRICE 64 gns.

BRAND NEW. CARRIAGE,
PACKING & INSURANCE FREE
Write for brochures all makes tape recorders, hi-fi equipment.
Open Saturday 6 p.m.
Friday 6.30 p.m.
18 and 24 monthly terms available.

TELEFUNKEN 301
Similar specification as for Telefunken 300
but 4 track.
Reduced from £70.17.6. Our Price 51 gns.

r/Ae

e

AKAI
M9
* 4-Track
stereo/monau rai
recording and playback.
* 3speeds ( 4, 3Î and 7 i.p.s.) plus 15 i.p.s.
with 15 i.p.s. adaptor kit.*3 heads— CROSSFIELD HEAD SYSTEM ( Erase, recording/
playback, and bias heads). * Hysteresis
synchronous 2- speed motor. * High capacity 40 W MUSIC POWER all silicon transistor
amplifier.*
.
Sound on sound. * Automatic shut off. Automatic stop. * Tape
cleaner with release button. * Vertical and
horizontal operation
£195.3.5. OUR PRICE 145 gns.

ze
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( DEPT. N) 186-188 WEST END LANE, WEST HAMPSTEAD, LONDON, NW6
Telephone: 01-794 4977

DISCOUNT AUDIO

STEREO

A TECHNICAL SERVICE — for the conversion and
realignment of EM Tuners for Stereo Broadcasts

Fantastic Value

Before investing in a new tuner, why not ask for our advice
about the possibility of converting your existing receiver to
STEREO?
Tuners modified include those manufactured by:—Armstrong
— Avantic — B & O — Clarke & Smith — Chapman — Dulci —
Dynatron — Eagle — Eddystone — E.M.I. — Fisher — Grundig —
Heathkit — Jason — Leak — Lowther — L & R — Metz — Pioneer
— Pye — Quad — Rodgers — R.C.A. — H. H. Scott — Telefunken —
T.S.L. — Trio.

QUAD 33 AND 303 AMPLIFIERS
Usually £99.

OUR PRICE £ 88!

LEAK STEREO 70 AMPLIFIERS
Cased, usually £68.10.0.
Chassis, usually £63.

BROADCASTING

OUR PRICE £ 61!
OUR PRICE £ 56!

MOTION ELECTRONICS LTD.
Manufacturers and Designers of High Ouality Sound Systems

39 PELHAM ROAD,
TELEPHONE

GRAVESEND,

•GRAVE 'S( ND

KENT.

66922

Please send an estimate for the conversion of my FM Tuner
for MULTIPLEX RECEPTION
To: Motion Electronics Ltd., 39 Pelham Road, Gravesend,
Kent.

OUR PRICE!
£22.15.0.

Name
Address
Telephone

*guaranteed delivery same day ex stock

Make and Model of Tuner

192 Broadway, S.W.19. Tel: 01-542 7455

Stereo Decoder Required YESINO (delete not applicable)

873

ALL AVAILABLE ON OUR FAMOUS

INTEREST FREE
TERMS

Our extensive knowledge in the Home and Export field coupled with
our technical expertise and the largest stock of all that is best in Hi Fi
of British and Overseas manufacture enables us to offer the right
equipment of your requirement, wherever yo l.: are!
All other makes of equipment available ircruding Dynatron, Eagle,
Grundig, Martin, Philips, Sanyo, Scott, Sinclair, Sonotone, Staples
Ladderax, Telefunken etc.

e FREE
• OUR

DELIVERY IN U.K.
OWN EXPERIENCED NON-PROFIT MAKING SHIPPING DEPARTMENT
ENABLES US TO SAVE FREIGHT AND INSURANCE CHARGES. FREE PACKING
AND FREE DELIVERY TO DOCKS. ALL QUOTED PRICES F.O.B. AND FREE OF U.K.
TAX.
• EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED TAX FREE TO OVERSEAS VISITORS ON PERSONAL
EXPORT SCHEME.

TRANSCRIPTION UNITS & AUTO CHANGERS
Cash
Deposit
B & 0 Beograin 1000V unit
£41 15 0 £ 14 15 0
Connoisseur Craftsman II
£ 18 13 11 £6 13 II
Connoisseur Craftsman III
£24 18 10 £8 18 10
Deccadec deluxe
£ 19 4 8 £7 4 8
Dual 1019
£46 15 0 £ 16 15 0
G
d 401
..
£ 31 14 2 £ 11 14 2
Garrard AT 60
..
£ 17 5 10 £6 5 10
G
d SL 95
£45 9 1 £ 15 9 1
G
d AP 75
£23 16 7 £8 16 7
Garrard SP 25
£ 15 11 11 £5 Ii 11
Goldring GL 68
£22 15
1 £7 15
1
Goldring GL 75
£ 36 8 2 £ 12 8 2
Goldring G99
£24 14
1 £8 14
1
Marantz SLT 12
£262 7 9 £88 7 9
Sony TTS 3000
£81
8 0 £27 8 0
Thorens TD 124
£46 15 10 £ 16 15 10
Thorens TD 224
E89 12 8 £30 12 8
Thorens TD 150AB
£39 16 9 £ 13 16 9
Thorens TD 125
£69 11
2 £23 11
2

Mthly Pays
Export
12 of £2
577.48
6of £2
$ 36.00
8of £2
$77.48
6of £2
$37.37
12 of £2 1
$99.46
10 of £2
$61.14
5of £2
$ 32.40
12 of C. 1
$87.66
5of £3
$48.00
5of £2
$27.96
5of £3
$ 44.10
12 of £2
$ 70.56
8of £2
$ 45.88
12 of 114 1
12 œf £4 1
$ 157.92
12 ef £2 1
S88 80
12 of £5 1
$ 170.10
12 of £2
S75.60
12 of £3 1
$ 132.00

HI-FI RADIOS- RADIOGRAMS - PORTABLES
Beolit 600 FM radio
Beolit 700 FM radio
B & 0 1000 radio
B & 0 900K radio
Hacker Sovereign
Hacker Helmsman
Hacker Herald

£31
£39
£64
£90
£45
£35
£25

15
14
15
15
9
12
4

0
3
0
0
9
4
0

£11
£13
£21
£30
£15
£9
£9

IS
14
IS
15
9
12
4

0 10 of £2 0
3 12 of £2 3
O 12 of £ 3 11
O 12 of £4 18
9 12 of £2 10
4 12 of £2 0
O
8of £2 0

0 • 60.00
4 $ 79.20
8 $ 148.20
4 $ 245.43
0 $84.66
0
67.20
0 $48.42

SONY BATTERY/MAINS MODEL PORTABLE TV 9-900B £83.10.0 cash
£28.10.0 deposit and 12 monthly payments of £4.11.8 $ 160.60

MONO & STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Deposit

Cash
£43
Armstrong 127 tuner/amp
.. £52
Armstrong 521 stereo amp
.. £ 101
B & 0 1000 tuner/amp
£59
Dynaco SCA35 amp ..
.. £64
Dynaco PAT4 pre-amp
.. £ 102
Dynaco 120 amp
.. £54
Goodmans Maxamp
£52
Leak Stereo 30 ..
£252
Marantz Model 1ST Amplifier
Marantz Model 7T Stereo Control
Unit
..
.
£ 189
Nikko TRM120
.
£95
Nikko TRM-40B
.
£46
Quad 303 and 33
.
£98
Rogers Ravensbrook .. £42
Rogers Ravensbourne transistor amp £59
Sanstp 2000 tuner/amp . £ 154
Sansiv 5000 tuner/amp . £200
Scott 260B stereo amp
.
£ 125
Sony STR 6060F stereo tuner/amp £ 188
£120
Sony TAI080 amp
.. £ 160
Sony TAI I20 amp
.. £29
ripletone amp
.. £ 54
Truvox TSA 2000 amp

9 £14
£18
o £34
£20
0 £24
0 £36
0 £18
0 £18
7 9 £66

13
0
15
17
1
18
0

0
0
10
0
10
10
13
17
0
1
0
0
19
12

O
O
O
0
O
O
8
O
O
6
O
O
6
O

£63
£35
£ 16
£34
£ 14
£20
£51
£67
£45
£63
£40
£60
£ 10
£ 18

Mthly Pays
12 of £2 8
12 of £2 16
12 of £5 11
12 of £3 5
12 of £3 6
12 of £5 10
12 of £ 3 0
12 of £2 16
12 of £ 15 10

Export

13
0
15
17
1
18
0
0
7

9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9

4
8
8
0
8
0
O
4
0

$82.26
$ 126.80
SI94.40
$ 167.58

O
O
10
0
10
10
11
17
O
1
O
O
18
12

0 12 of £ 10 10 0
0 12 of £5 0 0 $ 228.00
0 12 of £2 10 0 $ 102.00
0 12 of £5 6 8 $ 235.20
0 12 of £2 6 8 $ 54.00
0 12 of £3 5 0 $ 138.48
8 12 of £8 I1 8 $298.00
0 12 of £ 11 1 8 $ 383.50
0 12 of £6 13 4 $ 300.00
6 12 of £ 10 8 4
0 12 of £6 13 0 $ 280.00
0 12 of £8 6 4 $ 384.00
6
9of £1 2 4 567.00
0 12 of £ 3 0 0 $ 129.36

I29.60
$ 124.80

SPEAKERS & SPEAKER SYSTEMS
A & D Titanium Cone Module
Celestion Ditton 10
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
Celestion CX 2012 .
Goodmans Axiom 301
Goodmans Axiom 201
Goodmans Trebax 5K2OXL .
Goodmans Maxim ..
Goodmans Mambo ..
Goodmans Marimba ..
Goodmans Magnum K
Goodmans Axiom 80 ..
Goodmans Mezzo II .
NW Bergen ..
HW Narvik .
REF Concerto .
KEF Celeste Mk. 11
KEF Concord
KEF Cresta
.
KEF K2 baffle .
Leak Mini Sandwich
Leak Sandwich ..
Lowther PM6 acousta
Lowther PM7 acousta
Quad Electrostatic ..
Tannoy 12" Monitor ..
Tannoy Lancaster ..
Wharfedale W14 ' RS
Wharfedale 12" RS/DD
Wharfedale Super 10/RS/DD
Wharfedale Super Lintons ( Pair) .
Wharfedale Dentons ( Pair)
Wharfedale Airedale ..
All prices subject to alteration

£18
£21
£31
£18
£17
£12
£8
£20
£21
£23
£40
£24
£30
£16
£29
£53
£29
£43
£22
£24
£29
£43
£48
£56
£66
£34
£54
£18
£12
£12
£42
£33
£69

15 o
3
3 6
18
18 o
10
8 0
7 8
6 6
19 11
2 0
16 7
18 0
15 10
15 0
10 0
0 o
10 o
3 7
0 o
IS o
10 0
10 0
0 0
O 0
IS 0
O 0
15 0
O 0
8 9
O 0
12 0
10 0

£6 15
£7 3
Ell
3
£6 18
£6 18

6of £2
0
1 7of £2
6 10 of £2
6of £2
0
5of £2
0

£7 7 8
£7 6 6
£8 19 11
£14 2 0
El3 16 7
£10 18 0
£6 15 10
£10 8 0
£17 10 0
El I O 0
£14 10 0
£8 3 7
£8 O 0
£10 8 0
£14 10 0
£16 10 0
£20 O 0
£22 O 0
£12 15 0
£18 O 0
£6 15 0

£15 0 0
£11 12 0
£23 10 0

6of
7of
5of
12 of
8of
10 of
5of
9of
12 of
9of
12 of
8of
8of
9of
12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
IIof
12 of
6of

0
0
0
0
4

£2 3
£2 0
£3 0
£2 3
£2 0
£2 0
£2 0
£2 3
£3 0
£2 0
E2 8
£2 0
£2 0
£2 3
£2 8
£2 13
£3 0
£3 13
£2 0
£3 0
£2 0

0
0
0
0
0

$42.00
$45.48
$68.52
$ 42.00
$42.00
$30.00
$20.16
$ 39.24
$43.20
$45.20
$ 96.24
$ 58.56
$ 74.16
$ 30.00
$ 66.60
$ 128.40
$ 69.41)
$ 105.60
$ 43.20
$ 57.60
571.40
$ 104.40
$ 120.00
$ 134.40
$ 158.40

4
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
4
4
0
4
0
0
0 $ 45.00
$27.66
$21.80
12 of £2 5 0 $81.00
II of £2 0 0 $ 64.80
12 of £3 16 8 $ 162.48

FANTASTIC
VALUE!
CARTRIDGES & PICK-UPS
Deposit
Cash
Connoisseur SAU-2 arm .. £ 12 19 7
Decca Mk IV cartridge C4E or H4E £22 8 9 £8 8 9
1 1
Decca Mk IV cartridge SC4E or SI44E £32
I 1 £ 11
Goldring 800 free field mag. cart. . £ 13 0 0
7
£6
17
7
Goldring 800E free field mag. cart. £ 18 17
Neat V70 Stereo magnetic cartridge £5 4 8
Neat V70E Stereo magnetic cartridge £7 15 3
Neat G.30 tone arm
..
£ 11 14
Ortofon SLI5E with transformer .. £34 15 10 £ 11 15 10
Shure M3DM
..
£8 10 6
Shure M55- E
..
£20 15 6 £7 15 6
Shure M44-7
..
£ 12 19 5
Shure M7S-E
.
•
£25 18 10 £9 18 10
Shure 1.144-E
..
£ 17 8 4 £6 8 4
Shure VIS 11
£40 15 3 £ 13 15 3
Shure 0175-6
£ 17 8 4 £6 8 4
6 3
SME 3009 with 52 shell
£31
6 3 £ 11
7 4
SME 3012 with S2 shell
£33 7 4 £ 11
Sony PUA 237 tone arm
£47 0 6 £ 12 0 6

Mthly Pays
7of
10 of
6of

10 of
6of
8of
5of
12 of
5of
10 of
II of
12 of

Export

$24.48
£2 0 0 $43.59
£2 2 0 $62.28
$24.00
£2 0 0 $ 36.54
$ 10.20
$ 15.12
$26.40
£2 6 0 $50.00
$ 16.15
£2 3 4 $ 39.12
$24.20
£2 0 0 $50.40
£2 4 0 $33.84
£2 5 0 $79.20
£2 4 0 $ 33.84
£2 0 0 $60.39
£2 0 0 $66.40
£2 18 4 $91.20

DOKORDER MODEL MS-201 X
Stereo record reproduction-AM/FM Stereo Radio with built-in MPX decodertwo matched speakers-all in walnut cabinets.

69 GNS.

A TRULY SUPERB STEREO
COMPACT AT THE

AM- FM- MULTIPLEX TUNERS
Armstrong 523 AM- FM ..
Armstrong 524 FM tuner ..
Armstrong 425 tuner/amp ..
Armstrong 426 tuner/amp ..
Dynaco FM-3 tuner ..
Goodmans Stereomax AM- FM
Leak Troughline FM Tuner ..
Leak Troughline Stereo
Maranta 10B tuner ..
Nikko FAM I2F stereo
Nikko ST701 tuner/amp
Quad FM stereo tuner
Rogers Sw. FM tuner ..
Truvox FM200

SPECIAL
OFFERS!

£52
£40
£79
£88
£0
£82
£36
£51
£478
£68
£136
£51
£21
£37

9
4
14
19
12
10
8
10
4
8
3
0
6
13

0 £ 18
6 £ 14
9 £26
0 £29
3 £27
4 £27
10 £ 12
5 £ 17
0 £ 160
3 £23
11 £46
0 £ 17
6 £7
4 £ 12

UNBELIEVABLE PRICE OF
9
4
14
19
12
10
8
10
10
8
3
0
0
13

0
6
9
0
3
4
10
5
0
3
11
0
2
4

12 of £2
12 of £2
12 of £4
12 of £4
12 of £4
12 of £4
12 of £2
12 of £2
12 of £26
12 of £3
12 of £7
12 of £2
7of £2
12 of £2

16
6
8
18
8
11
0
16
10
15
10
16
0
1

8
8
4
4
4
8
0
8
0
0
0
8
0
8

TAPE DECKS & TAPE RECORDERS

$ 133.66
$ 172.00
$ 168.00
$65.22
$ 94.80
$82.00
$262.80
$96.00
$ 37.29
$82.60

GARRARD SP 25 MK II, complete with
NEAT V70 Stereo magnetic cartridge (Cash
only), £15/19/6.
WHARFEDALE
WFM.I.
Self- powered
F.M. Stereo Tuner.
Normally [57/15/3.
Our price ( Cash only), 35gns.

Cash
Akai M9
Akai X300
Akai 1710
B & 0 2000K
B & 0 2000T
B & 0 100K ..
Ferrograph 713 mono
Ferrograph 702 stereo
Ferrograph 722 stereo
Revox 77 1102/1104
Revox 77 1122/1124
Sony TC 200
Sony TC 530
Sony TC 260
Sony TC 800
Sony TC 100
Sony TC 900 ..
Sony TC 230W ..
Sony TC 355 ..
Tandberg 64X ..
U her 4200
Uher 4000L

92 Tottenham Ct. Rd., London, W.I. Tel.: 01-636 8177/8
Between Warren Street and Goodge Street Tube Stations
Open weekdays 9-6; Thursdays 9-7; Saturdays 9-1

.. £ 198
.. £268
. £ 111
• £159
. £ 165
. £86
£153
. £ 173
£194
.. £ 177
.. £204
. £90
. £ 146
.. £ 100
.. £79
.. £42
. £35
. £ 110
. £ 100
. £ 147
.. £ 153
.. £ 127

15 9
16
I
17 II
IS 0
15 S
16 3
6 3
8 5
3 I
9 0
15 0
0 0
12 3
2 6
17 9
9 6
18 0
4 9
2 6
13 0
6 6
1 0

Deposit
£66
£89
f37
£54
£56
£29
£51
£58
£65
£59
£68
£30
£49
£34
£30
£ 14
£9
£37
£34
£49
£51
£43

15 9
16 11
17 II
15 0
15 S
16 3
6 3
8 5
3 I
9 0
IS 0
0 0
12 3
2 6
17 9
9 6
18 0
4 9
2 6
13 0
6 6
1 0

Mthly Pays
12 of £ 11 0
12 of £ 14 18
12 of £7 0
12 of £8 15
12 of £9 I
12 of £4 15
12 of £8 10
12 of £9 11
12 of £ 10 15
12 of £9 16
12 of £ 1I 6
12 of £5 0
12 of £8 1
12 of LS 10
12 of £4 1
12 of £2 6
12 of £2 3
12of £6 I
12 of £5 10
12 of £8 3
12 of £8 10
12 of CI 0

Export
$ 381.60
$ 516.60
$213.60
$ 328.80
$ 312.00
$ 168.00
$259.00
$ 314.30
$ 362.40
$ 173.20
$ 330.07
$ 168.67
$ 151.20
585.73
$ 69.08
$ 226.20
$ 168.67
$ 312.60
$298.00
$ 252.00

"At Th ips, the response was within * 0.5 db, — 2.0 db
from 20 to 20,000 Hz. This has never been
equalled by any other recorder we have tested."
.Stereo Review

"So good is the servo control that it has proved
extremely difficult in practice to measure
any waver of wow or flutter; for quite long
intervals the meter drops below the point at
which reliable readings are possible ... Studer
and his team have truly produced a tape
recorder landmark."
.Audio Record Review

"This recorder is a masterpiece of electronic
and mechanical engineering."
Hi Fi Sound

"This is the flattest machine we have ever tested."
.Audio
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Telephone Windsor 63388

Prices on application. Tax free industrial versions to eligible purchasers.

